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ned it not only gives
base greater density,
glue between the
ices acts to damp
,ration. So when you're
eninoa to a record, y OU
)n't hear the turntable.

¡

U

1

Common staples can work themselves loose,
which is why Pioneer uses aluminum screws
w mount the base plate to the base.

THINKING ON OUR FEET
Instead of skinny screw -on plastic legs,
,veer uses large shock mounted rubber feet
It not only support the weight of the turntable,

Still plastic legs merely support most turntables,
-mourned rubber feet also reduce feedback.

C3ioneer's massive spring

t

absorb vibration and reduce acoustic

?.dback. So if you like to play your music loud

ough to rattle the walls, you won't run the risk
rattling the turntable.

i

The ordinary
platter mat is flat.
Ours is concave
w compensate
for warped records.

oo

FEATURES YOU MIGHT OTHERWISE
Smaller,
OVERLOOK.
conventional platters
are more subject to
Besides the big things, the PL -518 has other,'
speed variations
;s obvious advantages.
than our massive
po
R platter.
Our platter mat, for example, is concave to
screws to seal the base plate to the base.
mpensate for warped records.
It's details like these as well as advanced
The platter itself is larger than others in this
technology that gives the PI -518 an incredibly
price range, which means it
high signal-to-noise ratio of 73 decibels. And an
stays at perfect speed with
extremely low wow and flutter measurement of
less strain on the motor.
0.03%.
Performance figures you'd be hard pressed
Even
something
like
our
.
to find on any other turntable for this kind of
spindle is special. It's .8
money.
-,ft, microns larger than
So if you want to get the
most, so that the
most out of every piece of
record
is always
,:'" music, you should have the
flow plastic base,
particle board base perfectly centered.
turntable that gets the most
5susceptible
And instead of
out of every part that- goes
"bration.
flimsy staples, we use
Into It.
Our spindle is .8 microns larger than others,
to keep your records perfectly centered.
eh
sturdy aluminum
We bring it back alive.

r

-

PIONEER

T BUYABETTERTURNTABLE
CIRCLE 44 ON PAGE 105

FORUNDER$175.

,
w

All turntables are
'
pretty much the same on the
;.
outside.
But if you look carefully
inside, you'll see the things
that separate Pioneer's new
PL -518 from others.
Things that add up to a
turntable that can reproduce
Instead of suspending thetotor, Pioneer has a nchored it so vibration can't affect the music.
music perfectly, free of audible
distortion, acoustic feedback and rumble.
han the auto -return on most turntables.
Then there are two separate ball bearing
A REMARKABLE DRIVE SYSTEM.
assemblies used in the tone arm for greater
Obviously, all direct -drive turntables have an stability as it passes over the record.
extremely accurate drive system.
A plastic headshell is good enough for most
Each offers an immunity to fluctuations in line one arms. It's nowhere near good enough for the
voltage, pitch control, and a built-in strobe unit to
PL -518. Tests show plastic tends to
..z/
at frequencies
help you regulate the speed of the platter.
between 75 and
But we believe the drive system of the
s,
300 hertz. By using
PL -518 is the most accurate found on any
a glass fiber shell,
turntable selling for under $175. Because
resonance above 75
the 16 pole, 24 slot brushless DC Servo
hertz is all but
motor is much the same as those found in Flimsy pplaºic
eliminated.
turntables selling for $250, if not more. and metal headshells
can distort music,
In fact, nothing vibrates
Equally important is the fact that
so Pioneers is made of glass fiber,
on the tone arm with the
this motor is anchored to a metal bottom
u hick eliminates all resonance
above 75 hertz.
plate, instead of suspended from the base,
exception of the stylus. So
where vibration can affect your music.
nothing comes through the tone
arm but music.
SOMETHING YOU RARELY
A SOLID ARGUMENT
SEE IN ATONE ARM:
FORTHE 2 -PLY
THINKING.
PARTICLE BOARD BASE.
-
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further insight
'
into the virtues of our PL 518
you only have to look at the
Many tone arms are mounted on piano wire
way some tone arms are
that vibrates, which is why our tone arm floats
mounted. On piano wire.
on steel pivot bearings.
Or cheap plastic casings.
Instead, ours is gimballed
they
on steel pivot bearings. So it
To give you

can't vibrate.
A great deal of thought
also went into developing an
auto return mechanism with
fewer moving parts. It
imposes less load on the
motor and is more reliable

3
i
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Some rely on
ball bearings

I.

for stability to
the tone arm
shalt,
but Pioneer i
uses 34.
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The base on many turntables
co
is nothing more than a hollow
plastic shell. Or worse, sheet
mezal neatly hidden beneath
imitation wood veneer.
Both seem harmless
enough, but
111//
tend to vibrate
and cause acoustic
4.
feedback when the
volume is turned up.
Unlike the he
The base on the PL -518,
our solid 2 -ply
is fa aloes
however, is made of two solid
y
blocks of compressed wood, each 20
millimeters thick. When the two are

WHEN YOU PUT ITALLTOGETHER, YOU CAN"
C
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THE PL-518.

What do you get when you put together...
A tonearm worth 950...
(with UNIPOISE patented single
pivot point suspension)

A turntable worth $200...
(with GYROPOISE' exclusive
.t

3.

patented magnetic suspension)

A cartridge worth 950...
(Professional Calibration Standard with
patented STEREOHEDRON®stylus tip)

Stanton': NEW 8005 turntable system!

Stanton's handsome new low profile
Turntable has unequalled features:
1. The Gyropoise® platter actually floats on air. This
magnetic suspension eliminates vertical friction and almost complete acoustical isolation is insured.
2. Unipoise® tonearm with patented single point suspension reduces lateral and vertical friction to a minimum.

3. Automatic stop and lift-off on some models ... manual
operation on others.
4. Each Turntable comes with a top -of-the -line calibrated
Stanton cartridge (881S or 681 Triple -E).

5. The Universal Cartridge Adapter Head accommodates all cartridges (a free Adapter Head comes with
each turntable).
6. Other features:
a) Precision ground belt drive
b) Tracking force and anti -skate
mechanism
c) Viscous damped cueing
d) Die cast aluminum platter
e) Hinged dust cover adjustable
to any position
For further information write:
Stanton Magnetics, Inc.
Terminal Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803

... 'The choice of the Professionals" -
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Listener Fatigue

.:..:.t

was recently discussing with colleagues that universally accepted
phenomenon known as "listener fatigue" when realized i didn't know
what we were talking about. In audio jargon LF generally indicates fatigue resulting from listening to music reproduced over a system that
adds to it certain not clearly determined types of noise and/or distortion. We were discussing whether particular forms of quadriphony led
to LF. How could one find out?
Granted. certain sonic annoyances will tire you after a while. The
most blatant would create an intellectual fatigue rather than the more
subtle listener fatigue. Some, like a fingernail scratching a blackboard.
reach their critical moment quickly: others, like road noise. you can ignore for a full five -hour trip. But imagine the following: You are driving home from work. tune in to your favorite station, and are captivated by a broadcast of Horowitz' recording of a Scriabin sonata. You
decide to buy the record. but when you play it at home you discover
that those sounds of passing cars. chassis squeaks. distant horns, and
puddle splashes that you filtered out of your consciousness in the car
are actually recorded right on the disc! You are hearing the same
sounds you heard in the car. but now how tolerant would you be? Not
very. I'd wager.
The key seems to be acceptance. If you accept a particular noise, it
may never become annoying; if you do not, it may irritate very quickly.
While Felix Weingartner's acoustic recording of Beethoven's Seventh
Symphony was apparently a godsend back in the '20s, its scratchy
sound would turn off most listeners. used to high quality sound reproduction. today. But sophisticated music listeners have been swearing
that they could hear no differences between live and recorded performances as far back as cylinder [lays. And even now some lucky antique -record fans seem to have built-in scratch filters between their
ears and their brains.
Okay. so a pronounced phonograph wow or speaker buzz can get to
most listeners. LF is supposed to be caused subliminally, by less obvious noise and distortion. And this is where get lost. Not that don't
experience listener fatigue as much as my colleagues (10-my problem
is that i experience it too often. Like them, do not use my audio equipment primarily for background music: rather listen intently to the
music being played. And, frankly. an hour and a half without a break is
about my limit. I can he hearing my favorite music on a magnificent
system. and after an hour or so of careful listening. am bushed. In
fact, even at a live concert or opera. the composer or performer had
better have programmed an intermission before that long if he expects
to keep me going. Fortunately. they nearly all do.
And what about the music? With enough intermissions. can enjoy
five hours of Wagner's Getterdümmerung, live, recorded, mono, stereo,
or quad. On the other hand, with the exceptions of very carefully selected pairs, I find it difficult to listen to more than one Mozart symphony per concert.
How then. can I-or someone who listens as do-tell if it is a particular audio system or component that is inflicting listener fatigue upon
me? Should listen to laydn's trios through system A until i get tired,
then play them again via system B. and see whether get tired later or
sooner the second time around? System B would he guaranteed to lose
even if it were the Beaux Arts Trio live in my living room. (Would it be
cheating to play different music for the second session? Maybe it's
cheating not to.)
If the acceptance of a certain level of sound quality is the reason
some listeners suffer from LF, then perhaps we must blame the high
fidelity industry for having spoiled too many ears.
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The Technics Si-9030 tuner
Purists would feel beffer if it cost over9,000.
e'.,
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some, -uners that offer 0.08% THD, 50 dB stereo
seperatic._ c capture ratio of 0.8 dB and waveform
fidel.ty should demand a_price tag of rover $1,000. But
with the 13-9030 this performance can be yours for
less than 191 that price.
Thos c cite a feat for a tuner. But theh the
ST-5030 s gjite a tuner. It has two completely
inoecencent IF circuits:_ A narrow bond, for ultra -sharp
selec-ivity led a wide odd, for ultra -high separation
and Lltrarlov distortion. It even selects the right
bald. depending on,reception conditions, automatically.
Bot-r bands give you the`sbme extended flat
frequency -esponse. Because, unlike conventional tuner;
utilizes an electronic pilot'cancl circuit.
the ST
that cu -s tFe pilot signal,.without cutting any of the higlend. It's irgenious. And aTechnics innovatior.
The Tec-mics ST-9030 has one of the quietest,
mcs- sensitive front ends of'any tunei''With an advanced
linear feriae-Icy 8 -ganged tuning capacitor and 3
'

-90
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%

To

1

,

double-tunedicircuits,;plus,cúnl gore MOS FETs in the
2 -stage RF amplifier and balanced rrixer circuit.
What's more, there's a servo tuning circuit -hct locks into
the tuned frequency regardess of ninor flr ctJátions.
The result: Negligible drift distortion and maximum
stereo separation.
Technics ST-9030. Compare saecificcdiáns and
prices. And you'll realize there's'reel y no &caparison.
THD (stereo): ode-Cr.08%((1 kHz). Narrow0.3%(1 kHz). S/N: 80 dE. FREQUENCY R6PONSE:
20Hz-'18 kHz +0.1-, -('.5 dB. SELECTIvIree: Wide
dB. CAPTURE ATlO; Wine -0.8 dB.
25 dB. Narrow
,Narrow-2.0 dB: I -, IMAGE and SPURIOUS RESPONSE
REJECTIONS (98 mHz): 13, dB. AM SUPPRESSION
(wide): 58 -dB. STEREO SEPARATIOP, 1 kHz): Wide
dB. -CARRIER LEAK: Variable -65 -dB
504B. Narrow
dB (19 kHz, 38 kHz'.
(19 kHz). Fixed
Technics ST-9030. A rare corrE inatio cf audio
technology. A rare standa-c of and oexcelence.

-90

-
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-40
-70
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THE JVC QUARTZ -LOCKED TURNTABLE..
First we invented it. Now we've made it more precise than ever.

,.

''Ç,
ever,

troduced the first quartz -controlled
turntable in 1974, and we've been
improving our designs
since.
Super Servo Frequency
Generator
To detect minute variations in platter speed, and send. corrective
information to the electronic circuit
controlling turntable ro tion, it provides near -perfect sp d accuracy.
And, our Super Servo factory -set
for years of accurate, dependable use.
Direct Drive DC Servomotor
For quick-start/stop and high -torque
operation. Our powerful motor drive
system and its companion speed monitoring circuits reduce wow-and flutter and speed drift nearly to the
\vanishing point.
Gimbal Support and TH Tone Arm
Our exclusive unipivot gimbal support
holds the tone arm firmly, yet is

((
,,T4

-!f

sr

The turntable evolution comes full
swing with the introduction of the
new Quartz turntable series. We in-

.ractically fricti

C.,'

Including:r...,_-:.-;;::-

*may
1

r
4
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new

provide stability and
tracing accuracy
needed for a cartridge
to follow even the most
complex reccrd grooves
without errcr. -hese, plus
features like digi:al readout,
electronic switching rrechanisms
and solidly -constructed bases, are
just some of the reasons:o consider
the precision of JVC's Cuartz-Lock

series for your rrusic system.
And you can choose -rom manual,
semi -automatic or totally -automatic
modéls-JVC's most comprehensive
turntable line ever.
See them at your JVC dealer soon.
JVC America Company, Div of US JVC
Corp., 58-75 Queens Mictown Expwy.,
Maspeth, N.Y. 11373: Canada:
JVC Electronics of
Canada, Ltd., On

JVC

._

QL-A7

r

1. We also developed a
g Hold (TI-):one arm to

ill-F4/61' RY
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1
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QL-F4

HOW

IT

WORKS: The RC -2030 utilizes

a

piezo-

electri; elemerr which you activate by simply pushing
a trigger bar Immediately a s:-eam of Ionized air
bombards the record. reutrallztng its atatic charge
and freeing dust particles TI-ese particles are then
swept away by the RC -2C00 s nylon brush and caught
by a soft velvet surface As easy as that you ve got a
clean record No more liquic lesldues no more
remov ng static a second tine after you clean. No
it. ther throw away
batteries to replace eater'
your cloths. liquids and brushes
ACCLAIMED EVERYWHERE Lightweight, durable.
the RC -2000 5 designed for years of repeated use
Stereo owners tnroughout Europe ha -e used it and
loved r, now 1. s available to L S audio connoisseurs.
too. through leading stereo high fidelity stores

Remove both
static and dust
in one easy stroke!

COMING NEXT MONTH

Microcomponents are making this
spring's consumer audio news, but just
how well do they perform? Stay tuned:
In June, we offer the initial lab/listening tests of a group of these glamorous
miniatures, so you can judge for yourself whether in this instance good
things come in small packages. Edward

'r/

Auciotex Laboratories
introduces the
RC -2000

FrC-2u0.

to the scene of The
Pickup/Preamp Confrontation, where
you will learn the sources of possible
aucible conflict between your preamp
and your cartridge and what to do to
restore harmony. Conrad L. Osborne's
Diary of a Cavpag Madman, via the new
Pavarotti recordings of these Siamese
twins of opera, explores the very nature
of performance and ruminates on its
presence and absence in a number of
recorded cases. In BACKBEAT, Ken
Emerson encounters Dire Straits, the
blazing British blues band, and lives to
tell about it. There is a report from a
unique Cuban jazz/rock festival, and
Input Output's Fred Miller looks at the
Ursa Major Space Station, a fascinating
concert/studio digital-reverb and time delay processor.
J. Foster takes us

iC

it ti,

4U-15br5i

MppsSER STROKE
A RECORD CARE!
mg

Audiotex
Laboratories
PrcAects of GC Electronics
eoeisford, Illin: is 61101
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The
Advent/1

;

i

1

1

The Advent/ 1 is a smaller, less
expensive version of this country's best-selling speaker system. It uses the same drivers
as the New Advent Loudspeaker, and its overall sound
quality is as close to the New
Advent's as one speaker can
come to another. (21/2 dB less
output at 30 Hz is the only difference worth quantifying.)
Tl-.e price -performance ratio
of the Advent / 1 is surpassed
by no other speaker. It sells for
$110 to $129x, depending on
cabinet finish and how far it
has been shipped.
For more information, please
send in this ad.

°suggested prices, subject to change without
notice.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

Name

1

Address

1

City

1
1

Zip

State

1

Advent Corporation

1

195 Albany Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
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If you are an audio engineer,
you'll get the most out of the
new Mitsubishi DT-30 in a
day or two.
You get dynamics, fidelity, color and subtlety like
you never dreamed of.
If, however, you are
merely a gifted amateur, it

will take longer.

Because the DT-30 is
somewhat like a race horse.
It runs best under a
great jockey.
It is more sophisticated,
more complex, and more
challenging than systems
costing twice as much.
It has, for example,
recording head azimuth

adjustment, so you can fine
tune for optimum performance with any cassette.
It has internal standard
oscillators, so you can make
accurate and minute bias
adjustments.
It has a 3 -head structure,
so that you can monitor
what you're recording while
you're recording.
Although a professional
would he accustomed to this
level of instrumentation, you
may not be.
Just remember this.The
DT-30 is only a machine.
With time and care and
devotion, you can master it.
And produce tapes that are
as good as any in the world.
Consider the features
you have on your side.
A dual -capstan transport
system that's guaranteed

to reduce wow and flutter
by 30% or more.
An automatic spacingpauser that adds a short
blank space between each
segment you are recording.
A peak -hold switch that
freezes the dB indicator at its
highest level, long enough
for you to make adjustments.
We proudly introduce our
potent, eager, demanding,
sensitive, beautiful DT-30
cassette deck.
You may never take it as
far as ít can go.
But even half-way is
better than most.

MITSUBISHI.
AUDIO SYSTEMS

For more information write Melco Sales, lnc., Dept. HF, 3030 East Victoria Street, Compton, California 90221.
Distributed by Superior Electronics Inc. in Canada.
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Whither Tape?
have just finished reading Larry Zide's informative article on the state of metal -particle tape development ['Bits and Particles." February'. What is not absolutely
clear. however, is whether Mr. Zide resolved one of the questions initially posed
by the article: whether metal tape will
make present cassette equipment obsolete
and by what reasoning. One of the attractions of the cassette alternative is the availability of high fidelity on a more durable
and less expensive medium than disc. If
metal tape will cost twice as much as high quality chrome. then consumer preference
may not shift to it.
It is important to remember that, if the
finest fidelity possible at any price were the
sole criterion. we would all he using either
reel-to-reel or discs exclusively.
Kenneth S. Hilton
I

We build
a speaker

New York. N.Y.

Phil Shapiro
Los Angeles, Calif.

The music on the recording was chosen on
the advice of a committee of musical scholars organized by Carl Sagan, who had the
ultimate responsibility.

AM Ignored?
Your review of the McIntosh -11110 receiver
[February] did not discuss the AM section.
vet I see from the photo of the dial and your
opening description that there is one. I hope
McIntosh has not "ignored" it. am still using a McIntosh MR -66 tuner. and it has the
best AM section have seen yet, except for
the newer Dymek tuners. In spite of the
overall poor engineering practices in use by
most AM stations. a good tuner helps.
Please don't ignore AM.
Sidney Feldman
Mastertone Recording
Studios. Inc.
New York. N.Y.
I
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that sounds
like music
can accurately reproduce the 120+ dB peaks
that are found in some
live music. That's more
than just being able to
play music loud. It can
accurately reproduce the
music bandwidth-from
below 25Hz to 20kHz.
And the Interface:D's
vented midrange

2
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sources- both lateral
and front -to -back.
The Interface:D is U-e
only commercially avail
able speaker we know
of that can meet these
criteria. Audition them
at your Interface dealer.

On the contrary. we think Mr. Zide did answer the question. Ile showed that, whatever the future of the metal -particle tapes
themselves, present playback standards do
not appear in danger of major change, and
therefore present decks should retain their
playback value even if prerecorded metalparticle topes become the rule. But the
premium price Mr. I tilton cites is a major
reason for doubt that these tapes will
sweep all before them like the proverbial
new broom. 'Their udvantages suggest that
they will be in demand for the most exacting uses-and by the most exacting usersbut their price appears to dictate that they
will not make current technology obsolete
for other uses and users.

Tapes for the Car

speaker reproduces
midrange sounds with
the clarity and purity
that allows precise
localization of sound

'.

Ey
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We enjoyed the article "Taped Programs
for Your Car" Iby Harold A. Rodgers. February'. The need for compression in the car
has not gone unnoticed here: in fact, we
have been recommending the DBX 118 for
just that purpose. Please note that the DBX
119, mentioned in the article, and its predecessor. the 117, were discontinued several
years ago. The 118, which can also serve as
a limiter and peak unlimiter for recording
very "hot' sources like di ect discs, is the
current model containing compression. The
128. which combines a 118 and a PBX
noise -reduction system. can also be used.
Mary C. Warbasse
Asst. Marketing Director
DBX. Inc.

1

Though we agree that if a MUM/ facture,- is
going to include mi AM section in o quality

audio product he should take commensurate pains with it, the industry at large
evidently doesn't. The theory seems to he
Halt as long as you're including an lib' section. you might us well throw in the AM capability us a "utility" item but that the attempt to make it high fidelity is sufficiently
compromised by the parameters of AM
broadcasting itself to make it useless. The
vast majority of our readers seem to agree
with that proposition since they very rarely
even men lion AM sections in their voluminous correspondence to us. tVe reply in
kind to the extent that we have not made a
practice of applying high fidelity standards
to the AM sections of the products we test.
That in the Muc receiver did strike us us
better than average for a stereo receiver. It
did not seem spectacularly good-us good.
for example. as it appears the Dymek
tuners are-hut without lob measurements
(which. for the above reason. we don't undertake) the question of how good the Mac
is can't really he answered.

Newton, Mass.

Electrol/oice®
o

about posterity and our debt/responsibility
in that area. To present the musical art of
the human race on one record is an awesome responsibility! -low does one choose?
And who, in fact. did choose the music
and performances to be included in this
"message to the universe?" If, as Marcus
said, "We are the true recipients," we can
develop opinions concerning the success of
the choices. But if by chance the record is
ever played by some other beings, they will
have no reference for comparison and will
accept it as it is. Depending on which of
these assumptions you make. the choice
can mean much or very little.

guitar! company

600 Cecil Street
Buchanan, Michigan 49107

Cosmic Responsibility

r

must take an opposite stand to Dale S.
Harris' critique of Leontyne Price's "Prima
Donna. Vol. 4" [January'. The way the review reads. one would dismiss t he album as
poor and hardly lislenahle. Mr. Harris apI

found Leonard Marcus' editorial, "Bach
Flipped. by Jupiter" (about the Voyager
spacecraft, February', most interesting. His
words caused me to think more deeply
I

10
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Prima Donna Price
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TEAC

YOU CAN'T TAKE ANY MACHINE
AT FACE VALUE.

is

Every tape recorder
a machine by defini-

tion. Pretty faces, knobs
and buttons are incidental to the recorder's

fundamental responsibility To move
tape. And
that is
1i~
. i
where a
TEAC

shines.
'IWentyfive years
of

\

special

ization

has
taught
us that

2
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balance

the
critical
factor in
determining
how accurately
and for how long a
is

e'

tape recorder will

move tape.
Balance means no
part stands alone. It
also means delicate
physical relationships.
Good drive motors
produce tremendous
energies, magnified in
fast modes. The slightest imbalance will

atmospheric conditions
to assure dimensional
stability for years to
come.
For fast action and
positive feel, we use
highly responsive
micro -switch transport
controls. They activate
solenoids almost twice
as powerful as those in
other machines. You can
even hear the distinctive sound of a TEAC
mechanism in action.
Our erase, record
and playback heads
are secured to a steel
mounting plate itself
a product of over 20
years of design refinement-then aligned in
the three critical planes.
Finally, we mount
everything to a -inch
high density duralumin
base plate. Physical
relationships must
'0.11,1
remain constant. Especially in the tape world
of micro-tolerances.
To us, it's a matter of
vent high frequency loss.
tolerance craftsmanship. To you,
That's why a TEAC sounds
'
of 0.2 micron a matter of decision.
better initially and main(0.000008 inch). That's why we invite
Our hysteresis synch- you to look beyond
tains its sonic integrity
after years of use.
ronous capstan motor
mere face value. Peel
The most important
is specifically designed away the cosmetics
part of any drive system for speed accuracy.
and you'll find the real
is the capstan assembly,
Deviations (wow &
measure of any tape
where balance, again, is flutter) are kept to the
recorder. Especially
crucial. For accurate
absolute minimum. Our ours.
tape speed, the size and massive flywheel is
For more inforroundness of the capstan dynamically-balanced mation, see your TEAC
shaft are of utmost
and coupled to the drive Audio Specialist
importance. So we use
dealer or write us at
mechanism with beis
Dept. HF-5.
automated lathes to form that are tested under
each shaft. Then micro - the most severe tempergrind each one to a
ature, humidity and

cause vibration and
audible deterioration.
Our hysteresis torque
motors, one on each
reel, maintain the delicate balance between
start-up, back torque
and running torque to
prevent tape stretch
and breaking. Precise
tape-to -head contact
is maintained to pre-

1%

TEAC.

©1979 TEAC Corporation oI America. 7733 Telegraph Road. Montebello. CA 90640 In Canada. TEAC s distributed by Whue Electronic Development Corporation (1966) Ltd

We've just improved
every record you own.
Unitized. laminated Permalloy coil core and pole pieces

Non-resonant
magnesium -alloy
body

Individual moving magnet
for each channel
Low impedance.
low inductance
toroidal coil
Ill
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AT.25
MAO[ IN JAPAN

J1k

'111.1-

Mu -metal shield
between magnetic
systems

i

Calibrated overhang adjustment

Stylus assembly set screw
Plugs directly into most fine tone arms
Improved radial damping ring
0.3mm diameter Beryllium cantilever
Square -shank, nude-mounted 0 2 x 0.7 -mil miniature diamond stylus

Bold, creative new technology sets new standards

for clarity, dynamic range, and stereo separation.

Of course the new AT25 doesn't look like
other stereo phono cartridges. It's
entirely different. And not just on the
outside. We've rethought every detail of
design and construction. All in the
interest of the smoothest, cleanest sound
you've ever heard. The AT25 frequency
response is utterly uniform. Definition
and stereo separation are remarkable.
Dynamic range is awesome. Even the
most demanding digital and direct -to disc records are more spectacular, more
musically revealing.
But set our claims aside and listen.
The AT25 is unexcelled for transparency
and clean, effortless transient response.
Individual instruments are heard crisply,
without stridency even at extremely
high levels. Even surface noise is less
apparent.
The cutaway view shows you how
we do it. Start with the coils. Just two,
hand -wound in a toroidal (doughnut)
shape. A unique shape which cuts losses,
reduces inductance, and lowers impedance. The coils are wound on laminated
one-piece cores which also serve as pole
pieces. Again, losses are lower. Eddy
current effect is also reduced. Which all
adds up to superior transient response.
It's like having the electrical performance of the finest moving coil designs,
but with the high output of a moving

magnet. The best of both worlds!
Each magnetic system is completely
independent. No common circuits. We
even add a mu -metal shield between the
coils to insure no leakage between
channels. Which results in stereo separation which must be heard to be believed.
But there's more. An entirely new
stylus assembly with one of the smallest
whole diamond styli in series production. Only 0.09mm in cross section and
almost invisible. It's nude -mounted and
square -shank to insure exact alignment
with the groove. And it's set in a Beryllium cantilever that eliminates flexing.
Instead of snapping into place, this
stylus assembly is held rigidly to a
precisely machined surface with a small
set screw. A small detail which insures
perfect alignment, no spurious resonances, and simple stylus replacement.
We treat cartridge shell resonances
too, with special damping material
applied to the top of the unique plug-in
shell. The magnesium shell even has a
calibrated adjustment for stylus overhang to insure perfect installation.
The many technical differences
between the new AT25 and every other
stereo cartridge are fascinating ... and
significant. But the real difference is in
the resulting sound. It's almost as if you
had plugged your stereo system directly

into the studio console. Every subtlety of
artistic expression is intact, no matter
how complex-or simple-the music, no
matter how loud-or soft-the performance. It's as though a subtle barrier
had been removed adding clarity and
presence to every record you own.
A cartridge of this sophistication
and high quality cannot be produced
quickly. Initially the AT25 may be in
short supply. But your patience will be
rewarded with performance which will
send you back through your record
library to discover nuances you never
suspected to hear. And you'll eagerly
await the sonic splendors of tomorrow's
digital recording techniques.
This outstanding performance is
now available two ways: the direct
plug-in AT25 and the standard -mount
AT24. Either one will make every other
component you own sound better,
including your records!
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Dept 59H. 33 Shiawassee Avenue. Fairlawn. Ohio 44313

Model AT25 Unitized

Headshell/Dual Magnet'"
Stereo Phono Cartridge
$275

Model AT24 Dual
Magnet". Stereo Phono
Cartridge $250

pears to be scraping the bottom of the barrel and even digging into the wood itself in a
vain attempt to find anything worthwhile
about this disc.
-lis main criticism is of Price's rendition
of "La luce longue" from Macbeth, which
he describes as "puffed-up, hollow sound
and ... ugly. unresonant low-lying tone."
Allow me to refer you to a letter of Verdi's
that contains his much -quoted description
of the kind of voice he wanted Lady Macbeth to have: "I want Lady Macbeth to be
ugly and evil... and don't want Lady Macbeth to sing at all. Lady Macbeth's voice
should be hard, stifled and dark." In the
same letter the composer wrote, "They
must be acted and declaimed with hollow
masked voices." The words Verdi chose
mirror Mr. Harris'-maybe La Price doesn't
approach her roles "in a rather generalized
manner," after all.
What Mr. Harris dismisses as just another lackluster record turns out to be one
of the best recital albums of 1978.
Steve Willis
San Francisco. Calif.
1

I

Harris replies: Mr. Willis does not
quote Verdi's letter accurately. When the
composer asked for Lady Macbeth to be
ugly and evil he was referring not to her
voice, but to her looks: "Tadolini has a
beautiful and attractive figure !emphasis
mine!, and I want Lady Macbeth to be ugly
and evil."-Letters of Giuseppe Verdi,
edited by Charles Osborne, p. 59.
Equally misleading is Mr. Willis' reference to "hollow masked voices." Here
Verdi was referring to two specific moments in the score, not to the music of Lady
Macbeth as a whole: "The Iwo most important numbers in the opera are the duet between Lady Macbeth and her husband and
the Sleepwalking Scene. If these two numbers fail, then the entire opera fails. And
these numbers must definitely not be sung:
They must be acted and declaimed in voice
hollow and veiled: otherwise the effect will
be lost."
Nonetheless, Verdi slid indeed say in the
have been quoting:
letter from which
"Tadolini sings to perfection, and I don't
want Lady Macbeth to sing at all. Tadolini
has a wonderful voice, clear, flexible,
strong, while Lady Macbeth's voice should
be hard, stifled and dark."
Yet, as the most cursory examination of
the score reveals, the role demands a formidable technique and a range that extends from 13 flat all the way up to 1) flat
above the staff. Why, if Verdi didn't want
the character to sing at all, is this so? The
answer, have no doubt, is to be found in
his tendency to exaggerate in order to make
his intentions clear (compare his overstated dynamic markings). As Julian Bud den says about the Tadolini letter: "It is an
argumentum ad hominem (or feminam)
rather than a statement of fact, rather like
Richard Strauss's instruction lo perform
Elektra as fairy music. In other words, to
combat the narcissistic disposition of the
Italian prima donna a touch of exaggeration was needed. The point was that Macbeth was first and foremost music-drama."
Clearly, Verdi was trying to ensure an
Mr.

I

I
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expressive rather than merely a well -sung
portrayal of the role. As he says elsewhere
in the letter: "Tadolini's voice is angelic; I
want Lady Macbeth's to be diabolic." In
my opinion. Leontyne Price's performance
of the Macbeth ario on "Prima Donna" is
neither well sung nor expressive of anything but her current vocal problems. In
any case, "La luce langue" was written
eighteen years after the Tadolini letter-in
1865. when he reworked the entire opera.

hitüt"h
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For the Record
"War Songs II: Music Goes AWOL" [January). Gene Lees states that Eugene
In

'Masterpiece..."

McCarthy defeated Lyndon Johnson in the
1968 Democratic primary in New Hampshire. Not so. Johnson won 49% of the Democratic vote to McCarthy's 42%. (Republican write-in votes narrowed the margin,
but Johnson remained the victor.) Of
course, the results were in every sense save
the numerical a victory for McCarthy, but
facts are slit: facts.
Vivian Bakal
Paterson, N.J.
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Broken Consort Music

Mclntosh

C

32

In her review of the London Early Music

Group's "What Pleasures Have Great
Princes' !December', Susan Thiemann
Sommer says there have been no recordings
of English broken consort music since Sidney Beck's. Happily, this is not so: David
Munrow himself, as part of the Morley
Consort, recorded seven pieces each on
"Pleasures of the Court (Angel S 36851)
and "Musique á la Cour des Tudors'. (Harmonia Mundi IMU 223): the Julian Bream
Consort has ten selections on RCA LDS
2656 (reissued as I.SC 3195), albeit on
anachronistic instruments: and the Consort
of Musicke included the five consorts attributed to John Rowland in its recordings
of that composer's complete works
(Oiseau-Lyre DSLO 533). But for my taste.
the best of the lot is the Linde Consort's
disc. "Altenglische Consortmusik" (Electrola Reflexe C06330105).
Geoff Gaherty
Toronto. Ont.
I

Stokie Fan Club
After the death of Leopold Stokowski in
1977 a small group of his admirers in the
United Kingdom decided that we should
form a society to help preserve the memory
of this much -loved musician. We are just
about off the ground with it. but we need
members from the United States. Otherwise, we feel that our society will he only
partially representative of the millions who
have witnessed this conductor at work. It is
our intention to publish a bimon'hly magazine. estahl,sh an archive of public performances, and release previously unavailable recordings. Any Hlcn FIDELITY
readers who are interested may write to me
for more information.
Stephen C. Smith
L'Oiseau
16 Kestrel Close
Southampton SOl 8FN, England
13

"Moré, Than, a Tréamplifier"
McIntosh has received peerless acclaim kóm ' prominent product
-esting Laboratories -and cutstand-ng, international. recógnition! You
:au learn why the "more than á
3reEmplifier" C. 32' has been'
.

selected for these' unique honols.
Send us your nanfe and address,
and we'll send,.ytiu the complete
,3roducl reviews and data on all
McIntosh 3rodliicts, copies of the
nternati3nal awards, and a North
American FM -,directory. You., will
uniarstand -why McIntosh product
-esearci and development always

the _appearance

nas

and

tech -

'no cgici look _to the futile...

Keep up"to,dafie.
"

Send:now

`-

McIntosh Laooratory Inc.
Boz 96 East Side Station
Binghamton, NY 13904
Name

Address
City

State

Zip

you are in a hurry for your catalog please
send the coupon to McIntosh. For non -rush
service send the Reader Service Card to the
magazine.
If
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At about 8:05, when the. radioman
was showing signs of despair, my assistant's voice came calmly over my
headphones. "Richter's been out," he
said, "and gone hack. I think he's seen
a camera." So that seemed to be that,
for it had been agreed that we would
sacrifice the video recording rather

cLcre
g

Richter's Sixteen
Silent Minutes

than jeopardize the public recital. At
that moment the unfortunate radioman, who after all had no reason to
know or care about anything except
that he was live on two networks, had
started to repeat himself for the third
time. Then my assistant came on
again.
"He hasn't seen a camera," he said,
"but there's no music stand."

by John Culshaw

.;,eRIE___

"No what?"
"No music stand on the Yamaha,
and he can't play from the notes without it."
Exit the search party again, this
time to look for the piano tuner, who
in all innocence had assumed that
Richter would play from memory and
would not need a stand. He could not
be found because, like anything that is

brilliantly hidden,

_i0!![]1i1d""

'''
LONDON-Watching Sviatoslav Richter playing Schubert on commercial
television the other night took me
back in a flash to Aldeburgh eighteen
months ago, because I directed the
cameras for the video recording on
that occasion. The Maltings at Snape
was packed to bursting point, but
with the knowledge of Richter's aversion to television there was, until
rather later than the last minute, some
doubt about whether he would appear at all.
It all began when his agent said
there would he no trouble if the cameras were invisible to the pianist, so
my crew went to inordinate lengths to
hide the monsters. Cameras and cameramen were draped in black and
lurked behind foliage that the audience was meant to regard as decorative; the lights were kept to the minimum required to register any picture
at all. We expected to reach the moment of truth in the afternoon, when
Richter was scheduled to rehearse.

Unfortunately-or perhaps fortu-

nately-he didn't. Nobody could trace
him anywhere, although it is quite a
feat to disappear in a place as small as
Aldeburgh. Eventually we found his
wife, Nina Dorliak, who was in an

awkward situation, for while she
thought it important that the recital
should be video-taped, she could not
be party to a conspiracy. But she is a
14

practical lady and agreed to come to
the hall to inspect the invisibility of
the cameras and the level of lighting,
both of which she found excellent.
The recital was to begin at eight and
was being transmitted live by two radio networks. In the mobile television
control van I had been given a "feed"
from the radio continuity announcer
so that I would know when to cue
video tape immediately prior to Richter's entrance. At ten minutes to eight
the hall was full, and Richter's gleaming Yamaha piano commanded the
platform amid all the foliage and the
invisible cameras. At five to eight
Richter arrived and went to his dressing room, where he announced that he
intended to play the entire recital
from music and would need someone
to turn the pages. The trouble was that
any student qualified for such a task
was already sitting somewhere in the

auditorium. Exit

search party,
minute after
eight bearing a suitable candidate, to
whom Richter began to explain how
and when he liked his pages turned.
By that time the radio commentator
was already on the air and beginning
to run out of words to introduce the
first item, while over the talk -back I
was howling at my backstage assistant to make sure that the page turner
did not sit himself down directly in
front of one of my cameras.

which returned

a

at one

he was in the one
place where nobody thought to look:
He was buried in the audience, blissfully unaware of what was going on.

Meanwhile, somebody remembered
that Benjamin Britten's Steinway was
in storage beneath the stage and
rushed off to detach its music stand.
The radioman had by then decided
that he was in the middle of a rerun of
a Marx Brothers farce and was ad-libbing about anything that came into
his head. The time was 8:13.
The Steinway music stand would
not fit the Yamaha. But the sight of
struggle to make it fit alerted the
tuner in the audience. He made a
dash for the exit and out to the backstage truck in which, several hours
earlier, he had locked up the Yamaha
music stand. When he carried it onstage the audience promptly cheered,
further confounding the wretched radioman, whose listeners, along with
him, assumed that the cheers were for
Richter.
Then, suddenly, the great man appeared and took not the slightest notice of the lights or the cameras,
whether he could see them or not; the
page turner did not block the lens of
camera 2. The recital was magnificent. Watching part of it again on television, it was almost impossible to recall the tension of those sixteen silent
minutes. Yet I still shed a tear for the
radioman; and if you think I'm making
too much of a point, just try and ad lib
to yourself for sixteen minutes about
Schubert's Sonata in E minor, D. 566.
There must be easier ways to a nervous breakdown.
CIRCLE
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ACUTEX1NTRODUCES
THE LOW-PRICED SPEAKER YOU CM ENJOY
N.
WITH YOUR EYES WI
utitrl sound doesn't have to come out of a
clurrsyjfibe-board box. Even if you're working with a
limited aucget.
Eecause the people who make the widely acclaimed Acutex cartridge have just developed the first
moderately.priced speaker that does it justice. Vista ly as well as acoustically.
The Acutex 3.1 is crafted from solid Africán ayous
wood I:s Fosenut finish is hand -oiled :o show the
grain off tooe-fecticn. And.it's designed with rounded
corners ordnarily available only in cabinets costing
hund-eds o' dollarsmore.
Of co..rse. what s outside wouldn't matter if whats
ins de werai't equally impressive. So we've spared

no éffort to make the reprocuc:ion of Acutex lord
speakers ricl' and accurate.
Our Semi -Horn Dome Tweeter gives you remarkable dispersion of 170° in each direction. Our Perfect
Piston WocférTM achieves toral energy response
throughout the low to mid frequencies. And our
patented Passive ReflexerTM maximizes efficiercy
while eliminating undesi-ab e resonance.
Why not visit your local Acrtex dealer today?
He'll prove to you that a sys:em that's easy on your
eyes and ears doesn't have to be lard on your wallet.

ACUTEX 246 West Broad St. FallsChurch.Va.22046
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I '11
-Overall, then, we would have to commend Acutex for bringing out
physically beautiful speaker that can stand sonic comparison with the best of its competition."
The Complete Buyer's Guide to Stereo/Hi-Fi Equipment, Speakers '79

01979 Acute.
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word
Transfer each letter to the square
In the diagram that bears the corresponding number Alter Only 3 few
correct guesses you Should begin to
see words and phrases emerging In
the diagram, which when tilled In will
Contain a quotation related 10 music
recordings or audio
The words in the quotation are
separated by darkened squares and
do not necessarily end at the end of
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114
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139

61

215

228

149

Try to guess at these words and
transfer each newly decoded letter
back to its appropriate dash in the
Output This will Supply you with
further clues
A final clue The source of the
quotation
the author and his work
will be spelled out by the first letters
in Output reading down
The answer to HiFi-Crostic No. 43
will appear In next month's issue of

-
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Brazilian soprano (b. 1902): Boneme
on Odyssey
Bring into harmony
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Gradually slowing (It.
abbr,)

H. Popular group:
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"Mirror Im-

age" on Columbia (4
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153
212

213

214
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O. With
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cumulative text (3 wds.)
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Barbara
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Dutch conductor (full

,

name)
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Bach's clavier (comp.)
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S.
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43
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Type of counterpoint with
ire same thematic material
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E. With Word Y..
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DIRECTIONS
solve these puzzles-and they
aren 1 aS tough as they first seem
Supply as many of the Output words
as you can In the numbered dashes
following the Input Unless Otherwise
SpeCified in the Input. the Oulpui consists of one English word ' Comp
means Compound, or hyphenated
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J. Repeat from memory
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tenor:

Mozart Requiem on DG
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134

64
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23

82

50

22

t62

145

128

203

228

60

185

194

27

34

137

17

120

100

165
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bar.

0. Hermann

181

86

20

169

66

12

199

74
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Z. One Of 51x piano pieces try
Debussy (Fr.)

15

101

142

186

231

composer

10

59

113

163

45

tone: Flregende Hollander
on Richmond
Y. See Word E.

L. Ravel opera (3 Fr. wds.)

M. German song

52

40

225

104

N. See Word U. (2 wds.)
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117

90

150

1

47
110

ZZ. Cecile

-.

(1857-1944) Concertino

16
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for Flute on Coronet
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Great car stereo sound used to be an all-or -nothing affair. Either you blew
a bundle, or you settled for second best.
Now meet the Sanyo Expandables. Car components engineered to let you work your
way up from "superb" to `outrageous." In steps that your budget can handle.

*Step 1: "Superb:
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FT646 Abt/Flrt/Zassettt>. Sendust Alloy head 40-19,000Hz
(±3dBi with metal upe. 1.5pV FM sensitivity (13F). $219.95t

Start off your system with one of Sanyo's new AUDIO/SPEC
car stereos and a par of Sanyo speakers. You'll get great specs,
great sound, and the superior engineering of the world's largest tape
equipment manufacturer.
Some models give you Dolby noise reduction, Sendust Alloy
heads (for all tapes including metal particle), and electronic tuning
with digital readout of frequency, time, and date. You can also get
super -low distortion preamp level outputs highly recommended
for Step 2.

-
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PA6100 Stereo ?ewer Aatp. 50 watts RMS per channel into 4
ohms, 20-2)110SHs, with no more than 0.05% total harmonic
dis:ortioi. 5133.351

Whenever you're ready to really feel the music, get hold of an
AUDIO/SPEC high fidelity power amplifier. We've got four models,
with 25 to 60 watts RMS per channel into 4 ohms. All rated per FTC
home hi-fi specs, with full 20-20, 060Hz power bandwidth and no
more tkan 0.05% total harmonic distortion! Some have a unique
motor -driven fader for balancing front and rear speakers.
The amplifiers accept preamp level or high level (speaker) inputs, so they'll work with just about any radio/tape unit. Awesome!
**
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EQ16200 Graphic Equalizer. 7 frequency bands wi.h

12dB

boost or cut. LEI) ;ignal level meters. Audio muting &equalizer
defeat. 1ó9.9`t

*Step 2: "Awesome."

*Ste p3: "Outrageous:

If nothing less than the ultimate will do, plug in a Sanyo
AUDIO/SPEC graphic equalizer between your radio/tape player
and the power amp. With 7 bands of precise control, you can customize the sound to St your taste and your car's acoustics. In seconds, you can actually "re -engineer" any recording to bring out any
vocal or instrumental range. Hear it, and you'll be hooked!
The Sanyo Expandables are at better auto sound dealers now.
Check out the features and the phenomenal sound, and start planning your Expandable system.
Then watch it grow on you.

The Sanyo Expandables: great sound that grows on you.

Sanyo Electric Inc., 1200 W. Artesia Blvd., Compton, CA 90220
Write for your free copy of our information -packed booklet, "How
to buy car stereo (without getting taken for a ride)"

BEYOND DC
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Another
Ste p Closer
to Perfection.
O\O'S

EXCLUSIVE
SUPER SERVO

When we did, the result was three-dimensional
imaging such as you've never heard. Sound you won't
hear in conventional amplifiers. Or in other DC
amplifiers. Only in Onkyo's Super -Servo amplifiers.
You have a choice of three, Super-Servo Integrated
Amps:

\TEGRATED

I

AVRLIFIERS.
Just when you think audio technology's reached its
peak, along comes Onkyo, making it even better. Our
latest is an improvement on the superb performance of
DC amplifiers.
Super -Servo circuitry-another Onkyo exclusiveuses the extraordinary characteristics of operational
ampifiers in a unique, negative feedback loop. Thus you
get the benefits, particularly at the low (2Hz and below)
frequencies not offered by other DC amps.
SUPER -SERVO AMP

AC AMP

0-i

IINPUTI

OUTPUT)

INPUT

IOUTPUTI

CAPACITOR
ELIMINATED IN
DC AMP
L

FEED BACK
R

ITRY

Going to DC amps was not the end. For Onkyo, it was
the beginning.
While DC amplifiers increased bandwidth for better
high frequency performance, spectrum analysis in
Onkyo's labs found that very low frequency components
below 2Hz, resulted from interactions with the amplifier's
power supply. True, at 2Hz or less, you had to see it
rather than hear it, but we felt that any unwanted
component should be eliminated.

A-7040-50 watts per channel, minimum RMS at 8 ohms,
both channels driven from 20-20,000Hz with no
more than 0.026% THD.
A-7070-70 watts per channel, minimum RMS at 8 ohms,
both channels driven from 20-20,000Hz with no
more than 0.02% THD.
A-7090-110 watts per channel, minimum RMS at 8 ohms,
both channels driven from 20-20,000Hz with no
more than 0.018% THD.
Talking about power is only part of it. Onkyo's Peak
Power Indicator is an array of LED's which light up
according to power output per channel, from the very
bottom to, and over the top... calibrated in watts at 8
ohms.
Of course you get everything else you'd expect from
Onkyo. Multiple inputs and outputs. Total protective
circuitry for speakers and amplifier. Human engineered
control placement with sound -shaping noise and filters.
An immense, cool -running power supply.
Hear the brilliant audio quality of Super-Servo
performance at your Onkyo dealer, or write for additional
information. Super -Servo... another example of how
Onkyo stays a step ahead of state-of-the-art.
Artistry in Sound

ONKYO.

Eastern Office: 42-07 20th Avenue, Long Island City, NY 11105 (212) 728-2970
Midwest Office: 935 Sivert Drive, Wood Dale, IL 60191 (312) 595-2970
West Coast Distribution Center: Damark Industries, Inc. 20600 Nordhoff Street,
Chatsworth, CA (213) 998-6501

Canada: Sole Distributor, Tri-Tel Industries, Ltd., Ontario, Canada
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Onward! The latest round of "big news"
in home video, as displayed at last January's trade show in Las Vegas, was not
so much a question of new directions as
of following up on old ones: portable
versions of current video tape formats,
smaller color cameras, more big -screen
hardware, and so on. If that sounds like
an anticlimax, the video industry itself
is largely to blame. It has developed the
bad habit of calling the world in to view
its latest wonders long before they're
ready for market; when the "real thing"
finally comes along (which, for the
home market, is when the real news is
made), jaded news gatherers like ourselves find it difficult to stifle our
yawns.
Among the least yawn -provoking
lines, Quasar has added a programmable home VHS deck (VH-5100), a 19
pound battery -portable VHS system
(VH-5200), a color camera (VK-700, or
VK-710 with zoom lens and electronic
viewfinder), and a film -to -tape copying
accessory (KT -502), adding up to a do
everything home video ensemble (when
combined with a PR -6800 projection
system or conventional receiver) that
allows you to tape your vacation while
the VH-5100 is recording your favorite
shows at home, then assemble your
own travel show from tape, movies,
slides, commentary, and background
music, dubbing over the soundtrack as
necessary to make the show work. To
our boggled mind, the question is:
Which will you run out of first-ideas or
money?
Even more elaborate, though less
squarely aimed at the consumer, are
some of the new goodies from Matsu
shita/Panasonic. There is, for example,
the Picture Paper-a television set that
receives additional information via a
-

-

signal multiplexed onto the sound
channel and delivers it in printed form
(with color) on a sheet of paper through
a slot in the front of the ensemble,
rather. like a large Polaroid picture
emerging from the front of its newer
cameras. Sheet size is 8.3 by 11.7
inches. That suggests European letter
size (the U.S. standard is 81/2 by 11),
which may be very much to the point
since Europe has been much quicker
than the U.S. in adopting ancillary services on their TV carriers. In any event,
the Picture Paper exists only as an oper-

ating prototype; introduction here-or
anywhere-could be years away, according to the company.
Matsushita also offers an "electronic
coloring book" (the sort of pen -controlled graphics that, via computers,
have long been used in high-technology
industries) and a system for making
color slides from any sort of art-even
black and white. Interesting, but hardly
MAY 1979

MCA/Philips system is the only one actually being marketed, RCA, JVC, and
Matsushita, in particular, continue to
extol the competing virtues of their

la

o 0:CS

own. The Japanese video disc companies, in general, say .they want a
world disc standard in advance of marketing; perhaps the availability (however limited) of the Philips and Pioneer
players will, by themselves, create that

one -in -every -living -room fare. The com
pany's Ghost Eliminator, however, may
prove to be another matter for those
who don't rely on a cable service. It consists of an automatic antenna system
that seeks out minimum-multipath orientation for the channel to which the receiver is tuned and an electronic unit

that generates reciprocals of interfering signals to cancel them before
they can degrade picture quality. Again,
prices and marketing plans are not yet
determined.
Sony, which is not new to large
screen TV, has announced two products: the $3,500 KP-5000, with a 50
inch (diagonal) screen, and the $4,000
KP-7200, with a 6 -foot screen. Ex-

standard.
In the meantime, tape still rules the
home -video -storage roost. Maxell is the
latest company to enter the blank -tape
market, with T-60 and T-120 cassettes
for VHS. Fuji, which was involved in
video tape long before it entered the audio field (and, of course, began as a film
company), has added the Beta format
to the VHS and U-Matic tapes it had
been offering. Memorex's production of
tapes for home recorders is expected to
begin with VHS and include Beta before
the end of the year.

-

-

pected back in the field soon is Henry
Kloss, founder of Advent and the moving force behind its original Videobeam
projection system. He claims that the
brightness (and/or size) and price of
his new design, using what he calls a
Novatron tube, will astonish us all.
He sees the video disc market as
creating broad opportunities for the
large -screen setups, and video discs do
seem a major thrust. MCA's are said to
be selling even to customers who
haven't been able to buy Philips players
for them yet, and Pioneer (working with
MCA) has announced production of
players to help fill the void. While the

Quasar film -to -tape copier
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We were astonished,
frankly, when we looked into a publication called The Videolog. We had known
that There are lots and lots of recorded
video cassettes to be bought, but still

Cornucopia.

we were floored by the scope of the volume, devoted to "Programs for Business and Industry." The publisher (Es-

selte Video, Inc., whose order
department can

be reached at P.O. Box
978, Edison, N.J. 08817) offers two
other Videologs: one of general interest
and entertainment, one devoted to the
health sciences. The business volume
runs over 200 pages and details something in the neighborhood of 3,000 programs with all sorts of useful cross-references and specifics.
Of course the U-Matic cartridge was
well established in industry and education before the more affordable Beta
and VHS formats ever appeared, so the
catalog can't be taken as an Index of
the current home boom, but it is impressive. The general -interest volume
costs $20, the other two $35 apiece.

Capitulation? Rumors, late last year,
that Sony would begin producing cassettes for VHS decks had turned into
unfounded allegations that it was planning to scrap the Beta system before
Sony jumped in to stop the speculation.
Though VHS has achieved a rousing
success, the Beta format continues to
sell. Sony is said to have produced a total of 1 million cassettes for it in 1978.
About three-quarters of that total were
made.in Japan; the Sony plant in Alabama produces the rest. Projected total
production for 1979 is about 11/2 million
units; only part of the increase is expected to result from plans to produce
the VES format.

0
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"Best of both worlds" in Infinity amp
The Infinity Hybrid Class A power amplifier combines vacuum tubes in
the input stage with transistors in the output stage and is rated to produce 150 watts (213/4 dBW) per channel into an 8 -ohm load with no
more than 0.2% total harmonic distortion. The amp's front panel is
bare except for a small readout panel that announces triggering of protection circuitry, DC offset, overheat, or standby. The Hybrid power amp
is priced at $4,050.
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Aiwa deck handles metal tape
Aiwa recently introduced

fi
(.0 (41 irD

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1

,u ',

its metal -compatible tape deck, the AD

-

front -loader that features cue/review operation, multicolor
peak LEDs, and a meter that shows remaining tape time. Provided with
a full -function wireless remote control, it has a rated frequency response-with metal -particle tape-of 25 Hz to 13 kHz, +2, -3 dB at 0
6700U,

a

VU; signal-to-noise ratio (again with metal tape) is rated at 67 dB. The
AD -6700U sells for $750.
CIRCLE 138 ON PAGE 105

Reduce

tsoMaT.Ea1.he feedback,

Accessory for bad vibes

twiurntél.

_

Isomate turntable mounts from Enid Corporation are designed to reduce feedback by providing an extra stage of isolation. Placed under
each turntable foot, the walnut blocks-which contain elastomeric suspensions-are said to allow an extra 10 dB of acoustic power without
distortion. A set of the mounts costs $12.95.
CIRCLE 139 ON PAGE 105

SAE's parametric equalizer for home use
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The SAE Model 180 stereo equalizer offers complete EQ control in each
channel for high (1.2 to 15 kHz) and low (40 Hz to 1.2 kHz) frequencies,
with a 32 -dB range and selectable bandwidths. Each bandwidth control
is variable from 1/3 to more than 31/2 octaves. Also included are separate
line attenuators for each channel and for switching the equalization to
affect either the recording input or the playback output of a tape deck.
Price of the Model 180 is $250.
CIRCLE 140 ON PAGE 105

(more)
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The high bias standard.
Ir, the past few years, these f: ne deck
manufacturers have helped to push
the cassette medium ever closer to
the ultimate boundaries of high
fidelity. Today, their best decks
can produce results that ara

-.----

CASSETTE
Sup
Sup.

~am

Cassette

a/ecnan-n

SA-C90 ialTDK.

virtually indistinguishable
from those of the best reel -,o reel machines.
Through all of their technical breakthroughs,they've
had one thing in common.
They all use TDK SA as
their reference tape for the
high bias position. These
manufacturers wanted a
tape that could extract
every last drop of performance from their decks
aad they chose SA.

STATE

OF
-THE

ART PERFDRM.t.NCE

And to make sure that
kind of performance
s duplicated by each
and every deck that
comes off the assembly
:ine, these manufac-

VJ-rici makes SA the logical choice
for hcme use; the best way to be sure
you ge.t all the sound you've paid for.
But sound isn't the only reason
EA is the high bias standard. Its
super -precision mechanism is the
n)st advanced and reliable TDK has
ever maje-and we've been backing
cu r cassettes with a full lifetime
warranty* longer than. anyone else
in hi Ii-more than 10 years.
So if you would like to raise your
oven recording standards, simply switch
to the tape that's become a recording
legerd-TDK SA. TDX Electronics
Corp , Garden City, NY 11530.

TIDK.

turers use SA to align
.heir decks before they
.eave the factory.
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The world's
fastest po. er amplifier
Wave Form Comparison of Bipolar Transistor
vs. Power MOS FET
Distorted sine
wave forro

Maximum speed

linearity

Conventional bipo ar
Hitachi's new
power transistor
Power MOS FET
Graphic Illustration: Simulated oscilloscope data from Hitachi Toyokawa Laboratory

Hitachi Power MOS FET
HI/IA-8500

Hitachi's HMA-6500 Stereo Power
.___
Amplifier with the incredible Power
-MOS FET offers ultra -high switching
; speed to dramatically reduce output
.,r
_
,..
'3- \-and frequency distortion. At 50
`
watts output from 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
- -- r--1- E
there's no more than 0.02% total
harmonic distortion. And the
`- -HMA-6500 has such wide linearity'
that it refuses to distort even when confronted with the most intense dynamic peaks.
Frequency response is ruler flat from DC to 100 kHz, with no crossover distortion.
Add the performance -matched HCA-6500 Stereo Control Amplifier and the
FT-8000 Digital Synthesizer Tuner. Both are sleek and stylish performers.
The HCA-6500 gives you total control without adding any audible noise or distortion.
The FT-8000 is nothing short of an
FT -800C
electronic miracle, with digital
frequency readout, all -electronic
front end, clock function
and six station memory.
The HM A-6500, HCA-6500 and
FT-8000 the fastest and the finest
.
from Hitachi.
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HCA-8500

Audio Component Division, Hitachi Sales Corp. of America, 401 West Artesia Boulevard, Compton, CA 90220,12131537-8383,
Extension 228
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Bang & Olufsen's sleek new deck
B&O's Beocord 5000 cassette deck loads from the top and has no dials
or buttons: Functions are activated by keyboard -style touchplates. The
combination record/playback head is demagnetized automatically.
Among other electronic features of the Beocord are fade-in and fadeout functions. Finished in rosewood and polished steel with a smoked
acrylic lid, the 5000 costs $595.
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Berning preamp from Precedent Audio
The Berning TF-10 preamplifier introduced by Precedent Audio is a
rack -mount model that features passive phono equalization and remote-control muting of line outputs. Also incorporated in the TF-10 are
three phono inputs, a calibrated high-level gain switch, and independent monitoring of all inputs. Rated frequency response is 10 Hz to 100
kHz, +0, -1 dB; phono equalization is said to be better than ±0.025
dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The Berning TF-10 preamplifier costs $1,395.
CIRCLE 142 ON PAGE 105

Spectra Sound's graphic equalizer
two -channel equalizer with ten octave bands per channel, the Model
1000B offers 10 dB boost or cut per octave from 31 -z to 16 kHz and
independent level controls for each channel. One of Spectra Sound's
Professional Series, the rack -mounting equalizer claims very low distortion (IM and THD less than 0.008%) and noise (-100 dBm). The version
with professional balanced connections sells for $595, that with unbalanced connections for $545.
A

l

i
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Hohner introduces the String Performer
Hchner's String Performer synthesizer offers a variety of effects and capabilities in addition to strings. The 61 -note split keyboard can produce
piano and clavichord voices as well as violin, viola, and cello in its
polyphonic configuration, while the solo voices include brass, clarinet,
and "outerspace." Separate sliders at the left of the keyboard adjust
each voice independently. An octave transposer is built into the unit.
The String Performer weighs 44 pounds, comes with a detachable music rack and hinged lid, and costs $1,750.

`r
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Roland introduces compact stage amp

wedo
111

Picking up on the growing popularity of smaller amps, Roland is marketing the Cube -40, a full -range system that uses a 10 -inch speaker and
includes three separate tone controls, input and master volume controls, and reverb level control. It has a headphone jack for private listening and practice, PREAMP-OUT and FOWER-AMP-IN jacks, and another for
an external reverb footswitch. The Cube -40's list price is $330.

Cv11IIB-411114)
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Discwasher markets new accessories
The Hi -Fi Seer is a flashlight -and -mirror system that enables users to
examine the back panels and other hard -to -see aspects of equipment
without removing it from its shelf or rack. The device illuminates in
three directions, measures just 21/2 by 1 by 1 inches, and costs $7.00.
Other accessories from Discwasher include the tiered DiscKeeper
record rack ($65) and DC -1 pad cleaner, now available with DiscKits or
separately for 69 cents.
CIRCLE 151 ON PAGE 105
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CIRCLE 22 ON PAGE 105

(more)
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That's the Jensen Car StereoTriax II.
That's the thrill of being there.
Power is right! 100 watts! Now, all the
energy and intensity that went into the original
performance comes through the Jensen Triax II
3 -way speaker.
This incredible 100 watt capability gives
the Triax II an unparalleled clarity of sound
throughout the entire spectrum.
What gives the Triax II its great power
handling and sound reproduction? For starters,
the piezoelectric solid state tweeter with low
mass and incredible power handling capabilities. It starts reproducing crystal clear high
frequency signals at 6,000 Hz... and keeps
going well past the range of human audibility.
The 6" x 9" woofer of the Triax II boasts
a new large diameter barium ferrite 20 oz.
magnet. Which means better heat dissipation
and more efficiency for clearer, truer sound
at higher listening levels.
A new high power 11/2" voice coil on the
Triax II translates into less distortion and the
ability to achieve higher sound pressure levels.
The midrange unit of this remarkable
speaker produces smoother sound with better
transient response, less distortion and higher
power handling...thanks to its large 2.3
magnet structure.
And the Triax II is fully compatible with
the advanced bi-amplified power sources for
outstanding clarity and separation.
So go to the concert. Hear the Jensen
Triax II. That's the thrill of being there.

DENSE
The thrill of being there.
For more information, write Jensen Sound Laboratories.
4136 N. United Parkway, Schiller Park, Illinois 60176.
and "Triax" are registered trademarks identifying
the patented 3 -way speaker systems of Jensen Sound
Laboratories. (U.S. patent #4.1.22,315).

®"Triaxial"
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SA Betamax tape new
r:

from TDK

TDK is marketing Super Avilyn Betamax-format video cassettes, using
the same magnetic -particle technology as its SA audio tape and VHS
cassettes. They are available in 60/30 -minute (L-250) and 120/60
minute (L-500) lengths. L-250 is priced at $14.95: L-500 costs $19.95.
-

{
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first: An analyzer/equalizer

The Spectrum Analyzer Equalizer from Audio Control aids the user in
room -acoustic analysis, tape -recorder bias and/or EQ adjustment, and
speaker "tuning." The unit has a ten -band LED display and a pink
noise generator. Pushbuttons control display changes, meter range,
and mode (sound pressure level or real-time analyzer). A subsonic
Tchebychev filter of 18 dB per octave is built into the equalizer section,
which features center-detent slide pots in the ten octave bands from 32
Hz to 15.5 kHz. The Spectrum Analyzer Equalizer costs $549. An Octave Equalizer, without the analyzer, is available for $229.
-
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CST -80 STEP-UP ,TRANSFORMER
L

Step up with Audio Interface transformer

1

The CST -80 stepup transformer from Audio Interface brings the output
of a moving -coil cartridge up to a suitable voltage for a standard phono
preamp input. The transformer comes in a 3 -ohm version for low -impedance cartridges and a 40 -ohm version for pickups of higher impedance. Rated frequency response of the 40 -ohm model is a 20 Hz to 95
kHz, +0, -1 dB. Price of the CST -80 is $300.

OUT

IN

R ONO
AUDIO INTERFACE

,INC. U.S.A.

CIRCLE 146 ON PAGE 105
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Three -head cassette deck from Teac
Teac's A-300 cassette deck features a single -capstan transport and a
mechanical tension control system said to ensure better tape -to -head
contact and speed precision. The front panel has mike/line mixing,
memory rewind, two -position bias and equalization selectors and a removable cassette door for ready access to heads for cleaning and demagnetizing. The A-300 costs $429.
CIRCLE 147 ON PAGE 105

More than before from Shure

l/111 Y.

&WI

26

Shure Brothers has introduced the SM-14 communications system consisting of a head -worn dynamic microphone with two earpieces, each of
which can be plugged into a different source. Two communications
channels-program material plus stage directions, for example-thus
can be monitored at once, or one system can simply serve as a backup
for the other. The mike's low impedance makes long runs of cable possible, and its mounting permits a wide variety of working positions. The
SM-14 sells for $135.
CIRCLE 148 ON PAGE 105
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Never has one speaker system
incorporated so many aspects
of the state of the art.
The Infinity
Reference Standard 4.5
2

This is a system of breathtaking
clarity and detail, yet capable of the
awesome punch and power demanded
by the finest contemporary digital and
direct -to -disc recordings.
The Reference Standard 4.5 frees the
intimate warmth of the human voice,
the robust sheen of the strings, the
fiery attack of the brass, the stab and
snap of the bass. The speakers seem to
disappear, revealing a concert stage
breathing life, delicacy and fury. You
hear the musicians, not the speakers.
How does the 4.5 work its musical
miracles? The profoundly accurate bass
and midbass are partly the result of a
remarkable new cone material, polypropylene. It has dramatically less
mass, yet significantly greater internal
damping than paper cones or other
exotic materials. Our polypropylene
piston. combined with our exclusive
Infinity/Watkins dual -voice-coil woofer
principle creates bass frequencies with
the snap and definition of the finest
dipoles, yet retains the ultra -low frequency response (flat to 23 Hz) that
has made Infinity famous.
The transparent crystalline treble
issues from our world -acclaimed
EMIT° tweeters in dipole array.
Midrange warmth, smoothness and
unprecedented definition are the progeny of our lustrous new dipole EMIMTM'
Electromagnetic Induction Midranges.
Like the EMITs, they employ powerful
magnets of rare-earth samarium cobalt
and etched voice -coils on low -mass
diaphragms.
1
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A separate electronic crossover/
equalization unit allows you control
over variable source material and room
anomalies, either in single or bi-amp mode.
A remarkable technological story.
And like all great stories, this one ends
where it began: with the music. Which
is the real reason you should spend
$3000* on the Infinity state-of-the-art
Reference Standard 4.5.

Infinit)i
We get you back to
'Su;jte-113d'slitem retail price. op'lcmel with dealer.
01179.43>

Systems. Inc.

what it's all about. Music.

For the nearest dealer's name and address, phone
toll -free 800-423-5244. or. from California. 800-382-3372.

k

INTRODUCING TI -II: !EMPIRE I:D1? 9. 1'I-I.^,N^
IT SOUNDS /XS GOOD ON A I?I_C:: I?D AS IT .DOES ON 11XI'I:I?..
It was

inevitable...

With all the rapid 'developments
being made in today's high fidelity technology, the tremendous advance in audible performance in Empire's new EDR.9
phono cartridge was bound to happen.
And bound to come from Empire, as we
have been designing and manufacturing
the finest phono cartridges for ,over 18
years.
Until now, all phono cartridges were
designed in the lab to achieve certain
engineering characteristics and requirements. These lab characteristics and requirements took priority over actual listening tests because. it was considered more
important that the cartridges. "measure
right" or "test right"-so almost everyone
was satisfied.
Empire's EDR.9 (for Extended Dynamic Response). has broken with this tradition, and is the first phono cartridge that
not only meets the highest technological
and design specifications-but also our

tir_

demanding listening tests-on an equal
basis. In effect, it bridges the gap between
the ideal blueprinf and the actual sound;
The EDR.9 utilizes an L. A. C. (Large'
Area Contact) 0.9 stylus based upon-and
named after-E. I. A. Standard RS -238B.
This new design, resulting in a 'smaller
radius and larger contact area, has a
pressure index of 0.9, an improvement of
almost six times the typical elliptical stylus
and four times over the newest designs
recently introduced by several other cartridge.manyfacturers. The result is that less
pressure is applied to the vulnerable record groove, at the same time extending
the bandwidth-including the important
overtones and harmonic details.
In addition, Empire's exclusive, patented 3 -Element Double Damped stylus
assembly acts as an equalizer. This eliminates the high "Q" mechanical resonances
typicalof other stylus assemblies, producing a flatter responsé, and lessening wear'
andtear on the record groove.

We could go into more technical detail, describing pole rods that are laminated, rather than just one- piece, so as to

.

reduce losses in-the magnetic structure, resuiting in flatter high frequency response
with less distortion. Or how the EDR.9
weighs one gran less than previous Empire
phono cartridges, making it a perfect match
for today's advanced low mass tonearms.
But more importart, as the EDR.9 cartridge represents a new approach to.cartridge design, we ask that you consider it
in a slightly different way as well. Send for
our free technical brochure on the EDR.9;
and then visit your ai.dio dealer and listen.
Don't go by specs alóne.
.
That's because the 'new Empire EDR.9
is the'first phono cartridge that not only
meets the. highest technological and de-

I

sign specifications-but also our demanding 'listening tests.
Empire Scientific 'CorF.
Garden City,N.Y 11530

-
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Preparation supervised by
Robert Long and Edward J. Foster
Laboratory data (unless otherwise noted)
supplied by CBS Technology Center
and Diversified Science Laboratories
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PHONO INPUT CAPACITANCE (100/250/400 PF)
PHONO INPUT IMPEDANCE (30K/50K/100K OHMS)
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AC DOWER

INPUT SELECTOR
(PHONO 1/PHONO 2/TUNER/

AUX/TAPE 1/TAPE 2)

n
OUTPUT

MODE: MONO

SELECTOR-

SPEAKERS A/B/A+B/
HEADPHONES)
HEADPHONES
TONE DEFEAT (ON/OFF)

(L+R/L/R)

/STEREO (NORMAL/REV.)

J

-

BASS
MIDRANGE
TREBLE

VOLUME

-

ACCESSORY (ON/OFF)

LOUDNESS (ON/OFF)
HIGH FILTER (ON/OFF)

SUBSONIC FILTER (ON/OFF)
BALANCE

A Feature-Filled Integrated Amp
Scott 480A stereo integrated amplifier, in metal case. Dimensions: 17 by 51/2 inches (front panel), 141/4 inches deep
plus clearance for connections. Accessory AC outlets: 2
switched (220 watts total). Price: $499.95. Warranty: "limited," three years parts and labor. Manufacturer: H. H. Scott,
Inc., 20 Commerce Way, Woburn, Mass. 01801.

Standing at the top of Scott's integrated -amplifier line, the
480A is loaded with features-among them the RECORDING SELECTOR switch, which functions independent of the INPUT SELECTOR. The latter chooses the input fed to the amp section
and speakers; the former determines which will be recorded
on the two tape decks for which the 480A makes provision.
Thus, not only can you dub in either direction between the two
decks while listening to another source (a common provision),
but you can record a disc while listening to an FM broadcastan all too rare capability.
In addition to the complement of controls normally found
on an integrated amp, the 480A offers an assortment of cartridge loads via two front -panel switches affecting the PHONO1 input. A choice of two gain settings (differing by 6 dB) is
available on the PHONO-2 circuitry via a back -panel slide
switch. The amp's output -power rating -85 or 55 watts per
channel-also is switchable on the back panel. (The latter is
riot, in our view, a very useful feature, but it's there.) An acces-

111,i1'

1979

sory loop that can be engaged via the ACC switch provides
patching for a noise -reduction system, equalizer, or the like
without tying up a tape -monitor circuit. The MODE switch also
offers more than the usual choice. Output power is monitored
by two meters calibrated in both dBW and watts, into an 8
ohm load. The range extends from -30 to + 20 dBW (0.001 to
100 watts).
With all its bells and whistles, the control panel of the 480A
presents an imposing front to the world. The control arrange-

ment is reasonably logical, but most users will require some
period of adaptation before they feel at home with it. The

REPORT POLICY Equipment reports

are based on laboratory measurements and controlled listening tests. Unless otherwise noted, test data and
Technology
by
Center, a division of Columbia
CBS
are
obtained
measurements
Broadcasting System, Inc., and Diversified Science Laboratories. The choice
of equipment to be tested rests with the editors of HIGH FIDELITY. Samples nor
mally are supplied on loan from the manufacturer. Manufacturers are not per.
mitted to read reports in advance of publication, and no report, or portion
thereof, may be reproduced for any purpose or in any form without written per.
mission of the publisher. All reports :hould be construed as applying to the
specific samples tested; HIGH FIDELITY. CBS Technology Center, and Diversified
Science Laboratories assume no responsibility for product performance or

quality.
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and INPUT SELECTOR are of identical
shape and have similar markings (though only the latter
sports illuminating indicators for major sources). The knobs
have rather sharp edges, and the rotary switches have very
definite detents; taken together, these factors impart a rough
feel to the controls.
RECORDING SELECTOR

Scott Model 480A Integrated Amplifier
Manufacturer's rated power 19'/. dBW (85 watts)/ch.
Power output at clipping (both channels driven)
L ch
20 dBW (102 watts)
R ch
20 dBW (102 watts)
Dynamic headroom (at

1

kHz)

11/2

On the bench, the 480A hurdles its specifications easily, with
3/4 dB of power to spare on a continuous basis and 11/2 dB dynamically, suggesting that this amp is capable of providing

dB

Frequency response

+0, -'/. dB, 10 Hz to 20 kHz
+0, -3 dB, <10 Hz to 75 kHz

RIAA equalization

+%, -'/2 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz

power bursts of almost 120 watts (203/4 dBW) when called
upon to do so. Harmonic distortion (THD + N) is safely below
an already tight (0.03%) spec in all measurements, and at 10
kHz and below it doesn't exceed even half the spec.
In every other regard the amplifier proves equally adept.
Response is close to flat, and the phono-input circuitry defies
overload with any cartridge we have tested-despite a signalto-noise ratio that is better than average. Both the infrasonic
and high -cut filters are pleasingly sharp and have well-chosen
break points.
Our aforementioned cavils about the cosmetics aside, in
fact, the Scott leaves little to be desired, as the test data suggest. We find that we confine our use of the tone controls to
the first two positions on either side of center. Rarely would
one find a tonal imbalance requiring more boost or cut;
should the need arise, however, the reserve is there. The filters are particularly noteworthy in performance. The infrasonic filter can be left in the circuit at all times; it has no discernible effect on the music but serves as a safeguard against
ultra -low -frequency disturbances. The high -cut filter does dull
the transients while removing some high -frequency hiss, but
it doesn't totally muffle the sound the way many high filters

Input characteristics (re 0 dBW (1 watt); noise A -weighted)
S/N ratio
Sensitivity
phono 1
79 dB
0.27 mV
phono 2-high
79 dB
0.27 mV
phono 2-low
78 dB
0.54 mV
15.5 mV
tuner, aux
84'/2 dB
tape 1, 2
15.5 mV
84'/2 dB

Phono overload (clipping point, at
phono 2-high; phono
phono 2-low

1

1

kHz)
335 mV
670 mV

Harmonic distortion (THD + N; 20 Hz to 20 kHz)
at 19'% dBW (85 watts) output
<0.022%
<0.024%
at 10 dBW (10 watts) output
<0.021%
at -3/. dBW (0.85 watt) output

Intermodulation distortion
<0.025%, -10 to 20 dBW (0.1 to 98 W)
Into 8 ohms
<0.075%, -6 to 201/2 dBW (0.25 to 110 W)
Into 4 ohms
into 16 ohms
<0.026%, -12'/. to 18 dBW (0.06 to 64 W)

do.

The Scott 480A affords most of the control flexibility to be
expected in separate preamps, with some to spare. Its amplifier performance is very good, and so is its price. Obviously,
it's an integrated amp that, should you be shopping for one,
commands serious consideration.

>100

Damping factor (at 50 Hz)

Subsonic filter

-3 dB

High filter

-3 dB at

at 21 Hz; 12
8 kHz; 12

dB/octave
dB/octave
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The Hall -Effect Head Is Here
Hitachi D-7500 stereo cassette deck

in metal case. Dimensions: 17 by 6/s (front panel; 183/4 inches wide with supplied
handles), 10 inches deep plus clearance for connections.
Price: $700; optional remote -control unit (RB-2000), $50.
Warranty: "limited," three years parts and labor (one year on
head, DC motor, and belts). Manufacturer: Hitachi Corp., Japan; U.S. distributor: Hitachi Sales Corp. of America, 401 W.
Artesia Blvd., Compton, Calif. 90220.

For several years, we have been teased with the prospect of
the first cassette deck with a so-called Hall -effect playback
head that introduces an elegant "directness" into signal recovery. Conventional playback heads respond to the rate at
which the magnetic pattern on the tape changes-not to the
magnetic flux strength itself. The sensitivity (or output) of
such a head is directly proportional to frequency over much of
the audio range, which is to say that the output signal level is
very much smaller at low frequencies than it is in the mid
band, and the playback amplifier must be equalized to compensate for this peculiarity. Hence the gain is very much
higher at low frequencies, increasing both the signal and the
-

30

noise. The boost increases as the frequency decreases, but
only until the amplifier runs out of steam-then low -frequency
response drops off. Many decks do not make it much below
50 Hz.
A Hall -effect head responds directly to the magnetic fluxessentially to DC without equalization so that, even with the
tape stopped, it would produce an output proportional to the
magnetic flux it "sees." Evidently the problems of producing
such a playback head in the cassette format have been solved;
in Hitachi's D-7500 it is combined with a separate conventional recording head in a single housing. The D-7500 is,
therefore, a true three -head deck with off -tape monitoring.
The advantage of the Hall -effect head is immediátely apparent in the record/play response curves. Response remains
uniform to nearly 20 Hz. As with conventional playback
heads, the new design is subject to "head bumps," and minor
ones show up in the 60- and 120 -Hz regions. These aside, the
response at -20 dB is flat, typically within ± 1 dB, from 25 Hz
to 15 kHz on all three tapes we used in testing (Máxell UDXL-II
ferricobalt "chrome," Sony ferrichrome, and Maxell UDXL-I
ferric), with the "chrome" providing a bit more high-fre-
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0.04% WRMS (JIS C5521) wow and flutter. -70 db
(DIN 45539 B) rumble. ±0.06% speed deviation.

ex, .
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excellent signal to noise ratio-because the platter is
actually part of the motor. Ail of which helps to eliminate distortion.
If it still seems complicated, just listen to the sound
of MCS. It says more than all the_tech tajk,.in- the
world.
The MCS Series' 6700 Direct Drive Turntable
Shure cartridge, 5219.95.

Those are turntable specifications above. Measurements relating to motor noise caused by rotation or
the platter, and sound distortion caused by speed
deviation. In this particular case, the numbers indi..--cate that wow, flutter and rumble are so minimal your
ear can't hear it. And that's something you can prove
to yourself-just by giving this MCS Series" Direct
Drive Turntable a trial run.
- The reasorcyouu won't:hear any wow, flutter and.
- rumble As simple. We've designed. this fully automated, multi -play turntable with the most advanced
features. A DC servomotor assures constant speed.
Direct drive gives you extremely quiet operation, and

e --

MCS
Series

_

wit'--.

Full -9-Year Warranty on speakers.-Foll 3 -Year Wa ranty6n;
receivers, turntables, tape decks, tuners and am . lifiers. If
any MCS Series ° component is defective in mate .als and
workmanship during its warranty period, we will .pair or
replace it-just return it to JCPenney.
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Recording Tape and Accessories.
Is it live, or is it Memorex?
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HIGH BIAS

Original manuscript sketch tor the first
movement cf Gustav Mahler's Fourth
Symphony. Courtesy of The Newberry
Library, Chicago.
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Choose eight measures of Mahler's Fourth
that are really rich in the high frequencies.
The type of passage that high bias tapes are
designed for.
Record it on your favorite high bias cassette,
using the Chrome/Cr02 setting. Then again
on new MEMOREX HIGH BIAS.
Now play back the tapes.
We're convinced you'll have a new favorite.
New MEMOREX HI H BIAS is made with
an exclusive ferrite crystal oxide formulation.
No high bias tape delivers greater high
frequency fidelity with less noise, plus truer
response across the entire frequency range.
In short, you can't find a high bias cassette
that gives you truer
ration
reproduction.
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COUNTER RESET

METER MODE (PEAK/VU)

MEMORY ON/OFF

-TAPE

OPERATION "DIAGRAM"

.«:Weil....

ADJUST. CONTROLS

. ._
M. mu

w

AU'

MIKE INPUTS

HEADPHONE

AC POWER

°

.l- is

^'

OUTPUT LEVEL ADJUST.

RECORDING INTERLOCK
REWIND

-MIKE LEVEL

PLAY/RECORD
FAST WIND

ADJUST.

LINE LEVEL ADJUST.

STOP
PAUSE

DOLBY N/R (OFF/ON/WITH MPX FILTER)
TAPE ADJUST.:

RECORDING MUTE

(CHROME/FERRIC/FeCr)
BIAS (CHROME/FERRIC/FeCr)

EQ.

DEC f

MONITOR (TAPE/SOURCE)

quency response than the other two. Response to the standard playback test tape is almost as good; once you allow for
the difference in bass EQ between the Philips reference and
the de facto playback standard now used, it amounts to
+ 11/4, -2 dB on the left channel, + 214, -21/2 on the right.
The signal-to-noise ratio is adequate with the ferric tape
(and undoubtedly better with the more exotic tape formulations using 70-microsecond playback equalization), and
the Dolby circuitry does reduce the high -frequency noise by

the rated 10 dB. The D-7500 seems to have some propensity
for hum pickup: In the lab, the 60 -Hz component was 9 dB
above the average low -frequency noise and the 120 -Hz component 5 dB above it. But we did not find these hum components obvious in our listening tests.
When recording over a previous program, the slate wipes

Hitachi D-7500 Cassette Deck
Speed accuracy

0.27% fast at 105 VAC
exact at 120 VAC
0.23% slow at 127 VAC

Wow and flutter (ANSI)

playback: 0.045%
record /play: 0.050%

DIN PLAYBACK RESPONSE
(0 dB

= -20

VU)

+5
0

-5

Left channel: +51/2, -2 dB, 31.5 Hz to 10 kHz
Right channel +644, -.21/2 dB, 31.5 Hz to 10 kHz

RECORD/PLAYBACK RESPONSE

+5
m

= -20

VU)

0

-5

z

I+5
11

(0 dB

D

-5
+5

_
_c-

FERRICHROME TAPE, DOLBY OFF
Left channel: +244, -3 dB 20 Hz to 19 kHz
Right channel +21/, -3 dB, 20 Hz to 19 kHz

Fast -forward time (same cassette)

110 sec.

Dolby off: CBS weighting)
R ch: 541/4 dB
L ch: 491/4 dB
R ch: 49'/7 dB

0 VU,

L ch: 53'/4 dB

Erasure (333 Hz at normal level)

72 dB

Channel separation (at 333 Hz)
record left, play right
record right, play left

29 dB
28 dB

Sensitivity (re DIN 0 VU)
line input
L ch: 110 mV
L ch: 0.50 mV
mike input

,,-"/"\-"-------

-5

110 sec.

S/N ratio (re DIN
playback
record/play

"CHROME' TAPE, DOLBY OFF
Left channel: +2, -3 dB, 21 Hz to 19 kHz
Right channel: +214, -3 dB, 21 Hz to 19.5 kHz

o---'-

Rewind time (C-60 cassette)

R ch: 113 mV

R ch: 0.49 mV

FERRIC TAPE, DOLBY OFF

Left channel: +244, -3 dB, 20 Hz to 16.5 kHz
Right channel: +21/, -3 dB, 20 Hz to 17 kHz

Meter action (re DIN 0 VU)
L ch: 494 dB high
VU mode
L ch: 494 dB high
peak mode

+5

-5

THD (at -10 VU)

FERRIC TAPE, DOLBY ON

Lett channel: +2, -3 dB, 21 Hz to 15 kHz
Right channel +2, -3 dB, 20 Hz to 15 kHz

20

100

200

500

1K

2K

dB high
dB high

<0.70%, 50 Hz to 5 kHz
<0.28%. 50 Hz to kHz
1

Maximum output (re DIN 0 VU)
L ch: 0.82 V

0-7500
50

R ch: 41/4
R ch: 41/4

5K

10K

R

ch: 0.82 V

20K

FREQUENCY IN HZ
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very clean: Erasure is an exceptional 72 dB. Numerically,
channel separation is well below what we are used to seeing in
cassette decks, but we seldom have access to program material that would make this "deficiency" restrictive. Sensitivity
and output level are compatible with other gear. The meters
produce essentially the same reading from a steady tone
whether they are set for PEAK or VU, and they are calibrated
with generous headroom. Even with music signals, we find relatively little difference in meter indication when comparing
the PEAK and VU modes. We prefer PEAK (despite the manual's
recommendation to the contrary) since with it the meters
seem a trifle more responsive.

Mechanical performance meets our relatively high expectations. The D -7500's logic transport can be remotely controlled. In normal operation, commands are entered via a
seven -button keyboard; green LEDs indicate rewind and fast forward modes and red ones the pause and recording mute.
The PAUSE acts more quickly than those on typical solenoid
decks, though it does not produce the seamless "edits" that
the best mechanical pause features afford.
An illuminated diagram on the faceplate displays the signal
"flow"-from input to record head to tape to play head to output in the tape -monitoring mode, or from input directly to output through a SOURCE arrow when this routing has been selected. With the monitor switch in TAPE, the play -head
indicator blinks when the tape is being played and glows

AC POWER

---'

HEADPHONES
SPEAKER SEL.

-'
--z-----

Í

3

CIRCLE 131 ON PAGE 105

SELECTOR INDICATORS

FM MODE INDICATORS

.'

steadily in PAUSE. If SOURCE is selected, that arrow blinks while
the tape is running and remains illuminated when the tape
stops. This visual diagram is especially welcome, because the
owner's manual is poorly written.
For each of the tapes we used, we reset the Dolby calibration via the controls and test signal provided. We find the performance with Maxell UDXL-II clearly superior to that available with either UDXL-I or the ferrichrome. FeCr may offer a
slightly lower noise floor but-when recorded at "normal" levels and with the Dolby circuit on-produces dull transients
and a rather confined and roughened sound. At very low levels, the highs come back to life, but recording at these levels is
problematic given the limited range of the Hitachi meters.
Performance with UDXL-I is somewhat brighter than with ferrichrome, but again full high -frequency response is achieved
only at fairly low recording levels where the noise floor intrudes. UDXL-II affords the best of both worlds. The recordings are quiet and retain the brilliance and sparkle of the original even when the meters occasionally hit the zero mark.
Those who appreciate advanced technology for its own sake
are sure to regard the Hall -effect head as an intriguing concept, and, for now, the D-7500 is the only place to get it. It
finds itself in ar attractively flexible deck (thanks, in particular, to Hitachi's two -heads -in -one design) that-given the right
choice of tape-will deliver record/play quality that is virtually
indistinguishable from the original.
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TUNING

-SELECTOR

(AM/FM/PHONO 1/PHONO 2)

_
TAPE DUB/MONITORS 1, 2, 3 (TAPE/SOURCE)

.-

(15/25 ).SEC.)
FM MUTING/LOCK (ON/OFF)

FM DE -EMPHASIS

1.,::.-_,

VOLUME
LOUDNESS (ON/OFF)
MODE (STEREO/MONO)
HIGH FILTER (ON/OFF)
LOW FILTER (ON/OFF)

(OFF/A/B/C/A+B/A+C)
BASS
TREBLE
BALANCE

A Receiver with a "Silky Feel"
Onkyo TX -4500 Mk. II stereo FM/AM receiver, in walnut
grain vinyl -clad metal case. Dimensions: 211/4 by 6 inches
(front), 14 inches deep plus clearance for controls and connections. AC convenience outlets: 1 switched (100 watts
max.), 2 unswitched (200 watts max. total). Price: $479.95.
Warranty: "limited," three years parts, two years labor. Manufacturer: Onkyo Corp., Japan; U.S. distributor: Onkyo U.S.A.
Corp., 42-07 20th Ave., Long Island City, N.Y. 11105.
-
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It is some time since we tested an Onkyo electronics component, and it seems that the company has upgraded its cosmetics, as well as its electronics, in the interim. From. the glass
faceplate over the tuning dial to the array of silky -smooth
pushbuttons, this strikes us as distinctly more elegant than
its predecessors. If the electronic improvements seem to us
less striking, it is partly because we believe the race for ever
lower steady-state distortion specs (in which the whole indus-
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Sound to the left of you. Sound to the right
of you. Sound from behind you. The Bose
Model 601 Direct/Reflecting speaker.
Six

a
`

Si1- ; v

drivers- two woofers and four tweeters

-are precisely positioned within each

enclosure to radiate sound in many directions. And fill the room with music.
So ro matter where you stand or sit in a
roon, you hear accurate stereo balance.
And accurate location of each instrument.
You hear every musical note with clarity and
precision. From the highest strings of a
violin to the deepest thump of a bass drum.
Sound is reflected off the walls and ceiling
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of the room, as well as directly to you. The
result? A proper balance of reflected and
direct sound ...like that you hear at a

live performance.
Plus, the Bose 601 can be driven with
amplifiers from 20 to 150 continuous
watts per channel.
The Bose Model 601 Direct/Reflecting
speaker. Surround yourself with sound.

ASFH

Better sound through research.
100 The Mountain Road, Framingham. MA 01701
Covered by pawn' ug-rrs issued .Ind pending Cabinets are walnut veneer
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THE SPARKOMATIC SOUND.
CAR STEREO FOR THE TRAVELIN' MAN
WITH EARS OF EXPERIENCE.
Until now, comparing car stereo to home
stereo was like night to day. Auto sound equipment
was completely in the dark. Powerless to produce
serious audio reproduction. Hopelessly lacking in
high fidelity specs. For a travclin' man with ears of
experience, this was the pure "pits".
But that's all over now. Now that Sparkomat ic has introduced its radically new i1igh Power
Car Stereo series. With exacting high performance
high fidelity credentials. Tuners with exceptional
FM sensitivity; credible mull ipath signal reject ion;
superb separation; integrated cassette or 8 -track
with virtually inaudible distortion and unnoticeable wow and flutter.

The power:

a

bone shaking 45 watts.

Sparkomatic's SR 3300 11igh Power
Stereo with Auto Reverse Cassette has
some other impressive high fidelit J touches as well.
Like feather touch electronic controls and sophisticated tape handling capabilities. All told, a component -looking package that delivers fait:iful high
fidelity pleasure in its purist form.
And Sparkomatic i l igh l idol it y Speakers
complete a car sound system that arodaces the
highest form of ea rot icyexperience
Visit a Sparkomatic dealer and get a
Sparkomatic high power car stereo demonstration

AM/FM

Soon.

SPARKOMATICG
For the Travelin' Mon

T.

For our free catalogs on Car High Fidelity write: "For The Travelin' Man", Dept. HF, Sparkomatic Corporation, Milford, PA 18337
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try is so deeply embroiled) to be a question of lily -gilding and
partly because we regard some of the improvements in the
TX -4500 Mk. II as "corrections" in former inconsistency of
performance standards.
Admittedly, this is a largely subjective consideration, and
one on which disagreement is likely to exist. In our point of
view, early Onkyo receivers were superb in some ways, no better than so-so in others. Since the "weakest link" theory applies, in our view the performance goodies were seriously cornprcmised. Not so with the present model. All the lab findings
in the tuner section represent either a solid par for current
quality designs or audibly "perfect" behavior. For example,
we carry quieting curves only to -70 dB of noise because this
level is inaudible and further improvement means nothing, in

our judgment; therefore, while some tuners manage better
than the Onkyo's 70'/2 -dB mono signal-to-noise ratio, they do
not sound any better in this respect.
The amplifier section is quite hefty, with 1 dB of clipping
headroom and 11/4 dB of dynamic headroom over the rated
1734 dBW (60 watts) per channel -for an equivalent of 73
watts on steady signals and about 80 on musical peaks. (The
manual's claim of an "enormous reserve of output power"
does seem overstated, however.) All of the harmonic distortion measurements and all of those for IM except toward the
upper end of the 4 -ohm power range are below 0.1% -and
most well below it. The phono section is quiet, reasonably flat,
and supplied with plenty of headroom. Thus the basics of the
receiver are all excellent and well matched.
The ancillary features of the TX -4500 Mk. II raise some questions, the answers to which depend on the way in which the
receiver will be used. The tone controls, which share the silky
feel of the other controls, have a fairly wide adjustment range:
approximately ± 15 dB at the extremes of setting and frequency. Still, particularly with these detented controls, subtler
shades of adjustment might be achieved if the range were not
so extreme. And the bass control has considerable effect into
the midrange; we would have preferred that it concentrate its
attention on the deep bass. The low filter, too, has an unusu-

FM SENSITIVITY & QUIETING CHARACTERISTICS
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MONO SENSITIVITY
(for -50 dB noise
1254 dBf at 90 MHz

STEREO SENSITIVITY

>`

(for -50 dB noise)
355 dBf at 90 MHz
35 dBf at 98 MHz
351/2 dBf at 106 MHz

'.
STEREO THRESHOLD:

m-30
o

1554 dBf

MONO QUIETING (50 dB

for

121/2

-E0

-70

10

20
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50
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70
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Alternate channel selectivity

77'/x dB

ch
0.36%
0.27%
0.70%

ch
0.30%
0.28%
1.0%

THD + N
80 Hz
kHz
10 kHz

R

L

1

0.055%

IM distortion
19 -kHz

mono
0.12%
0.07%
0.15%

-62 dB

pilot

-64 dB

38 -kHz subcarrier

S/N ratios (at 65 d8f)
67'1 dB
70'/2 dB

stereo
mono

Frequency response

+'1, -3 dB,
+'1, -3 dB,

Leh
ch
mono
R

22 Hz to 15 kHz
22 Hz to 15 kHz

+'1,-3 dB, 20Hzto15kHz
>44 dB, 60 Hz to 1.2 kHz
>34 dB, 20 Hz to 10 kHz

Channel separation

Amplifier Section
Manufacturer's rated power

1734

dBW (60 watts)/ch.

kHz)

1

1'/. dB
1

Intermodulation distortion
<0.06%, -83/ to 17% dBW (0.13 to 60 W)
into 8 ohms
<0.2%, -6 to 181/2 dBW (0.25 to 70 W)
into 4 ohms
<0.02%, -5 to 16 dBW (0.3 to 40 W)
into 16 ohms

for 35 dBf)

80

dB

Capture ratio

Harmonic distortion (THD + N; 20 Hz to 20 kHz)
<0.090%
at 173/. dBW (60 watts)
<0.090%
at 10 dBW (10 watts)
<0.090%
at -2'% dBW (0.6 watt)

dBf)

TX -4500 Mk. If

0

Tuner Section

Dynamic headroom (at

1254 dBf at 98 MHz
13 dBf at 106 MHz

STEREO QUIETING (50 dB

Onkyo TX -4500 Mk.. II Receiver

Power output at clipping (both channels driven)
183 dBW (73 watts)/ch.
L ch
183/4 dBW (73 watts)/ch.
R ch

0

-10

ally high turnover frequency -taking out lots of rumble but, at
the same time, shaving some underpinning from the music.
Both it and the high filter have fairly steep slopes and therefore are more effective than the 6 -dB "filters" (which, in reality, sound more like tone controls) that still show up in some
receivers.
A study of the front -panel features -which include niceties

(1)

90

INPUT IN DBF

NEW MEASUREMENT STANDARDS

100

Frequency response

+ 0, -34 dB,

RIAA equalization

+

+0,-3
1,

14 Hz to 20 kHz
dB, 10 Hz to 77 kHz

-'1 dB,

20 Hz to 20 kHz

Input characteristics (re 0 dBW (1 watt); noise A-weighted)
S/N ratio
Sensitivity
731/2 dB
0.38 mV
phoro 1, 2
79 dB
17.60 mV
tape 1, 2, 3

In making comparisons between current reports and those published In

the past, readers are cautioned to pay particular attention to the reference
levels and similar test criteria cited. S/N ratios for electronics, in particular, are measured very differently now that we have adopted salient
features of the new IHF amplifier -measurement standard. While we believe that the new technique (which also implies a saner approach to
loading of all inputs and outputs) will result In measurements that more
perfectly reflect audible, in -use effects, they cannot be Compared directly

Phono overload (clipping)

to the numbers resulting from the former, more conventional lab measurements.

Damping factor (at 50 Hz)
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High filter

-3 dB at 5.7 kHz;

Low filter

-3 dB

230 mV at
12

at 58 Hz; 12

1

kHz

dB/octave

dB/octave
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like Dolby -FM equalization-will turn up no AUX input selector.
The manual suggests use of a tape input for that purpose,
and of course outboarded equipment like equalizers might
also be attached to the tape connections. Which tape connections is important, since there is no dubbing switch as such to
control which tape output feeds which tape inputs; the main
selector feeds tape 1, which feeds tape 2, which feeds tape 3.
You can remove elements from the chain, but not reorder
them. This also means that dubbing can't be undertaken
while you're listening to the phono or tuner selections.
In this receiver, as in past Onkyo products, the tuner locks

automatically to the station (assuming the lock/muting button is in the appropriate position) when your hand leaves the
tuning knob. An unusual aspect of this feature is a three -position back -panel sensitivity switch that adjusts the action of
the tuning knob's sensor. The ensemble performs very well
(as the lab data testifies) with moderate to strong signals, less
well in fringe areas where the muting and lock may have to be

defeated to prevent frequent and annoying "dither" between
mute and unmute on borderline stations. A weak station with
a much stronger adjacent -channel neighbor, which we use as
a test case, comes in in stereo on the TX -4500 Mk. II only
when it is detuned away from the stronger one; some receivers will not pick it up in stereo at all, but others (with better
adjacent -channel selectivity at low signal strengths) do get it
in stereo with less distortion than such detuning introduces.
In essence, the receiver is very urbane in personality-conceived more as a graceful embodiment of the sonic "good
life" than as an instrument for a listening laboratory. The
seeker after weak, distant stations, the avid tape recordist
given to complex dubbing projects, and the phono-cartridgeloading fanatic, for example, all will want to look elsewhere for
the special features to suit their needs. But those with access
to what might be called good but standard input signals and
ancillary equipment will experience this receiver's design at its
best and should be delighted by it.
CIRCLE 135 ON PAGE 105
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Moderate -Priced
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MIDRANGE ADJUST. -J
TWEETER ADJUST.
PROTECTION RESET

Ultralinear Model 228 speaker system

in simulated walnut grain cabinet. Dimensions: 147/e by 243/. inches (front), 1254
inches deep. Price: $229.95 ($189.95 suggested minimum
retail); with walnut -veneer cabinet (Model 228-W), $259.95
($219.95 suggested minimum retail). Warranty: "limited,"
five years parts and labor. Manufacturer: Ultralinear Loudspeakers (Division of Solar Audio Products, Inc.), 3228 E.
59th St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90058.

Straightforward and traditional are words that describe the Ultralinear 228, a three-way bookshelf -sized speaker system
that eschews the Thiele -alignment vogue in favor of the "classic" acoustic -suspension enclosure. For its price, the 228 features drivers of robust dimensions: a 12 -inch woofer, 6 -inch
midrange driver, and 1 -inch Mylar-dome tweeter. Continuous
level controls are provided at each crossover point (specified
as 700 and 4,500 Hz), and a circuit breaker protects the system from long-term power levels above 18 dBW (65 watts).
Each of these controls is readily accessible behind the removable grille screen.
The crossover points barely make their presence known in
the impedance curve, which is notably uniform throughout
the spectrum. Nominal impedance measures close to Ultralinear's 8 -ohm rating. Resonance occurs at a rather high 78
Hz, where the impedance reaches a maximum of 22 ohms. It

38
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drops a little below 6 ohms from about 5 kHz up, but from the
shape of the curve we'd say that paralleled pairs of Ultralinear
228s could easily be accommodated by the average power
amp.
The midrange control affords a typical adjustment range;
the tweeter control offers roughly the same boost but almost
total suppression of the upper partials at its extreme cut position. Lab measurements show both controls to be less than
"neat" in their behavior, with boost and cut curves trading
places at sorrre frequencies and considerable interaction between the two ranges. Thus what you hear, rather than any
rules of thumb, must determine what settings will be most
desirable.
When the controls are set at their nominal midpoints, the
average omnidirectional response in the anechoic chamber is
within ±4 dB from 50 Hz to 12.5 kHz with the exception of a
substantial (+ 7 dB) peak at resonance. Looked at another
way, the omnidirectional response slopes gradually (at about
1 dB per octave) from resonance to above 12.5 kHz but is
within ±2 dB over this range. Below resonance, the free-field
response drops of f steeply.
True to its design, the 228's circuit breaker disconnects the
speakers when they are fed just over 18 dBW (65 watts) for
any period of time. The trip point seems well chosen: The
speakers show signs of distress when fed more than 17 dBW
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There are few stereophones of any
kind that can match the full -bandwidth
performance of the Koss Pro/4 AAA. That's
because the Triple As oversized voice
coil and extra large diaphragm reproduce

recorded material with a lifelike intensity
and minimal distortion never before available in dynamic stereophones.
With a frequency response from 10
Hz to 22 kHz, a highly efficient element
and o perfect seal for low boss response to
below audibility, the Triple A lets every
note blossom to its fullest harmonic growth.
You'll hear so much more of your favorite
music, you'll think you're listening to a
whole new recording.

Unlike ether stereophones, the earcushions developed for the Pro/4 Triple A
represent a breakthrough in both comfort
and acoustical engineering. Through extensive studies on how stereophones are
actually worn, Koss engineers were able
to reduce lateral pressure with a direct
contour Pneumalite® earcushion that not
only offers soft pliable comfort, but also
creates an ideal environment for minimizing the linear excusion of the driver. Thus,
the driver is able to produce any volume
level without distortion. So you'll hear all
the fundamental and harmonic frequencies
exactly as they were recorded.
In addition, Koss has designed a

©1979 Koss Corp.

special Pneumalitee dual suspension
heodbond that creates a feeling of almost
weightlessness even over periods of
extended listening. It makes wearing the
Triple A's as pleasureable as listening
to them.
Why not stop in at your audio specialist and see why the Koss Pro/4 Triple A
belongs in a class by itself. Or write for
our free, full -color catalog c/o Virginia
Lamm. Better still, listen to a live demonstration of the incredible Sound of Koss
with your favorite record or tape. We think
you'll agree that when it comes to the
Pro/4 AAA and other Koss Stereophones
and CM loudspeakers: hearing is believing.

KOS S®stereophones/Ioudspeakers
hearing is believing'"

KOSS CORPORATION, 4129 N. Port Washington Ave.. Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53212

International Headgjarters Milwaukee/facilities Canada France Germany Ireland Japan

(56 watts) continuously at 300 Hz, and sonic output at this
input level (109 dB) is adequate for most home applications.
This last figure confirms what the lab's pink -noise test demonstrates: that, despite the acoustic -suspension design, this
speaker's efficiency is roughly up in the range associated with
vented designs.
Generally speaking, the 228's distortion consists more of
second harmonics than of third-which, of course, is preferable to the reverse. Distortion rises very abruptly below the
78 -Hz resonance, perhaps due as much to the rapid falloff of
the fundamental as to the increase in generated harmonics.
Suffice it to say that, at the 0-dBW level, the distortion increases from 1.75% at 70 Hz to greater than 10% at frequencies below 50 Hz. At higher frequencies, the distortion
ranges from 0.25% to 1.75%. At higher levels (corresponding
to 100 dB SPL at 1 meter at 300 Hz) the distortion roughly
doubles and exceeds 10% below 60 Hz. Again, the second harmonic predominates.
The Model 228 reproduces 300 -Hz tone bursts quite well.
At 3 kHz, however, the speaker requires a cycle or two before
its response builds to full output, and there is a strong "echo"
2 milliseconds after the primary sound has been reproduced.

highest frequencies but less than noteworthy in the midrange
(as we might suspect from the 3 -kHz tone -burst response).
Midrange and treble clarity is adequate provided that the
speaker is not driven to excess by material of complex texture.
Though we prefer the sound of the Ultralinear 228 when it
is reproducing pop or rock, our preference is a slight one. The
228 will take a wide variety of music in stride with reasonable
assurance. Ultimately, the choice of a loudspeaker is a subjective one, and one that is best made by personal audition. And
at this price, the 228 should attract many auditioners.
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In the listening room, the location of the Ultralinear 228 has a
strong effect on tonal quality. When it is placed near the floor
and wall, the bass resonance seems reinforced and drums
tend to sound boomy and tubby. We prefer the 228s raised at
least 18 inches above floor level and several feet from the wall,
which helps considerably to smooth the lower register. We
also prefer the reproduction with the midrange control set
slightly above and the tweeter slightly below the respective

"flat"

positions.
The 228 strikes us as somewhat abler for pop and rock reproduction than it is for the classics. The low -frequency distortion revealed in the laboratory is more apparent when listening to "traditional" instruments than when the speaker is
reproducing sounds that are synthesized or aided electronically, which have an indefinite character to begin with. And, of
course, the addition of harmonics goes largely unnoticed in
percussive sounds such as drumbeats.
The stereo imaging, at its best, is quite good in both width
and depth. The position of the speakers vis-a-vis the listener
seems to be quite critical in achieving this optimum, and small
changes in listener position create disconcerting shifts in the
spatial image-partly, perhaps, as a result of the beaminess
suggested by the divergence of the three anechoic response
curves above 4 kHz or so. Transient response is good at the

EFFICIENCY BAND
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Average omnidirectional response
Average front hemispheric response
Oe-axis response

65
20

50

1)0

200

500

1K

228

2K

5K

10K

20K

FREQUENCY IN HZ

Ultralinear Model 228 Loudspeaker System
Average omnidirectional output, 250 Hz to 6 kHz
85 dB SPL for 0 dBW (1 watt) Input

Continuous on -axis output at 300 Hz
109'1 dB SPL for 171/2 dBW (56 watts) input
Pulsed output at 300 Hz
112 dB SPL for 201/2 dBW (115 watts) peak

"Nominal" impedance

7.8 ohms at 120 Hz

Approximate tweeter control range (re "flat")
±5 dB above 3 kHz (see text)
Approximate midrange control range (re "flat")
±3 dB, 1 to 6 kHz (see text)

Manufacturer's Comment
We invite rebuttal from those who produce
the equipment we review. The comments printed

here are culled from those responses.
Avid M-330 loudspeaker system (March 1979): We believe that too
many loudspeaker manufacturers have neglected the importance
of cabinet/grille diffraction effects. The careful integration of the
grille system, cabinet, and drivers to minimize unwanted secondary diffraction effects can result in measurable and audible improvements in imaging, smoothing of frequency response, and
uniformity of dispersion. We are pleased, but not surprised, that
your listening tests generally confirm these improvements.
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The samples you tested were among the first produced, andwhile your lab data generally agree with the measurements made
on production units in our laboratories-there are some important discrepancies with respect to midbass distortion and the response curve above 4 kHz, where we note no significant dips or
rolloff until 18 to 20 kHz.
JEFFERY M. ALLEN

Avid Corporation
subject of that report, we'd like
to call readers' attention to a typographical error it contains. The
graph shows omnidirectional response to be within ±2'/º dB
to 4 kHz-not to the text's 40 kHz, which obviously is beyond
the limit of testing.
HF replies: And while we're on the
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Down of a new age in separates.
The Nikko NA-590 Integrated Stereo
sional appearance will be at home in any
.-wra Mrxw ~TO*
Amplifier and the NT-790 AM/FM Stereo
listening environment.
The NT-790 AM;FM Stereo Tuner
Tuner. We designed them specifically
IM
ALIT . MIRI
for those who want professional quality aa
utilizes
Nik<o sophisticated circuitry, plus
MO* Al
AM
LED turing indicators, FM high blend (to
and the new low -profile look in a home
eliminate background hiss), and T Locked
sterec sys:em.
100I
104
132
FM automatic fine tuning for low distorThere was a time when the only way
'I
tion,
high signal stability and wide
to get a high quality sound system was to
. ,.
purchase expensive, bulky professional
frequency response. The NT-790 also
electronics. But now, Nikkodelivers all the precifeatures professional matte finish, ultra-thin
sion, accuracy, flexibility and reliability of prcfesProfile and op:ional kitfor rack mounting.
The NA-590 anc NT-79D: exce lent stereo.
sional components ,---and at a reasonable price.
bt2LpCTOF
The NA -590 is both a low -distortion amplifier
sound made simple, at a cost you can't afford to
pass up. See them, as well as the complete line of
and a full -function pre -amplifier. It will drive most
1
1
Nikko separates, at your Nikko Audio dealer.
home loudspeakers accurately at comfortable lisa
Write for completeinformation and specifications,
tening levels. The NA -590 delivers 35 watts per
or call toll -free (BOO) ¿23-2994 for the name of
channel, minimum RMS, both channels driven into I-lu»JO lurJtf Aux
your nearest Nikko dealer.
8 ohms 2C to 20,000 Hz with no more than 0.05%
Nicko Electric Corp. of
total harmonic distortion.
'America 16270 Raymer
The NA-590 features a supsonic filte- to reSt., Var Nuys, Calif. 91406
duce cistórtion caused by turntable rumble or
1110(01b00 JIG
l4XA
1,1111141
(213) 988-0105/ 320 Oser
warped records, loudness ccntour, a profesAve., Hauppauge, N.Y. 11787
sional -type attenuated volume control, and exclu(516) 231-8181/In Canada:
sive Nickc protection circuit breakers. Its LED
Supericr Electronics, Inc.
function indicators, ultra -thin styling and profes-
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Nikko Audio
For those

who

tome their stereo seriously.
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We'd sell even more Dual turntables

If they didn't last quite so long.

At a time when "planned obsolescence" is an unhappy
fact of life, it may be reassuring to know that Dual
turntables continue to be produced with the same
dedication and manufacturing precision that has made
Dual so highly respected throughout the world.
Dual turntables are made in the legendary Black
Forest where meticulous craftsmanship remains a way
of life. And the company is still owned and personally
managed by the family that founded it more than
three-quarters of a century ago.
But more than tradition is responsible for Dual's
leading position in a lineup of some fifty competitive
brands. The performance provided by Dual's precision
engineering has always exceeded the demands of
either the record or cartridge.
For example: the tonearms of every current model, including our least expensive one, are
mounted in four -point gyroscopic gimbals, a design widely acknowledged as the finest
suspension system. Bearings are machined and finished to specifications that exceed the
demands of aerospace components. And frequently ignored problems such as those caused by
resonance are solved by our exclusive anti -resonance filters. (Dual engineers have earned more
than seventy international patents related to record playback equipment.)
The manufacturing process is of the same high order. For example: every fifth step is a
quality -control check. Fully assembled turntables undergo separate and lengthy mechanical,
electrical and acoustical examinations. Later, quality -control auditors open and recheck one out
of ten finished, packed and sealed models in order to inspect the quality of the quality control.
Perhaps this explains why such Dual classics as the 1009 and 1019 (produced in the early
1960's) are still in service. If you still own one of these models, you may find it's worth more in
trade today than you originally paid for it.
If you insist on the finest in turntables-as we
do-ask your audio dealer to demonstrate one
of our new Duals. He will be pleased to do so.
After all, reliability is as important to him as it is to you.
The Dual CS1237, illustrated, is priced at less
than $180. Other Dual turntables are priced up
to $440. For a complete description of all Dual
%
turntables, please write to United Audio at the
'"1
''
address below.

_

For the life of your records
United Audio, 120 So. Columbus Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10553
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Akai's Portable Pro
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AUTO. PLAY (ON/OFF)
REEL SIZE (101/2/7 IN.)
AC POWER

TRANSPORT SPEED (15/71/2/33/4 IPS

ja

11

<I

.
IA

- l-,.

REWIND
STOP
PLAY/RECORD

w

Líí J G-

14
I

1'

.

.

FAST WIND

1

RECORDING INTERLOCK
PAUSE
CUE

Al AI

METER MODE (VU/PEAK/BIAS)
EQ. SEL.

(15y/31

MONITOR (TAPE/SOURCE)

IPS)

PLAYBACK HEAD (HALF/QUARTER TRACK)

INPUTS LEVEL ADJUST. (1.4)
MASTER LEVEL ADJUST.

PLAYBACK OUTPUT LEVEL

ovti
BIAS ADJUST.

HEADPHONE LEVEL ADJUST
HEADPHONE

RECORDING EQ. ADJUST.
INPUTS 3, 4 SEL. (MIKE/LINE)
INPUTS 1, 2 SEL. (MIKE/LINE)

Akai Pro -1000 three -speed (15, 71/2, and 33/4 ips) half-track
stereo open -reel tape deck with quarter -track stereo playback
head and reel capacity to 101/2 inches, in carrying cases. Dimensions: transport unit, 18 by 161/4 inches (front panel), 81/2
incnes deep plus head nest, etc.; electronics unit, 18 by 9
incnes (front panel), 9' inches deep plus controls; front case
lids, 23/4 inches deep. Price: $1,995; RC-18 remote control,
$57.75. Warranty: "limited," one year parts and labor. Manufacturer: Akai Electric Co., Ltd., Japan; U.S. distributor: Akai
America, Ltd., 2139 E. Del Amo Blvd., Compton, Calif. 90220.
The distinction between "pro" and "semipro" is a little hazy
in the 1000; in designing it, Akai seems not to have been
thinking about professional studio use (though it may well be
in demand for home studios of one sort or another) nor about
amateur field recording (though it will be right at home in
broadcast location work or on the road with a musical group).
Yet it is something more than we normally associate with the

semipro format.
With the two lids in place, the separate transport and electronics units are the picture of rugged utilitarianism; with the
lids removed, the satiny brushed aluminum of the faceplates
almost suggests that walnut cases are in order, but the "professional" controls (for the four -in, two-out mixer, for example) dominate those that make concessions to the home
user (such as the switch to choose quarter -track playback).
And a look at the back of the electronics package confirms the
work -before -play priorities: The mike inputs are Cannon -style
balanced three -pin jacks, though all the line connections are
home -style (not phone) pin jacks. All four mixer inputs offer
the choice of line, mike, or attenuated -mike (-20 dB) modes;
only inputs 2 and 3 are fitted with pan pots, while 1 and 4 feed
the left and right channels, respectively.
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INPUTS 2, 3 PANPOTS

An interesting feature of the electronics' back panel is a
pair of output jacks from the mixer section so that it can be
used independently with another deck. There also is a full set
of recording and playback jacks for interconnection with a
noise-reduction system (Dolby, DBX, or whatever) plus a bypass switch. We used the deck without noise reduction; we
also passed up a full -function accessory remote control that
plugs into a multipin jack on the transport. Also out of the ordinary are the tape adjustments: a pair of small knobs that
adjust bias in each channel (using the appropriate mode and
calibration scales on the meters) and another that tweaks
recording equalization above about 3 kHz (with a maximum
total adjustment range of about 3 dB at 7.5 kHz and 6 dB at
12 kHz).
These controls could be "tuned" with a pink -noise generator and so on; the manual makes no mention of such procedures, relying instead on a simple table of settings for popular
tape types. As usual with imported products, tapes from
American producers (except 3M) are ignored. For this and
other reasons, we wish that the manual had been produced
here. Though its scope is more comprehensive and its English
much more comprehensible than in most Japanese manuals,
the deck's complexities cry out for a yet higher order of communication. Some users doubtless will see Akai's almost total
avoidance of American terms of measure as a case in point:
Indeed, in most instances reels are identified without even
the metric units-simply as Size 17 (17 centimeters, or 7
inches) or Size 26 (the 101/2 -inch NAB size). Their sensibilities
may continue to take offense at the markings, but even the
most doggedly antimetric among us should assimilate the
"new" designations soon enough.
The playback metering works exceptionally well. It responds to the output-level controls, which are independent in
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the two channels. Since both have center detents at the "normal" position, they can be used as a reference for actual recorded levels. But when these controls are turned up or down,
the meters will continue to monitor output level. If a running
check on recorded level is needed in playback, the controls
can be left at the detents and the listening or dubbing level
adjusted elsewhere in the system. They do not control the output of the source feed -through, incidentally: just the output
from the playback heads. Also a nice detail are the outer -ring
friction "stops" by which maximum rotation can be preset on
the mixer knobs. The friction clutching allows you to twist the
knob past this maximum if you want to, but with normal han
dling the stop is quite positive.
.Among the nice touches on the transport are the CUE buttón, which allows monitoring from a hand -rocked tape for
editing, and the PAUSE, which delivers marginally faster
startup than the regular PLAY button. Both are competitive in
quickness with the startup on many cassette decks (thanks,
in part, to the dual -capstan drive, no doubt), though the far
greater mass of open -reel systems probably always will give
the cassette format a significant edge for so-called electronic
editing. Physical splicing is, of course, far easier with open

Akai Pro -1000 Open -Reel Deck
Speed accuracy
at 15 ips

at

71/2

ips

at

33/4

ips

0.92%
1.02%
1.17%
0.25%
0.38%
0.48%
0.25%
0.44%
0.53%

71/2

at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

105 VAC
120 VAC
127 VAC
105 VAC
120 VAC
127 VAC
105 VAC
120 VAC
127 VAC

There are four stereo heads: from the left, quarter -track playback, half-track erase, half-track recording, and half-track
playback. (Unlike most decks-pro or home-of a decade ago,
it has no provision for independent operation of the two channels in any mode; mono recordings must perforce be put on
both tracks of the stereo pair, using up as much tape as stereo
recordings of the same speed.) Operation is, mechanically
and electrically, very quiet. The open -reel format's much
greater headroom above the reference 0 VU gives it about 10
to 15 dB more dynamic range (depending on the tape) than
cassette decks of comparable S/N ratio figures, and even with
the tape running the sounds emitted by the transport normally are swamped by ambient room noise within a few feet of
the deck.
Response, measured with Scotch 206 tape for the record/
play curves, is more than adequately flat in all speeds and
about par in bandpass. Speed accuracy is well controlled at
33/4 and 71/2 ips, though it is about 1% (our arbitrary dividing
line between excellent and good) at the top speed. The latter,
however, exhibits the best wow measurements; the two slower
speeds are, again, merely good.
Playback quality at all three speeds and with either head delivers audibly fine reproduction within the limitations of the
chosen format. (Remember that half-track stereo intrinsically
offers about 3 dB more dynamic range than quarter -track
stereo-all other things, as they say, being equal.) With average -quality source material, both 71/2 and 15 ips offer ear -perfect replication; the slowest speed, predictably, introduces
some audible hiss, but the subtle tradeoffs of the higher
speeds are unappreciable without superb -quality input signals, if then.
The bias/EQ adjustments and metering options are gen
-

Wow & flutter (ANSI)
at 15 ips
at

fast
fast
fast
fast
fast
fast
fast
fast
fast

reels. The Pro -1000 aids the process with a flipup head cover
for maximum visibility of and access to the heads.

playback: 0.030%
record/play: 0.040%
playback: 0.070%
record/play: 0.100%
playback: 0.080%
record/play: 0.125%

ips

at 3% ips

NAB PLAYBACK RESPONSE

+5
0

ó -5

15 IPS, HALF-TRACK

Left channel: +1, -21 dB, 30 Hz to 15 kHz
Right channel: +1, -2%4 dB, 30 Hz to 15 kHz

W

Rewind time (1,800 ft., 7 -in. reel)

92 sec.

Fast forward time (same reel)

91

S/N ratios, half-track (re Ampex
playback

L ch: 61% dB

record/play

L

ch:

551/2

0 VU; CBS
R

dB

R

ó
a +5
w
z 0

sec.

-5

weighting)

744 IPS, HALF-TRACK

Left channel: +2, -44 dB, 50 Hz to 15 kHz
Right channel: +2, -1 dB, 50 Hz to 15 kHz

ch: 611/2 dB
ch: 56 dB

Pro -1000 (2)

20

S/N ratio, quarter -track (re Ampex
playback
L ch: 58 dB

0 VU; CBS

Erasure (400 Hz at normal level)

R

50

200

100

weighting)

ch:

583/4

500

tine
mike

0 VU, at 7V2

20K

dB
RECORD/PLAYBACK RESPONSE
(0 dB

Sensitivity (re Ampex

10K

FREQUENCY IN HZ

75 dB

Channel separation (at 400 Hz)
record left, play right
record right, play left

5K

2K

1K

= -10

VU)

+5
54 dB
52'/2 dB

0

-5

15 IPS, (HALF-TRACK)

Left channel: +44, -3 dB, 40

ips)

L ch: 85.0 mV

R

L ch: 0.27 mV

R

Meter action (re Ampex 0 VU)
VU
L ch: V. dB high
peak
L ch: 7'/. dB low

R
R

ch: 83.5 mV
ch: 0.32 mV

ch:
ch:

1/4

7

dB high
dB low

Harmonic distortion (THD; at -10 VU)
at 15 ips
<0.32%, 50 Hz to 5 kHz
at 71/2 ips
<0.42%, 50 Hz to 5 kHz
at 33/4 ips
<0.29%, 50 Hz to 5 kHz
Maximum output (re Ampex 0 VU)
L ch: 0.80 V

Right channel:

ó

+1/i, -3

Hz to 20 kHz
dB, 40 Hz to 20 kHz

+5

5 -5

ips, (HALF-TRACK)
Left channel:
-3 dB, 40 Hz to 20 kHz
Right channel: +2, -3 dB, 45 Hz to 20 kHz
71/2

+1,

-

cc

+5
0

-5

33e IPS, (HALF-TRACK)

Left channel:
Right channel:

+/, -3 dB, 31
+1, -3 dB,

Hz

32 Hz

\\

to 11.5 kHz
to 14.5 kHz

Pro 7000 (3)

R

ch: 0.87

V

20

50

100

200

500

2K

1K

5K

10K

20K

FREQUENCY IN HZ
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The world's first pure pcwer DC receivers, the
Sansui s -line, redefined the limits of musical fidelity.
Sansui's capacitor-free DC amolifier cesign (patent

perd rig) with super -high slew rate, ultra -east rise

time, and full transient response, makes music sound
much more true-to-life:
Now Sansui does it again. With the new
G -7500 -and G-5500. Using -he same exclusive DC
ciraui-re. all others aré trying to imitate, -these new
models offer more watts per dollar than ever before.
The -G-7500 delivers 90 watts Der channel,
mir. f!FAS, both channels into 8 ohms f om 20 to
20,000Hz with no more than 0.025% total harmonic
distartibn, at a suggested retail price of only $620.
The G-5500. at a suggested re,tail price of
onli S465, offers 60 watts per channel with no more
than 0.03 THD under the same conditions.
From their macro -designed power supplies,
for rich, full sound over the widest frequency range,
to their micro -sensitive double speaker -protection
circuitry, the G-7500 and G-5500 are unbeatable.
The FM sections furher enhance Sansui's
reputation for tuner excellence. Pinpcint selectivity
and ul-ra-sensitivity to even the weakest signals
guarartee pure and clean reception, always. And
always with maximum sterec separat on
Let your franchised Sansui deale- demonstrcte the comprehensive, human engineered
féctures and controls. There's rothing in he world
with quite the same feel as the Sansui click -stop
attenuator and ultra -smooth tuning knob.
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Now look carefully ct the graceful styling,
witn elegant rosewood veneer cabinet. It is setting
the trend for all other receivers.
For the best receiver values, he world is now
turning to the newest DC by Sansui, the G-7500 and
G-5503. Shouldn't you turn to Sansui, toc?

SANSUI MECTRONICS CORP

SQfi3ttL

Lyndhurst. New _ersey 07071- Go dena: Ca. 90247
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO.. LTD.. Tokyo. Japan
SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A., Antwerp, Belgium
In

Canada: Electronic Distribitors
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The Fisher ST460.

You will probably never use

all its capabilities.

leve. with low distcrtion,

11-e Fisher ST460

Studb Standard® speaker
sv_terr was not intended for
car.t el istening.
Sc `t all you want is
bezkground music ..with

dir rer or soothing sounds
to -Flax to, save your

mcrt-y
Cr he other hand, if

%

r`. All
4

.+r.

::.
you get involved in -nt_sic to
the point that you sometiTes have to hear it at "real
life ' levels, the ST460 n- ay
be the perfect speaker for
you_ Because it will celiver everypower capacity allows a pair of
thing :hat you ask of it-and
ST460's to generate disco sound
prcb tly more.
levels of up to 112 dB in a typical
At the Fisher speaker factory
living room.
.n Pennsylvania, our master
Do you have to have this kind
en3ii.Ers designed the ST460 to of performance? Possibly not.
_wood with utmost axuBut if a speaker can achieve these
:ac,, to -he demands of e.ny
music signal. From throbbing chest-poundirg
discos -bythms, to the
explosive transients of
symphclic music. From
the sv-e3m of a lead gLitar
to
delicate timbre of a
ha-psirhord. The S7460
harcles it all so efforlessly
the.: vo_ may forget you're

.;

.

then 'ts performance at
lower levels will be that
muff more impressive.
Sc if your decor can handle 30" Fish cabinets, and
your budget car. handle
$399 95' prize lags, make it
a point to exper ence the
sound of. a pair of ST460's.
Ycu'il find them at selected
audio dealers or the audio
department :f your favorite
department store.

'Manufacturer's suggesec Teti value. tii.cti.al selling
price

determitedsdel,. by

:he

Idiv,dual Fisher dealer

New guide for buyirg nict fidelity egt.ipment
Send $2.00 win rare
acdress fa Fisher
handbook to Fisher. Corporation Dept. H,
21314 Lasser, Street, Char.suorh, C.k 41311.

FISHER

The first name in high fidelity.®

isterin: to speakers, instead

Oi

of a "bv-e" performance.
Tile beautiful wa.nt_tgr r vinyl ST460 enclosure
horse; a massive Fisher
Mods 15130 15" woofer, two
Fisher Model 500 cone mid-

rar 3e ¿livers, and a special

ir

Model 350 horn
twee:et Power is delivered to
the dryers through a sophisticatec -n nimum-phase crossover network with preser.ce and
Fis_

briar ce controls accessible on

the frcr panel. System response
is w-itially flat from 40 to
20,')O') -Iz, and the 130 watt

í
}

ST460
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Q1979 Eisner Cop, ]ratsworth, Celli. 913:1
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uine aids in optimizing recorded quality, though the seed
with which the meters must move over the long scale (-40 to
+ 5 dB) in the peak mode makes their action difficult for the
eye to follow at first. Our initial impression was that slower decay would help in this mode; perhaps it would, but in only a
few hours of use we learned to cope quite well with the hairtrigger needle and eventually abandoned the relative sluggishness of the conventional VU action for most purposes.
Viewed among the many open -reel decks that we have considered in these pages over the years, the Pro -1000 has two
capabilities that particularly impressed us: the ease with

which splice editing can be done on it, and the degree to which
the transport-with its dual capstans and dual tension armstames the problems of playing very old tapes that are no
longer truly flat. These may seem like esoteric problems to
some users, but the deck's success with them is, to Ls, an index of good intrinsic design. They are, moreover, tests that
many otherwise good home or semipro decks frequently
flunk. Response and distortion numbers (and the Akai's are
good) are by no means the end of the story; in overall design,
Akai has, in our opinion, thought through the problems and
priorities of this genre to a very satisfactory solution.

i,
Moo.: 30

--11/S
CHANNEL:
VOLUME
L

I

AC POWER

PROTECT/CLIP PILOT
READY/ON PILOT

L

1

R

CHANNEL:

VOLUME
PROTECT/CLIP PILOT
READY/ON PILOT

A Professional Amp of Moderate Power
Uni-Sync Model 50 stereo power amplifier (strappable for
mono use), in metal rack -mount case. Dimensions: 19 by 13/4
inches (front panel), 101/4 inches deep plus clearance for connections. Price: $379. Warranty: "limited," three years parts
and labor. Manufacturer: Uni-Sync (a BSR company), 742
Hampshire Rd., Westlake Village, Calif. 91361.

That oft -abused word "professional" means what it says when
applied to this Uni-Sync amp. Not only is it ruggedly constructed and designed for rack mounting, but its connections
all presuppose professional applications. From the three prong grounded AC plug to the balanced (XLR-type) or unbalanced (phone -jack) inputs and hefty binding posts with banana -plug sockets at the speaker terminals to the back -panel
bridging switch for mono operation, every fitting seems
single-mindedly tailored to the monitor -amp trade. Yet unlike
many true professional amps that have won favor in the home
through their exceptional capabilities (names like McIntosh,
Crown, Phase Linear, and BGW come to mind), this one does
not go for raw power as such.
The Model 50 does its moderate -power work efficiently.
There is a bit more dynamic (music) headroom above rated
output than we are used to seeing in the lab data, and over
mcst of the operating range in both frequency and power, distortion is no more than one -twentieth of the 0.1% THD rating
or one-half of the 0.01% IM rating. When strapped for 8 -ohm
mono operation, the amp has an even more impressive
amount of "elbow room": CBS measured 213/4 dBW (150
watts) for about 0.05% THD at clipping, while the spec says
110 watts (201/2 dBW) for 0.08% THD.
The front panel is equally efficient. Red LEDs for each channel come on during the brief warmup muting or to indicate
clipping, green ones to indicate normal operation. Aside from
the level controls and on/off pushbutton, that's it: no bells,
whistles, or gingerbread. The listening, too, is utterly no-nonsense. As you might assume from the specs and measurements, whatever goes in comes out unaltered in any appreciable way short of clipping. The only fault of our listening
sample was a slight mechanical buzz (emanating, presumably, from the power transformer) that could be somewhat
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annoying in a really quiet room but was totally masked while
any music was playing.
The Model 50 is, in a word, a dandy and very compact power
amp for pro and semipro applications where extra heft isn't
called for (in which case, the companion Model 100, with the
predictable power rating, might fill the bill). The need for special connectors may put off tie regular home user a bit; still,
in the home market's headlong race for astonishing power
(and distortion) specs, it's getting hard to find a really good,
simple, moderate -power model. And that's exactly what the
Model 50 is.
CIRCLE 134 ON PAGE 105

Uni-Sync Model 50
Manufacturer's rated power

ower Amplifier
17 dBW (50

watts)/channel

Power output at clipping (both channels driven)
L ch
17'/: dBW (57 watts)
R ch
17'/ dBW (57 watts)

Dynamic headroom (at

1

2

dB

x'/. dB, <10 Hz to 20 kHz
+'h, -3 dB, <10 Hz to 70 kHz

Frequency response
Input characteristics (re

kHz)

0

dBW (1 watt); noise A-weighted)
Sensitivity
S/N ratio
154 mV

84 dB

Harmonic distortion (THD + N; 20 Hz to 20 kHz)
at 17 dBW (50 watts) output
<0.026%
at 10 dBW (10 watts) output
<0.019%
at -3 dBW (0.5 watt) output
<0.030%

Intermodulation distortion
into 8 ohms
<0.013%, -83/. to 17'/. dBW (0.13 to 60 W)
into 4 ohms
<0.038%, -6 to 18''/ d8W (0.25 to 72 W)
into 16 ohms
<0.013%, -12'/. to 151/2 dBW (0.06 to 36 W)
Damping factor at 50 Hz
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an adapter (listing at $14.95) to feed signals
a stereo system from the earphone output
built into some TV receivers. The Pioneer
TVX-9500 is a full-scale tuner that supplies
everything from antenna input to audio out-

to

put without dependence on the possibly poor
circuitry built in your TV set or its inclusion of
an earphone output. We doubt that the Parallax could damage your equipment.
am concerned about the -20-VU level at
which frequency responses of stereo cassette
decks are measured. I know of nobody that
records at -20. To avoid a high hiss level,
most recording enthusiasts tend to record at
-10 dB or higher. At 0 dB all of the high frequency material rolls off sharply somewhere
between 3 to 8 kHz, depending on the machine. May I suggest that your test reports
also include a -10-dB reference level frequency response (±3 dB)? This is a more
faithful reading for future tape recorder buyers.-George A. Allegado, San Francisco,
Calif.
Even with synthesizer rock (which can have
much more high -frequency energy than
acoustic instruments produce), levels at 10
kHz and above are seldom less than 20 dB
below maximum midrange levels, so the ability to record these frequencies flat at -10 VU
has little meaning. And at -10 VU the frequency response curve will depend more on
the tape than on the machine. In our tests of
tapes, we do subject them to even more severe overload than recording at -10 VU
would represent. But in testing decks, we
I

don't like to rain on anyone's parade, but
Technics claims in an ad in your magazine
[January] that its new turntable, the S1-1000
Mk. II, has the world's first titanium tonearm.
That just isn't so. The SME 3009 Series Ill
tonearm is made of titanium and has been on
the market for nearly a year.-Thomas Coane,
Wallingford, Conn.
The Technics SL -1000 Mk. II actually was
introduced in this country about a year before the SME tonearnl and was available in
Japan for some time before that.
I

Recently I updated my stereo equipment and
own a Pioneer SX-1250 receiver (160 watts
per channel), PL -570 turntable, CT -F9191
cassette deck, and two HPM-100 speakers
(100 watts each), plus Audio-Technica's AT 'SSA cartridge and AT -706 and AT -703 headphones. I have also hooked up my ten -yearold Jensen 30 watt speakers. When both sets
of speakers are on, they sound okay, but am I
losing anything or am I doing any damage to
either speakers or receiver?

Also Pioneer recently put out a $250 tuner
(TVX-9500) that connects to the aux input of
the receiver to reproduce TV sound through
the system. In the interim, I had picked up a
small unit for $10-the TST, from Parallax Industries in San Francisco. It is connected the
same way and claims to do the same thing.
Although I have no way of comparing the two,
I do know that the TST does work and have
heard and controlled it through my receiver
and taped one program. Would the Pioneer
tuner be worth the difference in price, andmore important-is the TST doing any damage to my other equipment?-George Leeder,
North Bergen, N.J.
The Pioneer SX-1250 receiver is rated at 160
watts (22 dBW) per channel when driving Bohm loads, 200 watts (23 dBW) when driving
4 -ohm loads. The HPM-100 loudspeakers
carry an 8 -ohm rating. Provided that the impedance of your Jensens is at least 8 ohms,
you should be just fine. The proof of the pudding is that the sound is okay.
According to our files, the Parallax TST is
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CRAIG-Craig Car Stereo System with T608 AM/FM in da41
tuner/ cassette unit and Equalizer; V32054 "speaker.

Crutchfield Corporation: the nation's largest car stereo
specialists --performance and innovation have earned us our
reputation. With top quality lines like Pioneer, Craig, Blaupunkt,
Clarion, Jensen, Sanyo, Concord. Good prices; great service;
full guarantees.
And with our enlarged toll -free telephone service, you can place
an order right now and know it will be shipped within hours.
Or call in free and talk with our technicians for installation advice
and recommendations for the right system for you.
And the MAGALOG-more than a magazine, more than a
catalogue. You'll find illustrated articles on installation and
maintenance of car stereo equipment, featuring particular makes
and models and pointers on choosing the appropriate equipment.
Sound good? Pick up tl le phone and sound us out. Today.
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rRush me a FREE Magalog.
Crutchfield Corporation,
1 Crutchfield Park'
P.O. Caller 1, Dept. H 2
Charlottesville, Virginia 22906

CRVTCHAELD
Name
Address

City

Out-of-state

Zip

State

Or ask us in person, toll -free:

J-800-446-7924

Virginia

1-800-552-3961
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Fill it up
What premium gasoline
can do for your car, premium tape
can do for your car stereo.
And there's no finer premium
tape than Maxell.
Every type of Maxell tape
is designed to give you the widest
frequency response, the highest
possible signal-to-noise ratio
and virtually no distortion. All of
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'th premium.
Because of this, we believe
Maxell makes the world's finest
cassettes.
And every year, hundreds

which results in high octane sound
And to make sure our
cassettes don't run out of gas
somewhere down the road,
we've constructed them to tolerances as much as 60% higher
than industry standards. We use
the finest high -impact styrene,
precision pins, polyester and
screws.
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to the same
conclusion.
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confine ourselves primarily to levels at which
the tape is not prone to misbehavior; any
inaccuracies of response can then be
charged to the machine.
have a pair of ESS amt -3 speakers that I am
driving with a Phase Linear 7008 amp. My listening room is very large (irregularly shaped
but about 25 by 22 by 12-25 ft. high), with a
lot of open space to other rooms. I listen to a
lot of electronic music, and like my music
very loud. The speakers are hanging from the
ceiling, aimed at the prime listening area.
Of course, the amplifier loafs driving these
speakers, but I found I was constantly blowing speaker fuses. This took to mean that
the speakers were incapable of delivering the
sound pressure levels I required in this enviI

I
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ronment, so I obtained a second pair of ant 3s, which I placed on the floor, also aimed at
the prime listening area. (I also have a pair of
smaller speakers for rear ambience but doi't
believe this is related to the problem.)
Since the 7008 should not be driven into
loads of less than 4 ohms, according to Phase
Linear, and since the amt -3s are rated at 4
ohms, connected the speakers in series,
even though I suppose they are now undamped. This has eliminated the fuse -blowing problem, and the system plays as loud as
desired (the amplifier still loafs). I've
achieved a flat response with an equalizer and
have only one problem left: I can't seem to
phase the speakers. I've tried connecting a
switch in the line so can reverse phasing instantly and tried A/ B comparisons with both
I

I

1'.
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test tones and musical material. When phasing is reversed, the change in the character of
the sound is quite dramatic, but neither position seems preferable-nor any louder. This
is true regardless of whether I'm trying to
phase the two series -connected speakers of
one channel or trying to phase the left channel to the right. Stereo imaging is very poor.
What is wrong and what can I do?-T. E.
Hlavac, San Francisco, Calif.
As you seem to suspect, your speakers are
partially out of phase. This happens because
you are using two speakers for each channel
and the path lengths from each one to the listening position are different and the radiation from one speaker is delayed with respect to the other. The net result is
cancellations at some frequencies, reinforcements at others (the so-called comb -filter effect), and an unstable stereo image. You can
probably improve the situation by placing
the two speakers reproducing the same
channel as close together as possible and (if
you can manage it) with the tweeters arranged in a vertical line.
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Most tonearm manufacturers talk about how
their arms track records perfectly. But we all
know that pivoted arms won't track the

record perfectly
:J

A

T_

Q

because the record was
pressed from a master that was cut by a
stylus moving straight across.the record. My
suggestion is to redo the cutting lathes with
the cutter mounted on a tonearm like almost
all turntables have. This will enable con-
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Next time you plan a trip
to Europe, make sure you
visit the unique country.
Where can you find: Europe's
Europe's
Europe's
Europe's

blondest blondes?
highest geysers?
greatest glaciers?
largest waterfalls?

And where can you find moonlike craters where the astronauts trained?
More volcanos than anywhere else on earth? Historic landmarks of the

world's oldest continuous parliament? Celebrations marking Europe's
youngest republic?
The answer to all of these questions is-ICELAND. Next time you plan
a trip to Europe. make sure you visit Iceland.
The only thing it may cost you is time well spent. Because you'll save
enough money on Icelandic's lowest jet fares to Luxembourg to pay for your
stopover in Iceland. Or. you can hop over from New York or Chicago for longer
tours. See an erupting volcano. Take a cross-country pony trek.
Next time you plan a trip to Europe, ask your travel agent about
Icelandic Airlines. Or phone Icelandic Airlines, for folders about Iceland
and lowest jet fares to Europe. In New York State, phone (212) 757-8585.
Elsewhere in U.S., phone (800) 555-1212 for local toll free number.

sumers to enjoy the quality of a properly
tracked record without having to go to an
esoteric turntable. This modified cutting
head would follow the slight curve and the
angle at which the playing stylus moves
across the record. I can see no technical reason why it would not work. Besides cost,
could there be a problem in changing over to
this method? If cost is the only reason, maybe
enough of us could sway the record manufacturers to change their method to benefit the
majority.-Chris Belcher, Raleigh, N.C.
Oh, a little knowledge.... We suspect that if
you tried to design your dream child (which,
incidentally, is substantially the arrangement used for some tacky home disc -cutting
equipment decades ago), you'd find plenty of
technical problems. For one, cutter heads are
heavy. How would you support it adequately
from way back at the pivot? Any vertical vibration would be cut into the groove. And
how would you advance the cutter with adequate precision? When you've solved these

problems-and there undoubtedly are
more-what would you have accomplished? A
well -designed pivoted

arm has negligible
tracking error across a 12 -inch LP; certainly
it's not the limiting factor in reproduction.

seeking a full-time staff
member for its Great Barrington, Massachusetts, office. This key position in the
audio -video department calls for thorough
technical grounding in electronics, knowledge of the consumer audio market, and
the ability to research audio subjects and
to write clearly and compellingly about
them. Some editing or writing experience
a must. Address the editorial director in
the Great Barrington office, stating qualifications and salary requirements, and enclosing writing samples. Equal opportunity
HIGH FIDELITY is

employer M/F.
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BEFORE YOU THROW OUT A GOOD TURNTABLE OR
SPEAKER SYSTEM CONNECT WITH AGREAT AMPLIFIER.
THE PHASE 400 SERIES: TWO:
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Series Two

Audio Standard Ampl fler
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Sore speaks-s sound 'ire, until you
-a low passage_ Then they turn :o mud,
5. hit
or r`jml1e at you ke a cheap turn:able
I

.

Chances are, tha: m rddy, ci stortec sound
.is in raw, the resit cf an inadequate
amplifier stretched to its !knits. Clipping(
improve your Ec Jnd you need
plenty cf reserve oo-ver. The Phase 40C
Series wo Del vets -f tremendous
power reserve yxj reed for sonic
accuráCy over -F+E and ble frequency
spectru-n. Tc a. cura -e y reproduce lo, .
frequencies Wi-t-cu: ppñg; your
speakers rectiire up tc 10 times the
minimum cozier requirerrent`of the
mid -range frequeicie With the
wt-en you
Phase COO Ser
listen tc the 1812 Crve-lure, you
hear the blast of the cannon with
awesome clarity Ever the deepest
notes are clear) dlistingu stable.

o

-

mrtvrtr

circuit keeps the output virtually
identical to -heinput. Dis-ortion and
ncise are redjced to virtua ly inaudible
levels. Beautiful music in teautiful
music out.
ACCURACY YOU CAN SEE
You might lave some cuestions about.
the 400's instartaneous LED output
meters. Conwer-tional-style JU meters are
'slow in combar son because they have to
move the mass of the needle. The LED s

move at lightri'tg speed, accurately
moni:oring ere output voltage with scalE>a for 8 and 4 -ohm impecances For
accuracy, the meter conta ns32 crEdaa=tions DI us 4 fi>ed flashers to 3 ertyou to
clipp ng. You have a visua safeguard: it
addit on to theElectronic _ne-gy Limiter
to prevent dárr+age from over Dads.
See youriP ase dealerabDit tha °hase
400 SeriesT.v_. We think you'll recognze
accuracy when you hear it. Aid wren you
see i-.
3'ECIF C'JIONS: OUTFU- PO`VEF:
210 WA TS, MIN RMS PEF CHANNEL
2)Hz-2CkI-z INTO 8 OHMS, WITH NOD
MORE THAN 0.09%TCTAL 1AR vIOfJ IC
ISTOFTION. ContinuxuE powe Per
;cannel at 1000Hz with no more than
3 09% tctal harmonic d stcrtor E pins
-260 w9t-s, 4 ohms=360 watts, Irtermodulat of Distortion:: 0.39% Ma> (60-1z
7<Hz-c:11 Damping Facto- 1000

.

(
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Residua Pbise: 120í1V ( HF'A"), 1 v1 n,
3gnal to t.bise Ratio: 110d3 OFF' A').
Height: 3E bs. (16 kgs.). Di r ns on 13'5t
75(10"(48Zcm x 17.8cm x 25.4cm1
wptiona Accessories: Solid Oak or
.Nalnut tide panels.

ACCURACY YOU CA
EAR
To improve accuracy, tie new
400 Series Two nil zes ar advanced
BI-FET inpu- sage. is integratec
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Car audio has come of age. And Mitsubishi
has applied its respected audio technology
and experience to its new line of car audio
products. There is no compromise. Reliable.
Rugged. Well designed. But the proof is in the
listening. That's where they shine.
Be it the RX-69 or RX-7 In -Dash
AM/FM Auto -Reverse
11111111110°
Cassettes or the RS -67
AM/FM 8 -track, Mitsubishi
_11r.n~1k=_,
is miles ahead in car
audio. In addition, three

`

\T

STEO
AM

Under-Dash

MAE

Cassettes,

one

Under -Dash

8 -track, and an ambitious array of quality car
hi-fi speakers complete the line. Mitsubishi

transcends the ordinary. Ready to extend
your limits? Look into the entire line of car
audio component separates. Get a
taste of Mitsubishi Car Audio...
But, above all, hear it.
fe.
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d

ArtkMITSUBISHI

CAR AUDIO

SOUND US OUT
III.

60645, &00-323-421640utsde III.)

312-973-2000 (Within Ill.)
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Whither Good Radio?
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by John K. Major
An insider probes the institutions and people
who determine what you hear on quality FM
and suggests that the coming satellite linkup may revolutionize it.
"Goon" RADIO has come a long way since Lee de
Forest's historic broadcast of Enrico Caruso in
Cavalleria rusticana and Pagliacci from the
Metropolitan Opera House on January 13, 1910.
But for many its halcyon days occurred during the
years just before World War II, even though radios
were scarcely high fidelity by today's standards
and FM, LP records, tape, and stereo were unknown to the general public.
Network stations in the Thirties and early Forties offered a rich menu to their listeners. During a
typical week one could hear the NBC Symphony
under Arturo Toscanini, the New York Philharmonic on CBS, the Philadelphia Orchestra under
Eugene Ormandy or Leopold Stokowski on Mu 1

dean of the New
York University Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, has
been general manager of WONO, Syracuse, and now directs research and marketing at WFMT, Chicago.
Dr. Major, onetime physics professor and
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tual, the Metropolitan Opera's Auditions of the Air
and its Saturday matinees with Milton Cross, Ford
Sunday Evening Hour with the Detroit Symphony, and many others.
Radio networks grew in the Thirties to take advantage of national advertising and to share interconnection costs and programs. For example, Mutual, now the largest national network, was
incorporated in 1934 to contract with its member
stations to air advertisers' programs and to contract with the American Telephone and Telegraph
Company for the costly leased telephone lines to
carry broadcasts from coast to coast. It originally
linked only four stations: WOR and WGN, the
strongest independents in the New York and Chicago markets, respectively; WLW in Cincinnati,
the most powerful station in the country at that
time with 500,000 watts; and WXYZ in Detroit, an
independent station in what was then the fourth
largest U.S. market.
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On the following pages, pictorial highlights of the radio as a
cultural artifact. Top: a radio detector/receiver, c. 1912, sporting De Forest's audion; above: a simple crystal set, c. 1921;
right: Armstrong's FM receiver, 1937 model.

All network and most local programming was
live in the early years. Tapes had not yet appeared
on the scene, although some programs were dis-

tributed on sixteen -inch, 33 -rpm discs called
"electrical transcriptions"; recorded music and
programs had to be explicitly identified as such.
When television arrived, radio's most popular features migrated to the new medium and their time
slots were given to Top 40 record shows. As a result, local disc jockeys soon replaced network personalities. While the once -sovereign radio networks offered such services as short and frequent
newscasts, talk, sportscasts, and other special
events that required the immediacy of live coverage, each station now determined its entertainment format.
After World War II, when FM stations began to
proliferate, classical music became the first major
format to take advantage of the new high fidelity
medium. But -as the industry grew and station
owners began to realize that there was money to
be made in more commercial formats, listeners
found fewer spots on their dials where they could
hear the classics. Today the dominant formats are
rock, country, and a genre variously characterized
as background, "beautiful," or-less elegantlywallpaper and elevator music.
What has happened to classical music programming? Despite a long downward slide, it has survived and has begun to regain some of its lost
ground. A hard core of classical stations kept the
faith, and many have been financially as well as
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artistically successful. In recent years fewer commercial stations have abandoned the classical format, and noncommercial stations are growing in
numbers and in time devoted to classical music.
According to Broadcasting Yearbook, during the
past five years the number of FM stations designating themselves classical has increased nearly
two and one-half times, from eighty in 1973 to 195
in 1978. (The number of classical AM stations has
remained more or less the same: 30 then, 27 now.)
While these figures must he taken with a grain of
salt, they at least indicate that a great many more
broadcasters want to be counted among the classical stations.
Several stations that have faced financial problems critical enough to lead them to consider a
change in format have come up against an extraordinary show of loyalty and determination from
their listeners. Here are a few cases:
When WONO in Syracuse was about to change
hands in 1971 and listeners learned the new owner
(whd had promised to keep the classical format)
proposed to sell the record library, they formed
the Friends of WONO and halted the transfer.
During the next six years, they contributed more
than $166,000 in donations and proceeds from ben -
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Twenties, as in the Seventies, people took their radios everywhere-but had more io carry.

efit concerts to keep the station classical.
When WNCN in New York announced in 1974
that it would switch to rock, some 20,000 listeners
pledged $500,000 within two weeks. The WNCN
Listeners' Guild and another group called Classical Radio for Connecticut sought help from the
courts, petitioned the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) to deny renewal of the station's
license, and urged a Chicago group headed by Ray
Nordstrand and Charles Benton to file a competing
application for its frequency. (Nordstrand said he
agreed to enter the fight because he was angered
by the claim of William F. Buckley Jr., chairman of
Starr Broadcasting, which owned WNCN, that
classical music radio could not be commercially
successful.) In the end, Starr sold the station to
GAF. which agreed to keep the format and invested $1 million in construction and equipment.
WNCN is now in the black-as a classical station.
WEFM in Chicago, founded by the inventor of
FM, Major Edwin Armstrong, was sold by Zenith
Radio Corporation in 1972 to General Cinema,
which announced a change to rock after thirty-two
years of classical programming. The Citizens
Committee to Save WEFM was responsible for
keeping the format, under court order. until Febru-

11Ar 1979

ary 1978. A deal finally allowed the format change
but required that the new owner spend more than
$200,000 to upgrade classical programming at two
other Chicago stations.
WTIC in Hartford abandoned classical programming for "standard popular" music it 1977,
after more than twenty-five years, claiming it was
losing money. Classical Radio for Connecticutveterans of the WNCN battle-filed a petition to
deny renewal of the license on the grounds that the
station had given up an "economically and technologically viable" format and deprived listeners
of diversity in programming. One affidavit showed
that WTIC ranked first among all fine -arts stations
in the country in its cumulative share of listeners
and compared its claimed 1976 expenditures of
$581,000 with the $186,000 spent that year by the
typical FM station and the $124,000 spent by a fine arts station in a comparable market. The case is
pending.
Not all such protesters' efforts have been successful, of course. And they have been made all
the more difficult because the lines of authority
are unclear. Despite frequent decisions by federal
courts of appeal remanding cases to the FCC for
consideration, the FCC maintains that it can't and
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Traveling salesmen spread radio's gospel far and wide ..

shouldn't he involved in regulating program formats. Its position is that the marketplace should
determine which kinds of programming survive.
The Supreme Court may ultimately be asked to decide the issue.
As one might expect, serious urban listeners are
usually more fortunate than rural audiences in
finding a fine -arts station on their radio dials. New
York, Chicago, and San Francisco, for example, offer listeners a choice of two competing commercial classical FM stations, plus a number of college
and other noncommercial stations. (New York, in
fact, has two fine -arts AM stations, noncommer-
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cial WNYC and the New York Times's WQXR.)
True, there are commercial stations in Albuquerque and Newport News that play classical
music most of the time, but in most smaller markets such programming is usually the exclusive
province of noncommercial stations.
However you see the relations between commercial and noncommercial concert music broadcasters, they clearly compete more with each other
for listeners and for corporate financing than they
do with the local country and western, Top 40, or
wallpaper music outlets. The competition, in fact,
can be intense. In Los Angeles, for example, KFAC
until recently had a monopoly as the only powerful classical station, with different programming
on FM and AM (the latter's format being characterized as a "Top 40 approach" to classical programming). Then in 1976, KUSC at the University
of Southern California switched to a classical format, established the goal of becoming the No. 1
concert and arts FM station in the country, and
with government and university funding, boosted
its power. Its outstanding programming and improved signal have attracted many new listeners
in the region.
Commercial station executives have at times accused their noncommercial rivals of unfairnessoffering "advertising" at cut rates while relying on
public support from taxes and tax-deductible contributions to stay on the air. Of course, local advertising is the lifeblood of every commercial station.
Legally, the only advertising that a noncommercial station can offer is in its program guide, which,
like any other publication, is unregulated. But acknowledgment on the air of those who make a program possible-whether an individual, corporation, or foundation-is mandated by law. Is there
any real difference between identifying an under writer and advertising his business? Some argue
that such identification alone is tantamount to advertising.
In 1971 the major fine -arts stations formed the
Concert Music Broadcasters Association to work
toward common goals: sharing information on
programming, pooling audience research, publicizing the experiences of successful advertisers,
trying to persuade classical record companies to
supply recordings free or at nominal cost, trying to
lower fees paid to music licensing organizations,
and other projects. Eventually, however, the needs
and priorities of commercial and noncommercial
stations were found to diverge-the latter, for instance, had little use for seminars in selling advertising. In 1977 the CMBA's executive committee
decided to limit membership to commercial stations, and the noncommercial broadcasters
formed their own Music Personnel Conference.
Even though there is often fierce competition between public and commercial stations specializing in serious programming, the two groups have
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developed a symbiotic relationship, with commercial stations selling a significant number of programs to their noncommercial colleagues.
Noncommercial, educational, or "public"
broadcasting has grown rapidly as the government
has helped finance stations operated by nonprofit
organizations such as high schools, colleges, community foundations. and local government bodies.
Congress created and funds the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting in order to support public radio and 'i'V. To qualify for CPU money. a radio station must broadcast at least eighteen hours a day
with at least 3.000 watts of power (250 if AM). employ at least five full-time. year-round professional staff members. operate on an annual budget
of $80,000 or more. and have at least one adequately equipped studio and a control room.
A recent report from the Carnegie Commission
on the Future of Public Broadcasting. which President Carter said would serve as a "focal point" between the government and the noncommercial
broadcasters. recommended an increase in finding for public. broadcasting (including TV, which
gets the lion's share) from some half a billion dollars (of which the federal government contributes
a third) to $1.2 billion (with the government contributing half). Part of the additional revenues
would come from a tax on commercial broadcasters for their use of public airwaves. At the
same time, in an attempt to "insulate'' programs
from political pressure and to ensure that the
funds go into programming rather than administration. the commission recommended the replacement of CPB by two new entities: a Public
Telecommunications Trust. which would manage
the money, and a Program Services Endowment.
which would develop programs for radio and television and which. it is hoped. would he as resistant
as possible to pressures from the government that
finances it.
There is. of course, one major programming
service for noncommercial radio. In 1970. ninety
public radio stations founded National Public Radio to produce, acquire. and distribute programs
to them. It, like noncommercial television's Public
Broadcasting Service (PPS). is financed to a great
extent by CPU and governed by a board of directors comprising both station representatives and
public members NPR has more than 200 affiliates
now. the vast majority being FM stations. Each
pays a $1.500 membership fee the first year and
$3.53( yearly thereafter. An average affiliate will
program NPR shows about ?0"1,, of the time.
If the large television networks have a New York
or Hollywood flavor. NPR's flavor is Washington.
n C Its production center there enables it easily to
offer its affiliates coverage of congressional hearings and conferences and other Washington based
events Additionally. it weekly distributes some ':s
hours of information programs. including ("Hens
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Notional Tnwn Meeting. and the
award -winning daily news magazine All Things
Considered. and 16 ho'trs of cultural programs
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Hall. Folk Festival It. A and Amerirert
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The "high fidelity" era of the Fifties made AM/FM receivers, like Harman Kardon's above,

such special events as the performances of La
Scala Opera Company on its first American tourall of which are exclusive to noncommercial stations. Affiliates that have chosen a classical format
must supplement these few hours with programs
produced locally, syndicated nationally, or drawn
from NPR's tape library.

Through national syndication, subscription
concerts of the "big five" symphony orchestraBoston, Chicago, Cleveland, New York, and Philadelphia-and many others are regularly taped, duplicated, and distributed nationwide. Most of
these broadcast tapes are produced by fine -arts
stations: Boston and New York by Boston's WCRB,
the Chicago Symphony and Lyric Opera by
WFMT, Cleveland by WCLV, Philadelphia by
WFI.N, New York City Opera by WNCN, San
Francisco Opera and Symphony Orchestra by
KKIII, to mention a few. The newest are the Milwaukee Symphony and the Houston Grand Opera,
both distributed by WFMT. WCLV also syndicates
a series of musical programs taped at Baldwin Wallace College, the Cleveland Institute of Music,
Kent State University, Oberlin College, and the
University of Akron: these tapes, financed by the
institutions, are available to stations without
charge. For fourteen years the Library of Congress
has taped its live performances of chamber music
groups for subscribers. Parkway Productions, in
Bethesda, Maryland, offers tapes of the Baltimore,
St. Louis, and San Francisco Symphonies, as well
as a variety of other fine -arts programming total-
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ing about forty hours
television systems.

a

familiar sight in advertising.

a

week, to stations and cable

Many stations use a library of outstanding features combining music and commentary, such as
Karl Haas's Adventures in Good Music, syndicated to more than sixty stations by WCLV, Cleveland, and First Hearing, produced by WQXR in
New York and distributed by Parkway Productions. A large collection of productions by foreign
broadcasters is available, often without charge.
The Salzburg, Vienna, and Bregenz music festivals
are distributed by the Broadcasting Foundation of
America, a nonprofit educational institution in
New York that also provides a variety of programs
on the other arts, science, education, and travel, as
well as news analyses and press reviews from
abroad. Other countries import programs from the
U.S. as well, incidentally: The BBC regularly
broadcasts concerts by the Boston and Chicago
Symphonies, sometimes live.
Who pays for these programs? Three patterns
have developed in financing the broadcast rights
and the costs of duplication and distribution. The
first is full sponsorship: The sponsor pays for all
production and distribution costs, as well as for
any program time on commercial stations. For
many years Texaco has sponsored the Met's Saturday matinees in this way; Allstate Insurance supports the Chicago Lyric Opera, and Tenneco the
Houston Grand Opera.
The second method is barter: The sponsor assumes production and distribution costs in return
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for several announcements during the program.
The show itself is free to those who broadcast it,
hut a commercial station must carry the commercials; on the other hand, time is provided for local
advertising sold by the station. This is the arrangement used by Exxon for its New York Philharmonic broadcasts, Amoco for the Chicago Symphony, Pioneer Electronics for the New York City
Opera, and Allis-Chalmers for the Milwaukee
Symphony.
The third is straight purchase (or rental): Unlike
the first two procedures, here the station must pay
for the program. The Boston Symphony, Boston
Pops, Cleveland, Philadelphia, and virtually all of
the feature programs are available for a fee that often depends on the size of the market. For example, the cost to the ninety-five subscribing stations of the weekly Cleveland Orchestra tapes
ranges from $30 to $150. Each station generally
must find its own local sponsor or underwriter, although some paid -for programs, such as those
from the Library of Congress, prohibit sponsors.
Fine -arts stations are offering more and more
creative local programming, often with music
broadcast live. Each year WNCN broadcasts the
fourteen concerts by the Chamber Music Society
of Lincoln Center, in addition to a year -long series
of live chamber concerts from midtown Manhattan. And WFMT, besides broadcasting live the
opening nights of the Lyric Opera, presents two
live noontime concerts each week from downtown
Chicago and tapes local artists for Music in Chicago and Profiles.
Another popular use of classical radio has been
stereo simulcasts with televised concerts. Many
Great Performances presentations on PBS have
had vastly improved sound as a result of such
combinations, as did the Chicago Symphony telecasts last winter. A network of two dozen concert
music radio stations last fall simulcast Vladimir
Horowitz' recital on NBC-TV.
Classical stations have traditionally been in the
forefront of technical advances in sound and radio. After all, classical music requires a wider dynamic range and thus a better signal-to-noise ratio
than pop music. Home audio equipment is now so
advanced that it reveals deficiencies in the broadcast signals of many FM stations, which have been
hard pressed to keep up with the state of the art.
None of the new technologies appears to be
more significant than satellite transmission. As
PBS already does with its television outlets, NPR
and Mutual are working to connect their stations
across the country by satellite, instead of by land
lines and terrestrial microwave. In January the
FCC approved the satellite linkup of NPR member
stations, probably to take effect some time next
year.
How does it work? Briefly, a communications
satellite (such as Westar or Satcom) is launched in
a "geosynchronous" orbit, rotating with Earth
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"A Refreshing Alternative"
Last June a one-man classical -music radio station
had its license renewed against long odds: It had
failed, according to the Federal Communications

Commission, to ascertain community problems
and needs and to propose news or public affairs
programming to meet those needs-all contrary to
the rules of the FCC. The station also faced a challenge for the same frequency from a well -financed group actixe in state politics.
Since 1964, Simon Geller has run WVCA, a
3,000 -watt FM station it Gloucester, Massachusetts, as its owner, manager, program director, announcer, and chief engineer. broadcasting about
eighty-five hours a week. He has been unable to
afford any help. From 1971 through 1976, his income after expenses totaled only $11,708, of
which all but about $300 came from contributions
from devoted listeners to his North Shore Concert
IIaII.
When Geller's license came up for renewal in
1975, the FCC received two other applications for
the channel-from a religious group, which was
turned down, and from a company jointly headed
by a Massachusetts politician and by a former
news director at a Medford station. Geller could
not afford a lawyer. His short, plaintive letters to
the FCC were in stark contrast to the polished,
documented, and convincing missives filed by his
opponent's experienced Washington attorneys.
The rival application promised not only coverage
of four times the area and seven times the population served by V4VCA, but longer broadcasting
hours with a staff of six providing a wide variety
of music-including folk, jazz, and thirty-six
hours weekly of classical music-and public affairs programming responsive to every community need.
Though WVCA carries no news and next to no
public affairs programs, at the commission's
three-day public hearing in Gloucester thirty-five
area residents testified that the station is indeed a
"service" to the community. One witness asserted
that virtually no one in Gloucester "gives more to
the community ... for less return" than Simon
Geller.
The decision went in his favor. The FCC's administrative law judge. John H. Conlin, observed:
"To its listeners the station is a priceless resource
and a refreshing alternative to the stereotyped
formats which, in their view, dominate the radio
dial. Though by commission definition it is almost
entirely 'entertainment,' the testimony establishes
that WVCA's classical music programming also
conveys moral and spiritual values and is, in the
minds of various witnesses, an educational force
as well."
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22,300 miles above a fixed point on the equator. It

houses from twelve to twenty-four "transponders." devices that receive a signal, amplify it,
and transmit it hack to Earth on another frequency. Depending on the satellite's transmitting
antenna, the signal can be focused on an area as
small as Alaska or over the entire U.S.
The station transmitting to the satellite is called
an "uplink," and the receiving station a "downlink." Most uplinks are major installations located
at strategic points across the country. (United
Video of Tulsa, however, has applied to the FCC
for permission to operate a portable uplink
mounted on a flatbed trailer truck.) Downlinks are
becoming smaller and simpler: NPR will use receiving antennas, or dishes, only fifteen feet in
Bottom: one of the first transistors assembled at Bell Laboratories in the late Fifties, and one of the first transistorized radios
it made possible. Directly below: a prototype of the "downlink"
to be used by National Public Radio.
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diameter, and Mutual proposes equipping each of
its affiliates with a ten -foot dish in a setup costing
less than $10.000.
A satellite relay is cheaper, higher in quality,
and more reliable than the usual land lines. Quality and reliability are far superior because the signal is relayed at only one point-the satellite-instead of at a hundred or more land repeater
stations. And its costs are independent of distance,
unlike those of connections by wire or microwave.
Four high fidelity audio channels relayed by satellite will, Mutual estimates, cost less than a single
low fidelity audio channel sent by land to each affiliate. This is sure to have a major impact on classical stations. With distribution costs so low and
audio quality so high, there is a distinct possibility
of a coast -to -coast commercial fine -arts network
like those just authorized for public stations.
Fine -arts audiences may also benefit from cable,
or community antenna television. Originally,
CATV enabled a community with poor TV reception to share the cost of a single strategically
placed antenna and associated equipment. Cable
has made little headway in many metropolitan
areas, simply because reception and programming
have been adequate-and the cost of underground
cabling prohibitive. These systems now make
available an extraordinary variety of programming: first -run movies (Home Box Office, Show time. etc.), live sports events, specials, newsmuch of it relayed by satellite exclusively for
cable subscribers and not otherwise broadcast.
Some cable systems have found it profitable to
offer subscribers audio services as well-classical
music in particular. When the new "Qube" twoway cable system in Columbus, Ohio, asked its audience what audio they would like, the vote was
overwhelmingly for classical music. Tulsa Cable
TV not only plays classical tapes twenty-four
hours a clay for its subscribers (along with three
other musical formats). but also provides the fine arts programming from WRR-FM in Dallas, relayed by lJnited Video, a microwave common carrier. Lincoln Center has announced that by 1980 it
will offer a pay -TV service to cable systems nationwide-via satellite-with eighty-four hours a
week of stereo concerts, operas. and other performances, some live. The center expects the service to make up its deficit.
Radio stations that have retained the classical
format are deeply committed to it, and the growing
support of advertisers and underwriters. improved technology and broader programming
have been big factors in enabling them to sustain
themselves. But the temptation to switch to formats that seem more profitable remains. Ultimately the key to the continued survival and
growth of fine -arts stations is audience support
and increased recognition of that support by sponsors and underwriters.
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No matter how accurate your steno system 1, it's only
as good as the records and tapes y-1_ play on it-and
they leave much to be desired. Tl-e recording process
does some terrible things to live music, and one of the
worst is robbing it of dynamic range, the key element
which gives music its impact.
Fortunately dbx has developed a whcle line of
linear dynamic range expanders which can restore lost

3BX. The 3BX

is the State-of-the-art, but with the introducti of the 3BX-R Remote Control option, it's
more flexible ar.d more fun than ever. The 3BX divides
music into three frequency bands. Low bass will not
influence the midrange. And midrange crescendi will
not boost low level highs, so operation is virtually inaudible. For complex musical material, the 3BX is the best
way to restore dynamic range.
dynamic range.
All dbx expanders have design features in com1BX. The 1BX is the most sophisticated one -band exmon. All utilize true RMS level detection. All feature a
pander on the market. Its RMS level detector inprogram -dependent release time, for natural, life -like
corporates an infrasonic filter to prevent missound. All are true stereo expanders that maintain
tracking caused by turntable rumble and
rock -solid stereo imaging. And all dbx linear expanders
record warp.
have a pleasant benefit-up to 20 dB
2BX. The 2BX divides the frequency
of noise reduction.
spectrum into two bands and expands
The 3BX is still the standard.
But now there is a family of dbx
each separately. It doesn't allow the
bass to influence the vocals or midexpanders designed to bring
range instruments, and in strongly
any system one step closer
percussive music, that's important.
to "live."
YOUR EARS.
dbx, Incorporated, 71 Chapel Street, Newton, MA 02195 (617) 964-3210.
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IF YOU HEAR A HISS,

IT'S YOUR
This Pioneer component car
stereo makes music sound as
clean as it did in the recording studio.
The Supersystem KP-88G
Cassette Deck with Pre Amp.

RADIAR.

GNI.I20

It doesn't mix noise with
music. Ever.
And for good reason.

flutter of less than 0.13%.
(WRMS)
In music that means sound
as clear as a bell.
Team that with one of our
GM -120 amplifiers and a set
of TS -695 speakers and you
get music that's both strong
and beautiful.
And to top it off, it's Pioneer.
One of the world's most respected audio manufacturers.
But let your ears decide
for themselves.
o

TS -695

Dolby.*
We've taken the same

noise reduction system known
to professional recording
studios for years and put it on
the road. And into a deck
that already had the most
impressive reproduction specs
in the business.
What does all this mean
in stereo talk? A signal-tonoise of 60 dB. And a wow and

SUP

Take a listen to the
Supersystem KP-88G at your
Pioneer dealer.
If you buy it and you're
still hearing strange sounds,
pull off the road.
Dolby

ERAS

©1979 Pioneer Electronics of America, 1925

is a

registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.

BY PIONEER:

E. Dominguez St.,
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El i gh Fide I i ty Era
by Robert Angus
the phrase "highway hi-fi"-though it
was on everyone's lips-was more of a promise
than a reality. Today, that promise is being realized, and things are taking place inside the little
world of car stereo that you'd never have believed
possible then. From what turned up at the Winter
Consumer Electronics Show, this is what you'll be
seeing in vehicles this summer:
A selection of audiophile -feature cassette decks
with tape switches and Dolby-including a two speed model.
Microcomponents, originally designed for the
living room, adapted for use in vans and boats.
A new version of quadriphonics-or, if that's not
to your liking, new time -delay systems-designed
specifically for cars.
In speakers, still more offspring from high fidelity parents.
The introduction of TV audio into the car.
And more new equalizers, preamps, power
amps, complete head ends, and other electronics.
If you're old enough to remember the beginning
of the "audio" era in the early 1950s, that's about
the state of the car stereo art. Mobile -sound buffs
have passed through the initial do-it-yourself
phase and the first generation of high fidelity car
components. The current phase is one of combined innovation and refinement-the introduction of new ideas and technology while making
last year's ideas work.
Metal -tape technology is a case in point. In one
sense, every car cassette player now on the road
and on dealers' shelves is capable of coping with
metal tape, since the really difficult job-that of
recording on the new tape-is not involved. A
number of manufacturers have grasped this
simple truth and proclaimed their playback -only
car decks "metal -tape ready." Some go this simplistic approach one better by including proper
equalization (the 70 -microsecond curve originally
devised for chrome) for the new tape.
B.I.C.'s C-1 car cassette deck, its first highway
component, goes still further. The $250 deck is the
first two -speed cassette player for the car. Since
there aren't any cassettes recorded commercially
A YEAR AGO,

MAN. 1979

33/4 ips, this feature is mainly of value to people
who own a B.I.C. two -speed home deck, so that
they can enjoy their homemade super -fi cassettes
in the car as well. The C-1, incidentally, includes a
24 -watt amplifier.
You've been reading elsewhere in these pages
about microcomponents, those dictionary -sized
power amps, preamps, tuners, and receivers that
match the performance (but may exceed the price)
of medium -range audio equipment. Although
they're intended for the living room, bedroom, or
study, their compact size and capable performance make them increasingly attractive for mobile
use in applications where AC power is availablewhich means recreational vehicles, larger power
boats, and some vans.
In addition to the typical micro separates from
such companies as Mitsubishi and Technics (discussed in the new -components preview article last
month), Randix and Rotel offer receivers IN ith tiny
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companion bookshelf speakers. The Rotel RV -555
system. for example. costs $310 and contains a 20 watt AM/FM receiver that measures 113/4 by 81/2 by
6 inches. An optional 24 -volt I)C converter ($100)
that plugs into the cigarette lighter drives the system. (Rotel says the receiver soon will be available
separately). The Rotel speakers. like many minis
offered by such component companies as Ultra linear, ADS, Braun. and IVC, originally were designed for home listening-as extension speakers.
But once power to drive them found its way into
vehicles, they moved in and began multiplying.
The addition of suhwoofers, to form complete
speaker systems with the minis. began last year in
the home. This year, thanks to Visonik, it has
spread to the car with the four -piece Auto -Sub
costing $400: a 7 -inch S-600 bass unit requiring an
enclosure of at least cubic foot. a pair of David
5000 satellite speakers. and an AS-1000 amplifier.
The two-way acoustic suspension satellites are
rated to handle up to 50 watts over the range between 50 Hz and 25 kHz. The AS -1000 couples two
35 -watt channels for the satellites with a 70 -watt
channel for the suhwoofer. Crossover is at 160 Iz.
Pioneer Electronics' most striking contribution
to the car this year isn't a new speaker or power
amp (although it has a wide assortment of both) or
even high fidelity, but a sort of electronic whoopee
cushion that lets you feel the bass. The $70
Bodysonic cushion fits against the small of your
hack: a matching $80 amplifier feeds it with bass
impulses. which the cushion transmits to your
spinal column.
Remember quadriphonics? Well, they're hackat least for cars, and at least in the plans of car stereo designer Jim Fosgate. who has teamed up
with Tate Electronics to introduce the latest incarnation of SQ. According to. Fosgate, his Tetra
four -channel amplifier/equalizer uses the latest
SQ IC chip to yield a minimum 35 dB of channel
separation with less than 0.05% distortion. The result is an amplifier that claims 50 watts per channel from 20 Hz to 20 kI Iz without exceeding the (le coders distortion spec._Fosgate says Tetra will do
anything a good digital time -delay system can do
and do it better. Although the system is designed
for cassettes or broadcasts of SQ recordings from
Columbia, Angel. and other companies. Fosgate
claims it will derive qua(lriphonic effects from
other matrixed or stereo material.
If most audiophiles consider four -channel as an
idea whose lime has passed. they tend to regard
time -delay systems as an idea whose time is coming. Last fall. Sound Concepts launched a mobile
version of its analog time delay. the $300 ($340
with remote control) Model 1060 Concert Machine. The 1060 extracts ambience information
from the music played through the front speakers,
processes it through the delay system, and distributes it to the car's back speakers. Delay time can he
varied from 10 to 70 milliseconds; power output to
1/2

I

1
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the back channels is 7 watts into 3.2 ohms with distortion of less than 1% at clipping. Signal-to-noise
ratio is claimed to be greater than 64 dB.
Fujitsu Ten, a company that seemingly came out
of nowhere last year with an extensive and complete line of head -end units and car components,
added its own version of time delay this year with
the RV-130EX-1. For $180. you get 2,048 stages of
delay --enough, Fujitsu Ten says, to re-create virtually any type of listening environment inside
virtually any moving vehicle. A thee -position adjustable time control delays signals to a pair of
rear -channel speakers by 500, 1,500, or 3,000 milliseconds. At the same time, a window display in the
readout panel shows the normal audio signal in
red and the chosen delay in green dyer it. The RV130EX-1 boasts a frequency response of 50 Hz to 12
kHz with a claimed S/N ratio of better than 50 dB.
Recently I mentioned to a British friend the intrusion-local law permitting-of television, in the
form of the Roadstar 2141, into the tidy world of
highway entertainment, asking if he'd like to have
one. "Whatever for?" he replied. "The only time I
can get away from the dashed thing is when I'm
motoring." If you don't feel that way, the 2141 is a
$270 in -dash AM/FM/cassette ensemble that
throws in the audio portion of the television band.
Sony has a system that delivers a color picture
either off the air or from a portable Betamax deck
for $1,800. There's even a rack to hold the SL -300
AC/DC deck and the KV -5100 5 -inch TV portable.
If that picture isn't big enough, you can substitute
virtually any Sony battery -portable receiver. It's
even possible to add a color camera (HVC-1000.
$1,400) or a PCM adapter for the ultimate recorded
sound quality. You may not be able to fit all this
under the dash of your Volkswagen, but this system is designed primarily for RVs, boats, and the
rear seats in those stretched Mercedes and Cadillac limousines-certainly not for drivers in transit.
Jensen. a company that pioneered good -sounding loudspeakers for do-it-yourself audiophiles in
the early 1950s, was one of the first home component makers to plunge into car stereo with speakers that sounded better than the $5.00 replacement
models available three or four years ago. Since
then. it seems as though half the major home speaker manufacturers have jumped in with drivers and systems of their own. Latest to do so is Infinity Systems. whose InfiniTesimal costs $175. It
contains a dual -voice -coil woofer with a 5 -inch
polypropylene cone rated down to 65 Iz and an
electromagnetic -induction tweeter in an enclosure
that measures 11 by 61/2 by 51/a inches. According to
the company, the speaker will respond to as little
as 10 watts of power or handle as much as 65 watts.
Dahlquist, a leader in the current trend toward
phase adjustment through driver positioning, has
entered the automotive field with the three-way
ALS-3 system. Priced at $250 per pair including all
mounting hardware, the speakers are expected to
I
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find their way into homes as well. Dahlquist says
the ALS-3 is efficient enough to be driven by the

amps built into typical auto equipment without a
booster, but will handle inputs up to 30 watts. The
impedance is 4 ohms.
Epicure, which entered car -stereo speakers last
year, has another model-the LS -35 ($75 per pair)and the LCS level -control system (free with the
speakers or $40 by itself). The LS -35 is a 31/2 -inch
full -range driver designed to augment rear -deck
systems and help overcome road noise at driving
speeds. Ferro -fluid is used to increase power -handling capacity. The LCS permits proper balancing
of front and rear speakers to accommodate rear seat passengers as well as those up front. It is rated
to handle up to 60 watts per channel.
Nothing daunted, Jensen has updated its offerings in a Series II. There's a $70 tweeter/midrange
module that consists of a 2 -inch midrange cone
and 2 -inch piezoelectric tweeter occupying a total
space of 3 by 53/8 by 1'4I inches. It claims frequency
response between 1.2 and 40 kHz, ±5 dB. A 51/4 inch full -range model, the Coax II, is priced at $90.
Mounting depth is 21/4 inches, and there's a 2 -inch
piezo tweeter inside the 5 -inch woofer. Frequency
response (again, ±5 dB) is rated between 90 Hz
and 40 kHz. A 6 -by -9 -inch coaxial rated at 99 watts
consists of an oval woofer and 3 -inch tweeter; it
costs $100 and is designed for rear -deck mounting.
The Triax II is another 6 -by -9 system, this one
costing $140 and claiming a power -handling capability of 100 watts. There's a long -excursion oval
woofer, 3 -inch midrange cone, and 2 -inch piezo
tweeter; mounting depth is 334 inches.
Craig-an old hand at car stereo and a name not
unknown in audio circles-has two new speakers
as well. The 51/2 -inch R-732 is a $100 full -range unit;
the R-772. a 6 -by -9 -inch bass -reflex system for
rear -deck mounting, has yet to be priced. Sanyo
has added many models to its already comprehensive line. In addition to speakers, its Audio/Spec
series features such items as graphic equalizers,
sendust alloy heads and Dolby noise reduction in
its premium tape equipment, digital tuner displays, power displays, and amps rated at up to 50
watts per channel without biamping in the high spec. $250 PA -6120, whose biamped-tweeter outputs add 10 watts to each side.
ADS, vanguard producer of home/auto mini
speakers, has introduced a $200 stereo amplifier
(actually the circuitry that powered the back channels in the company's original home ambience device) called the Power Plate 100. Emphasizing that
it is designed to work primarily with real -world, 4 ohm speakers (not just resistors), ADS rates it at 50
watts per channel, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, at less than
0.08% distortion, with noise 90 dB below rated
power. The circuitry includes protection against
reversed line -voltage polarity, shorted output,
overload, overheat (despite massive heat sinking),
and speaker overload. The pancake shape allows
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the amp to be stowed beneath the seat of most cars.
Among some of the season's other interesting
product debuts are electronics from Clarion, Realistic, Sparkomatic, Grundig, Panasonic, and Royal
Sound. The latter has abandoned home equipment
altogether in favor of a growing line designed for
maximum performance in mobile applications of
all sorts. It has extended its warranty to three
years, which it believes is a "first" in this field.
Clarion's GT-501E is a $250 stereo FM/AM tuner
with electronic scanning and a Clean Z circuit designed to reduce ignition, high -voltage -line, and
neon -sign noise. For $190 more, you can enjoy the
companion cassette deck, GD-501E, which claims
a S/N ratio better than 64 dB and wow and flutter
of 0.11%. The GE -501E five -band graphic equalizer
($55) and an integrated 15 -watt -per -channel control amp, the $135 GA -502E, complete the series.
The ESO Series 70 amp and Series EQ PA equalizer/preamp-$178 and $204, respectively-are
Grundig's latest car component offerings. The
former claims 35 watts per channel from 20 I Iz to
20 kHz with no more than 0.2% THD. Radio
Shack's Realistic brand is a relative newcomer to
car componentry, although for years the company
has been supplying standard radios and cassette
units for cars. There are two five -band equalizer/
boosters, an $80 30 -watt model containing front/
rear balance control and tape/radio switch, and a
$100 model offering 40 watts with illuminated

power meters, fader control, and tape/radio
switch. Panasonic's latest is the CQ-8700 AM/FM
tuner/preamp/deck with auto reverse and Dolby,
electronic tuning, digital clock. a five -station
memory, and a price tag of $680. Sparkomatic has
two lines. A broad range of electronics-including
AM, FM, digital -clock, cassette, and eight -track
features in various combinations-was announced
late last year. The companion line of loudspeakers
runs from standard coaxials up to the three-way
SK -525 system.
Happy motoring.
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If you're happy with your
car stereo, it's probably because
you don't know any better.
The preamp has LED readouts. And
an active equalizer circuit with 216
different ways to shape the sound to your
personal taste.

You can blame Detroit for pulling the

wool over your ears.

They put an FM radio and tape deck
in your dashboard and told you it was
"stereo"
It wasn't.
They only gave you the start of a stereo
system.
The rest of it, you get from us.
It's called the Fosgate system.
And it makes your car sound as good as
your living room. Maybe better.
Take our Punch 2100 for instance.
Power amp, preamp, and your choice of
speakers.
The power amp gives you 100 watts
RMS per channel. The kind of power you
need or clean, high fidelity playback
on the highway.
With less than .05% THD, you'll hear
no distortion all the way from 20 HZ to
20 KHZ. 2. Power amp

1.

Preamp

i
5.

i

Z

2.
3.

For your car, we make components good enough for your home.

When it comes to speakers, very few
can handle the power of the Punch.
None can do it for the reasonable price
of Fosgate's speakers.
When your Fosgate system is installed,
you can crank up the volume so it literally
vibrates your rear-view minor.
With rich, well-defined bass. With
brilliance and clarity in the mid and high
ranges. With accurate separation and full4. Woofer
bodied imaging.
- Without audible distortion.
Even the most demanding
audiophile would be impressed.
Hear what you've bee n
,;/ missing all these years. Visit
any respectable car stereo
dealer and listen to the four
Fosgate systems in four different
price ranges.
Once you know what real car
Mid range
stereo sounds like, you'll never be happy
5. Tweeter
with anything less than Fosgate.

The Fosgate System
It's as far as you can go in car stereo.
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Once exclusively Columbia's, twice
exclusively RCA's, the Philadelphia Orchestra
is now recording for EMI as well. Are
Sheffield and Telarc next?
For the more you 'ave known o' the others

The less you will settle to one.
-RUUYARU KIPLING

suddenly discovering the pleasures of playing the field, the Philadelphia Orchestra has abandoned its traditional
policy of recording for only one company at a
time. Its recordings are being made available on
three American labels-Angel, Columbia, and
RCA. And it would surprise no one, least of all the
orchestra's management, if others were added
later. Says manager Joseph Santarlasci: "The time
of exclusivity in the music business is ending, not
only for us, but for other orchestras too. We hope
and expect to continue our present affiliations, but
we've also had other inquiries."
The Philadelphia had been strictly a one -label
orchestra ever since 1917, when it was first lured
into the studios of the Victor Talking Machine
Company in Camden, New Jersey, to record
Brahms's Hungarian Dances, Nos. 5 and 6, under
Leopold Stokowski. Between 1968 and 1976. it had
an exclusive contract with RCA, and it will keep
turning out records for that label, though on a reduced scale. Meanwhile, Columbia will go on marketing the whopping catalog of recordings
amassed during the twenty -five-year period, ending in 1968, when it was the orchestra's sole outlet.
In March, the Philadelphia entered a state of
recording bigamy, if not yet profligacy, when EMI
issued on the Angel label the first three of ten
recordings it is making with the orchestra: Sibelius' Four Legends conducted by Eugene Ormandy and, under Ormandy's heir apparent, Riccardo Muti, Beethoven's Symphony No. 7 and
Stravinsky's Firebird Suite backed with Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition.
LIKE A ONCE -CONSTANT LOVER

Herbert Kupferberg's books include Those Fabulous Philadelphians: The Life and Times of a Great Orchestra and
The Mendelssohns: Three Generations of Genius.
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Angel's appearance on the scene inaugurates
what might be called the Battle of the Halls. The
celebrated Philadelphia Sound has been enregistered in a variety of sites during its long history, including the Academy of Music (its home auditorium) and the old Broadwood Hotel, which later
became the Philadelphia Athletic Club. For many
years RCA, like Columbia before it, has utilized
the seventh -floor ballroom of an old hall on Broad
and Race Streets, now the Shriners' Scottish Rite
Cathedral, though most people continue to refer to
it as Town Hall. EMI, however, is holding its sessions in the old Philadelphia Metropolitan Opera
House, a huge 4,100 -seat auditorium built by Oscar
Hammerstein in 1908. during his war with New
York's Metropolitan Opera Company. The orchestra has performed and recorded before in the Old
Met, as it is known, for Stokowski used to give occasional concerts there and made his acclaimed
recording of Schoenberg's Gurre-Lieder (re-released as RCA Victrola AVM 2-2017, May 1977) on
its stage in 1932.
EMI began looking for a new site only after it
found that it wasn't getting good results at Town
Hall. "We recorded Hindemith's Symphonic
Metamorphoses of Themes by Weber there with
Ormandy," Angel's John Coveney says. "We used
the equipment as we found it, already in place. We
found the recording unsatisfactory and scrapped
it."
RCA officials, who expect to continue working
in Town Hall, suggest that perhaps EMI's British
engineers didn't know how to use the site properly. "You have to know the hall," says RCA producer Jay David Saks. "and it's possible that they
didn't. Many great recordings have been made in
Town Hall."
In any event, with engineer John Kurlander,
Coveney set out on a tour of Philadelphia on a
rainy October day in 1977. After visiting fifteen
proposed places and rejecting them all for one reason or another, they gloomily headed back to the
center of the city. Coveney spotted the immense
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Old Met, and, without knowing what it was or had
been, they entered. They found that the building,
which is currently used as a church and evangelical center, had just the resonances and reverberation times they needed.
Working amid the religious pictures and icons
in the auditorium, EMI's engineers since early
1978 have taped all but one of the projected
LPs at the Old Met. In addition to the Sibelius, Or-

mandy has directed Hindemith's Symphonic
Metamorphoses and Concert Music for Strings
and Brass, Bartók's Music for Strings, Percussion,
and Celesta and the Miraculous Mandarin Suite,
and Tchaikovsky's Violin Concerto and Serenade
mélancolique, with Itzhak Perlman as soloist. And
besides the performances already released, Muti
has conducted the Beethoven Sixth Symphony
and Stravinsky's Rite of Spring.
As glad as EMI is to have the services of Ormandy, it was Muti who was the key to the British
company's move upon Philadelphia. Many expect
the thirty -six -year -old Italian, now principal guest
conductor of the Philadelphia, to take over the podium from the seventy -nine -year -old Ormandy in a
year or so. From EMI's standpoint, that would indeed be a case-to use Figaro's happy image in The
Barber of Seville-of the cheese falling on the
macaroni, for it has an exclusive contract with
Muti through 1981 and obviously would be in a
unique position to record him with his own orchestra. And Coveney says that Muti, whom EMI
regards as "the hottest young conductor around,"
is especially enthusiastic about both the sound
and the working conditions of the Old Met.
Ormandy, who has made nearly 3,000 recordings since he began with the Minneapolis Symphony back in 1934, also likes working there,
though he stops short of favoring it over Town
Hall. "It really doesn't make any difference to us,"
he says with genial diplomacy. "Each hall has its
own qualities, and ... I like both very much. The
Old Met is a marvelous hall. But I just heard a test
pressing RCA sent me of Tchaikovsky's Manfredhis Seventh Symphony, so to speak-that we made
in Town Hall, and that was marvelous too. In fact,
I never before heard such a recording, the sound is
so good. So the halls are really more important to
the engineers than they are to us."
The orchestra members in general seem similarly ambivalent. In fact, when asked where they
would prefer to record, most unhesitatingly chose
the Academy of Music, the orchestra's home ever
since it gave its first concert in 1900. Acousticians
Facing page: the Philly's stables and its trainers. From top left,
the Scottish Rite Cathedral (Town Hall), where both Columbia
and RCA have recorded the orchestra; the Academy of Music,
its home for concerts; and two views, on-stage and exterior, of
the Hammerstein Metropolitan Opera House as it appeared to
EMI's John Coveney when he stumbled upon it as a prospective
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have found it too dry for recording, although RCA
briefly tried making records there in 1968 by electronically enhancing the hall's reverberation.
To the management as well as the musicians, the
locale of the recordings is of far less importance
than the quantity. Under the Philadelphia's current labor contract, each of the 106 musicians is
guaranteed an annual recording minimum of
$1,500. And recording royalties have long been a
vital source of funds for the Orchestra Association. So the decision to divide recording activities
between two companies was made purely on economic grounds, with the objective of maintaining
both the players' guarantee and the orchestra's
income.
When RCA's contract expired in 1976, it decided
to reduce its Philadelphia output from a minimum
of eight records a year to a minimum of four. "We
don't have twenty-five years of back recordings
earning money for us as Columbia does," explains
Thomas Z. Shepard, RCA a&r director and former
Columbia executive. "And even though on an individual basis we hold our own, for the amount of
money it takes to make a record today, there is not
that much of a profit to be made.
"Recording an orchestra like the Philadelphia in
a given work costs a minimum of $25,000 just in
musicians' fees, and when you count the conductor, any soloists, engineering, editing, mixing, and
everything else, it can go up to $50,000 or $60,000.
The rule of thumb used to be that, to break even on
a $50,000 expenditure, you had to sell 50,000 records. Probably you need more than that now, because record prices haven't gone up as much as
costs. It's rare that we go beyond 40,000 sales on a
Philadelphia record. In the fullness of time, these
records will earn out and get their investment
back. But for now we felt we had to cut down our
guarantee."
The orchestra's board of directors accordingly
proposed nonexclusivity, permitting RCA to cut
back on its schedule while inviting another company to take up the slack. RCA accepted, with
three conditions: that it have first call on Ormandy's services, that it have first refusal on repertory to be recorded, and that it be permitted to
record the orchestra with a guest conductor.
"They asked us whom we had in mind," recalls
Shepard, "and we suggested James Levine, who is
exclusive with us and who had already guest -conducted some concerts. It was fine with them, so
we're in business."
While both RCA and Angel will be releasing
recording site in 1977. Insets: three generations of Philadelphia

conductors-Stokowski, Ormandy, and Muti. From top right,
the interiors of the Academy of Music, the Met, and the Scottish
Rite Cathedral suggest the acoustical differences that may be
audible in the recordings made in each-though at least one
close observer claims otherwise.
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recordings regularly in the months ahead, neither
is likely to make anywhere near as much money
from them as Columbia, which hasn't taped a
Philadelphia performance for eleven years. Its
catalog, spanning the first two decades of the LP
era, not only covers much of the basic repertory,
but practically blankets the rest of the field, from
Alfvén to Webern. When an ensemble changes affiliation, it customarily agrees not to repeat for the
next five years anything it already has recorded
for its old label. Accordingly, Columbia embarked
on a frenzied orgy of recording just prior to the
Philadelphia's shift to RCA.
Thomas Frost, Columbia's a&r director, relates:
"When stereo came in, all the companies started to
re-record everything. In the decade from 1958 to
1968 we built a tremendous catalog of Philadelphia Orchestra records. This catalog is selling
today with virtually undiminished vigor-as a
whole, it's selling as well as it did ten years ago.
Last year, worldwide, we sold 400,000 Philadelphia LPs, most of them in the United States.
We're re-releasing some of the earlier stereos on
the Odyssey label at a lower price. The public still
is buying, so obviously we did something right."
Columbia had so many records in the can, Frost
says, that there still are a few that have yet to be
issued. The most substantial of these is a performance of Saint-Saéns's Carnival of the Animals,
with Claude Frank and Lillian Kallir as pianists;
there also are shorter pieces by Haydn, Ibert,
Mendelssohn, Weber. and others.
Frost was in charge of the recordings made
through most of that busy poststereo decade, and
most of them were recorded in Town Hall, which
he not unnaturally regards as a highly satisfactory
locale. "Recording is a very special process, and an
orchestra has to play differently than in the concert hall," he explains. "There are a few exceptions, like the Boston Symphony, that record at
home, but basically you need a more live acoustic
environment than the concert hall-one that gives
you more reverberation. The sound you get is better for recording purposes, but it also makes it
more difficult for the conductor and the instrumentalists to hear. They must make adjustments.
"Also, the sections of the orchestra are more
separated from each other, though not a great deal
more. The percussion instruments, for instance,
must be farther away. Certain music records better in certain halls. We made the Berlioz Requiem
and 'The Glorious Sound of Christmas' in the
Philadelphia Athletic Club, which was spacious
enough for the chorus and had a live sound. But it
turned out to be too live for I laydn and Mozart.
"How do you choose a recording site? Well, you
can tell right off if the size is right and the materials okay-that there's a wood floor and not too
much absorbent material like curtains around.
Then you clap your hands while you shout and see
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how long the echo rings. For recording, you look
for an echo of 2 to 21/ seconds in the midrange frequencies. Ideally the time should be even from top
to bottom, but the high frequencies don't have as
high a reverberation rate, and as you get lower the
sound can get muddy. I definitely think there is a
difference in the hall sound that is discernible to
the average consumer."
Of the Philadelphia musicians themselves, Frost
says, "It's easier recording them than others. Not
only are they, man for man, among the best in the
world, but they're a very congenial group, which is
not true of every orchestra. Ormandy is one of the
most cooperative of all conductors, and he has a
special talent for making an orchestra sound good
on records. He's just a dream to work with because
he doesn't let his ego interfere."
The Philadelphia listings in the latest edition of
the SCIIWANN ARTIST ISSUE (just published) occupy over four full pages, more than any other
American orchestra. And there seems no reason to
expect that margin to dwindle. But the question of
its future affiliations remains up in the air. The
contracts with both RCA and Angel expire this
year-the former this month, the latter in September. RCA appears well satisfied with sharing the
orchestra and shows every sign of wanting to continue the arrangement. As for Angel, East Coast director Tony Caronia says that no decision has
been made at EMI headquarters in Britain, but he
takes note of Muti's contract. It seems clear that
much will depend on the question of Muti's ascendancy to the No. 1 spot.
Perhaps the most intriguing prospect is that,
with the tradition of exclusivity shattered, the
Philadelphia Orchestra may soon begin considering other recording outlets. Santarlasci reports
that inquiries already have been received from
Sheffield, the Los Angeles direct -to -disc producer,
and Telarc, the Cleveland digital recording group.
And interest was expressed a couple of years ago
by Deutsche Grammophon. Although James Frey,
vice president of DG's classical division in the
U.S., says that no talks are going on "as of now,"
they could resume.
If another company does enter the picture, we
may add still another recording site to the Philadelphia saga. As it is, comparison shoppers should
find much to occupy them in measuring the Old
Met versions of the Philadelphia Sound against
those of Town Hall.
It's just conceivable, though, that the difference
will be less than you might think. Says Shepard
with a faint smile: "I remember a Columbia
recording of Respighi's Feste romane that was
made at three different places, the Academy of
Music, the Philadelphia Athletic Club, and Town
Hall. The engineers put it all together, and I defy
you to tell me where one leaves off and another

starts."
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Introducing Sharp's solenoid deck
that plays selections according to your musical appetite.
If you hunger for one of the world's most advanced tape decks,then Sharps RT-2251 is for you.
The RT-2251 teams the genius of the Sharp
Eye' with the convenience of solenoid controls. A
combination you won't find on any other deck.
The Sharp Eye gives you individual song
selection. It plays only what you want to hear. And
skips what you don't.
And the solenoid controls give you feather
touch finger-tip control For faster response and
greater accuracy of all tape functions.
If once isn't enough when one of your =avorites
finishes, tell the Sharp Eye to play it again. And it
will. Automatically.
You even have the option to change your
mind. The Sharp Eye lets you interrupt one song

and go on to the next. Instantly.
How do we do it? Simple. The Sharp Eye scans
the tape at high speed, finds the blank spaces between selectiors and automatically plays back the
music of your choice. To skip a selection it operates
in fast forward. And for repeats, it works in reverse.
You'll also like the gourmet specs Sharp's cooked
up for you.The RT-2251 serves up 0055% wow and
flutter, a S/N ratio of 66dB (Dolby` on, over 5kHz)
and a frequency response of 30-17, 000Hz (FeCr).
To get a real taste of our
RT-2251, see the Sharp audio
dealer nearest you or write
Sharp Electronics Corporation,
Dept. HF, 10 Keystone Place,
Paramus, N.J 07652.
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by Realistic.

±D.ó005% Speed Accuracy.
Don't buy any turntable before you see "the new direct-dri-e Realistic®, LAB -500.
' It's already "switched many an audiophile to Radio -Slack's
---22-year-old:Realisticbrand. The specs tell You why:,,,_
1
r'Speed '..-TO- accuracy of ±0.0005% just 1.5
seconds after start-up, wow and
°
.ma`''y
flutter of 0.025%, rumble of
iwt
only
70 dB (DIN B) This
kind of performance is
superior to some broadcast and disco 'equipment, and
is made possible by a massive 12-5/R"-3.1=!b,.iplatter.
resting directly atop a 1! -pole brúshless'rDCservomófór
controlled by a quártz oscillator and PLL circuitry. But
there s still more -to recommend the LAB -500. Like all
Realistic turntables, the price includes dust cover
cartridge._ And the cartridge is our best, made by Shure,
factory móuríted in"an integrated headshell fór minimum mass
iv
-and precision tracking even at 3/4 gram. Audio response is a
linear -20-20,000 Hz: The automatic arm -return is tripped
optoelectronically-assuring no -change in record speed
even at the, end of the disc. Out -front controls, including
electronically actuated cueing, make operation easy.., ry`u
:There are single-play/repeat and
-_
anti -skate controls, too.
All this, including the 4
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Rados ¡haek

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
FORTWORTN. TEXAS 76102
OVER 7000 LOCATIONS IN NINE COUNTRIES

value cartridge and hinged cover and
low -profile walnut vinyl base, for 259.95*
By Rea_istic. Sold only at Radio Shack!

*Retail
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price may vary at individua$stores and dealers.
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Clementi's Mysterious Symphonies
by Paul Henry Lang
CHERUBINI, THAT ENIGMATIC Italian residing in Paris and
composing in the purest classical style, and his friend

Muzio Clementi, residing in England, another quasi Viennese classic, present a most difficult task to the
critic and the historian. Clementi was born four years
before and Cherubini four years after Mozart, and both
outlived Beethoven: though in their lifetimes they were
very popular. today they are little known and have become musicians' musicians.
In this regard Clementi, whose work we are considering here, is liven more puzzling than Cherubini. Burn
in 1752 in Rome, he was taken at the age of fourteen to
England by a maecenas and, like Handel, settled in that
country until his death in 1832. At the time of Beethoven's birth he had already composed piano sonatas that
carried his name all over Europe, as did the phenomenal
pianism he exhibited in many concert tours.
It was during one of these tours in 1781 that the famous keyboard duel between Clementi and Mozart
took place at the Vienna court. For once. Mozart demonstrated a fierce and unseemly jealousy. "He plays
well,'' writes the younger master, "but hasn't a penny's
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worth of feeling and taste ... a mechanic ... a charlatan." (Nevertheless, he did not disdain to borrow the
theme from Clementi's B flat Sonata for the overture to
The Magic Flute.) Mozart was certainly unjust, because
the deep pathos of Clementi's adagios, his neat and always inventive formal schemes, and his impeccable
craftsmanship bespeak both feeling and taste. Indeed,
his highly expressive playing, attested to by such of his
many pupils as Cramer, Field, Kalkbrenner, and Meyer beer, earned him the sobriquet of the "father of piano
p la vi

ng."

Haydn, Beethoven, Schumann. and just about everyone else except Mozart had boundless admiration for
his music and were deeply indebted to him. f laydn's
late piano sonatas are unimaginable without Clement i's
influence: Beethoven's Wuldstein, to mention one example among many, was clearly modeled on Clementi's
Op. 34, No. (1795). We can safely state that Clementi
was among the founding fathers of the classical piano
sonata, uhead of the great Viennese trio: Beethoven not
only admired Clementi's inventive and scintillating
sonatas, but placed them above those of Mozart.
1
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In 1786. Clementi gave up the career of a virtuoso and
became a music dealer. publisher. and manufacturer of
instruments, especially pianos. Once more he excelled
in every one of these ventures and became a rich man,
but the successful businessman slid not stop composing
and teaching. it is regrettable that Clementi is largely
known only for his sonatinas. which almost to this day
have been favorite teaching material. Inquisitive music lovers should dip into his sonatas, from which they
will derive a great deal of pleasure. and if they cannot
play them-they are difficult-they should at least acquire the few recordings available. (Too had that I lorowitz' old but excellent recording of some Clement sonatas is no longer listed in SC1RwANN.)
Now we come to a baffling problem. In his time, Clementi was especially famous for his symphonies; he
was one of the founders of the London Philharmonic
Society, and his symphonies were performed everywhere to great applause. Rut what has become of them?
The earlier ones, except for two published in 1787. are
lost, and of the others, constantly mentioned in contemporaneous reports from all over Europe-there must
have been a dozen-only four are extant, three of them
incomplete. 'i'he Library of Congress purchased these,
together with single movements and fragments. at an
auction in 1917. lint for sixty years nothing was done
with this material by competent scholars. Alfredo Ca sella did publish two from the collection. but that
amiable gentleman is famous for his cavalier meddling
with departed composers' scores, so his editions must
i

he discounted.

Enters Pietro Spada, who has "edited" the four Washington symphonies and who, together with I larry Halbreich. is responsible for the historical vignette and the
analyses in the booklet accompanying Erato's premiere
recording. This account, in french, flowery to the point
of being hysterical (though a little muted by the English
translation). does not inspire confidence. We read that
Clement i's symphonies "anticipate Mendelssohn. Schumann-even Brahms and Verdif!j" ... "one of the supreme masterpieces of the genre" ... "a musicological
event jSpada's edition) the like of which occurs once or
twice a century" ... "markedly in advance of Beethoven.'' and other such nuggets. To his credit. however.
our flamboyant editor/author/composer honestly tells
us what he slid with-and to-the scores, which is more
than can he said about most of those who venture to assume the role of co-author with a great master.
Symphony No. 4 is complete. No. 2 fairly so. In No. I.
the exposition of the opening Allegro is missing and was
"reconstructed" from the recapitulation by Spada.
while the finale was pieced together by reconciling two
extant versions. The first Allegro of No. 3 has no exposition either. and the first part of the development section
is also missing, so Maestro Spada used portions of one
of Clementi's overtures to fill the void. a procedure resembling plastic surgery more than editing.
This sort of thing is hard to justify. of course, but
then. how else can such torsos, which have excellent
finished movements. he made available for performance? lodging from the general effect. Spada did not do
badly, but no critic can offer a reasoned analysis of Clementi on the basis of the results. lowever. it can be said
that what we hear in these performances is very pleasant music, demonstrating that the famous composer of
utterly idiomatic piano sonatas was no less at home in
I
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the symphonic genre; there are fascinating things in
these incomplete symphonies. and the orchestral writing is remarkably advanced.
My guess is that at least the first Iwo Washington
symphonies are eighteenth -century works that Clementi would not release but kept polishing and updating for perhaps two decades. This can be seen from the
thematic. formal. and especially from the developmental features: the more venturesome harmony anti
orchestration may have been added at subsequent re workings. Yet while the style is thus somewhat compounded, the i arious elements are skillfully integrated-the few rough spots may well he Spada's
sutures.
We must also remember that by the time Clementi
performed these works Beethoven had already composed eight of his symphonies. and Clementi must have
been reluctant to challenge that formidable competitor.
though they were on good terms. At any rate. these two
symphonies are well worth hearing even in their current form. No. l's Andante is a very fine canonic piece
and its finale exhilarating. No. 2 also has an attractive
slow movement and a hustling finale. and both have elegant minuet/scherzos.
It is another matter with the remaining works. No. 3,
though a torso and impossible to date, must be a nineteenth-century work; Clementi. perhaps to express his
gratitude to his adopted country, uses "God Save the
King" as a theme. and his symphonic elaboration of the
tune is masterly. particularly the sly hints at it in the
final rondo.
No. 4. the one complete work and perhaps the last
symphony created by our elusive composer. is an impressive Romantic symphony despite the remaining
classical clichés. The majestically mysterious introduction leads to a spanking Allegro with a most accomplished development section and an ingeniously varied
reprise. The second movement is distinguished by
gracefully fluent polyphonic writing in a fantasylike
construction; the minuet/scherzo is equally capricious,
full of new ideas nicely connected and elaborated and
with a delightful trio. The work ends with a witty and
very effective sonata rondo-a sort of tarantella. Clementi's textures are always clear and euphonious. his
rhythm is bracing, his counterpoint is strong. Though
canonic episodes are frequent. there is nothing
"learned" about his polyphony. and his orchestration is

admirable.
Our bemused annotators go off the deep end when
they declare that "one would have to look as far into the
future as Busoni to find anything at all like it." (The only
thing Clementi and Busoni had in common was that
each hail an Italian father and a German mother.) Hut
the Fourth is patently among the hest of the fine-if all
but unknown-symphonies of the Beethoven -Schubert
era (among the least -explored areas in musical history):
it could become a repertory item.
Claudio Scimone's performances are commendable:
apparently this style suits him much better than the haroque.'l'he Philharmonia plays well, and. apart from a
few muddy tutt is. the sound is good.
Symphonies (4; ed. Spada). Philharmonia Orchestra,
Claudio Scimone, cond. [Pierre Lavoix, prod.) ERATO STU 71174,
$17.96 (two discs, manual sequence: distributed by RCA RecCLEMENTI:

ords).
Symphonies: No. 1, in C; No. 2. in D; No. 3, in G (Great National); No. 4, in D.
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Frederick Swann, organist of New York's Riverside Church

Vista Captures Sizzle and Thunder
Recordings of organs in New York and Washington are the first fruits
of British producer Michael Smythe's venture across the Atlantic.
by Scott Cantrell
of European organ
recordings. I've long wished that someone would take
up the task of recording outstanding instruments in
America. Almost none of G. Donald Harrison's finest organs can be heard on truly satisfactory and generally
available discs-nor can one enjoy the sounds of such
significant newer instruments as the Beckeraths in Pittsburgh and New Haven, the Flentrops at Oberlin and
Duke, the Kern in Dallas: then too, there are some distinguished organs by such native builders as Brombaugh,
OBSERVING THE GROWING CATALOG

Fisk. and Sipe.

Therefore I was delighted when the indefatigable
British producer Michael Smythe indicated his interest
in doing some American organ recordings, and we now
have three discs representing his first efforts. While neither of the organs recorded here seems to me representative of the finest the country has to offer, each in its
own way is an exciting instrument, and more American
Vistas are on the horizon.
For sheer sound quality. "Music from Riverside, Vol.
1" is the most exciting of the lot. Every nuance-from
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the thunder of the 32s to the sizzle of the cymhel mixtures, from the soft murmur of celestes to the ear -shattering éclat of the full organ-has been captured with
startling realism. Frederick Swann. who has been organist of New York's Riverside Church since 1957, is
widely (and justly) recognized as an accomplished musician, and his performances here reveal all the custom-

ary aplomb.
I can't really get excited about the Sifler Despair and
Agony of Dachau-the pilemics of its title seem counterproductive to an appreciation of the work's intrinsic
musical values-hut the rest of the program is both stimulating and enjoyable. Sowerby's Passacaglia is welcome, as is the colorful Pentecost piece Fanfare to the
Tongues of Fire by Larry King (organist and choirmaster
of Trinity Church, Wall Street). The latter work, by the
way. was commissioned to commemorate the installation of Riverside's new Trompeta Majestatis stop, for
which my enthusiasm is qualified.
For all the undeniable musicality of Swann's playing,
I can't help wondering why he (like many another or -
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ticular organ. I would not belabor the point had I not
heard a really satisfying recording of this instrument,
but anyone who has Marilyn Mason's recording of the
Dupre Chemin de la Croix (produced for the Shrine a
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Organ at the National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception

ganist) feels compelled to disregard Franck's very specific and logical registration instructions. Does he really
think his "magic lantern" effects in the last page of the A
major Fantaisie represent an improvement? Why, too,
the huge slowing of the pulse in bar 29 of the Reger toccata? These small points detract from my enjoyment of
the otherwise magnificent performances.
The two discs from Washington's National Shrine of
the Immaculate Conception capture an organ sound
that to my ears has much less allure. The acoustic is lavish indeed (Riverside's is only fairy, but even this does
not wholly compensate for the diffuse and sometimes
coarse sound of the 1964 Moller gallery organ (the
smaller instrument in the chancel is not used for either
disc). Part of the aural unpleasantness must be attributed to the slightly out -of-tune condition of the organ,
but part is surely due to some aspect of the recording,
which lacks the sharp focus of the Riverside disc.
This is not, I should point out, a simple reflection of
the two different acoustical settings. The distortion levels on the Shrine discs are noticeably higher, and the
microphone placement does not entirely solve the difficult problems of balance and blend posed by this par-
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few years ago by Mark Custom Recordings) will share
my disappointment.
Robert Grogan's anthology of French organ music is
hardly helped by the little -hit -of -this, little -bit -of-that
program. Grogan's playing seems well controlled and
eminently musical, and he projects a strong personality
in such works as the Saint-Saéns Improvisation, but the
dizzying sequence of bits and pieces is too fragmented
to produce a satisfying musical experience.
Eileen Morris Guenther's "Litanies" program, while
more diverse in certain respects, makes a more convincing aesthetic entity, and I very much like the exuberance of her playing. She does a particularly fine job of
achieving the obsessive rhythmic drive that Alain
clearly wanted in his Litanies, and her relatively brisk
tempo imparts a nice feeling of momentum in the
Franck B minor Choral. As with Swann's performance
of the A major Fantaisie, however, I would have preferred closer attention to the composer's registration directions. (Why are the swell reeds withdrawn in bars
80-113 when Franck clearly indicates they should remain on until bar 114? Is this sort of change any more
justifiable than playing a Couperin grand jeu movement
on foundation stops?)
Listeners familiar with the Duruflé Prélude et fugue
sur le nom d'Alain will he surprised by the lively tempo
maintained throughout the fugue. According to Guenther, "this change reflects the current wishes of the composer as communicated to this performer in a private
conversation," and this is hardly the first time Duruflé
has had second thoughts about his compositions. With
the possible exception of the Paine Concert Variations
on "Austria" (which seem an utter waste of time to me),
everything here is well worth hearing, and the performances are nothing if not engaging.
I must express my appreciation for the complete stop
lists and other information about the organs included
on inserts with each of these releases. I wish other
record companies were as conscientious in this matter
as Vista.
Music from Riverside, Vol. 1-The Organs,

FREDERICK SWANN:

1978. Frederick Swann, organ of the Riverside Church, New York.
[Michael Smythe, prod.] VISTA VPS 1070, $7.98.
FRANCK: Fantaisie in A. KING: Fanfare to the Tongues of Fire. REGER: Toccata, Op.
59, No. 5. SIFLIR: The Despair and Agony of Dachau. SOW ERT: Symphony in G: Passacaglia. SWANN (arr.): The Agincourt Hymn.

ROBERT GROGAN:

-e

Deum Laudamus: French Organ Music.

Robert Grogan, organ of the National Shrine of the Immaculate
Conception, Washington, D.C. [Michael Smythe, prod.] VISTA VPS
1075, $7.98.
ANON: Verses on the Te Deum. BoELv: Reveillez-vous, pastoreaux. L. COUPERIN:
Fantaisie. DAMDRIEU: Fugue sur "Ave marls stella." DUPRE: Six Antiennes: Lumen ad
Revelationem. FRANCK: Andantino poco mosso; Andante cantabile (arr. Vierne).
GuILYMR: Sonata No.
Pastorale. MERRIAEM: La Nativité du Seigneur: Desseins
éternels. RAIsoa: Trio en passacaille. SAIMT-SAEMs: Improvisation. TOURMEVIRE:
L'Orgue mystique, Suite 51: Fantaisie sur le Te Deum; Guirlandes alléluiatiques. WI -

t

DON:

Symphonie romane, Op. 73: Final.

Litanies. Eileen Morris Guenther, organ of the National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception, Washington, D.C. [Michael Smythe, prod.] VISTA VPS 1076, $7.98.
EILEEN MORRIS GUENTHER:

AuIM: Litanies. BACH: Cantata No. 29: Sinfonia (arr. Dupre). M. CORRETEE: A la
venue de Noel. DAOUIM: Noel étranger. DURUFLE: Prélude et fugue sur le nom d'Alain.
FRANCK: Choral No. 2, In B minor. PAINE: Concert Variations on "Austria."

(All distributed by German News Co.)

HIGH FIDELITY \IAGAZINE

Schumann Lieder-Familiar and Obscure
From Fischer-Dieskau, Schreier, and a pair of vocal quartets comes
a wide-ranging sampling from the composer's large catalog of songs.
by David Hamilton
of song collections don't often explain the basis on which the repertory was selected: we
are left to infer that from internal evidence. Dietrich
Fischer-Dieskau's choice certainly suggests that he is
recording nearly all the Schumann songs a man might
plausibly sing. while Peter Schreier has evidently limited himself to a selection he feels is both representative
and particularly suited to his voice and style. The latter
course gives the listener more consistent pleasure, the
former a more comprehensive coverage of the literature-without, however. being truly complete. As long
as these packages are conceived as solo operations,
that's inevitable-we really don't want to hear FischerDieskau singing Frauenliebe and Leber]. even were the
set thus made complete. And it also means that the
singer extends himself to a number of songs for xvhich
his voice and style are not especially suited: " Talismane," for example, wants a firmer and richer sound
than he now commands (though he made something
quite impressive of it twenty-five years ago. on Decca
THE ANNOTATIONS

DL 9935).
In fact. Fischer-Dieskau has been at the Schumann
business for quite some time, though relatively few of
those earlier recordings are now available. This first
volume of what will presumably he his valedictory survey of this literature offers the novelty of ten songs he
has never recorded before (one of them. "Die rote
Hahne," appears to be a first recording by anyone). All
the songs in this box are from Schumann's great Limier ¡cliff. which began in February 1840: these fifty-eight
songs, however. by no means exhaust the output of that
year. A Fischer-Dieskau/Eschenhach version of the
Heine Liederkreis, Op. 24, was issued several years ago
(DG 2530 543. coupled with the Myrthen songs included
ir. the new set), and that, along with Dichterliebe and
the Kerner songs. Op. 35, will probably fill a good part of
Vol. 2.
In one sense the most interesting part of the project is
presumably still to come, for to date Fischer-Dieskau
has recorded only thirteen of Schumann's post -1841
songs. and none at all from the final period of song writing in Dusseldorf (1851). about which there is much critical disagreement. The late songs have not been much
recorded (a Telefunken set by Bernard Kruysen. issued
recently in England. contains many "first recordings.'
but it hasn't turned up here as yet). While some of them
are certainly weak. there seems no reason why they
should not all he properly recorded and circulated at
least once.
Schreier's four -disc sun ey isn't limited to the works
of 1840, but he doesn't venture into the Dusseldorf songs
either. His eighty-seven titles are certainly otherwise
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representative: the leine Liederkreis and Dichterfiehe
were coupled on a fifth disc released in western Europe
by [)G. Although only one of the songs in this series appears to be otherwise unrecorded ("Müdchen-Schwermut"). there are probably a few others that are to he
found only in Fischer-Dieskau and Schreier recordings.
Unless you are an assiduous collector of European imports and historical reissues. you will probably find
some unfamiliar songs in either series: from Op. 40. for
instance. "Muttertraum" and "Der Spielmann." fine examples of Schumann's spectral vein (in both sets), or the
companion songs to the well-known "Meine Hose" in
the group of Lenau settings. Op. 90 (in Schreier only).
For Fischer-Dieskau. this is the third time round on
some of these songs, notably the great Eichendorff Liederkreis, Op. 39. lis first recording of that, with Gerald
Moore, goes hack about twenty-five years and has long
been unavailable. In many ways. though. it remains
quite satisfactory. the rich, warm voice capturing well
the chiaroscuro of this subtly allusive cycle -without -a story: the scale is intimate, the expressivity specific yet
not fussy. Its successor (also with Moore. still listed as
Angel S 36266) is drawn on a much broader scale-possible in theory but in practice difficult with this particular voice. The singing is often blustery, puffed up in tone
and vehement of accent: atmosphere-and sometimes
the musical line-has been sacrificed in the cause of
I

I

"drama."
Now, in the new version with Christoph Eschenhach.
Fischer-Dieskau pulls back somewhat from the inflated
conception of that second recording, yet without recapturing the Innigkeit of the first one: these performances
still seem overstressed, the quiet songs often short on repose. the lively ones less than spontaneous. One is impressed by the musicianship, the intellectual force-hut
not won over, not drawn into the half -lights of
Eichendorff's world.
In all his recordings of Op. 39, Fischer-Dieskau has
elected to transpose four songs from Schumann's original keys. rather than moving the entire cycle down a
fixed amount. This matters, for there is both symmetry
and sense in the composer's sequence. Schreier. naturally more comfortable in the original tenor tessitura.
follows the score-until the final "Frühfingsnacht,"
which he unaccountably lifts a semitone from the
cycle's "tonic' (F sharp). Though upsetting, this only
disturbs one juncture between songs (out of eleven).
whereas Fischer-Dieskau puts six of these intersections
out of joint. (In the Kerner songs. Op. 35, Schreier also
makes a single change of key-and again, even so, his
recording is more faithful to the score than any other I
know. None of the other opus groupings recorded here, I
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think.

is organized on this basis, so transpositions matter much less -though if you are concerned with hearing
the piano parts in the original registers. naturally
Schreier makes fewer transpositions overall than
Fischer-Dieskau.)
I wouldn't want to generalize from the comparison
of Fischer-Dieskau's three versions of Op. 39. For one
thing, his vocal condition seems to vary: for example,
better in Op. 27 and Op. 39 than in Op. 25 and Op. 30.
And Eschenbach, a very fluent pianist, is also inconsistent: The rocky. overaccented opening phrase of the first
Venetian song in Op. 25, for example. belies the gondola's silent gliding over the water. Most of his work is
intelligent, if without quite the special flair that I found
in Daniel Barenboim's playing for Fischer-Dieskau's

SCHUMANN: Songs, Vol. 1. Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, baritone;

The Eichendortt Liederkreis is perhaps the least impressive part of the Schreier series; his direct, somewhat
plain style does not conjure up the "alter Daft ous
Mürchenzeit" that belongs here. On all matters of musicianship and diction, though, he is in the same league as
his older colleague. and the control he can muster for
the wide range (in both pitch and dynamics) of "Stifle
Trünen" is really impressive. Schreier's direct, openfaced manner is most engaging in the folk -style songs: in
more passionate material, it can occasionally verge on
the bumptious. Norman Shetler's shipshape playing is
not notable for rhythmic verve, but shares some of the
singer's straightforwardness; I miss the imagination and
sparkle that Walter Olbertz has brought to other
Schreier song records.
If any verdict on these two projects must be equivocal -leaving the prospective buyer to weigh his own interests in terms of repertory against the limitations of
the performances -that on the Electrola Liederspiele set
seems to me less problemat ic. And this although the material is decidedly novel; these groups have rarely been
recorded intact (and some of the songs, including the
three by Clara that are part of Op. 37, haven't ever come
to my attention on records before). I'll admit that the
wo ladies do some nice solo singing and that Nicolai
Gedda is trying -but to listen to some of the ensemble
pieces is to wonder whether one hasn't wandered into a
piano rehearsal for a Lortzing opera at a provincial German theater. Everybody emotes so strenuously. in such
an operatic style, and Erik Werba bangs away so insensitively at the piano that I could find very little pleasure
here: this set is only for those who must have a record of
every scrap of Schumann. (It isn't even entirely authentic. eschewing the original four -hand piano parts for
Op. 138, while Walter Berry's solo song in that group is
transposed out of Schumann's key.)
The Musical Heritage Society disc of Opp. 74 and 101
can he praised for better intentions -these people have
the scale of the pieces correctly gauged. and the tenor
has a pleasant voice and style. Alas. good intentions
aren't enough: the ladies are variously uncertain, the
voices don't blend well, and the overall impression is of
competent amateurs, whose deficiencies are tolerable
on first hearing but very hard to take repeatedly.
Deutsche Grammophon provides full texts and translations. Eurodisc neither, Electrola only German texts
(though the historical essay is given in English): Musical
I leritage gives paraphrases in English only.

SCHUMANN: Songs. Peter Schreier, tenor; Norman Shetler, piano.
[Eberhard Richter, prod.] EuRODIsc 88311, 88312, 88313, and

Wolf series.
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Christoph Eschenbach, piano. [Cord Garben, prod.] DEUTSCHE
GRAMMOPHON 2709 074, $26.94 (three discs, manual sequence).
Myrthen, Op. 25: No. 1, Widmung; No. 2. Freisinn; No. 3, Der Nussbaum; No. 5, Siti

ich allein; No. 6, Setze mir nicht; No. 7, Die Lotosblume; No. 8, Talismane; No. t3,
Hochlánders Abschied: No. 15. Mein Herz ist schwer; No. 16, Ratsel; No. 17. Leis'
rudern hier; No. 18, Wenn durch die Piazetta; No. 19, Hauptmanns Weib; No. 21,
"Was will die einsame Trane?"; No. 22, Niemand; No. 24, "Du bist wle eme Blume";
No. 25, Aus den ostlichen Rosen; No. 26, Zum Schluss. Fünf Lieder and Gesánge,
Op. 27: No. 1, "Sag' an, o lieber Vogel mein"; No. 2. "Dem roten Roslein gleicht mein
Lieb' "; No. 3, Was soil ich sagen!; No. 4, Jasminenstrauch; No. 5, "Nur ein lachelnder Buick." Drei Gedichte, Op. 30: No. 1, Der Knabe mit dem Wunderhorn; No. 2, Der
Page; No. 3. Der Hidalgo. Drei Gesange, Op. 31: No. 1, Die Lowenbraut: No. 3. Die
rote Hanne. Sechs Gedichte, Op. 36: No. 1, Sonntags am Rhein: No. 2, Stándchen;
No. 3, Nichts Schóneres; No. 4, An den Sonnenschein; No. 5, Dichters Genesung:
No. 6, Liebesbotschaft. Zwolf Gedichte aus "Liebesfrühling," Op. 37: No. 1, Der
Himmel hat eine Tráne geweint; No. 5. ich hab' in mich gesogen; No. 8, Flügel! Flügel! um zu fliegen; No. q, Rose, Meer and Sonne. Liederkreis, Op. 39 (complete).
Fun) Lieder, Op. 40: No. 1, Marzveilchen; No. 2, Muttertraum; No. 3, Der Soldat; No.
4, Der Spielmann; No. 5, Verratene Liebe. Romanzen and Balladen, Op. 45: No. 1,
Der Schatzgráber; No. 2, Frühlingslahrl. Lieder and Gesange, Op. 77: No. 1, Der

frohe Wandersmann.

88314 KK, S8.98 each (distributed by German News Co.).
88311 KK: Myrthen, Op.25: No. 17. Leis' rudern hier; No. 18, Wenn durch die Piazetta; No. 26, Zum Schluss. Fünf Lieder and Gesange, Op. 27: No. 5, "Nur ein láchcinder Buick:' Sechs Gedichte, Op. 36: No. 2, Stándchen. Romanzen and Balladen,
Op. 45: No. 2, Frühlingsfahrt. Romanzen and Balladen, Op. 53: No. 2, Loreley: No. 3,
Der arme Peter. Spanisches Liederspiel. Op. 74: No. 7, Gestandnis. Lieder and Gesánge, Op. 77: No. 3, Geisternáhe; No. 5, Auftráge. Liederalbum für die Jugend, Op.
79: No. 4, Frühlingsgruss; No. 7, Zigeunerliedchen (2); No. 13. Marienwurmchen.
Drei Gesánge, Op. 95: No. 2, An den Mond. Lieder and Gesánge, Op. 96. No. 1,
Nachtlied. Minnespiel, Op. 101: No. 1, "Meine Tone still and heiter"; No. 4, "Mein
schóner Stern." Spanische Liebeslieder, Op. 138: No. 3, O wie lieblich ist das Madchen; No. 5, Flutenreicher Ebro; No. 7, Weh, wie zornig ist das Mádchen. Vier Gesánge, Op. 142: No. 3, Madchen-Schwermut. 88312 KK: Myrthen, Op. 25: No. 1, Widmung; No. 2, Freisinn; Nc. 5, Sitz' ich allein; No. 6, Setze mir nicht; No. 8, Talismane;
No. 25, Aus den óstlichen Rosen. Fünf Lieder and Gesange, Op. 27: No. 4, Jasminenstrauch. Drei Gedichte, Op. 30: No. 1, Der Knabe mit dem Wunderhorn; No. 2,
Der Page; No. 3, Der Hidalgo. Fünf Lieder, Op. 40: No. 1, Marzveilchen; No. 2, Muttertraum; No. 3, Der Soldat; No. 4, Der Spielmann; No. 5, Verratene Liebe. Lieder
and Gesange, Op. 51: No. 1, Sehnsucht. Sechs Gedichte and Requiem, Op. 90: No.
1, Lied eines Schmiedes. No. 2, Meine Rose; No. 3, Kommen and Scheiden; No. 4,
Die Sennin; No. 5, Einsamkeit; No. 6, Der schwere Abend; No. 7, Requiem.
88313 KK: Myrthen, Op. 25: No. 3, Der Nussbaum; No. 7, Die Lotosblume; No. 21,
"Was will die einsame Tráne?"; No. 24, "Du bist wie eine Blume." Sechs Gedichte,
Op. 36: No. 4, An den Sornenschein. Liederkreis, Op. 39(complete). Lieder and Gesánge, Op. 51: No. 3, Ich wand're nicht. Lieder and Gesánge, Op. 77: No. 1, Der
frohe Wandersmann. Drei Gesánge. Op. 83: No. 3, Der Einsiedler. Fünf Lieder and
Gesange, Op. 127: No. 2. ()Bin Angesicht. Vier Gesange, Op. 142: No. 2, Lehn' deine
Wang'; No. 4, Mein Wagen rollet langsam 88314 KK: Zwdlf Gedichte, Op. 35 (complete). Zwdlf Gedichte aus "Liebesirühling," Op. 37: No. 1, Der Himmel hat eine
Tráne geweint; No. 5, Ich hab' in mich gesogen; No. 8, Flügel! Flügel) urn zu fliegen.
Lieder and Gesange, Op. 96: No. 2, Schneeglockchen; No. 3, Ihre Stimme. Fun)
Lieder and Gesange, Op. 127: No. 1, Sangers Trost.

SCHUMANN: Liederspiele. Edda Moser, soprano; Hanna Schwarz,
alto; Nicolai Gedda, tenor; Walter Berry, baritone; Erik Werba. piano. [Helmut Storjohann, prod.] EMI ELECTROLA 1C 165 30692/3,
$17.96 (two discs).
Zwdll Gedichte aus "Liebesfrühling," Op. 37: No. 1, Der Himmel hat eine Tráne
geweint (T): No. 2, Er ist gekommen in Sturm and Regen (S: by Clara Schumann);
No. 3, O ihr Herren (S); No. 4, Liebst du urn Schónheit (S: by Clara Schumann); No. 5,
Ich hab' in mich gesogen (T); No. 6, Liebste, was kann denn uns scheiden? (S. T);
No. 7, Schón ist das Fest des Lenzes (S, T); No. 8, Flügel! Flügel! urn zu fliegen (T);
No. 9, Rose, Meer and Sonne (T); No. 10, O Sonn', o Meer, o Rose! (T); No. 11. Warum wills) du Andre fragen (S; by Clara Schumann); No. 12, So wahr die Sonne
scheinet (S. T). Romanzen and Balladen, Op. 64: No. 3, Tragodie (A, T). Spanisches
Liederspiel, Op. 74: No. 1, Erste Begegnung (S. A); No. 2, Intermezzo (T. B); No. 3.
Liebesgram (S. A); No. 4, In der Nacht (S, T); No. 5, Es ist verraten (S, A, T. B); No. 6,
Melancholia (S); No. 7, Gestándnis (T); No. 8, Botschalt (S. A); No. 9, Ich bin geliebt
(S, A, T. B); Anhang: Der Contrabandiste (B). Minnespiel, Op. 101: No. 1, "Meine
Tone still and heiter" (T); No. 2, "Liebster, deine Worte" (S); No. 3, "Ich bin dein
Baum" (A, B); No. 4, "Mein schóner Stern" (T); No. 5, "Schón ist das Fest des Lenz es" (S, A, T, B): No. 6, "Cu Freund, mein Schirm, mein Schutz" (A); No, 7, "Die tausend Grüsse" (S, T); No. 8, "So wahr die Sonne scheinet" (S. A. T, B). Spanische
Liebeslieder, Op. 138: No. 1, Vorspiel (piano); No. 2, Tief im Herzen Crag' ich Pein (5);
No. 3, O wie lieblich ist das Mádchen (T); No. 4, Bedeck) mich mit Blumen (S, A): No.
5, Flutenreicher Ebro (B). No. 6, Intermezzo: Nationaltanz (piano); No. 7, Weh, wie
zornig ist das Mádchen (T); No. 8, Hoch, hoch sand die Berge (A); No. 9. Blaue Augen
hat das Mádchen (T, B); No. 10, Dunkler Lichtglanz, blinder Slick (S, A, T. B).

Spanisches Liederspiel, Op. 74; Minnespiel, Op.
101. French Vocal Quartet (Christiane Issartel, soprano; Janine
Fourrier, alto; Bernard Plantey, tenor; Michel Piquemal, baritone);
Monique Bouvet (in Op. 74) and Marielle Rousseau (in Op. 101),
pianos. MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY MHS 3832, $5.20 ($3.95 to
members) plus $1.25 shipping (Musical Heritage Society, 14 Park
Rd., Tinton Falls, N.J. 07724).
SCHUMANN:
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Cleaning your records is

only half the battle.
What do you suppose happens
when the hardest substance found
in nature-diamond-is dragged
through the soft, intricate vinyl
canyons of a phonograph record
at a force which produces acceleration that exceeds 1000 G's!
Friction and wear.
From the very first time
you play a record, a process of
decay takes place. The delicate
high frequency sounds are the
first to be impaired. Then the
midrange. With every play details
are lost and noise becomes more
pronounced, eventually rising
to a hailstorm often punctuated
sharply by clicks and pops. And

the better your equipment, the
more annoying the disturbance.

formance or increase in surface
noise.' A built-in anti -static propRegular cleaning of your
erty helps keep dust off your recrecords is important and necesords between cleanings.
sary-to remove the dust and oily
It's true that it requires a
films that can further mar perform- little extra effort and expense to
ance-but it's simply not enough. protect your records with Sound
The best way to preserve the
Guard. But when you add up the
music on your records is Sound
investment you've made in your
Guard' Record Preservative.
stereo system and record collecSound Guard is a revolution, you really can't afford not
tionary dry lubricant that virtually :o do it.
eliminates record wear. It's so
Sound Guard. Everything
thin that it will not affect the
else is a lot of noise.
sound of a new record. It's so
Sound Guard preservative -Sound Guard" cleaner.
Sound Guard"' Total Record Carr System.
effective that a treated record
Sound Guard is Ball Corporation's registered trademark.
may he played 100 times with
Copyright r1 Ball Corporation, 1979, Muncie, IN 47302
no audible degradation of per -
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We have the test results to prove

it-write

us and we'll send them to you.
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True, its tempting to be swept úp
by our powe
150 watts per channel minimur=
RMS at 8 ohms, from 20Hz to 20kHz,
with no more than 0.07%Total Harmonic
-_
Distortion, is nothing to sneeze at.
.

But raw power means nothing.
What's impc-tant is how that power is
delivered. In_the case of the STR-V7 it's
brought to you by Sony in a very classy
package.
You get a combination of featu -es
and controls that are impressive on
their own-but almost unheard of in a
single machine.
To start with, we've built in a Dolby
system, for cecoding Dolbyized FM
broadcasts.
The advantages of our tuner,
-

though, need no decoding. They
include a normal and narrow FM IF
bandwidth selector. It makes life simple
fo' people n areas where their signals
are crowded together elbow to elbow.
In our preamp section, the V7
comes equipped with a special phono
EQ circuitrj.Thanks to Sony's high IQ,it
allows for direct connection of a lowoLtput, moving-coil cartridge phono
source. Without callirg for an external
step-up transformer or pre-preamp.
When you're gifted with as much
power as the V7, you need a way to
keep t-ack of it. This eceiver keeps
tabs with two power -output meters,
monitoring the power being fed to the
speakers. So overload can't result frorr
oversight.
19784:1

And all tl-at power comes from our
direct coupled DC power amp. And our
power is stable, thanks to a high -efficiency, high regulation toroidal -coil
transformer.
There's a lot more to the STR-V7
than power. This receiver takes the best
that contemporary technology has to
offer, and offe-s it in a single machine.
Other manufac-urers may have
the power to bring you power. But only
Sony has the power to bring you more
than just power.

SONY
7T1

Sony Industries, a (8v sion of Sony Corp. of America, 9 West 57, N.Y., N.Y 10019. Sony is a tradernerk of Sony Corp.
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Walter Gieseking-a well -structured performance of the Emperor in 1914 stereo

Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra, No. 5, in E flat, Op. 73
(Emperor). Walter Gieseking, piano; Berlin
Radio Orchestra, Arthur Rother, cond. VARES£ -SARABANDE VC 81080, $7.98 (stereo)
[recorded 1944].

H

BEETHOVEN:

Comparisons:
Gieseking, Walter/Vienna Phil.
Gieseking, Karajan/PhilharmOnia
Gieseking, Galliera /Phllharrnonia

Turn. THS 65011
Odys. 32 16 0029
Sera. S 60069

This performance. released here for the
first time. was recorded on tape and in genuine stereo during the last months of World
War II. It should be remembered that the
Potential for multichannel recording existed long before it became a home reality:
the German Radio was experimenting
along those lines in the Thirties, and of
course the 1939 Fantasia soundtrack was in
nine -channel format. Everything considered. the sound is pretty fair. While there is
heavy background hiss. constriction on top,
and more impressive mass than detail. on
the whole the sound has the big -hall spaciousness characteristic of the German engineering of its time.
The performance is interesting. Bother's
orchestral framework is sturdy. traditional.
and quite decently played. Gieseking's
playing is less dainty than his prewar version with Walter and technically more assured than his LP readings with Karajan (a
leaden. brutal account) and Galliera. This
pearling, keen -edged. well -structured performance aptly puts the Emperor in its historical perspective. on the path leading
from Mozart's K. 271. 467, and 503 to Liszt's
I I.G.
E flat and its virtuoso brethren.

4-CIRCLE

Deana Cotrubas (s)

Yvonne Kenny (s)
Alicia Nate (s)
Teresa Berganza (ms)
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Ambrosian Singers, London Symphony Orchestra, Claudio Abbado, cond. DEUTSCHE
GRAMMOPHON 2709 083, $26.94 (three discs,
3371 040,
manual sequence). Tape:
$26.94.
Comparisons:
Troyanos, Domingo, Soltl
Horne. McCracken, Bernstein
Bumbry, Vickers, Frühbeck de Burgos
De los Angeles, Gedda. Beecham

Lon. OSA 13115
DG 2709 043
Ang. SCL 3767
Ang. SCL 3613

Fritz Oeser's so-called "critical new edition" of Carmen made available. for the
first time. some very attractive music that
Bizet had cut before the opera's opening
nigh! in 1875. It also represented a significant corruption of the text of this classic
opera, introducing into currency many inferior readings from earlier stages of the
work's genesis. not to mention some arbitrary alterations by the editor himself. I
have sung this song before in these pages
(reviews of the Maazel and Bernstein
recordings of the Oeser edition. January

Explanation of symbols
Classical:
Tel

H
R1

Budget
Historical
Reissue

Recorded tape:

;

BIZET: Carmen.
Micaela
Frasgurta
Mercedes
Carmen

Placido Domingo (t)
Geoffrey Pogson (t)
Sherrill Mdnes (b)
Gordon Sandison (b)
Stuart Harting (b)
Robert Lloyd (bs)

Don Jose
Remendado
Escamillo
Dancave
Morales
Zuniga

Open Reel
8 -Track Cartridge

Cassette

PAUL A. SNOOK
SUSAN TIIIEMANN SOMMER

respectively), so I will
try to be concise this time: readers in search
of greater detail may look out Winton
Dean's reviews of the Oeser score (Musical
Times. November 1965) and of the Bernstein recording (Musical Newsletter. IV/3).
to which I am greatly indebted.
Oeser's pervasive corruption of the opera's musical text has evidently not yet
been fully grasped by impresarios and conductors. for we have here a new recording
1972 and July 1973.

a stage production at the 1977
Edinburgh Festival), the sixth to be issued
in the last ten years-and the fourth to make
use of the Oeser edition. To be sure. the
conductors of these recordings do not accept Oeser's text wholesale. It's not always
clear whether this is the result of contact
with the critical literature or simply of
healthy musical instinct. Solti was apparently made aware of the problem by the
London musical press after a stage production he conducted at Covent Garden. In the
case of the Metropolitan Opera production
that preceded the Bernstein recording. we
learn from Harvey E. Phillips' The Carmen
Chronicle that the decision to use Oeser
was taken very early on, but there is no discussion of the question. no justification offered. (It's evident from his later comments
that the hook's author was unaware of the
edition's controversial status.)
Both these conductors. and Abbado as
well. have the wit to restore the familiar
form of the wonderful melody that accompanies Carmen's exit after the Ilabanera
and. later, her re-entry after the fight in the
factory. of which Oeser prints an earlier.
markedly inferior form. But only one of
them (Abhado) has gotten around to fixing
up the similarly inferior Oeser version of
the opening ritornello of the Card Scene.
Small points. perhaps-but one of Carmen s chief delights is the profusion of ele-

(based on
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gant and charming details such as these.
There are bigger matters involved. All
three of our conductors see that the standard version of the \ct Ill finale is greatly superior to the one given by Oeser (but just
before that. none of them restores Bizet's

effective improvement of letting Escamillo
begin his off-stage refrain unaccompanied).
In the Act IV finale, at the point when Jose
stabs Carmen. Oeser offers, not even an
earlier Bizet version. but his own pastiche
of rejected material. I Jere our three conductors react differently. Solt i does the sensible
thing, reverting to Bizet's own final version.
Bernstein doctors the Oeser score. devising

comparable, if different. awkwardness.
Ahbado (who earlier in the last act has followed Bizet's final cuts and used the simpler definitive off-stage choral parts) plays
Oeser as written. Comparison demona

strates inescapably the superiority-nay.
the genius-of Bizet's own solution.
But what kind of insanity is this.
whereby a palpably fraudulent concoction.

with absolutely no foundation in the historical evidence. is being taken seriously by respected musicians? So much so that one of
them (Bernstein), evidently unhappy with
what he's playing, feels called upon to "improve" the fraud. rather than simply throwing it out the window and playing the cor-

rect

music! The pernicious eefect of
uncritical acceptance of the printed note
has never been more glaring-nor the damage that can be done by irresponsible. dis-

torted scholarship.
'Fo return to our recording, Abbado generally follows Oeser pretty closely, as
closely as Bernstein in most matters. A curious except ion is the josé/Escamillo duet. of
which Bernstein made an unrecognizable
hash; Abbado gives us the shorter form
made standard by the Choudens scores
published after Bizet's death-an abridgment that may even have been made by Bizet himself during the opera's initial run.
(The complete long form oft his duet is to be
heard in the Frühbeck de Burgos and Solt i

recordings.)
The most circumspect user of the Oeser
edition is in fact Solti. who omits several
passages included by the other two and
gives his reasons in an accompanying essay. But even this circumspection does not
prevent his recording from incorporating
various corruptions, such as those noted
above, because he has hold of the wrong
end of the stick. Imagine a stage director
who finds some rationale behind the First
Quarto's famously garbled text of Flomlet
and wishes to reflect. say. its sequence of
events in a new production. Would he hand

out the Quarto text as a working script and
try to patch up the corruptions as he went
along? Hardly; lie would start with the reasonably clean Folio text and modify it. And
the right way to perform Carmen-at least
until we get a proper critical edition-is to
begin with the standard Choudens mate-

rial, supplementing it with insertions from
Oeser when necessary.
All of this. it should be pointed out. has
nothing to do with the question of spoken
dialogue vs. Guiraud recitatives. (In fact.
Oeser's score includes the recitatives, a
concession to the publisher's sales department.) After all. the Opéra-Comique was
playing the dialogue version long before
Oeser was born; its 1950 recording conducted by \ndre Cluytens (last heard from
on Pat he -Marconi FCX 35020/2) preserves
a musical text closer to Bizet's 1875 score
than any of the Oeser-based recordings. Its
only superior in that respect is the Frühheck de Burgos set, which restores the Moralés pantomime near the start of Act I (a
piece added during rehearsals to upgrade
the role of Morales. but probably dropped
during the initial run) and the full (osé/Escamillo duet. as well as including much
more of the dialogue. If you want to hear
Bizet's Carmen, as distinct from Guiraud's
or Oeser's, then the Frithbeck recording is
presently your only choice. and not a bad
one.

The most noteworthy
lopreleases reviewed recently

BACH: Brandenburgs Nos. 2, 5; Cantata No. 202. Battle, Levine. RCA ARL 1-2788, March.
BACH: French Suites. Leonhardt. ABC/SEON AX 67036/2 (2). Inventions; Sinfonias. Leon-

hard:. ABC/SEON AX 67037. March.

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas Nos. 28-32. Pollini. DG 2709 072 (3). Sonatas Nos. 9, 10, 18.
Hungerford. VANGUARD VSD 71252. Feb.
BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 6. Jochum. ANGEL S 37530, Apr.

BRAHMS: Songs. Ameling, Baldwin. PHILIPS 9500 398, March.
BRAHMS: String Quartets (3). Alban Berg Ot. TELEFUNKEN 26.35447 (2), Apr.
BRUCH: Violin Concertos Nos. 1, 2. Accardo, Masur. PHILIPS 9500 422, March.

CHOPIN: Preludes, et al. Ashkenazy. LONDON CS 7101, Apr.
COPLAND: Appalachian Spring Suite. IVES: Three Places in New England. D. R. Davies

(chamber versions). SOUND 80 DLR 101 (3M digital recording), March.
Preludes, Book I. Michelangeli. DG 2531 200, March.
DOHNANYI: Chamber Works. HNH RECORDS 4072; HUNGAROTON SLPX 11624, 11853, March.
DvoAAK: Cello Concerto. Perényi, Oberfrank. HUNGAROTON SLPX 11866, Feb.
FRANCK: Symphony in D minor. Cantelli. RCA ARL 1-3005, March.
MAHLER: Symphony No. 5; Symphony No. 10: Adagio. Levine. RCA ARL 2-2905 (2), Feb.
PUCCINI: Madama Butterfly. Scotto, Domingo, Maazel. COLUMBIA M3 35181 (3), Feb.
PUCCINI: Turandot. Caballé, Freni, Carreras, Lombard. ANGEL SCLX 3857 (3), March.
RACHMANINOFF: Piano Concerto No. 3. Pokorná, Pinkas. SUPRAPHON
10 1950, Apr.
RZEWSKI: The People United Will Never Be Defeated! Oppens. VANGUARD VSD 71248, Apr.
STRAUSS, R.: Don Quixote; Don Juan. Haitink. PHILIPS 9500 440, Apr.
STRAUSS, R.: Ein Heldenleben. Kempe. SERAPHIM S 60315, Apr.
VERDI: La Battaglia di Legnano. Ricciarelli, Carreras, Manuguerra, Ghiuselev, Gardelli. PHILIPS 6700 120 (2), Apr.
VERDI: Otello. Scotto, Domingo, Milnes, Levine. RCA CRL 3-2951 (3), Feb.
VIVALDI: Concertos, Op. 9 (La Cetra). Brown. ARGO D99D 3 (3), Apr.
ZELENKA: Orchestral Works. Camerata Bern. ARCHIV 2710 026 (3), March.
DEBUSSY:

1
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Still. some of the alternatives that Oeser
makes available are attractive, notably the
brief canonic episode for strings during the
changing of the guard and the contrasting
section for the cigarette chorus: neither of
these holds up the action seriously-as, by
contrast. does the longer version of the Fate
motif after the Ilaboncro, which Solti
wisely abjures. On the whole. Solti's
recording incorporates about as much restoration of omitted material as seems to me
desirable. and also as generous a helping of
the spoken dialogue as any recording. more
than Abbado and much more than Bernstein (see Conrad L. Osborne's review in
these pages. December 1976). On textual
grounds. the London set is the choice
among Oeser-edition recordings.
Of course few of us buy recordings
purely on textual grounds: a really compelling performance would attract us even
were it played from a corrupted text. The
new Abbado recording does not seem to me
to be such a performance. for all the care
and skill that has clearly gone into it. Much
of the time, indeed, it suffers from the same
abstracted quality that Osborne complained of in the Solti performance: somehow, Carmen is being played and sung
here. but it is not being experienced.
With rare exceptions, the orchestral
playing is expert: entrancing in the quiet
precision supporting Carmen's "Non, to ne
m'aintes pos,'' elegant in the solo work of
that little canonic interlude I mentioned
earlier. But there's no swagger in the
rhythms. The toreador's refrain passes by
in the Prelude making very little impression; the Chanson hohéme, moves at a good
clip but never dances: the Quintet is fleet
and precise but uneventful. There's a shortage of inflection: The ascending repeated
phrases at the end of the third entr'acte are
played in a curious deadpan way. as if the
piece were really already over and they
HIGH FIDELAN MAGAZINE
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Guiraud's Carmen: the Beecham. These last
two items should stand higher among a listener's priorities than any of the Oeser
D.H.

recordings.

CHOPIN: Etudes (24), Opp. 10 and 25. Sequeira Costa, piano. [Zdenék Zahradnik,

prod.]

SUPRAPHON

1

11

2188, $8.98.

Sequeira Costa is a Portuguese virtuoso
whose 1972 recording of Ravel's Gaspard
de la twit (Supraphon 1 11 0850) displayed a
formidable granitic integrity and an impressive grasp of Ravel's patterns, though
can see why some listeners felt that poetry
and color were slighted.
Something similar happens with the
Chopin etudes. Costa's clear articulation
puts tie filigree in high relief, with a sonority more diamondlike than silken. Color is
underplayed. but not contrast-in dynamics, chord playing, and voice leading. In
view of the cool emotional climate, the rubato that in some etudes verges on finickiness. and the whiff of Teutonic sobriety, the
recordings by Pollini (DG 2530 291), Vásáry
(DG 136 434), and Ashkenazy (London CS
6844) may be safer recommendations. But
Costas dauntless execution and provocative outlook present this challenging material with seriousness and penetrating analysis. This is playing of high profile,
admirably served by Supraphon's reverI I.G.
berant but detailed sound.
I

-
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Ileana Cotrubas and Placido Domingo-still not making the case for the Oeser Carmen

didn't matter, rather than as purposive
steps toward an approaching goal. (The
solo flute playing in this piece is, incidentally. one of the few defects in the orches-

tral work.)
As in the Solti recording. Placido Domingo contributes the most committed performance. though he sounded in marginally
better voice (or. perhaps, was placed in a
mcre comfortable acoustical ambience) on
the earlier occasion. Even his spoken dialogue-in accented but perfectly clear
French-is lively and convincing, and his
singing is consistently musical, very powerful in the climaxes. Sherrill Milnes makes
a sturdy. unsubtle Escamiflo: he is very ill
at ease in the dialogue.
The booklet reprints a long letter from
Teresa Berganza setting forth her conception of the role of Carmen-one that we may
regard as somewhat naive. "Carmen is not
a prostitute: she works in a factory to earn
enough to keep herself and earn sufficient
money to enable her to visit her mother."
Well, that's what she tells José (in a passage
of dialogue omitted from this recording,
though included in Salti's), right on the
heels of a barefaced lie about being herself
a Navarraise; it sounds to me like part of
the same con job.
But Berganza's assumptions of gentility
are, in a recording. less important than her
singing-and although some might describe
this as "restrained" or "tasteful." to me it
sounds mostly pallid. And not through interpretive choice; the voice is just too limited for the assignment. The lower register
has to be putted up artificially to carry its
weight, and there's little variety of tonal
color, though the ornaments are sung with
real facility. The obvious precedent is Con chita Supervia-another Spanish mezzo
also noted as a Rossini singer-hut there

\IAN 1979

really is na comparison, for Supervia was
colorful. vernally charming. and invariably
vibrant (I'm not referring to that famous vibrato!), without ever suggesting anything
sluttish.
Nor is Ileana Cotrubas' the right voice for
Micaéla: the tone is hard pressed on top,
tremulous down below, wooden in the
middle, and all the good intentions in the
world cannot hide that. In the other roles,
only Robert Lloyd's Zuniga is vocally and
stylistically distinguished: the others are
recognizably British. Good marks to the
boys' chorus, from George Watson's College: the Ambrosians do well also. The
sound is clear but rather hard. more like a
studio than an opera house.
All of this doesn't make for much compe
tition with Solti's cast-which after all
shares the strongest point of the DG cast
(Domingo). adding a potentially better Escamillo (lose van Dam-though he doesn't
realize all of that potential superiority) and
two vocally superb ladies (Tatiana Troyanos and Kiri Te Kanawa). plus a capable
and idiomatic French supporting cast. (Of
course, for something completely different,
there's the Bernstein set: plenty of commitment and swagger, but drawn on a perversely inflated scale-at the end, you know
you've heard a performance, but you wonder whether the composer may not have
been Richard Wagner instead of Georges

Bizet.)
To wrap this up in a neat bundle: There
are no great recorded performances of the
Oeser Carmen, though Solti's makes a good
reference edition if you want to hear the additional music. There a e no great recorded
performances of Itizet's final version either,
though Frühheck's is good enough to argue
that version's superiority and integrity.
There is a great recorded performance of

CLEMENTI: Symphonies (4). For a feature review, see page 73.

DONIZETTI: Don Pasquale.
Norma
Ernestc
A Notary
Dr Mal atesta
Don Pasquale

Beverly Sills (s)
Alfredo Kraus (I)
Henry Newman (t)
Alan Titus (b)

Donald Gramm (bs-b)

Ambrosian Opera Chorus, London Symphony Orchestra, Sarah Caldwell, cond.
[John Willan, prod.] ANGEL SBLX 3871,
$16.98 (two discs, automatic sequence).
4X2X 3871, $16.98.
Tape:

R

DONIZETTI: Don Pasquale.

Norma
Ernesto
A Notary
Dr Malatesta
Don Paquale

Anna Maccsants(s)
Ugo Benelli(t)

Augusto Frau (t)
Mano Basmola Jr (b)
Alfredo Manotte(bs)

Maggio Musicale Fiorentino Chorus and Orchestra, Ettore Gratis, cond. [Otto Gerdes,
prod.] DG PRIVILEGE 2726 084, $13.96 (two
discs, manual sequence) [from DG 138 971 /
2, 1965].
Comparisons:
Sciuttit Oncena, Corena, Kertész
Saracens, Schipa, Badini, Sabajno

Lon. OSA 1260
Sera. IC 6084

Neither the new Angel set nor the reissued
DG set helps to bring us closer to a really
first-rate recording of this wonderfully
charitable comedy. London's Don Pasquale
is not outstandingly successful in capturing
the fixture of high spirits and delicate sentiment that so distinguishes the opera. The
performance, moreover, is unequally cast.
So is the old Sabajno-conducted version on
Seraphim. in which Tito Schipa does the
only distinguished singing.
The new Angel performance has some
83

virtues: excellent orchestral playing, and.
one or two questionable moments aside.
good conducting from Sarah Caldwell, who
in her recording debut keeps everything
moving and does so for the most part in
exactly the right spirit. In Alfredo Kraus.
she has the best Ernesto on discs since
Schipa. Kraus. a fastidious artist, phrases
with great sensitivity. The purity of his line
is something to marvel at throughout and
nowhere more so than in the last -act serenade. Equally notable is the feeling he
shows for the dramatically appropriate
weight and color of tone. Only in the difficult ca ha letta to "Cerchern lontonu terra"
(wisely omitted by ligo Benelli in the. DG
set) does he not sound well within his capabilities-the final interpolated high I) Ilat. in
particular. being a mistake.
So. I fear, is the casting of Beverly Sills in
an ingenue role at this stage of her career.
when she is incapable of producing a
steady stream of sound in any part of the
voice. In fleet passages she is listenable: in
sustained music she is not. But it must be
said Ihat her vocalism here is hardly worse
than her artistry. This Norina, alas. is very
much like t he one seen recently at the Metcoarse and clumsy. less a characterization
or a portrayal than a running gag. For the
pretended artlessness by means of which
"Sofronia" tricks Don Pasquale into marrying her she adopts an unsupported white
tone just shy of the correct pitch. At he end
of the laugh that introduces the cabaletta to
"So unch'io lo virt t rnagica" she interpolates an "Oooh!" Only a Sills fan determined out of loyalty to forgive every vocal
insufficiency and every interpretive excess
could. I imagine. enjoy this Norina.
Alan Titus and Donald Gramm are both
unobjer:tionable. Of the two. Gramm is the
more vocally at ease. Titus' rather nasal
baritone lacks variety of timbre, and has a
woefully undernourished lower range. so
that in the plan -acting duet with Norina at
the end of Act 1, for example. his voice
fades away as soon as he gets down to a
mere middle. E in the bass stall. He is also
technically unequipped to deal with Malatesta'5 fiord ure. Like Gramm. he has a winning personality. but in neither case is this
enough for what are among the ripest roles
in opera buffa,and as a consequence the
comic scenes in which Gramm and Titus
figure lack vivacity and charm.
Angel's recording is first-rate. The pressings listened to. though quiet. were marred
by imperfections that caused the stylus to
stick at several points. Text and translation. Good notes by Philip Gossett.
The DC performance is highly respectable. Free from excess and outright failure.
it is also without distinction or character.
Etto e Gratis is a capable conductor and
Anna Maccianti a fluent and often attractive Norina. though her lop notes are by no
means commenda ble. The rest are well routined. and the enunciation of everybody in
the cast is excellent. One would he relieved
to encounter a performance so lacking in
offensiveness in the opera house these
clays. The fourteen -year -old sonics hold up
well, and the DG pressings are superb. Italian text with multilingual translations and
t
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martyr: "At last divine Cecilia came."' offering competition to Timotheus. but one is
not quite sure who is the winner. Chrysander. the distinguished nineteenth-century

1
10

A

Sarah Caldwell
recording debut with Don Pasquale

The Angel set, like the London. is uncut:
DG makes the "standard'' theater cuts.

D.S.H.

Alexander's Feast. Felicity Palmer,
soprano; Anthony Rolfe Johnson. tenor; Stephen Roberts, bass; Stockholm Bach Choir,
Vienna Concentus Musicus, Nikolaus HarHANDEL:

noncourt. cond. TELEFUNKEN 26.35440,
$17.96 (two discs, manual sequence).
Comparison:
Defier /Oriana Concen Choir

Van. SRV 282 /3, HM 50/1

Though there is no evidence that the gentle
St. Cecilia was a musician. somehow she
did become the patron saint of music: and a
great favorite with painters, poets. and nunsicians. The saint's clay, November 22. was
observed throughout Europe with musical
rejoicing: in England. which had a St. Cecilia Society since 1683. many odes, among
them such masterpieces as Purcell's and
hindel's first Ode for St. Ccciliu's Day.
were composed for these occasions. That
the second -century Christian martyr is usually depicted playing beautiful Renaissance
or baroque organs should not worry us any
more than do the Dutch soldiers in their baroque accouterments guarding Christ in t he
paintings of the great masters of the seventeenth century: in the arts such anachronisms are immaterial.
I)ryden's ode. Alexander's Feast. set by
Handel and known as his second St. Cecilia
Ode, is great poetry. but its anachronism is
a hit dizzying. While the subtitle reads "The
Power of Music." which is of course the St.
Cecilia theme. the poet goes back all the
way to Plutarch for his subject. one of \lexander's triumphs. His hero is'I'imothens,
a famous singer of antiquity: utilizing such
figures as Alexander. Darius. the celebrated
courtesan Thu iS. and Bacchus. he evokes at
will a series of strong and contrasting emoI

tions.

low did this classical poem become an
ode to St. Cecilia? liv suddenly. at the very
end of the piece, invoking the Christian
I

I landelian scholar, called this unexpected
turn "a salto mortule from antiquity to
Christendom." It does not matter: the
verses are fine, rich in pictorial wordssomething that always aroused I fanciel's
imagination. The result is an incomparable
masterpiece. one in which Handel has on
his "singing robe." There are no thunderous
hallelujahs: the arias, mostly in dance
rhythms. run the gamut from the noble to
the sensuous. from the tender to the warlike, all of them lyricism at its best. Purcell's impact is clearly if subtly in evidence.
but for once Handel did not borrow anything from his seraphic predecessor.
Telefunken's new recording is faithful to
the spirit of the magnificent ode: it is intimate. with no false accents and none of
those interpolated vocal sallies that nowadays are considered the hallmark of authenticity in baroque music. The soloists
could not be better suited to their tasks.
Soprano Felicity Palmer, gloriously on
pitch, sings with many fine nuances:
tenor Anthony Rolfe Johnson is a master of
clear. melodious delivery in which every
word is distinctly enunciated: bass Stephen
Roberts complements the cast perfectly.
The superlatively trained Stockholm Bach
Choir (Anders Ohrwall, director) is a particular joy to hear. Notably attractive is the
close relationship of the choral pieces with

the solos.

This being a Vienna Concentus Musicus
production, much attention is given to historical accuracy. 'I he "original instruments'' are well played. but there aren't
enough of them. "l en violins. two violas,
two cellos, and a lone bass fiddle add up to
a much smaller group than was Handel's
usual theater orchestra: the ensemble is noticeably weak in the viola and bass parts.
Al times Handel demands divided violas.
which gives us one instrument to the part!
I
don't know where Nikolaus Ilarnoncourt gets his idea of such a chamber music -like complement of players: we
know the composition of Handers orchestras. Also. landel clearly planned the gradual increase of the volume of sound, and by
the time we arrive at the climactic end he
has built up an orchestra consisting of
strings. recorders. oboes, bassoons. horns.
trumpets. drums. and of course harpsichord and/or organ. That the orchestra still
sounds well (except in the pianos. which
have little body) is largely due to the skill of
the recording engineers. who can work miracles with their microphones. This can be
done in recordings. but at a live performance in a concert hall it would not work.
For the sake of comparison. played Alfred Deller's old Vanguard recording (now
in the budget -priced Everyman and F-listoricaI Anthology of Music series) and inunediatel' forgot my mild objections to the
Telefunken. Deller shows little flexibility.
and while he produces a fuller on hest rid
sound and his bass is solid. the dynamics
are most of the time on the same level. the
whistling organ pumping in "volume"-true
pianos are rare. His soloists and chorus are
I

I
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good (yet inferior to Harnoncourt's classy
singers): because of the rather forward and
open sound. they are a bit noisy. though

musically so. larnoncourt creditably
varies his continuo-here it is the harpsiI

chord or the theorho. there a discreet organ-while Defier uses only the organ, overbearingly. Deller's brief substitution in the
last number of his own countertenor voice
for that of the prescribed tenor is uncalled
for: it reminds one of Alfred Hitchcock's
fleeting appearances in each of his films.
Interestingly. though not surprisingly.
the lack of an experienced professional
conductor is fell in both recordings. Among
other things, the pace in both is a little too
steady. especially in the purely instrumental portions (the intelligent singers compel
the necessary flexibility in their numbers).
and neither body distinguishes sufficiently
between slurred "rollers" and the melodic
ones where every note must be heard. Since
these usually appear as upbeats. a conductor kith a precise baton can control them.
but when the musicians are left to their
own judgment they are apt to slur the up heats in order to arrive safely together at
the next downbeat.
In sum, the excellent Telefunken edition
of this engrossing work is recommended
with pleasure.
P.H.L.

B

Liao: Works for Solo Instrument and
Orchestra. Ruggiero Ricci, violin; Lasz-

lo Varga, cello; Maryléne Dosse, piano; vari-

ous orchestras and cond. [Heinz Jansen and
Felix Margue, prod.] Vox QSVBX 5150,
$11.98 (three QS -encoded discs).
Violin: Symphonie espagnole, Op. 21 (Bochum Symphony Orchestra, Matthias Kuntzsch, cond.). Concerto in
F, Op. 20; Guitarre, Op. 28; Concerto russe. Op. 29: Romance-Sérénade: Fantaisie-Ballet; Fantaisie norvégienne (Luxemburg Radio Orchestra, Louis de Froment, cond.). Cello: Concerto in D minor (Stuttgart Philharmonic Orchestra, Siegfried Kiihler, cond.). Plano:
Concerto (Stuttgart Philharmonic Orchestra, Kuntzsch)
Prom CANDIDE CE 31102, 19781.

B

SAINT-SAENS: Works for Violin and
Orchestra. Ulf Hoelscher, violin; New

Philharmonia Orchestra, Pierre Dervaux.
cond. [David Mottley, prod.] SERAPHIM SIC
6111, $11.94 (three discs).
Concertos: No. 1, in A minor. Op. 20; No. 2. inc. Op. 58:
No 3, in B minor, Op. 61. Introduction and Rondo capriccioso, Op. 28. Romance in D flat, Op. 37. Le Déluge, Op.
45: Prelude. Romance in C, Op. 48. Etude en forme de

valse, Op. 52, No. 6 (arr. Ysaye). Morceau de concert, Op.
62. Havanalse, Op. 83. Caprice andalou, Op. 122. La
Muse et le poéte, Op. 132 (with Ralph Kirshbaum. cello).

VIEuxTEMPs: Concertos for Violin and Orchestra: No. 4, in D minor, Op. 31; No. 5, in
A minor, Op. 37. Itzhak Perlman, violin; Orchestre de Paris, Daniel Barenboim, cond.
[Suvi Raj Grubb, prod.] ANGEL S 37484,
4XS 37484, S7.98.
$7.98. Tape:

Edouard Lalo (1823-92) has been fairly well
represented on records. but except for the
Symphonic espagnole few of his works are
really well known. much less appreciated
fat their innovations in orchestral coloring.
their idiomatic expertise. and the establishment of a quintessentially French symphonic tradition outside the overpowering
cult of \Vagnerism. I've become more and
more conscious in recent years. as I hear
unfamiliar and rehear familiar works by
Lalo, of just how stimulating and rewarding
they can be.

\tAY 1979

Vox's comprehensive collection of Lalo's
concerted compositions is particularly
valuable for the only current recording of
the piano concerto of 1888 (alsc available
on a Candide single disc, coupled with
Pierné's Op. 12 Concerto) and for the first
recordings known to me of four works, all
composed for the violinist Sarasate: the
brief Homance-Serénude of 1880, the three movement miniature -concerto Fontoisie
nnrvégienne of 1880 (the first treatment of
the Norwegian melodies, collected by Sara sate. later used in the better-known orchestral Hapsodie norvégienne), the little genre
piece Guitarro of 1882. originally for violin
and piano. and the F'antoisie-Ballet. a reworking of themes from the Namouna ballet of 1882.
Ruggiero Ricci is his customary bravura
self in the four novelties as well as in the
larger violin works: the Symphonie espagnole, the 1872 Concerto in F. and the 1883
Concerto russe. Laszlo Varga. onetime
principal cellist of the New York Philharmonic. is a more sober, more restrained, hut
also more eloquent soloist in the magnificent cello concerto of 1876. And Maryléne
Dosse is the competent if sometimes overinsistent soloist in the less immediately approachable piano concerto. The soloists are
not helped by the routine, often coarsetoned orchestral accompaniments. but the
recording, while variable. is for the most
part effectively vivid.
Except perhaps for Vargas. none of the
Vox performances of the larger Lalo works
challenges my favorites-Henryk Szeryng's
Symphonic I spognole (Philips 650(1 195).
lean -Pierre Wallez' violin concertos (Peters
International PLE 005). and Leonard Rose's
cello concerto (Columbia M 30113). Perhaps
we can look forward to something like
Seraphim's new Saint -Satins set, which supersedes the violin portion of a similar Vox
set of that composer's concerted works
(QSVBX 5134. January 1976).
Violinist Ulf Hoelscher. still in his
thirties, has been previously represented in
the domestic catalog only by off-the beaten -path concertos-Korngold's (Angel
S 36999. June 1974) and Richard Strauss's (S
37267, October 1977). In the Saint -Satins
works. he displays a truly magisterial technique (especially notable for the invariable
bull's-eye intonation), immaculate musical
taste. and the rare ability to give full conviction to Romantic expressiveness without slipping into the abyss of sentimentality.
Saint -Satins' Third Violin Concerto. Introduction cued Hondo copriccioso, and
Huvonaise have of course been recorded
many times, but the aforementioned Vox
set has been the only ready source for the
first two concertos, the Op. 48 Romance in
C. the Op. 62 Morceoti de concert. and the
Op. 122 CGpnce ondalou. Hoelscher and
conductor Pierre Dervaux plunge much
deeper below the polished surfaces than
the more flamboyant Ricci anti Vox's so-so
conductors. And for good measure they add
that once -popular Victorian -era tearjerker.
the prelude to the oratorio Le Déluge.
Ysave's bravura arrangement of the Etude
en forme de vaise (originally for piano
solo), and two works I've never encoun85
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Wilson
Ransom
just
proved
have
how wrong Kipling was.

(When

we released Koto Vivaldi in 1977,
The New Koto Ensemble's delightful interpretation of The Four Seasons, it was an
immediate success. So much so, Koto
Mozart and Koto Handel soon followed.
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our fi st album by
Ransom Wilson, the "bravura flutist" (N.Y.
Times), "every bit Rampats glorious
equal" (L.A. Times). Stereo Review's "a
total delight" was typical of critical reaction.
In 1978, we released

IMPRESSIONS FOR FLUTE
RANSOM WILSON
W,e, Harp and

Sf,np A[fwna.n.n.a

Why not combine these two dazzling approaches to music -making? The idea was
Wilson's, soon seconded by The Koto
Ensemble. So for three December days of
rare musical rapport in Tokyo. the eight
koto players and Wilson recorded four

stunning Vivaldi concerti.
KOTO FLUTE
Four Vivaldi Concertos

Concerto in F The Storm at Sea"
Concerto in D "The Finch"
Concerto In G Minor "The Night"
Concerto in C Minor
RANSOM WILSON
Tha Now Coro Enema!~

.

S.37325

East and West have indeed met, and much
more. This is a blending of the most beautiful in both cultures. An album you will

surely love.
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Needle in the
hi-fi haystack
Even we were astounded at how
difficult it is to find an adequate

other -brand replacement stylus for a
Shure cartridge. We recently
purchased 241 random styli that were
not manufactured by Shure, but were
being sold as replacements for our
cartridges. Only ONE of these 241
styli could pass the same basic
production line performance tests
that ALL genuine Shure styli must
pass. But don't simply accept what
we say here. Send for the documented
test results we've compiled for you in
data booklet # AL548. Insist on a
genuine Shure stylus so that your
cartridge will retain its original
performance capability-and at the
same tilne protect your records.

j

Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hart rev Ave., Evanston, IL 60204
In Canada: A.C. Simmond+ei Suns Limned

SHURE

tered before, the songful Op. 37 Romance in
D flat and the extraordinary Op. 132 La
Muse et le poete. This late work (1909-a
full half -century after the First Violin Concerto!) is more emotionally outspoken than
one would expect from the elegantly sophisticated Saint-Saens: Hoelscher is ably
partnered in this poignant performance by
the American cellist Ralph Kirshbaum.
EMI's vibrant recording provides an
ideal setting for the performances, but my
copy. at least. is not ideally pressed. with an
especially noisy Side I.
A logical companion to Vox's Lalo and
Seraphim's Saint-Saens is Angel's disc of
two of the six violin concertos by their Belgian elder Henri Vieuxtemps (1820-81). Ii
Vieuxtemps's name suggests to you (as it
long has done for me) only fiddle fireworks.
you'll be startled into the realization of how
inadequate that half-true characterization
is. The fervor that both soloist Itzhak Perlman and conductor Daniel Barenboim
bring to the Fourth Concerto makes Berlioz'

woman's timbre. Sides 2-4 are on the whole
good, though only rarely does Ameling
sound comfortable all the way through a
song. Clearly, during the time these records
were made she was having trouble with her
top. which sounds thin and squeezed. (Conversely. the opening of "An Chloe" is too
low for her as arranged here.) The greater
part of Side 1, however. is hard to listen to
and should in my opinion have been remade. Ameling sounds vocally debilitated:
I ler high notes are strained. a lot of phrases
are inadequately supported, and her tonal

admiration seem wholly justified. It's a
noble and dramatic work, which I've never
heard more effectively performed.
In Vieuxtemps's more often heard Fifth
Concerto, even Heifetz' incomparably elegant 1962 recording (RCA LSC 26(13) is now
made to seem overrestrained and its accompaniment far too subservient. The excitement and absolute security of the performances is matched by EMI's warm. rich,
wide -range. lucidly detailed recording.

plays both piano and (in the hymns) organ
with beauty and great skill. The recording is
warm, but a little close for my taste. Philips'
pressings are superb. A blessing. then, but a
mixed one.
D.S.H.

R.D.D.

(complete). Elly Ameling,
soprano; Meinard Kraak, tenor; Dalton Baldwin, piano and organ; Benny Ludemann,
mandolin. PHILIPS 6747 483, S17.96 (two
discs, manual sequence).
MOZART: Songs

Mozart was not one of the great art -song
composers. To listen to his complete songs
is to realize very clearly that he regarded
the genre as a modest one and that, except
on rare occasions, he brought to it simply a
straightforward lyricism, without complications of either a musical or a psychological nature. The exceptions. like "Dos Veilchen," "Als Luise die Briefe," "Dos Lied dor
Trennung," and "Abendempfindung." do
not affect the overall judgment. Yet such is
the charm of his musical personality, such
the richness of his powers of melodic invention, that one can play straight through
these thirty-nine pieces with a delight that
hardly falters. Few of them run deep, vet
there is nothing here of the perfunctory or
merely slick. The songs. which follow one
another chronologically. range from the
eleven -year -old composer's "An die
Freude" to the folksonglike ditties of his
last months. In between come French
uriettes, an Italian canzono, and. surprisingly, a pair of German hymns. This set. the
only one available. is very welcome. since it
rounds out our knowledge of the composer.
A lot of it is very well performed. At her
best, Ameling is the ideal artist for this assignment. being straightforwardly lyrical in
manner as well as intelligent and musicalshe uses appoggiaturas in "Bidente la
colmo" and decorates the repeat of the first
section in exemplary fashion. For "Die
Alte" she adopts an amusing and vivid old

production is distinctly laborious.
Two of Mozart's songs are inescapably
male-"Meine Wünsche" ("I wish I were
the Emperor") and "Lied Beim Auszug in
das Feld" ("Song on Going to the Wars")and are appropriately assigned to a tenor.
here Meinard Kraak. the possessor of a remarkably ugly voice. Benny Ludemann's
mandolin accompaniment in "Die Zufriedenheit" and "Komm. liebe Zither" is expert. Best of all is Dalton Baldwin, who

MozART: Vocal Works. Judith Blegen, soprano; Mostly Mozart Orchestra. Pinchas Zukerman, violin and cond. [Andrew Kazdin,
prod.] COLUMBIA M 35142, $7.98. Tape:
MT 35142, $7.98.
Exsultate, jubilate. K. 165. Concert Arias: Vorrei spiegarvi, oh Dio!, K. 418 (with Leonard Amer, oboe); Non temer, amato bene. K. 490 (with Zukerman). II Re pastore.
K. 208: L'ameró, saro costante (with Zukerman).

Enthusiasm for this record might be both
specific and general-the first because it
ccintains the best recording know of "Vorrei spiegurvi, oh Dio!." an exceptionally
ravishing Mozart concert aria: the second
because it's the first domestic recording of
Mozart by one of his most distinguished
contemporary exponents. Judith Blegen.
(Her Susanna graces the Barenboim/
Edinburgh recording of Figaro. hut that has
been available here only as an import. HMV
I

SLS 995.)

"Vorrei spiegarvi" was written for Mozart's sister-in-law, Aloysia Weber. In the
adagio section. solo oboe and soprano contend and echo over a background of pizzicato strings. enhanced by a seductive dotted figure in muted violins: the concluding
allegro is urgent and difficult. Blegen sets
this all forth with unfailingly sweet tone,
instrumental purity of line and intonation.
and a winning directness. Mme. Weber
owned a top E. and so sloes Miss Blegen
(which gives her an edge over the previous
"best" recordings. by Maria Stader).
Also relatively unfamiliar is "Non temer,
umuto bane." the aria Mozart wrote to open
Act II of Idomeneo in the 1786 private revival. Though sung by Idamante, who in
this performance was changed from a castrato to a tenor. Mozart's manuscript of this
aria is written in the soprano clef and has
usually been sung by sopranos. for the interplay of vocal line with violin obbligato
seems to work better in the higher octave.
(II has never. I believe. been recorded by a
Continued on page 90
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fact:

dramatic freedom
from distortion comes to a
mid-priced cartridge:
the new Shure M95HE...
HARMONIC AND INTERMODULATION
DISTORTION FOR M95 CARTRIDGE
WITH VARIOUS TIP SHAPES
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an affordable, audible improvement
One of the critically acclaimed advances
introduced in Shure's incomparable V15 Type IV
pickup is its revolutionary and unique
distortion -reducing Hyperelliptical stylus. Now,
you can enjoy this standard of sound purity in a
new, ultra -flat frequency response, light tracking,
high trackability cartridge that will not tax your
budget: the new Shure Model M95HE.

SPEHERICAL

HYPERBOLIC

.

BIRADIAL

Second harmonic chStorl,On
Average both channels, 8 kHz.
5 cm/sec peak recorded vulocey

7%

HYPERELLIPTICAL

intermodulation tlrstoYl on
Average both channels.
1 kHz/1.5
kHz

a measurable drop in distortion
As a result of the optimized contact area of the

Hyperelliptical tip, both harmonic distortion
(white bars in graph above) and
intermodulation distortion (black bars) are
dramatically reduced.

upgrade your present M95

the Hyperelliptical stylus tip

If you already
Shure M95 Series Cartridge, you can improve
its freedom from distortion right up to the standards of
the new M95HE cartridge simply by equipping it with
a Model N95HE s'ylus. The cost is extraordinarily low
yet the difference in sound will be immediately
requires no
apparent. Takes only seconds to install
tools whatsoever.

have

a

-

-

HYPERELL,p1 cnt
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B'UO AL IELLiPTIC4)
STYLUS SUCH es
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The Hyperelliptical nude diamond tip

configuration represents a significant advance in
tip design for stereo sound reproduction. As the
figures show, its "footprint" (represented by black
oval) is longer and narrower than the traditional
Biradial (Elliptical) tip -groove contact area.
Because the Hyperelliptical footprint geometry is
narrower than both the Biradial and long -contact
shapes such as the Hyperbolic, it is pre-eminent
for reproduction of the stereo -cut groove.
SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE AL600:

M95HE cartridge &
N95HE stylus

orji

U
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Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204
In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited
Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems
and related circuitry.
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"Don't
Tell

When Rudolf Serkin was chosen MUSICAL AMERICA'S
Musician of the Year last December, the editors were
faced with a problem. The pianist's legendary devotion
to music has been accompanied by a modesty and fierce
temperament just as legendary. Serkin might attend a
ceremony to honor, say, Mozart or Casals, but he would
never show up at one to honor Serkin.
Sampson Field, president of the New York Philharmonic and-more to the point-chairman of the board of
Serkin's beloved Marlboro Music School and Festival,
had an idea: Ambush the musician at a Marlboro board
meeting. Would MUSICAL AMERICA be willing to go

Rudi!"
r

Il

-

Unaware of the impending ambush, Serkin greets chief conspirators Robert Saudek, left, and Sampson Field.

Who, me? The pianist shows his surprise as he is accosted by
HF editor Leonard Marcus with the plaque.

Marta Casals Istomin, widow of cellist Pablo C3sals and now
wife of pianist Eugene Istomin, chats with Flemirg.

The animated prizewinner shares his delight with Metropolitan
Opera president Frank Taplin ..
.

f
t- -----f
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along with such a presentation? Our editors were captivated by the idea.
A board meeting had been scheduled in New York for
December 12, the morning after the pianist's annual
Carnegie Hall concert. It was to be held in the library of
the Museum of Broadcasting, whose director, onetime

by all before he got to the library. Saudek agreed. "Don't
tell Rudi!" Field warned, but Saudek, concerned that
the deception might upsel the pianist, thought he should
be forewarned. No, insisted Field, "Rudi loves surprises." And besides, did Howard Hunt give Richard
Nixon the opportunity to veto Watergate? Of course

TV producer Robert Saudek (Leonard Bernslein's
shows), was also on the Marlboro board. Field explained his proposal to Saudek. The editors and board
members would arrive a bit early to lie in wait for the
guest of honor. When Serkin arrived, he would be
greeted, presented with the award, and congratulated

not.

Before Serkin's arrival on Monday morning, there
was a feeling of tension. What would the musician's reaction be? There was no need to worry. As the accompanying photographs by Steve Fenn make clear, he was
delighted.

r

\

i

f
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All smiles: The Musician of the Year with HF editorial director
Robert Clark, Marcus, MA editor Shirley Fleming, and Field.

ri

Serkin proudly exhib is the award to his wife.

foreground, from left, William Schwann, of record catalog
fame, attorney Irving Moskovitz, and Marlboro administrator
Anthony Checchia examine the award.
In

...

and T. Roland Berner, chairman of Curtis -Wright.
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tenor, nor is it included in any of the "complete" Idomeneo recordings.) A proficient
piece, it seems perfunctory by comparison
with the better-known. more expansive sett ing of the same text that Mozart made later
the same year "for htselle 'Nancy] Storace
and myself." the obbligato instrument that
time being piano. Though some sopranos
offer the entire recitative to K. 490, including a dialogue for Ilia and Idamante. Blegen
sensibly skips this, beginning at "Venga la
morte."
The other pieces are well known. of
course. and they are here sung with comparable musicality. security, and charm:
there is a smile in this voice, especially winning in the slow movement of Exsullute.
jubilate. Style is also in evidence: ample.
though far from slavish, application of the
grammatical appoggiatura. discreet ornamentation of repeated material. cadenzas
and lead-ins (in the He pastore piece. one
for singer and one for violin). On the debit
side must be noted a certain scruffiness in
the orchestral playing (though less than one
frequently encounters at the Mostly Mozart
concerts). Leonard Arner's obbligato in
"Vorrei spiegarvi" is competent, but wish
he had phrased, in the adagio, the way Mozart asks instead of showing otf his breath
control. Zukerman fiddles well and knows
how to give his soloist some breathing
space: I am not quite convinced by his
tempo modifications in K. 490.
Good recordings of Mozart's difficult
concert arias are rare. and to be treasured:
this is one such. Texts and translations are
included.
D.H.
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Judith Blegen
treasurable
recording of Mozart
concert arias
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Works for Solo Instrument and
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Symphony No. 2, in E minor, Op. 27. Rotterdam Philharmonic Orchestra, Edo de Waart, cond. PHILIPS 9500
309, $8.98.

SCHUBERT:

Alfonso and Estrella.

Estrella
A Girl

Alfonso
Bodyguard Leader
A Youth

Trola
Mauregato
Adolfo

Edith Mathis (s)
Magdalena Falewicz (s)
Peter Schreier (t)
Eberhard Buchner (I)
Horst Gebhardt (t)
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (b)
Hermann Prey (b)
Theo Adam (bs-b)

Berlin Radio Chorus, Berlin State Orchestra,

Otmar Suitner, cond. [Christfried Bickenbach
and Helmut Storjohann, prod.] ANGEL SCLX
3878, $24.98 (three SO -encoded discs, automatic sequence).

RACHMANINOFF:

Comparisons:
Previn/London Sym.
Temirkanov/Royal Phil.

Ang. S 36954
Ang. S 37520

Waart's uncut reading balances well the
strengths of my prior favorites. Previn's
and Temirkanov's. His tempos are as mercurial as the latter's. though he makes more
of the shift in the opening movement from
the Largo introduction to the main Allegro
moderato. De Waart is less expressively
yielding than Temirkanov. however. and
his third movement sings with less surging
passion. Previn too brought a soaring lyricism and world-weary resignation to the
first and third movements: by comparison
De Waart will strike some listene s as
merely dispatching the music efficiently.
The new recording. however. will appeal
to you if you found Temirkanov hysterical
in his abandon or Previn overly cautious.
The scherzo benefits from De Waart's persistent accentuation and sinuous rhythm
(note the blunt fatefulness of the closing
brass chorale), anti the finale is bitingly
pungent. Part of this is thanks to closer miking of winds and Philips' tighter overall ambience. with particular solidity below. The
Rotterdam Philharmonic hasn't the tonal
gloss of the two British orchestras, but its
discipline and accuracy are hard to fault.
De

A.C.

landel. Haydn. and Schubert became three
very popular, widely loved, and much studied composers whose operas remained for a
long while all butt unknown except to a
small hand of enthusiastic champions. Yel
operas form the largest item in the output of
all three. Both Handel's and Haydn's principal activity was being director of and
composing for a busy and important opera
company. Schubert's relationship with the
theater, on the other hand, was one of almost unquenchable hope. From 1812. when
he was fifteen, to 1823 he nearly always had
an opera on the stocks. le composed two
full-scale romantic grand operas, Alfonso
unid Estrella and Fierrabrus, and about a
dozen other stage pieces. Only the one -act
Singspiel Die Zwillingsbrüder and the
plays -with -music llosamunde and Die
Zauherharfe reached the stage in his life.
Anyone who knows Schubert needs no
telling that these operatic scores-the bulkiest section of the complete edition-must
be a rich treasure house of beautiful music.
Last year. the Schubert sesquicentennial
year, some of these treasures were revealed. Philips produced an anthology,
"Schubert on the Stage" (9500 170), with
Elly Ameling as its star. Before that, Electrola (German EMI) had produced, in Munich performances. three of the short operas-Die Zwillingsbriider (1C 065 28833).
Der vierjahrige Posten (1C 065 30742), and
Die Verschworenen (IC 065 31)743)-which
are available here through Peters International. hope to write about them later.
In Berlin. East and West artists anti East
I

l

I
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and West record companies collaborated
on a recording of Alfonso and Estrella, anti
the Electrola set has now been taken up and
is pressed in this country by Angel.
Alfonso was composed in 1821-22, with
the Karntnerthortheater in mind. Domenico
Barbaja-that great impresario who engaged Rossini and Donizetti as house composers in Naples. who launched the careers
of Mercadante and Bellini-had just taken
over its management. He revived Fidelio
with Schrüder-Devrient (later the first
Adrian() in Rienzi, Senta. and Venus) as
Leonore: that was a success. and he asked
Beethoven for another opera. He commissioned Euryonthe from Weber. and that
was less of a success. Alfonso and Estrella
never reached the stage at all. Rossini fever.
which had been raging in Vienna for a
while. reached new heights in 1822. when
the composer himself visited the city. and
the Viennese had ears for little else.
The things usually said against Alfonsothat it has a poor libretto. and that Schubert's sense of dramatic pacing is faultyare true. but need qualification. The score
sounds many echoes: of Gluck. Mozart.
Beethoven. Weber. anti Rossini. They
struck me forcibly when heard Alfonso
last year. clone in Detroit, under Antal Dorati, in concert performance. Listening to
the opera again, on this Angel recording.
began to hear more clearly its individual
and essentially Schuhertian character.
Schubert's aim.+I think. was to unite something of the high seriousness of Cluck.
Cherubini, and Spontini. the directness of
Beethoven. the picturesqueness of Weber.
and the ready charm of Rossini. Beyond
that. he had a clear vision of the kind of opera he wanted to achieve. More than one recent writer has pointed to the influence on
him and his librettist. his friend Franz von
Schober. of Ignaz von Moseys Essay on the
I

I

Aesthetics of Dramatic Composition.
which called for a historical (or mythological) plot, uncomplicated and slow -moving
action. aad music that expressed ideas
rather than concrete images.
The "ideas" of Alfonso are reconciliat ion
and forgiveness. Alfonso. rightful heir to
the Spanish throne. and acclaimed as such
in the finale. lives in exile in the mountains
with his dispossessed father. There he
HIGII FIDE'
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meets-and falls in love with-Estrella, the
daughter of the usurping king. In the penultimate number, the two fathers. both
baritones (here Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau
and I lermann Prey), meet, and sing a noble
duet. which ends: "The supreme joy that
earth can offer is loving forgiveness on an
enemy's breast.- There is a villain. the bass
Adolfo (Theo Adam), who leads a rebellion:
he, too, is forgiven at the end. These people
are not so much individual human beings as
abstractions. They express themselves at
length. and do not shun repetition.
But the music is beautiful. In the theater.
one might wish that the characters would
stop spouting and get on with some dramatic action: but on the phonograph one
can enjoy the arias in their "heavenly
length," as one does any long Schubert
movement. When Alfonso and Estrella
meet, they embark on what has been called
one of the longest love scenes before Tristan: it consists of a duet. an aria for Alfonso, another duet, an aria for Estrella,
and another duet. It does seem a needlessly
protracted sequence (though in fact it lasts
only 161/2 minutes). In Act lit, Estrella sings.
in succession. a duet with Adolfo, a trio
with him and Alfonso. and then three duets
with Alfonso. This is also undramatic. So,
in Act II. is the sequence of a long, repetitive bass aria with male -voice chorus in 4/4
followed by a long. repetitive baritone aria
with male -voice chorus in 4/4.
It is this kind of structure. rather than
any inherent weakness of plot. that keeps
Alfonso off the stage. That, and also Schubert's undramatic way of persisting with
the same motif or the same figuration for
page after page after page, through harmony after harmony, as in instrumental
movements. The score of Alfonso is. if you
like. too thoroughly composed and worked
out for its own theatrical good. But the music is filled with life. with charm. with
Schubertian invention and Schubert ian excellence. And its arrival on disc is very welcome-an event of importance for all Schuhertians.
The performance is of superior quality, if
not exactly inspired. Fischer-Dieskau
seems to have struck a bad vocal patch during the sessions. for he is sometimes unsteady and sometimes uneasy: William
Parker, in the Detroit performance, sang
more securely. tearing Prey and FischerDieskau together, as the rival kings. is curious: in the reconciliation duet, they hand
the same phrase one to the other, and then
join in chains of thirds, like Norma and
Adalgisa. Predictably enough, FischerDleskau inflects the words more strongly;
Prey is plainer. Adam's pitching has its
dubious moments, especially in his first
duet with Estrella, but he is impressive in
an extended "vengeance" aria.
Peter Schreier. in one of the title roles. is
the most consistently reliable singer-not
magical, hut a decent stylist with a good
voice. Edith Mathis. in the other, is charming to begin with. but she too develops pitch
problems. and toward the end of long sequences of numbers in which Estrella is active her higher notes lose definition and
clarity. Elisabeth SOderstrüm. in Detroit,
made more of the role. brought more color
to it and found more musical character.
Whether the recording represents a
I
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straight -through concert or radio performance. or a studio assemblage over many
sessions, I do not know. but there sloes
seem to be a sense of tiring toward the end.
And this is not surprising. for it is a strenuously written piece for the execulatits.
The players of the Berlin State Orchestra.
however, stay marvelously fresh-even the
second violins and the violas, who for
many pages on end have to scrub away at
repetitious figuration or in tremolos. (The
same thing happens in some of Schubert's
finest instrumental works, anti compassion
for the players often mingles with a listener's joy in the music: no wonder orches
tras used to jib at playing the "Great" C
major Symphony.)
The opera is given uncut, and it lasts 2
hours 44 minutes. In Detroit. Dorati made
fairly extensive cuts, and they were not for
the good of the whole. One wants all verses
of Estrella's arias: Adolfo's extended
vengeful outburst. establishing key after
key. needs all its limbs to make its full effect. Schubert's sense of proportion was
unconventional. but he knew what he was
at. Despite the temperate things said above.
I must stress that the set provided 164 minutes of sustained enjoyment: and there
were several things I then went hack to
with delight: the romantic start of Act II, for
example. the song of the Cloud Maiden
(movingly done by Fischer-Dieskau), which
is in the picturesque vein of Rossini's Tancredi (first heard in Vienna in 1816). Each
listener will find his own favorites. Alfonso
is an opera that grows on one. The "faults"
are evident from the start. Each rehearing
reveals new merits.
The recording is clear. somet imes a shade
"overchanneled." as in the women's chorus
of No. 6. Sometimes is and d's come out
with exaggerated emphasis. Voices and orchestra are in good balance. Otmar Suitner's conducting is filled with real feeling
for the score: this is just about the hest thing
have ever heard him do. In the accompanying leaflet, there is a persuasive short
essay by Walther I)iirr tracing the schematic pattern of the drama: opposed worlds
shown. one after the other, in Act I: again in
Act II, but now "on a new and higher
plane." with the long central encounter of
Alfonso and Estrella preparing for the clima\es and resolution of Act Ill. Somewhat
absurdly-almost as if to mock Schubert's
treatment of the teat-the repetitions of the
setting are printed out in full in the libretto.
The hoe "Ihnl winks der VGter Thron ' is
printed twelve times over: the two lines of
Estrella's entry in Act II become thirteen
lines.
A.P.

Published

SCHUBERT:

192 pages. paperback

Symphonies (8). Die Zauber-

harfe,

D. 644: Overture. Rosamunde, D.
797: Nos. 2, 9. Berlin Philharmonic Orches-
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tra, Herbert von Karajan, cond. [Michel Glotz,
prod.] ANGEL SE 3862, $39.98 (five SQ-encoded discs, manual sequence).
Symphonies: No.

1, In D, D. 82; No. 2, in B flat, D. 125; No.
3, in D. D. 200; No. 4,1n C minor. D. 417 (Tragic); No. 5. In
B flat, D. 485; No. 6, in C, D. 589; No. 8, in B minor, D. 759
(Unfinished) (from S 37058, 1975]; No. 9. in C, D. 944.

SCHUBERT: Symphonies (8). Overtures in
the Italian Style: in D, D. 590; in C, D. 591.
Dresden State Orchestra, Wolfgang Sa-

92

wallisch, cond. PHILIPS FESTIVO 6770 015,
$34.90 (five discs, manual sequence). Tape:
7650 014, $20.94.
SCHUBERT: Symphonies: No. 4, in C minor,
D. 417 (Tragic); No. 8, in B minor, D. 759

(Unfinished). Chicago Symphony Orchestra,
Carlo Maria Giulini, cond. [Gunther Breest,
prod.] DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 2531 047,
$8.98. Tape:

3301 047, $8.98.

Symphony No. 9, in C, D.
944. Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra, Eugen Jochum, cond. [Karl Heinz Schneider, prod.] QUINTESSENCE PMC 7100, $3.98 [from DECCA DL
79993, 1958].

R
B

SCHUBERT:

SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 9, in C, D.
944. Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra,
Thomas Schippers, cond. [Marc Aubort and
Joanna Nickrenz, prod.] TURNABOUT QTV
34681, $4.98 (OS -encoded disc).

B

Whether considered numerically or stylistically. the standard "complete" Schubert
symphony cycle suffers hole -in -the middle
syndrome: the enormous gulf between the
charming first six symphonies and the two
bona fide masterpieces. I'm sorry that neither cyclist in this batch relaxed his purism
enough to include the missing link, the incomplete Symphony No. 7. in E. of 1821. It
was recorded, in Weingartner's performing
edition (whose orchestration perhaps
smacks too much of Berlioz). by Franz 1,itschauer and the Vienna State Opera Orchestra on an early Vanguard mono disc: it
would be useful to have a new version with
a major orchestra and up-to-date sound.
Denis Vaughan. a Beecham protégé, recorded the first Schubert symphony cycle
with his Orchestra of Naples for RCA in the
early 1960s. and since then only a handful
of conductors have undertaken the problematical assignment. With the cycles of
M 'nithin (Angel). Kertész (London), and
Maag (Turnabout) more or less out of the
catalog, and with Mehta's (London) still in
the works, the field is left to Bohm (on DG
single discs) and the new entrants. Of
course there are numerous separate recordings. among which I cherish such items as
Georg Ludwig toeholds Nos. and 3 (Monitor MCS 2121). Van 13einum's bubbly No. 6
(in Philips' Van Beinum set. 676)1023. April),
and the 'roscanini/Philadelphia No. 9 (in
RCA CRM 5-1900).
Sawallisch's set, making its first American appearance in Philips' midpriced Festivo series, was recorded more than a decade ago, but its sonics are if anything
superior to Angels new Karajan recording
in presence and definition. Angel's sound is
certainly more than satisfactory, and I discovered that, on my equipment at least, a
sharp bass reduction alleviated much of my
displeasure, putting the orchestral choirs in
sharper focus. With a conductor like Kara jan. who lends toward homogeneity of articulation with special emphasis on legato.
engineers must be careful not to further
subdue what bite and sharpness remain.
The more incisive reproduction of recent
Karajan recordings partially explains why
have enjoyed them more than many of the
more generalized -sounding older ones.
The early Schubert symphonies are new
to Karajan's discography (he has made two
1
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Metal... sourd from another dimension
Metal tape is a snining brealchrough in magnetic recorcin j.
When matched with a suitab y advanced cassette deck, rretal tape
delivers sonic excellence alien to conventional oxide tapes.

The Nakamichi 582 embodies years of intensive research and
close work with many of the world's leading tape manufacturers. It is a
cassette deck wnich sets the standard for performance wi-h metal tape.
There is some history -making technology behind the 582's
pace -setting perormance. Hard -to -erase metal tape is no Problem
at all for the 2rd Generation Direct Flux Erase Head. The new
micro -precision Crystalloy Record Head handles metal's
super -high bias requirement with room to spare. And the ingenious
"Discrete" 3 -head configurat on ensures optimum record and play
without any of the drawbacks associated with past 3-head designs.

The 582's impressive specifications only hint at its sonic sl periority.
With metal tape, the 582 produces recordings of startling acuity
and incomparebe breadth.
But don't take oLr word for it. Ask your Nakamichi dealer to
demonstrate the 582. He'll show you why your first metal -compatible
cassette deck should be a Nakamichi.

nk Nakamichi

Products of unusual creativity and competence...
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Write for more information: 11)1 Colorado Avenue,
Santa Monica, California 90401.
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GET A FREE TDK T-SHIRT WITH THE
PURCHASE OF
C-90 CASSETTES.
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TDK
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TDK Electronics
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Right now your participating TDK dealers would like to deck you out. For a limited time, if you buy 10 AD C-90 cassettes
from them, they'll give you an "Excellent Response" t-shirt, free. TDK AD is
the cassette with the "hot high end."
For use in your car, where highs are
hard to come by, its performis unequalled.ance In
I your
home system or portable it '
AD-Ceó
will deliver the crisp,clean
sound that brings your music
IL

.
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tn the

unlikely event that any

IN

cassette ever tads to perform due to

a

to life. And it's so reliable, we back it
with a full lifetime warranty. * So wherever you go, you'll have two nice things
to take with you: your music (on great sounding AD cassettes) and an "Excellent Response" t -shirt (on that gorgeous
bod of yours). TDK Electronics Corp.,
Garden City, NY 11530
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Quality Recording Tape Products

detect in mbleriais or workmanship. simply return n lo your ocal dealer or to ID, for
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Have you outgrown
your music system too?
A lot's happened in high fidelity since you
bought your first music system. So if you're
thinking of replacing or upgrading your golden
oldie with a new music system, let the Institute
of High Fidelity help you.
We've completely revised, updated and
expanded our popular "Official Guide to High
Fidelity." This abundantly illustrated 207 -page
guide gives you a step-by-step approach to help
you select the latest and best hi-fi component
system for your home. Use the coupon and
sendto
copy
to cover cost, postage
and handling.
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prior recordings each of the Unfinished and
"Great" C major), and they are among the
finest things he has done. The exquisitely
tapered wind/string ensemble, the courtliness of the phrasing, the subtle coloration
of all choirs are very much apropos to this
repertory. I do have quibbles: the occasionally portentous minuets (that of the First
Symphony, especially), the overly big orchestral sound (aggravated by the reverberant. bass -heavy reproduction). Karajan's inclination to subdue the intensity of
motivic writing in favor of dovetailed, even
phrasing. But with so high a proportion of
outstanding performances, this set can be
given an unguarded recommendation.
No. 2 gets an absolutely winged traversal,
with the kind of orchestral lift and exquisitely subtle virtuosity I remember from
Cantelli's account with the NBC Symphony. No. 4 too blooms in this darkly colored, intensely Beethovenian reading, and
here, as in No. 2, Karajan's deliberate pacing of the Menuet enables him to fit in the
contrasting trio section with engaging lilt
and no uncomfortable gear-shifting. No. 6
equals Van Beinum's for refinement, although I prefer the latter's heady mirth to
Karajan's moderation. No. 3 is made to
sound like a much bigger work than usual,
the conductor revealingly emphasizing the
finale's kinship to the "Great" C major.
As for the "Great" C major itself, am
happy to report that Karajan has preserved
intact the excellent features of his ten -year old DG version (139 043) and added weight,
breadth of phrase, and emotional involvement. (He also has added a full complement
of repeats in the scherzo-a mixed blessing.)
The first -movement introduction moves
tautly, with just a trace of quickening at the
very end to move the pulse into the Allegro,
which goes at something like the same
pulse but without the rigid calculation of
Giulini's perverse reading (DG 2530 882,
July 1978). The Andante con moto is taken
at a rapid alla marcia, building to an imposing climax. Momentum and weight are
excellently carried over into the last two
movements. This is one of the symphony's
finest modern versions, though neither it
nor Karajan's DG account quite equals Toscanini's essentially similar but more characterful Philadelphia performance.
Karajan's Unfinished (first issued in 1976,
with Haydn's Symphony No. 104) is broad
and inflected but maintains a sense of urgency along with the dark, ripe sound of the
orchestra. Only in No. 5 does his refinement
seem excessive: the strings at the very beginning are mincingly delicate, and are
those diminuendos at the end of the first
movement's exposition and recapitulation
really necessary? The Zauberharfe Overture, by contrast, is sheer magic: Karajan's
measured gait and symphonic emphasis
quell some of its customary rollicking perkiness but more than compensate in the sophisticated mastery attained. (The end,
once again, reminds me of the "Great" C
major's first -movement coda, a relationship
I had never pondered at length.) The two
numbers from Rosamunde are consummately rendered.
Sawallisch and the Dresden State Orchestra provide an entirely different sonority. The Dresden orchestra produces a
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Our new C-4 stereo preamp hasfhe most
e to give you
ci-cuitry
live Distortion in
sound so real-cnd
swear
the phono preamp section has been reduced to a
miniscule 0.0035% at 2\. output. Signs -to-roise ratio .
has been tamed to the .,irtualfy inaudible evel of 97dB at'
10mb. A special Current Noise Reduce r Circuit maintains
this -igh SIN ra-io regardless of varying impedánces
caused by usirg different cart-idges. but you really have
hear the sound of the C-4 to believe suci pure musical
nality could pass throjgh a piece o: e ectrohics.
The C-4's'eatures put you in total cornrnand of its
- superb sound. Jnheardof tone contrcl is yours with
(he exclusive, continuously variable turnover frequencies
or the bass and treble controls. You can select from five
tanges for both,capaci-ance and resistance to' load your ..
bortridge for optimum perforrrance. Tie C.4's built-in
hears amp provides the boost necessary far you to indulge
in the transparently beautiful sound olla moving coil
.
carlridge. Without extra expense or n=ise.
And these cre'just a few of -he fabulousfeatures that
mate the sleekly styled C-4 a super-scphis-icated device
'
with bossibilities limited only by your mcgbation.
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MOur passion for pure tone its/ reacies toward
oerlfectior in the M-4.sterea pcwe- amp.
To deliver
= eanest, most musica sound possible, we
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!he dual mono amp configuration results in dramatically,
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The M=4's soecs are nothing short of speclacular.THD
akes a bow ct an incredibly low 0.005% at rated output of
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Signal-o-rcise ratio is, (please hold the applause) an
jtterly silent 1EdB.
Again trough, specs can't do. the sound of the M-4
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solid, warm string tone with firm underpinning in the bass, which remains in better
focus. more solid and compact, than in the
Karajan recordings. Attacks and releases
are more explicit: woodwinds, brass, and
timpani punctuate with more astringency.
The interpretations are honest and disciplined-sturdier than those of the more effect -conscious Karajan, though often less
subt le.
No. 4 is a virtual tie with Karajan. brisker
and even fiercer but with welcome repose.
Sawallisch's No. 5-a trim, vital, un precious reading in the manner of Toscanini and Fischer-Dieskau-is decidedly
more to my taste than Karajan's. Nos. 1 and
:3
too are tight and robust. making up in
thrust what they lack in Karajan's exquisite
molding. (I much prefer Sawallisch's faster
tempo for No. l's third movement.) The
overly disciplined No. 2 is less successful:
The strings in the first movement have a
machinelike brilliance that lacks playful
scamper: the variation movement needs
more lilt and character: the third movement
shrinks in stature al its frenetic pace, requiring a drastic slowdown-to something
near half tempo-for the trio: the galloping
finale too sounds driven rather than
ebullient.
But it is in the last two symphonies that
Sawallisch really disappoints. The Unfinished. for all its sensibility, lacks mystery.
There is little sense of reading between the
lines: the pianissimo clarinet solos in the
second movement sound aggressively direct instead of world-weary. In the "Great"
C major. Sawallisch gives us the worst of
both worlds: His reading has the "conventional" hauling about of tempos (the slow
introduction and second movement. the unpleasant accelerando into the first movement proper, the rhetorical holding back for
the strings at the first -movement coda), yet
at the same time it throttles the melodic ex-
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uberance that ordinarily accompanies such
a wayward approach. The Andante in particular sounds listless, neither a grim march
nor an exalted tone poem. Nor do enjoy
Sawallisch's perfunctory. legato accentuation of the unison Cs near the end of the fiI
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nale. (This Ninth, incidentally, is also available as a Festivo single disc, 6570 054.)
Giulini's new Chicago Symphony coupling of the Fourth and Unfinished is both
distinguished and controversial. His 1962
Unfinished with the Philharmonia (never
issued here. Ind just reissued in England as
HMV Concert Classics SXLP 30278, with
the Brahms I
Variations) was considerably faster in the first movement-its lyricism tempered by a sinuous urgency. But
in its softer, almost Brucknerian way the
new account maintains its contour admirably, even through passages that are ritarded rhetorically: inclusion of the first movement repeat, omitted before. adds to
the impression of monumental breadth.
Giulini's interpretation of the Fourth gives
full play to its Tragic subtitle: the strings
virtually sigh the first movement's principal
theme. For all the performance's introspection. its emphasis on the music's full-blown
Romantic elements slights the ascetic classicism lurking beneath the surface. Karajan's approach is not dissimilar, but Giulini
96
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goes so far that the symphony begins to

SCHUMANN: Songs. For a feature review, see

"Ballade" and the wide dynamic range in

sound misshapen.
Schippers and Jochum both are heard to
great advantage in the "Great" C major,
though it would be hard to imagine more
disparate interpretations. Jochum's per-

page

the somewhat broader than usual "Alla
marcia" are particularly memorable. The
l I.G.
sound is bright and forceful.

formance is "traditional" as concerns
tempo shifts, but his treatment of detail is
so sensitive, so fresh -sounding that I forgot
my general antipathy to such an approach.
Textures are crisp, light, felicitous-they
could almost come right out of Der Freischütz. The Quintessence reissue makes the
sound slightly shrill, but I find this disc altogether refreshing in its unhackneyed, cham-

11. Patrice Fontanarosa, violin"; Orchestre
National de France, Yoav Talmi, cond. [Ivan
Pastor, prod.] PETERS INTERNATIONAL PLE
074, $7.98.

ber music lightness.

Schippers' Turnabout account is a fitting
memorial-a provocative, even eccentric
interpretation of enormous conviction. The
first -movement introduction begins massively, and Schippers remains implacable
in his measured tread. even slowing up
more for rhetorical points: then he hits the
Allegro directly at something like double
tempo. He takes the second theme group at
a much -reduced clip, and sparks fly as he
abruptly moves back and forth between
these wildly contradictory pulses. (Of
course there is an inevitable problem in the
development, when elements from the two
thematic groups come together.) Somehow
Schippers makes it all work, and the remaining three movements are gloriouslyand uneccentrically-played. The Cincinnati Symphony sounds as good as it ever
has on records-warm, sleek, altogether
first-class-and the recording is boldly sonorous.
H.G.
98

77.

SIBELIUs: Concerto for Violin and Orchestra, in D minor, Op. 47*; Karelia Suite, Op.

Fontanarosa's thick, wide vibrato gives his
tone a rasping edge where the clear, lustrous bite of a Heifetz would he aesthetically more appropriate. The French violinist does cultivate some attractive color
effects. and his forthright, rhythmic fiddling especially suits the concerto's third
movement.
Another plus is the conductor's fine control and penetrating ear for details in Sibelius' scoring. Talmi does not seem interested in lushness, but he maintains crisp
rhythmic attacks and so delineates his generally broad tempos that they seem both
taut and majestic. The divided string writing and snarling brass punctuations have
incisive clarity, and the always problematic
balances between solo instrument and orchestra are well solved, as for example the

woodwind figures against solo arpeggiat ions in the first -movement recapitulation.
This is a sturdy, sympathetic account of the
concerto.
The Karelia Suite is even better. thanks
to Talmi's sense for shapely coherence and
the orchestra's disciplined response. '1'he
soft figurations from the low strings in the

STRAUSS,

J.

I

AND II:

Orchestral Works-See

Recitals and Miscellany: Rudolf Kempe: Music of Vienna.

SwEELINCK: Harpsichord Works. Ton Koop-

man, harpsichord and virginal. TELEFUNKEN

36.35360, $26.94 (three discs).

Although this handsome boxed set is labeled "Jan Pieterszoon Sweelinck, Folge 1"
there is no indication as to the planned extent of the coverage of Sweelinck's music.
If the first release is an indication of the
quality we are to expect. this should be a
distinguished enterprise. shedding some
much -needed light on a composer whose
profound influence on northern European
keyboard music particularly lasted long after his death.

Sweelinck's extant keyboard output
comprises some seventy pieces, of which
twenty are represented here. The precise instrument for which each of the pieces was
written cannot always be determined with
certainty-while the chorale settings most
likely were intended for the organ and the
secular song variations for harpsichord or
virginal. the fantasias and toccatas (over
thirty in number) may well have been

I
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played on whatever keyboard instrument
was at hand-but with the possible exception of the Fantasia chromotico everything
included in this album sounds convincing
enough on the stringed keyboard instruments used. These four instruments (harpsichords by Ruckers, Van der Biest, and
Gheerdinck and a virginal by Willem
Kroesbergen after Ruckers) are quite as authoritative as one could wish. and although
the undue proximity of the microphones
sometimes makes for excessive plucking
and jack noise, the recorded sound is good.
Harpsichordist Ton Koopman first came
to my attention with a record devoted to
Frescohaldi. Rossi. Domenico Scarlatti. and

Sweelinck (Telefunken 6.42157, December
1977). I was much impressed with his playing then, and in general I find these new performances similarly creditable. I am particularly impressed by his attention to the
details of old fingering techniques, for the
resultant variety in phrasing and articulation gives new life to figurations that with
a more modern legato approach can seem
insufferably tedious. f le also has a good
sense for contexts in which discreet ornamentation can enhance the music's impact.
and yet he knows when to let Sweelinck's
notes speak for themselves. Some may object to the rather pronounced tempo fluctuations in such pieces as the Fantasia

chromatics and the Fantasia Ut He Mi Fa
Sol La, but Koopman makes a persuasive
case for his literal interpretation of the designation "fantasia," and he does capture
some of the freshness with which
Sweelinck's music must have struck its first
hearers.

Telefunken has failed to provide a readable English version of the admittedly convoluted German program notes (the notorious Frederick Bishop's translation is a
quagmire of obfuscation worthy of Howard Cosell), and we are told almost nothing
about the instruments recorded here. S.C.
TCHAIKOVSKY: The

Sleeping Beauty, Op.
66. National Philharmonic Orchestra, Richard Bonynge, cond. [Richard Beswick, prod.]
LONDON CSA 2316, $23.95 (three discs, automatic sequence). Tape:
CSA5 2316,
$23.94.
Comparison:
Previn/London Sym.

Ang. SCLX 3812

For some years, André Previn's excellent
traversal of The Sleeping Beauty (Angel,
March 1975) has been the only uncut version of the score available on records. Now
it has been joined by a second uncut version, also excellent but so astonishingly different as once again to teach one the important lesson that when it comes to music
there can be no such thing as a single defini-

Stop reading. And start listening. It's that simple.
Even with today's tape technology,
there's no such thing as an ideal tape for
every machine. Only what's best for
you. Which depends only on the
sound you like and the response of
your deck.
Compare specs if you wish
_
we'll match ours against anyone
else's. But we honestly think
you'll be more impressed by
comparing the sound of our
FX-I or II to that of any
other premium cassette.
Visit your audio
dealer and take the Fuji
challenge.

-
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Magnetic Tape Division
of Fuji Photo Film U.S.A., Inc.
350 Fifth Avenue,
New York, New York 10001

tive performance.
In this most sumptuous of ballet scores
Previn is brilliant and dramatic. Richard
Bonynge lyrical and elegant. A direct comparison reveals that in fast or energetic passages Previn is prepared to sacrifice clarity
of articulation and limpidity of texture for
the larger goal of expressivity. Bonynge, on
the other hand, is prepared to forgo energy
for beauty of tone and phrasing. Ills is an
approach that stresses the cantabile aspect
of Tchaikovsky's music. It is warmer and
more affectionate than Previn's. It lingers
over details and achieves some wonderful
coloristic effects.
Not that Bonynge fails to pay attention to
the dance impulsion that pervades this
score. The coda to the Act II vision scene,
for instance, is wonderfully lively (and, as it
happens, rather too fast for stage performance), and the transition to waltz tempo in
the Act Ill Pas berichon is finely managed.
Bonynge's, admittedly, is a less thrilling
performance than Previn's, but it is more
elegant and reflective-it runs some thirteen
minutes longer-and thus supplies an element fundamental to this work, which is as
much courtly spectacle, an act of homage to
the aristocratic past, as it is a fairy tale.
Since Bonynge's orchestra plays no less
well than Previn's, I can only recommend
prospective buyers to follow their inclination. Ideally I would say that any lover of
this inexhaustible music-the summit of
classical ballet scores-ought to have both
sets.

F

3

F

London's helpful notes do not clear up
the confusion about the Bluebird/Princess
Florine pas de deux (which is described
here, and in the notes to the Previn recording, as a pas de quatre) nor about why the
scene for Cinderella and Fortuné should be
listed twice. London's recording is ap-
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propriately handsome in sound, and the
pressings are silent.

D.S.H.

Hall debut in January 1978 was one of the
most astonishing piano recitals it has been
my pleasure to attend. and his return appearance last winter, which did not hear.
apparently elicited similar enthusiasm, to
judge from the reviews by Andrew Porter in
The New Yorker and others.
Perhaps Egorov works his alchemy only
in person. but, for whatever reason. I am
less swayed by this partial recording of that
concert. Many of the things that initially attracted me remain: his basically warm
sound (though the closely miked recording
puts a metallic edge on fortes), 'he instinctive feeling for rubato and tim ng. the intelligence. What do not come across here
are the fire. the sense of Glaring. the emotional generosity.
The Bach Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue
is slightly romanticized. which is acceptable enough in this extraordinary and
atypical piece. but there is constraint. First
piece on the program, perhaps? In any
event, I have heard other pianists bind the
long lines of the fantasia together more
compellingly and hold the fugue together
with more cumulative structure. The Mozart C minor Fantasia can reveal which pianists know the Mozart operas: my guess is
that Egorov doesn't. lis performance begins promisingly but remains solemn where
a ray of light should appear and fails to
gather sufficient fury in the demonic episodes. It's all a little bland and tentative.
I

VIEUXTEMPS:

Concertos for Violin and Or-

chestra, Nos. 4-5-See Lalo: Works for Solo
Instrument and Orchestra.

EGoaov: At Carnegie Hall. Youri Egorov, piano. [Klaas A. Posthuma, prod.] PETERS INTERNATIONAL PLE 121, $7.98. Tape:
PCE 121, $7.98 [recorded in concert, December 16, 1978].
YOURI

BACH: Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue, in D minor, S. 903.
MOZART: Fantasy in C minor, K. 475. CHOPIN: Fantasy in F
minor, Op. 49. Etudes: in G flat. Op. 10, No. 5; in E. Op. 10,

No. 3.

Youri Egorov is the twenty -four -year-old
Soviet émigré pianist (now living in Amsterdam) whose failure to place at the Van
Cliburn Competition provoked a group of
private citizens to raise a sum of money on
his behalf equivalent to the first prize they
felt he should have won. His Alice Tully

I

The introduction of the Chopin Fantasy
reveals more of the same inhibition-as if
Egoro-v planned his liberties after rigorous
practice with the metronome. There are
certainly fine things in the performancefor example, the way he goes straight on
into the strettos and the unsentimental honesty of many passages. But there ought to
he more heroic ring to the B major chorale
sectio'l, and. again, the cumulative line
could be stronger. The G flat Etude of Op.
10 is I layed at top speed. with sensational
digital accuracy and a spectacular octave
cascade at the end, but where is the grace.
the charm? The E major Etude is toyed with
in provincial fashion, but the middle outburst is arresting.

Two works from the recital are omitted
from the recording. In Schumann's Fantasia, an audience member shouted -Beautiful!" during a rest in the first movement
and shattered the pianist's concentration.
And Liszt's LO Campanella, an Egorov specialty (done fabulously well at the January
concert) played as an encore, was not
passed for release: the pianist felt he could
do it better another time.
Even if this disc disappoints, there can be
little doubt of Egorov's basic gifts. It will be
fascinating to watch his development. I-I.G.

B

RUDOLF KEMPE: Music of Vienna.
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. Ru-
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dolt Kempe, cond. SERAPHIM SIB
6109, $7.96 (two discs). Tape:
4X2G 6109, $9.96 (two cassettes) [from
CAPITOL SG 7167, 1958, and ANGEL S 35851,
1961].
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STRAUSS,
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AND II:

Orchestral

Works. Berlin Radio Symphony Orchestra, Ferenc Fricsay, cond. DG PRIVILEGE
3335 134, $6.98
2535 134, $6.98. Tape:
[from DG 136 238, 1961].
Here are two prime examples of the incalculable value of reissues in giving a new
lease on life to programs inadequately appreciated the first time around and to ad-

mirable conductors whose recording careers were cut cruelly short.
Long before Rudolf Kempe succeeded
Clemens Krauss and Fritz Reiner as the preeminent Richard Strauss exponent, he was
an accomplished interpreter of the Austrian Strausses-indeed of Viennese Glance
and operetta music in general. But at the
time the material now reissued on Seraphim first appeared in the U.S., as two separate discs, Kempe's name carried relatively
little weight with American record buyers,
and it's doubtful that either program-the
Capitol "Life in Vienna" and the Angel
"Treasures of Vienna"-ever achieved
much circulation in this country. They well

j

It takes guts to be
more expensive than McIntosh.
McIntosh might be considered
an expensive extravagance by the
average high fidelity consumer. However the true audiophile perceives
reliability, proven engineering and
classic styling as necessities rather
than luxuries.
The true audiophile also appreciates outstanding specs and the state
of the art technology that distinguishes Series 20 from the field.
Consider the Ring Emitter Transistor out -put stage in the Series 20
M-25 Class AB Power Amplifier that
provides incredible high frequency
performance.
Consider the Series 20 F-26 FM
Tuner's parallel balanced linear detector that delivers the lowest distortion available.
When you realize how exceptional
Series 20 is, you'll marvel at how
inexpensive expensive can be.

Woods Waltzes, 1001 Nights Intermezzo,
and the Leichtes Blut and Ira Kropfenwald'I
Polkas.
Among Strauss family programs of the
early Sixties, one of the most idiomatic and
empathic was the one now resuscitated on
DC's Privilege label, with the Hungarian born Ferenc Fricsay and the Berlin Radio
Symphony. It contains the elder Johann's
Hadelzky March and his son's Blue Danube, Emperor, and '('ales from the Vienna
Woods Waltzes, Fledermaus Overt tire, and
Annen, Eljen a Magyar, and TritschTratsch Polkas. These authoritative. well varied performances still rank among the
best, and only the slightest touch of sonic
coarseness betrays the recordings' age.
If you have a cassette player in your car,
you should find both the Seraphim double
program and DG single taping well-nigh
ideal en route entertainment. The A side of
the DG cassette has a slightly different (less
bright) frequency balance from the corresponding disc side; the disc and cassette 13
sides are-more normally-sonically identiR.D.D.
cal.

If you would like full information
on Series 20, please send us the
coupon below.

H

B

Dept. HA
20 Jewell Street

BACH: Notebook for Anna Magdalena Bach: Bist du bei
mir. BRAHMS: Nachtlgall, Op. 97, No. 1. HANDEL: Joshua:
Oh! had I Jubal's lyre (In German). HEUBERGER: Der
Opernball: Im chámbre separée. MAHLER: Des Knaben

Moonachie, New Jersey 07074
Please send me the specs

for

Wunderhorn: Wer hat dies Liedleln erdacht7 MEN-

the following circled Series 20
c-21
components.

DELSSOHN: Auf Flügeln des Gesanges. Op. 34, No. 2. MOExsultate, jubilate, K. 165: Alleluia. II Re pastore, K.
208: L'amerO, sard costante. OFFENBACH: Les Contes
d'Hoflmann: Barcarolle (in English). REGER: Marla Wiegentled, Op. 76, No. 52. SAUETANA: The Kiss: Cradle Songs
(in German). SCHUBERT: Der Hirt auf dem Felsen, D. 965.
ZELLER: Der Obersteiger: Sei nicht bós. Der Vogelhand-

ZART:

Stereo
Preamplifier
M-22
Cla.s A -Stereo
Power

Amplifier

D-23
Multi -Amp Elec.
Crossover Netwk

M-25
Class AB Stereo
Power Amplifier

A-27
F-26
Advanced Quartz Class AB Integrated
FM Tuner
Stereo Amplifier
.'LC-590
Quartz I'LL ServoContr..11ed Turntable

PA -1000

Carbon Fiber
tone Arm

ler: Wie mein Ahn'I zwanzig Jahr'.

F-28

Quartz
FM Tuner

is essentially the same as EMI's
FIQM 1187, first issued in Britain on the
HMV label about ten years ago. The only
differences between the discs are that Seraphim omits one item altogether (Bach's "Es
isl vollbracht," with oboe obbligato by
Leon Goossens). changes the order of the
selections (for the better. as it happens).
and eliminates the leaflet of texts and translations. There is actually yet anot her difference: Seraphim provides inadequate jacket
copy. adapted-without acknowledgment.

This record

U-24
Program Source
Selector

Narre
Street

City

Lstale

Recital. Elisabeth Schumann, soprano; various acELISABETH SCHUMANN:

companiments. SERAPHIM 60320,
$3.98 (mono) [from HMV originals,
1926-38].

To: Series 20

Zip
20 Jewell Street, Moonachie, N.J. 07074

a second chance, especially at a
budget price, both for their own lively attractions and for their illumination of
Kempe's earlier recording career.
'I'he earlier disc shows its age a hit in
some high -end shrillness, but few recorded
versions can match the tautly -controlled
verve and panache of these performances
of the overtures to Heuberger's Opernball,
Reznicek's Donna Diana, and Johann
Strauss II's Fledermaus; or of Lehár's Gold
and Silver and Josef Strauss's Music of the
Spheres Waltzes and Johann l's Hadelzky
March. The second disc in the double -fold
Seraphim album, more sweetly yet no less
brightly recorded. is devoted exclusively to
the Strausses: Josef's lovely Dynamiden
Waltz and more familiar works by Johann
II-the Emperor and Tales from the Vienna

warrant

J
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Unreserved grand -opera boxes. The
steady flow of complete -opera musicassettes continues unabated. And if
the variety of their box sizes presents
some shelving problems, that's a small
price to pay for the inestimable advantage of full notes -and -texts booklets.
The biggest package of all (same as
that for the corresponding disc edition) is favored by Angel/Seraphim
operas. currently exemplified by
Seraphim 4X3G 6090 ($14.94, three
cassettes). This is a resurrection, as

unexpected as it is welcome, of the c.
1955 mono version of Puccini's N a dame Butterfly starring Victoria de
los Angeles, Giuseppe di Stefano, and
Tito Gobbi with the Rome Opera
louse Chorus and Orchestra under
Gianandrea Gakazzeni. Not to be confused with the better-known De los
Angeles/Bjoerling/Sereni/ Sant ini
stereo version of 1960 (currently Angel
4X3S 3604), the earlier recording
stands up remarkably well and of
course will be indispensable for De los
Angeles and Di Stefano aficioI

nados.

Puccini's later but never as popular
American opera, La F'anciulla del
West. demands-perhaps more than
any other music-drama-a complete
suspension of disbelief. But given
that, it can be a singularly powerful
work, not least for some of Puccini's
finest orchestral writing. Unavailable
on tape since the 1958 Tebaldi open reel recording on London went out of
print, the gap is filled at last by the
current Royal Opera House. Covent
Garden. version starring Carol Neblett, Placido Domingo, and Sherrill
Milnes. which is tautly conducted by
Zubin Mehta and robustly recorded
with notably vivid presence by
Deutsche Grammophon (3371 031.
$26.94, three cassettes).
My personal favorite of the latest
operas. however, is strictly speaking
an oratorio, one of those baroque -era
masterpieces considered to be impossible to revive successfully. Nikolaus
Ilarnoncourt proves that notion to be
nonsense in the first truly complete
recording of Ilandel's mighty Belshazzar, enlisting such fine soloists as
Felicity Palmer, Paul Esswood. and
Robert 'fear, with the Stockholm
Chamber Chorus and Vienna Con cent us Musicus playing period instruments (Telefunken 4.435326. $35.92.
four cassettes). Insatiable purists may
whine about some of Harnoncourt's
accentual mannerisms and the use of
a mixed rather than all -male chorus;
even
find disconcerting the rapid
shifts between harpsichord and organ
I

\IAN 1979

by R. D. Darrell

Passion, Nos. 44 and 49 (73011 561):
Maria Theresia and The Queen, Nos.
48 ar.d 85 (7300 536): Surprise and Miracle, Nos. 94 and 96 (73(10 594): Military and Drum Roll, Nos. 100 and 103,
(7300 543). Except for some channel level imbalance in my review copy of
the Mercury Symphony, everything
here closely approaches delectable
perfection-except, of course, for listeners who still insist on the larger scaled, solemnly serious treatments
long considered the only proper ones.

in the continuo part. But these are
negligible drawbacks to the joy of
hearing one of the most gripping
1-landelian music -dramas beautifully
sung and well-nigh ideally recorded.

Pianism: new, renewed, and restored.
The promising young Polish pianist
Krystian Zimerman daringly makes
his tape debut in four of the Mozart

Symphonic sets from Steinberg and
Karajan. It's good to be reminded of
the late William Steinberg's valuable

sonatas that so mercilessly expose the
performer: Nos. 2, 3, 9, and 10 (respectively, K. 280. 281, 311, and 330), DG
3301 052, $8.98. The youngster's decid-

recorded legacy by the restoration to
print of his complete Beethoven symphony series, which won so much attention in the original Command
recordings of 1962-66. Now they're
back on tape (as well as discs) in a
Sine Qua Non boxed limited edition
(C 145/5, $24.90. five cassettes). If the
once sensational sonics are no longer
as startling. they still are remarkably
vivid. "live," and resonant, while

Steinberg's generally high -voltage
readings still are mightily invigorating.
The newest Karajan/Berlin Philharmonic boxed sets ($17.96, two cassettes each) are in the ongoing Bruckner symphony series: No. 5 in B flat
(3370 025) and No. 8 in C minor (3370
019). Karajan's highly contrasted
readings may not be to every Brucknerian's taste, but the magnificent orchestral playing is captured in sonics
of exceptional weight and dynamic
range. In any case, there is no current
competition for this Fifth and the only
other existing taping of the Eighth is
the more relaxed Karl Bohm/Vienna

Philharmonic version available only
in DG's 1978 box with the Bruckner
Seventh.

What's in a (Haydn symphony) name?
The virtues of clarity, poetic grace, sophisticated wit, and zestful relish
commanded so well by the Academy
of St. Martin -in -the -Fields under Neville Marriner are exactly those. along
with Philips' most transparent recording. needed for I laydn's symphonies.
Witness the current first batch of
nicknamed works in six Philips musicassettes ($8.98 each): Philosopher
and Schoolmaster. Nos. 22 and 55
(7300 560): Mercury and lire, Nos. 43
and 59 (7300 524): Funeral and The

edly "modern" approach-involving
precise articulation, minimal pedal-

ing, and unmannered straightforwardness-may seem too austere to

romantically minded listeners. but for
others it is a model of truly Mozartean
lucidity and grace and an artistry free
from all artfulness. And the auu o
technology here matches the interpretations' gleaming transparency.
Nothing in Misha Dichter's several
RCA Victor recordings in the late '60s
prepared me for his return, as a matured artist of uncommon sensibility
as well as polished technique, in the
first of a series of Philips releases (73(0
591, $8.98). The hackneyed Beethoven
Moonlight and Pathétique Sonatas
never have sounded fresher! In the far
more complex Op. 101 Sonata. Dichter is no -less lucid and illuminating.
Admirable too, if less unusual, is his

all -Liszt recital (Philips 7300 639,
$8.96) topped by his enchantingly limpid playing of two song transcriptions, Die Lorelei and Liebesbotschaft;
also included are Mephisto Waltz, No.
1, and Hungarian Rhapsodies, Nos. 11
and 14.
RCA Reel Seal's I lorowitz Collection musicassette series ($7.98 each)

continues to bring back mono
triumphs of the '40s and '50s: the legendary Brahms Second Concerto with
Arturo Toscanini and the NBC Symphony (ARK 1-2874); the great Schubert B flat Sonata with Chopin's First
Scherzo and a 13rahms Intermezzo
and Waltz (ARK 1-2873): the pioneering Barber and Prokofiev Seventh Sonatas (ARK 1-2952); and a Chopin Vol.
2 that includes the Op. 61 Polonaise
Fantasie, Op. 52 Ballade, No. 4, Op. 60
Barcarolle. and Op. 22 Andante
spionato et Grande polonaise hrillante (ARK 1-2953).
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[David Mottley, prod.] COLUMBIA M 35135,
it should be said-from John Freestone's
MT 35135, $7.98.
original essay for HQM 1187. Thus, unlike $7.98. Tape:
their l3ritish counterparts, American record GIORDANO: Fedora: E lull E lull GouNoo:Romeo et Juliette
Va, je t'ai pardonné. MAsCAGNI:
Rantzau: Giorgio si
buyers are kept in the dark about the lanbane. MASSENET: Manon: Toll Vous!
guage in which Schumann performs the
Smetana aria and about the fact that she The jacket notes to this record refer to Giorwhistles, as well as sings, 'teller's "Wie dano's Fedora as "a verismo pot boiler."
mein Ahn'l zwanzig Jahr'"and that the latter
That is not what the quality of the Act II
comes from an operetta. But it is the abduet, "E lui! E lui!," suggests to me. With its
sence of texts that, in my opinion, is crucial
gradual and precisely gauged crescendo of
here: I find it hard to see how any listener
emotion and its skillful deployment of
who does not know what words Schumann voice and orchestra, it is surely deserving of
is singing can fully appreciate either this
greater praise. The situation, no doubt, will
material or the soprano's often extraordi- strike some as melodramatic: The vengeful
nary way with it.
Fedora draws from Loris the admission that
As the recital itself immediately reveals,
he killed her fiance but then discovers that
voice.
It
is
usuhad
a
distinctive
Schumann
the latter had been making love to Loris'
ally described as silvery, and up to about wife: confronted by proof of Loris truthful1930-after which the top notes tended to ness Fedora changes her opinion of him: by
whiten excessively-it was of exquisite
the end of the duet they have fallen into one
timbre throughout its range. For some another's arms. The source of Giordano's litastes, it may possibly seem somewhat
bretto is a play by Victorien Sardou, whose
backward in placement, and it had distinct La Tosca (set to music by Puccini at the
limitations, being small. weak at the bot- very time, 1898, when Fedora was launched
tom. and limited in coloristic span. Neverin the opera house) is similarly overripe.
theless, she knew how to use it to maximum Clothed in music, however, the scene from
advantage. She could project as vividly as
Fedora catches one tip in emotional susany singer of her time an entire world of
pense. especially when put across by singfeeling or, for that matter, of high spirits. ers like Scotto and Domingo. Here and in
The cadenza to the much truncated
the similarly enjoyable-and rarely heard"L'ainerb, sorb costunte," in which she duet from Mascagni's I Iiantziru they are
the
is
illustradoubles
violin part, a perfect
utterly convincing, not to say thrilling, singtion of her most outstanding vocal attri- ing with irresistible ardor and persuasivebute: her ability to combine almost instruness.
mental linear clarity with utterly personal
They would be even better with a better
phrasing. the latter showing itself in subtle conductor. Kurt Herbert Adler in these cirgradations of rubato, attack, and emphasis.
cumstances is something of an impediment,
Among the treasurable performances checking the music's lyrical flow and robhere are the Brahms, Mahler. Mendelssohn, bing it of much of its fundamental liveliand Reger songs, the operetta arias (though
ness. He is even worse in the Manon and
her English -language version of "Wie mein
Romeo et Juliette duets, imposing on them
Ahn'l zwanzig Jahr'," which can be heard an all too typically Austro -German sention Rococo 5333, is even Netter vocalized),
mentality that almost brings the music to a
and the Smetana. (The latter described on
complete halt. Ile gets some gorgeous
the jacket as "Cradle Song" is actually a
sounds out of the National Philharmonic
scene consisting of two cradle songs, one
Orchestra, but in these selections a more
traditional, the other original.) The Bach translucent orchestral texture is surely
aria is touchingly heartfelt, but the pieces
preferable. le also removes from them all
by Handel and Mozart call for a florid techsense of rhythmic definition, a crucially imnique Schumann did not command. In its
portant quality in this kind of French mutime the Offenbach duet she sings with her- sic.
self was regarded as something of a marvel.
Under Adler's unfortunate influence.
Nowadays it sounds less engaging-and in
Scotto, so fine in the Italian selections, does
this transcription drops in pitch during the not so much sing the notes as fondle them.
finals bars. In "Der I-Iirt au( den Felsen," There are so many nuances and subtle defor all that it is a celebrated performance,
tails in her performance that Manon and Jushe is below par, uneasy on top, sketchy beliette sound more limp than impassioned.
low, and strenuous throughout: the music, Domingo, who now finds it extremely hard
in any case, is severely cut, and the pianist
to modify the flood tide of his refulgent
lacks distinction.
sound, is unable to take advantage of such
to
to
A record, nonetheless,
buy and
interpretive excesses, even if he wanted to,
treasure. Some details-like the delicious
but even upon him Adler has a dampening
lift on "kichern" in the line "Die Veilchen effect. Scotto's French is excellent. Dokichern and kosen" ("The violets giggle and
mingo is good, but he does not seem to be
talk of love") from "Au( Flügeln des Ge- able to distinguish between nasalized vowsanges," or the rapturously breathed word els.
"siissen" ("sweet") in the second line of
Good sound. 'Texts and translations.
Heuberger's "Inn chainbre séparée"-are commendably enough. but, as is so often
to
in
one's
memory
for
long
likely
stay
a
the case with Columbia, very carelessly
D.S.H.
time.
presented. Quite apart from some egregious
misspellings, there is a chunk missing from
l).S.I 1.
the text of Romeo et Juliette.
I
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High Fidelity's
Free Armchair
Shopping Service
On the card opposite, circle the number indicated at the bottom of the ad
or at the end of the editorial mention
of the product you're interested in.

(Key numbers for advertised products
also appear in the Advertising Index.)
Type or print your name, address, and
zip code on the card. Postage is prepaid.
Mail the card today. You'll soon receive free product literature and spec-
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RENATA

SCOTTO AND

BUYER'S SERVICE
Use the Mail Order Buyer's Service
card on opposite page to order:

1979 BUYING GUIDES
High Fidelity's Test Reports
High Fidelity's Buying Guide to

Stereo Components
High Fidelity's Buying Guide to
Speaker Systems
High Fidelity's Buying Guide to
Tape Systems
Stereo Test Reports

SUBSCRIPTIONS
High Fidelity Magazine
High Fidelity/Musical America edition

PLACIDO DOMINGO:

Mail card along with payment to:

Operatic Duets. Renato Scotto, soprano;
Placido Domingo, tenor; National Philharmonic Orchestra, Kurt Herbert Adler, cond.
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MAIL ORDER

VISTA AMERICAN ORGAN RECORDINGS. FOr a
feature review, see page 75.
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High Fidelity
1
Sound Avenue
Marion, Ohio 43302

BEYOND THE FOREGROUND:
A DIRECTORY OF
SMALLER AUDIO COMPANIES
(PART FOUR)
Close observers of the audio scene know
that just beyond the foreground of mammcth mass -market multinationals and
names that have been around so long as to
be synonymous with quality audio lies a
significant and promising multitude of companies that rarely receive the attention they
merit: the smaller and specialized manufacturers (and importers) of audio equipment and accessories. Though they are
often somewhat imprecisely referred to in
the trade as the "esoteric" or "high -end"
manufacturers, their products-and the
potential purchasers of them-probably
vary even more widely than those of the
"majors." But such companies have a few
things in common: limited production facilities and similarly limited or regional distribution, and budgets that seldom permit access through advertising to the broad national public reached by such journals as
this one. With this in mind we extended a
blanket invitation to these companies to tell
their stories in their own words for readers
of this special section. What follows Is selected (and in some cases slightly adapted)
from the responses. The first installment of
this directory appeared in January 1979.

Enjoy Music More
If the recorded music you purchase and
listen to is important In the way you enjoy life
refer to latest issues of

SChlArarlil

-1:.

Schwann-1

_

&

.

'

Schwann-2

Completely

The semiannual companion catalog for
specialized categories: popular,
rock, etc. more than two years
old, classic jazz, classical classics of the prestereo era, also
the great re -issue catalogs.
International pop A. folk on
domestic labels, spoken, educational, religious, etC. $1.25 at

opera, ballet, electronic. etc
$1.25 at your dealer's.

If your

.

Taper

new catalog each month, hundreds of new stings in many
categories Also nearly 45.000
available recordings on 600
record labels 250 tape labels.
70 quadraphonic labels, in
classcal, recent popular, rock.
jazz, musical snows. country,

SAMPLE OFFER:

.

your dealer's.

favorite afore doesn't carry Schwann, order samples by mail,

but Mom try your dealer Ant. Prices include postage and handling.

Latest Schwann-1 (monthly)
Latest Schwann-2 (semi-annual)
Combination Offer: latest Schwann-1 (monthly) and
latest Schwann-2 (semi-annual)

$2.50
$2.50
$4.50

ABC-Schwann, Single Copy Sales, Dept.
2160 Patterson Street, Cincinnati, OH 45214

Audlonics
Suite 160, 10950 SW 5 Ave.
Beaverton, Ore. 97005
Gene Still

(503)641-5225
Audionics' most popular product is the CC -2
power amplifier, combining freedom from
TIM distortion with unprecedented stability.
The BT-2 combines linear Class A circuitry
with an inherent immunity to reactive phono
cartridges. A host of highly advanced products is scheduled for introduction in the near
future, with plug-in state-of-the-art electronics designed for the ReVox A-77 tape deck
scneduled to be the first to reach production.
The LK-1 made-in-U.S.A. belt -drive turntable
has already been marketed, as has the LO -2
linear-phase loudspeaker satellite system,
with distortion -canceling push/ pull bass. Finally, there is the digitally biased Berning
tube -transistor hybrid power amplifier. Audionics is situated in the midst of Oregon's
high-technology industries, giving its design
engineers an advantage in keeping in the
forefront of audio.

CAR STEREO & CB

CATALOG
SAVE ON CAR STEREO
by Audiovox. Clarion. Craig. Jensen. Drivers, Pioneer. Sonyo.
Philips JIL. &aupunkt and Ponasonic

SAVE ON BLANK RECORDING TAPE
by

BASF,

Maxell and TDK

SAVE ON HOME STEREO SYSTEMS
Centrex by Pioneer

SAVE ON RADAR DETECTORS
by Fuzzbuster

SAVE ON CB & ACCESSORIES
by President, Clarion.
Antenna Sr_,e ualists

0

SBE.

CALL TOLL FREE TO ORDER

1-800-638-6900

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG HF-S
Nome

Fidelity Research of America

Address

P.O. Box 5242

City State

Ventura, Calif. 93003
Phil Schwartz

805-642-9277
M.qY 1979

CHARGE IT!
V/SA
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HARVEY'S AUTOSOUND & CB CENTER
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From the leading
manufacturer in professional audio,
from concert stages to recording studio ,
'
control rooms, comes The BGW Model210 Stereo
0;;
° Power Amplifier and The Model 103 Preamplifier.
Matched, precision audio components for people who will
settle for nothing less than quality and performance. Write for
complete information on BGW's high-fidelity series. We're not for
everyone -just those who demand, expect and Go For The Best.
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Co For BCW
BGW Systems., Inc.
evererle!

CIRCLE

Fidelity Research of America was formed to
handle the distribution and sales in the U.S. of
products made in Japan by the parent
company. Products distributed here include
three moving -coil cartridges, three tone arms,
and two stepup toroidal transformers. They
permit the serious audiophile to purchase

superbly matched components for their
music reproduction systems. Heretofore, the
audiophile has had to make one decision
after another in his selection and purchase.
Frequently this has meant choosing a tone
arm from one manufacturer, a cartridge from
another, and a stepup device from yet
another. Perhaps one or more of the units
frequently has not yielded optimum results.
Fidelity Research tone arms now
available range from the 12 -inch FR -12
(which fits the Linn-Sondek turntable) to the
very special and popular FR -66, a 16 -inch
transcription arm with its FR B-60 elevator
stabilizer, which permits stylus tracking angle
changes while the music is playing. This is an
invaluable adjunct, since the cutting angles
of current and past records are not
standardized.

2460 Alamo, SE, Suite 101
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
Alan E. Hill
E2
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(505) 843-9430
Plasmatronics, Inc., manufactures the Hill
Type Plasma Discharge Loudspeaker System, which is unique in that it uses a single,
massless plasma driver that operates from
700 Hz to well above audibility. The air molecules in the plasma, a hot luminous gas that
conducts electricity, are excited directly by
electric forces instead of by electromechanical coupling. This direct conversion
eliminates the problems found in conventional speaker systems, such as inaccurate
frequency response, distortion, and blurring
of the stereo image. There are no resonances
to "color" the sound, no inertia to damp transient response, no cone excursion limits tc
cause distortion or clipping, no Doppler shift
or other intermodulation-distortion mechanisms to fragment the sound, and no back going, out -of -phase wave to inhibit good
stereo imaging. Below 700 Hz an extremely
heavy duty 12 -inch subwoofer that operates
from 10 to 100 Hz is used, combined with a
highly accurate conventional 5 -inch low midrange driver that operates from 100 to 700
Hz. The integrated system is optimized to
yield excellent transient response and flat,
smooth frequency response. Each speaker in
the Hill Type System is housed in a solid
walnut enclosure measuring 571/2 by 241/2 by
181/2 inches. Also included is a special interface unit that connects to the user's home
stereo system. The system is completely
1

1

Plasmatronics, Inc.

81

13130 S. Yukon, Hawthorne, CA 90250
In Canada: Omnimedia Corp., 9653 Cote de Liesse, Dorval, Quebec H9P 1A3

automated, including monitoring of the
plasma driver and crossover frequency.
The Plasmatronics line is being handled by a small, select group of audio dealers
throughout the U.S. and in many foreign
countries. Suggested list price for the Hill
Loudspeaker System is $5,995.

PS Audio
1529-C Stowell Center
Santa Maria, Calif. 93454
Paul McGowan

(805)922-0658
PS Audio, manufacturers of the world's first

modular phono section designed to replace
and thereby improve the disc playback performance of your system, now has a
complete line.
The companion unit to our modular
phono section, the PS II, is the Linear Control
Center (LCC). This features all the switching
and control functions required in a full preamplifier as well as a unique GAIN DEFEAT control, which offers "straight wire" performance. The LCC can accept up to five separate inputs, including our fully equalized
moving -coil head amplifier that retails for
$139.95 and is powered by house current,
not batteries. The LCC retails for $199.95;
the PS II is $119.95.
Completing our line is the Model One
111611
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power amplifier, which will produce 80 watts
into 8 ohms, 130 watts into 4 ohms, and more
thar 200 watts into 2 ohms. Price: $379.95.

Qysonic Research Corp.
920 South Placentia Ave.
Placentia, Calif. 92670
Steve Dana, Corporate Vice President

(714)630-5321
Qysonic Research's philosophy from the beginning has been to make a speaker that
would set radically different standards for
state-of-the-art at an affordable price, without making any concessions of quality in the
process. We feel these criteria have been met
and exceeded in Oysonic's products.
We have 'our models in our line: the
Micro at $89 a side, the Tad at $189 a side,
the Laug (Low Augmentation Bass Unit) at
$229 apiece, and the Array at $479 a side.
One facet of our speakers is the patented Critical Alignment System, a technology util zed throughout our line. The CAS,
among other things, creates an elliptical
wave front, identical to what is created in a
concert hall, through Constructive Inter -

ference. The Laminar Flow Vent is an acoustic pressure relief device which, among other
properties, creates for each driver its own independent infinite baffle. These patents, for
example, allow our dual active 8 -inch drivers
on the "Array" to move as much air mass as
a 24 -inch woofer with the speed of a 10 -inch,
all in a cabinet only 8 inches deep. We feel
that those with lots of money don't necessarily want accuracy and those with no money
don't necessarily want boom boxes without
accuracy or imaging. Qysonic can offer the
best version of the type of sound you

want to hear in whatever price range
you want to spend.

Visonilk of America, Inc.
1177 65th St.

Oakland, Calif. 94608
Chris Hartnack, Sales Manager
(415)653-9711
Visonik of America is closely associated with
Visonik K.G. of West Germany and specializes in the development and distribution of in -
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No. 204 HIGH FIDELITY'S TEST REPORTS, 1979
No. 201 STEREO TEST REPORTS, 1979 Edition.

Edition.

...

176 -page reference guide to stereo components, How to get more for your money
more than
including performance evaluations of amplifiers, 230 manufacturers' products evaluated. Experts
A

tuners, receivers, tape decks, turntables, tone
arms, cartridges, headphones, equalizers and accessories. $2.95 on newsstands. $3.95 by mail,
postpaid.

help you choose receivers, amplifiers, tuners,
speakers, headphones, turntables, pickups, tape
equipment and system accessories. $3.95 on
newsstands. $4.95 by mail, postpaid. (Available
January 16, 1979)

No.

202 HIGH

FIDELITY'S BUYING GUIDE TO

STEREO COMPONENTS, 1979

Edition.

r

Over 2,500 audio and video products are listed
with full specifications and prices for intelligent

HIGH FIDELITY
1

Marion, OH 43302

comparison. A must for anyone about to purchase
practically any component or accessory. $2.95
on newsstands. $3.95 by mail, postpaid.

Here's my check for

Qysonic Laug

Please send

$

me. postpaid, the books I've circled below.

200

No. 200 HIGH FIDELITY'S BUYING GUIDE TO TAPE
SYSTEMS, 1979 Edition.

Complete Buying Guide to over 700 audio & video
tape decks and accessories, including new 1979
equipment and lab reports on 24 premium cassette tapes. Plus articles on tape deck specifications, live stereo recordings, the "miracle" of
metal tapes and how to record tapes for your
car. $1.95 on newsstands. $2.95 by mail.
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201

202

204
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ZIP

Payment must accompany order. Please allow
4 to 6 weeks for delivery.
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The Fischer-Dieskau
Book of

801

Lieder

Study

From the master interpreter
of the Lied: a personal
selection of more than
seven hundred and fifty of
the greatest song texts in
the international repertoire,
nn y
all in new translations by
George Bird and Richard
Stokes that enable the reader to
follow them line by line, the English
directly opposite the German.
Presents the works of Schubert,
including the three song cycles,
and a generous sampling of the
works of Brahms, Wolf, Schumann,
Liszt, Mendelssohn, Mahler, and
Strauss plus little-known pieces by
Reichardt, Zelter, Marx, Franz,
Meyerbeer, Cornelius, Busoni,
Hindemith, Fortner, and many
others. $15.00

Schubert's Songs:
A Biographical
By Dietrich Fischer-

-

Dieskau From the
greatest interpreter of

Schubert's songs-and
one of the most penetrating
singers of our time- comes
this masterly study of the
genesis and development of
Schubert's vocal music. $12.50

r
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No. 781 HANDBOOK OF MULTICHANNEL RECORDING. F. Alton Everest.
A comprehensive volume of 322 pages. with 201
illustrations. covering all aspects of live recording in
both stereo and four-channel formats
Paperbound: S7.95. Hardbound $10.95.

P
"

No. 756 FOUR -CHANNEL STEREO
FROW
SOURCE TO SOUND, 2nd Edltton (1974). Ken W.
Sessions, Jr.
Complete technical and nontechnical information
on all approaches to four -channel sound. both discrete
and matrix Paperbound: 54.95.
.

Handbook rs,
of

.:.0 d

Multichannel
Recording
Hem is very possibly the single most
important book on sound recording
for the layman or professional who
wants to make quality recordings of
musical groups. For the first time, here's
a book that covers it all- dubbing,
special effects, mixing, reverb, echo,
synthesis - for both stereo and four channel recording. Simply circle
No. 7iII on the coupon.
"Handbook of Multichannel Recording" is only one of a wide selection of
carefully chosen audio books made
available to IliGII FIUIiI.I'I Y readers
through Music Listeners' Book Service.
(Many of the selections are not readil
available in bookstores.) Choose vour
hooks front the list, circle the numbers
on the coupon, and enclose your check
or money order. That's all there is to it.
E4

.

.

No. 640 SELECTING AND IMPROVING YOUR HI -Ft

SYSTEM. (1973) Harvey Swearer.
A handy guide to what to look for. what to expect.
and what to avoid in setting up or expanding your home
audio system Paperbound: 5.4.95. Hardbound: S7.95.

Check or money order must accompany your order.
No cash or C.O.D. s, please.
Allow 60 days for delivery.
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novative audio products. Perhaps the most
notable item developed by Visonik is the David series of miniature loudspeakers. At
present there are six models available: the
D302M0, D5000, D502, D602, D702, and
D803. The D302M0 includes a mounting
bracket primarily for mobile applications, and
there is an optional mobile mounting kit for
the D5000.
To complement the Davids for various
applications is the SUB -1, a subwoofer that,
when used with the Davids, makes for a true
audiophile speaker system. The company
also supplies the A300 amp for mobile applications of the Davids and has developed the
Visonik Biamplified Auto Subwoofer System.
The fact that Davids are being used as professional monitors in recording and broadcast applications attests to their high quality
and accuracy as sound reproducers.
Visonik has also developed the Euro
series of speakers. Though they are more
conventionally sized than the Davids-and
thus provide the bass reproduction of more
conventionally sized loudspeakers-they
maintain their excellent mid- and high -frequency reproduction. And we manufacture
five quality turntables noted for their tracking
ability with cartridges that generally give difficulty to other turntables in their price range.

Win Laboratories, Inc.
7320 Hollister Ave.
(P.O. Box 332)
Goleta, Calif. 93017
Michael Detmer, Director of Sales
Win Laboratories manufactures and distributes a solid-state phono pickup, the SDT-10
Type II. This disc transducer is not a velocity magnetic generator; it is a resistive device.
Two semiconductor elements are directly
coupled to the cantilever. As the cantilever
moves it modulates a DC bias current provided by the transducer's accompanying
power source. The modulated current is returned to the power source. It is AC coupled
to provide 1.2 volts RMS into a 600 -ohm -load
output, sufficient to drive most commercially
available amplifiers.
Seventeen dB of RIAA equalization is
done mechanically in the transducer itself.
This unique feature combined with the high
output of the SDT enables the user to run the
Win disc transducer through two 10,000 ohm audiotaper pots directly into a power
amplifier. Eliminating the circuitry of a
preamp puts us one step closer to the ideal
"straight wire." It also enables the consumer
to apportion the money saved by not purchasing a preamp for a better amplifier, turntable, or speakers.
The SDT-10 Type II is available in two
versions. The Professional disc transducer is
equipped with a UT -58 duraluminum cantilever and retails for $360. The Laboratory
Standard disc transducer uses a WAS -10 Boron cantilever and retails for $500.
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Eumig, one of -fie world's leaders in electro-mechancal research and development, has introduced a revoluticnary new
technology to cassette recording. It's the OPTO -ELECTRONIC
SERVO CAPS-AN DRIVE SYSTEM incorporated it the unique
Eumig CCD Tits technology offers so many advantages that
the Eumig CCD will out -perform every other casse-te transport.

Ultra -Precision: The unique Eumig photo disc
Other decks use old-fashioned
belts and flywheels to control
the capstan. In the Eumig design
these are replaced by a lightweight disc. photo -etched with
2500 radii, spaced precisely
I/50mm apart. When rotated,
these radii create 15,000 pulses
per second for instantaneous
optically -sensed speed corrections. Wow and flutter

,.

Vr

cti

G

reliability.

Advanced
technology features
The comprehensive features of
the CCD reflect Eumig's innovative
technological approach. Two parallel LED displays
allow simultaneous monitoring of both channel levels. Full solenoid/MOS logic is operated by feather-touch controls with
logic -programmed LED indicators, and the flexible two -input
mixing facilities use strictly DC controlled circuitry.

Perfect recording every time

is a

mere 0.05% WRNS, and speed accuracy

with circuit boards rather
than wires, for utmost

a

is

±

1%.

The Eumig photo disc weighs about I/70th as much as a typical
flywheel. When combined with an almost inertia-free, coreless
drive motor, the CCD offers a startup time of less than 0.04
seconds, which means you never hear the wowing sound after
a pause in recording. And the CCD boasts the fastest rewind
time in the world-an astonishingly low 40 sec. (C-60).

Rugged reliability
The Opto -Electronic Servo System is only one among many
dramatic advantages of the Eumig CCD. It offers th-ee precision heads of our own design, mounted in a die-cast aluminum
carrier made at our own facilities (as are virtually all parts of the
CCD), for greatest precision. The Eumig CCD is engineered

Perfect performance is guaranteed with every type of tape because the Eumig CCD offers virtually flat frequency response to
20,000Hz (chrome); Dolby calibration adjustment for different
tape sensitivities; and an azimuth adjustment to optimize high
frequency performance with each and every tape.

The Eumig CCD, probably the finest deck in the wo-Id, is now
available for $1300, including `ull-function remote control, at
select audio outlets throughout the country. Write to us for the
name of the dealer nearest you. Then listen and compare. We
believe you'll agree-it's incomparable.

eumig
Eumig (USA) Inc., Lake Success Business Park, 225 Community Drive,
Great Neck, New York 11020, (516) 466-6533

OO
Shaun Cassidy:
More than Meets the Eye
by Todd Everett
For a teenage idol, Shaun Cassidy is

thinking deep
thoughts these days. Some of them have to
do with an identity crisis. Not his: Contrary to popular belief, Shaun is well aware of who he is and what
he's doing. No, it's his audience that has the identity
crisis. "People think," he says, "that the records I
make are deliberately aimed at whatever the mentality of a twelve -year -old is. But that's not true. My
music progresses with each new record, and I try to
bring my audience along with me. My fans, those who
pay attention, are much more on top of it than people
will give them credit for."
As is he. Look at it this way: Shaun admits to
being twenty years old. Born into a show -business
family, he's been on the boards for most of his life following his parents-Shirley Jones and the late Jack
Cassidy-from films to summer stock to Broadway
and back. He's "been around," as they say, and he's
quite serious about his career and his music. Yet the
typical review of his live show, which toured the country last summer, centered less on his performances
than it did on the fact that his audience was composed
almost entirely of young teenagers and their parents.
That may be true. But it's his contention, as well as
that of those around him, that his show can be enjoyed
by anyone who keeps an open mind.
What all of this boils down to is Cassidy's accurate claim that he's "a serious rock & roller," and he,
no doubt, would like to be treated accordingly. "I belong to a generation that has never known anything
but rock & roll. In fact, the first songs I remember very
clearly are the ones from '66 and '67 [that would've
made him eight or nine]-Herman's Hermits, the
Beatles, the Lovin' Spoonful. I always loved the Beach
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I remember Jimi Hendrix and a couple of
the Turtles' records."
But these were not exactly his first experiences
with popular music. "I remember being on the set of
The Music Man [Shaun's mother played Marian the
Librarian in the 1962 screen version] and onstage with
both of my parents. Mom would take me everywhere
with her and have me in the chorus somewhere-dancing, singing, or playing in a tree, and trying to look
older than I was. I did On a Clear Day You Can See
Forever and The Sound of Music with her in summer
stock and High Button Shoes with my dad, all the time
thinking that that was what music was. When I discovered rock & roll, it probably had more impact on me

Boys, and

y

9

"I was so clean-cut that
they all hated me."
than it did on kids who hadn't had that kind of background."
It was to be his calling. It seems almost prophetic
that Da Doo Ron Ron, the single that launched his career in this country in 1975, was "the first recording I
ever bought." (He's referring to the original Crystals
recording.) "When I was going to kindergarten and
the first grade, the bus driver was always playing KHJ,
Los Angeles' biggest Top 40 station."
School continued to have more influence than the
home front, and by the time he reached high school,
Shaun was playing in a band (and on a baseball team)
called the Beverly Hills Brats. The Brats specialized in
such staples as the Iron Butterfly's In-A-Gadda-DaVida and Led Zeppelin's Communication Breakdown,
playing at parties, Bar Mitzvahs, and anywhere that
an audience could be persuaded to listen.
But the fun came to a temporary standstill when
he was sent off to a private boarding school in Pennsylvania. It was a turning point in his life: "I hated that
school. It was sort of a place for rich hippie delinquents-ax murderers down the hall. I was so cleancut that they all hated me. So every night after dinner,
to avoid getting beaten up or thrown into the lake, I'd
go into the music room, lock myself up with the piano,
and write songs about home and girls and things. I
have yet to recapture the passion that I put into those
songs-I was miserable, angry, and hurt, ... real
strong emotions."
A brief stay in New York City followed, giving
Shaun a taste of what is, to some, the Real World.
"There was this club called the Coventry, a really
grimy place. Kiss was playing there, and the New
York Dolls. Going to that place and meeting the
people were really strong influences on me. Those
weren't the kinds of people that Mom would introduce me to, but the fact that they weren't and still accepted me made me feel really good.
"If you grow up in an environment like Beverly
Hills, you get an unrealistic view of what life is all

110
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Cassidy-not for teenyboppers only

about. New York isn't pretty. Hollywood isn't pretty.
But in New York and Hollywood, the people know
that much of what's going on is a facade. In Beverly
Hills, people really believe in the life they're living."
So when he returned home he brought a new perspective. "Things had changed a great deal. I saw
them in a different light. The band wasn't as good as I
remembered it; the songs didn't hold up. So that was
that: I decided to pursue a solo career."
But, recalls a friend, "Shirley was adamant that
Shaun finish school. She would not allow him to go
professional until he had. She was a very good mother,
and Shaun and [half-brother] David adored her." So,
back to Beverly Hills High.
For several months in 1972-73, during the height
of Hollywood's glamor-rock phase, local teenagers
would flock to a Sunset Boulevard establishment
called Rodney Bingenheimer's English Discotheque.
The club was small, admitted all ages, served fruit
juice and English beer, and-like no other place in
town-gave the kids an opportunity to listen to the latest hit records from England. Sweet got their first
American exposure here, and so did bands like Silver head, Mud, Slade, and Showaddywaddy. Suzi
Quatro, Gary Glitter, and Larry Lurex (an early incarnation of Freddie Mercury) were also objects of
idolatry in this glitter hall of fame where the boys frequently were prettier than the girls and everyone wore
various combinations of makeup, sparkle, leather, and
silk. It was quite a scene, and into it stepped young
Shaun Cassidy: "I was about sixteen and going
through a period of classic teenage rebellion. Not so
much against my parents as against school and all of
those things that I was told to do but didn't really want
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to do. I wanted to play rock & roll. Real rock & rollnot screw around with m.o.r. or anything else."
When Cassidy and a band of his high school
friends (including bassist Ivan Kral, who much later
joined Patti Smith's group) appeared for a few dates at
Rodney's under the name of Longfellow, they didn't
exactly go unnoticed. In a situation somewhat similar
to the recent John -Joey Travolta press phenomenon,
Shaun and his long blond hair had already begun to
arouse interest among the publishers of teen -oriented
fan magazines. (Older brother David was quite a teen
idol in his day, thanks to his regular role on the Partridge Family TV series and a varyingly successful
recording career.)

"I was an international
star
wrapping Christmas
presents for pocket money."

...

"Rodney was trying to hype his club," says Cassidy. who seems slightly embarrassed by the whole experience. "It was his idea. We were just looking for a
place to play. It was the first time we'd appeared at any
club. I had no idea that all of the press in the world
would be there."
Bingenheimer remembers things differently: "Oh
pooh! It was Shaun's idea. and he loved it. He had all

Lloyd. who has produced all of Shaun
Cassidy's records, is a likely teen idol himself, a
fact attested to by the sacks of fan mail that this
twenty -nine -year -old millionaire receives.
A classically trained pianist and son of musical comedy veteran Suzanne Lloyd, Michael began playing electric guitar in his teens. He became apprenticed
to producer, record executive, and current lieutenant
governor of California Mike Curb when he was sixteen and produced his first million -selling record (Lou
Rawls's 1971 Grammy -winning Natural Man) at
twenty-one. In the years since, Lloyd says he has produced more than forty-three gold albums and singles
for such acts as the Osmonds. New Seekers. Bellamy
Bros., Coven, Al Martino. Steve Lawrence and Eydie
Gorme, and other pop -oriented artists. He was a
member of the vaguely psychedelic West Coast Pop
Art Experimental Band during the Sixties, and of Cotton, Lloyd & Christian during the early Seventies.
Like Curb and Cassidy, Lloyd has an affinity for
rock numbers from the late Fifties through the mid Sixties. He met Shaun Cassidy while producing a
record for brother David and says that Shaun impressed him: "He was very talented, eager to be successful, and a very hard worker."
Like Cassidy. Lloyd denies that the singer's records
are slanted to any particular age group: "When you're
on at seven o'clock on Sunday, obviously every kid in

of the Beverly Hills in -crowd down there." Rodney recalls that Cassidy's repertoire included material by
Chuck Berry and the Beach Boys and an original
called Stranded in Beverly Hills. Cassidy wore a jump
suit, no shirt, and suspenders.
"He was very mature in some ways, and quite
sure of himself." recalls Michele Meyer, who now
helps book acts at L.A.'s Whisky a Go Go. "There was
a sophisticated Jack Cassidy trying to break out of this
pimply kid. I knew he was going to be a god."
"He had to be," adds Bingenheimer. "He had the
look. The young g.rls ... all of the magazines went for

him."

They included several European publications,
whose representatives had been especially invited by
either Cassidy or Bingenheimer; each now credits (or
blames) the other. Rodney says, "Remember, Shaun
wasn't doing anything. He wasn't acting and wasn't
making records. But now all of the European papers
could print pictures of him fronting a band. Over in
Germany. you'd open a copy of Bravo and it looked
like he was playing all over the place. It was a classic
scam."

About a year later, in 1975, Shaun auditioned for
producer Mike Curb. He and his associate, Michael
Lloyd (see below), signed Shaun to Curb Records,
which had a distribution deal with Warner Bros.
"We'd met Shaun a couple of years earlier." says

r

Michael
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Michael Lloyd-an impressive track record

the country's going to he watching. Of course he's
quite good-looking, and that helps. But Shaun is a
performer. He could be Rod Stewart or Elvis Presley. I
don't know what he wants to be. I do know that he continues to improve. He's an electrifying performer, not
like a Ricky Nelson, who just stands there.... You've
got to move, develop your audience. Look at Stevie
Wonder and Paul Simon and people with that kind of
longevity. They're always changing."
Would Shaun record something like Stewart's Do
You Think I'm Sexy? "I can't imagine why not. I don't
think of that song as being unappealing to teenagers
or anybody. think of that as being an across -the hoard record. would be proud to have a song like
that on a Shaun Cassidy album."
1

1
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Lloyd, "but he wasn't ready then. By the time we got
together again, he'd gained some notoriety in Germany. We decided to release the first record in Europe. to capitalize on that." Shaun's entrée into the
record business was a cheerful, midtempo pop/country ballad called Morning Glory. Though it was apparently a hit in Holland, the followup-Eric Carmen's
That's Rock & Roll-was responsible for his real
launching.
"I was sitting in a hotel room in London, playing
Eric's album," says Cassidy. "I heard the song and

"I decided to do the
Hardy Boys hoping that
it would get canceled."
wanted to do it. There was some resistance from the
record company, who thought it was a bit gritty-the
lines about playing bars, for instance. Michael Lloyd
this producer' was my biggest supporter." The record
went to No. in Australia and reached the Top 10 in
Germany, Holland, and several other countries. But
Cassidy still hadn't released a single in the U.S.
"All of the money from the foreign sales was just
enough to cover the cost of recording and promotional
touring, so I didn't have any money. It was Christmastime, and I needed to buy presents and stuff. So I got a
job at Saks Fifth Avenue department store. I was an
international star, with a major record contract,
wrapping Christmas presents for pocket money."
Shortly thereafter, Cassidy was signed to portray
one of television's Hardy Boys. He says that, though it
appeared to be a plum role, he was hesitant to take it:
"My manager was trying to sell NBC the idea of a variety special, based on the idea that even though no
one in this country had ever heard of me, I was gonna
be terrific.
"In the meantime, I wasn't working, wanted to
move out of my parents' house, and needed money.
didn't want to do the variety special, so I decided to do
The hardy Boys, hoping that it would get canceled after a season or so-which it did, after two years. But
when I took the part, all could think was, 'Boy, this is
going to put a damper on my serious rock aspirations.
Guess I won't be the Beatles after all.'"
As it turned out, playing a teenage detective during prime time proved quite complementary to his
rock & roll career. The success of his third European
single, Da Do Ron Ron, led to its subsequent release in
this country. That, along with his debut album, he
says, sold in the millions: "When the producers found
that out, they wanted me to sing on the show. I agreed
to, just to promote the record. That was the highest rated episode we had."
Maintaining two careers and touring to promote
his second album, "Born Late" (1977), was not easy.
"The first concerts were done while we were still
1

1
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shooting the TV series, so I had to work around it. I'd
leave on Friday, play two shows on Saturday and one
in another town on Sunday. It wasn't until the show
was canceled that we were able to go out full time."
Cassidy's performing band inc uded several of
the musicians who played on his albums-producer
Lloyd on rhythm guitar and backing vocals, a keyboardist who had worked with Three Dog Night, and
three backup singers. The selection of songs included
oldies and originals from his first, second, and then upcoming "Under Wraps" albums, plus a couple of
surprises. "Each night, we'd work up some old rock &
roll number just for the show. Most of them we'd perform only a few times during the tour. That's where
two of the songs on the live album come from. Rip It
Up and Twist and Shout are probably my favorite
tunes on it."
Most of the material on "That's Rock & Roll"
was taped during his four -night run at the outdoor
Greek Theatre in Los Angeles last July. Does he have
high hopes for it? "Well," he shrugs philosophically,
"if there's anyone out there who went to the concerts,
remembers what they were like, and wants to hear
them again, perhaps we'll sell a few albums."*
In the meantime, the onetime aspiring "next Beatles" is working on his acting, writing, and singing pro-

fessions-simultaneously. His first TV movie, Like
Normal People, in which he played one of two mentally retarded lovers, aired in mid -April on ABC-TV.
He's also well into production on his next album,
which he says will concentrate on his new band and
his songwriting.
"I have a tendency to write story songs or songs
that are autobiographical. But it's difficult to spill your
guts out without sounding too cliched. It works for
Jackson Browne, and it worked for John Lennon, but
they're great lyricists.
"I'm not trying to be something I'm not. I'm not
trying to be a `sophisticated artist'-for me, that's a lot
of jive. I'm not out to make some kind of artsy record
that you've got to delve deep into. That's not what
rock & roll's about. It's a feeling, an energy. You
shouldn't have to think that much."
And what about that segment of his live audience
that he panders to so shamelessly by jumping through
paper hoops and peeling off successive layers of clothing to prepubescent squeals of delight? "Look, I could
have recorded more songs like Da Doo Ron Ron, and
I'm sure a lot of people would like to have seen me do
that. But I haven't been playing it safe. There's only so
much that you can see from the hack of a limousine
during a tour, but there's been so much happening to
me so quickly that I've been learning a whole lot, quite
fast." Something tells me that we'd best keep our eye
on this lad. After all, he's not exactly an aging rock
star.

'Not

in the immediate future. At the eleventh hour, Cassidy's management announced a long postponement for the release of "That's
Rock & Roll." No explanation was given.
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Radio Programming Consultants:
.The Power Elite
by Donna L. Halper
morning and your favorite radio station suddenly has switched from an
easy -listening to an all -disco format. The lady deejay
you had been brushing your teeth to every morning
for the last five years has been retired from what's
known as morning drive time and replaced by someone who sounds like a used -car salesman. You're furious. You hastily turn your dial in retaliation.
Well, that's your decision. But that's also progress. What your ex -favorite station is quite literally
banking on is gaining lots of new listeners for every
old faithful one that it loses. Witness New York's
WKTU-FM: It went from easy-listening to all -disco
and within three months jumped from a one -share to
a ten -share to become the most listened -to station in
the Metropolitan area.
Chances are, the person responsible for your station's and for many another's recent mysterious
changes was an independent programming consultant. Kent Burkhart, for instance, not only masterminded WKTU's switch, but is in the process of doing
the same for over forty other broadcast outlets across
the country. WKTU's runaway success is indicative of
just how much power he and a handful of colleagues
wield in an industry that affects millions of people and
in turn generates billions of dollars in record sales.
As in other businesses, a radio station will often
call in a third party when it is losing money-usually
due to a decreasing listenership and the resulting low
ratings. After studying the station's programming formats, ratings history, competition, and-in some
cases-market demographics, the consultant will come
up with a plan. Management may accept or reject it,
but, since the consultant's services have been paid for
You wake up one

Donna L. Halper is a free-lance journalist who has
served as a deejay and music directorfor several stations
in the East.
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up to that point, the station will usually avail itself of
his market -research data. If it agrees with his plan, it
may then contract him to implement it.
Burkhart, in this case, may go as far as restaffing
the station, in addition to selecting the music it will
broadcast. He and his associate Lee Abrams, who
work out of Atlanta, contact all of their clients weekly
to let them know what the up-and-coming hits are.
Their predictions, are based on a combination of
record sales, questionnaires, and "ear tests"-i.e.,
playing a record for randomly selected listeners and
asking them what they think of it. Naturally, Burkhart
and Abrams-like all consultants-pride themselves

WKTU-FM went from
easy listening to all -disco
and within three months jumped
from a one -share to a ten -share.
on their ability to accurately predict a record's success.
Nowadays consultants work with both AM and
FM outlets, but in the earliest days of consulting, most
of their attention was focused on AM Top 40-stations
that played only the current hits, with some selected
oldies. Bill Drake, now in the radio syndication business with Gene Chenault, was one of the first AM consultants, and his work with the RKO General chain
has been widely imitated. It was his research-which
indicated listeners wanted to hear their favorite songs
more often-that caused so many stations to slash
their playlists down to thirty or in some cases even fifteen hit singles and repeat them over and over. Claude
Hall, of Claude Hall's Radio Report, recalls that "Bill
Drake refined Top 40 to its ultimate form."
A few years later, Lee Abrams did something
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similar for album rock. Actually, he got into consulting quite by accident. "In the mid -'60s," he remembers, "the groups that all my friends and I liked
weren't being played on AM at all. Rock artists like
the Grateful Dead, the Yardbirds, and Cream had excellent albums but no hit singles, so they didn't get any
airplay. The only place you could hear their music
back then was in concert."
His first opportunity to meet the needs of what he
perceived as a growing album -rock audience came
when a friend at WQDR-FM, an ailing station in
Raleigh, North Carolina, asked for some programming advice. (At the time, Abrams was working for an
ABC -FM outlet in Detroit.) Abrams suggested he try
an album -rock orientation that featured the best cuts
from major acts' LPs, along with the best of the current, non-teeny-bopper hit singles. In essence, he was
telling them to aim for the eighteen- to thirty -fouryear -old listeners. WQDR in Raleigh tried Lee's ideas
and shot to No. 1. This not only delighted management, but eventually helped Lee land a job with
Burkhart, who was consulting mostly for AM outlets
at the time.
WQDR was among the first instances of FM's
transformation into an alternative rock -music outlet.
"As the musical tastes of the American people
changed and Top 40 radio did not," says Hall, "more
and more FMs started switching to pop music and live
announcers. Suddenly there was a need for someone
with expertise to hire and train the FM staffs." In
some cities, the demand for variety led to the emergence of "free -form" FM, which generally broadcast
everything from raggas to rock & roll. Top 40 was considered "unhip" at these stations-airing hit singles
was strictly verboten. So popular music radio (not including Muzak) offered two extreme choices: FM's
free -form, characterized by unpredictable programming of often obscure music, or AM's rigidly structured, very repetitious programming of Top 40.
Bob Henabery, who currently consults for more
than thirty stations, was one of the first to recognize
the need for a middle ground. He felt the listener
should have the chance to hear the more popular albums as well as the hit singles. At the time (the early
'70s), Henabery was director of program development
for ABC radio. Some of his automated FM outlets
were failing to turn a profit anyway, so he decided to
try some of his ideas. He directed his stations to play
artists with some degree of free -form's "hip" image,
but also to play well-known, mass -appeal acts such as
the Beatles or Elton John, and to do so in a controlled
rotation-that way listeners would know what to expect and when.
The ABC -FM album -rock format, later named
Rock 'n' Stereo, had its first noteworthy success at
KLOS in Los Angeles, under the direction of Tom
Yates and Tim Powell. The station's ratings quadrupled almost immediately. Powell was soon asked to
consult for all six ABC -FM rock stations, and Hena-
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bery's success with the FM group led to a promotion
to work the AM group. Powell customized a format
for each station, so that they wouldn't sound like carbon copies of one another. He showed the program directors, many of whom had come from free -form and
had no real experience working within a structure,
how to use local and national sales research and how
to execute their particular formats effectively. Many
of the people he worked with have gone on to do some
important things of their own. Dwight Douglas, who
was at WDVE in Pittsburgh, now works with Abrams;
Yates also went on to become an independent consultant.
Burkhart, Powell, and Henabery all design formats to fit individual stations. Abrams does not. When
he first joined Burkhart and became the FM specialist,
he came up with the Superstars format-an improved
version of the North Carolina station's album -rock.
with strong appeal for young adults. One station this
has worked well for is Milwaukee's WLPX. "The owners decided to bring Lee in," says program director
Tom Daniels, "because they felt WLPX hadn't yet
lived up to its full potential. Since the Superstars format had done well in other cities, they felt it could do
equally well in Milwaukee." They were right. WLPX
is also used as a test market: not only does Abrams advise Daniels on what is selling nationally, but Daniels
reports back on local reaction to new or unfamiliar
artists. WQDR in Raleigh is another test market for
the Abrams group. Former music director Bill Hard
(who now writes The Hard Report for the trade) says
that some records that have become national hits were
first aired in on WQDR. "We were the first station to
play At Seventeen by Janis Ian and Fooled A round and
Fell in Love by Elvin Bishop. Lee provided us with
helpful research about what artists were popular in
other cities, but he also trusted us to break new artists."
By comparison, ABC -FM radio is extremely conservative: Nowadays the stations play only name artists whose albums are in the Top 30. If, however, another station airs a new record and management sees a
positive reaction to it, it will add that record to the
playlists. In most cases, neither the ABC nor the CBS
chain uses outside consultants. Rick Sklar, mastermind of WABC-AM in New York, is ABC's current
vice president of programming. He and FM president
Allen Shaw do their own market research and base
their programming decisions on national sales figures.
NBC, on the other hand, has used independent consultants, and one of them is Bob Henabery. Two years
ago he became one of the first to produce a successful
disco station-WKYS, an NBC station in Washington,

D.C.

Since so many stations are using consultants, and
since record companies depend largely upon airplay
for record sales, it's a safe bet that label promotion
representatives put on their Sunday best when they go
calling on radio consultants. Convincing Lee Abrams
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Joan Hall

that you've got a hit record can mean exposing that
record to up to sixty different major audiences across
the country. Bobbie Silver, a regional promotion representative for RSO records, says that since Abrams
bases most of his decisions on hard marketing research data, making a case for a new artist can be a
real challenge. "I try to get him to see my artist in concert," she explains, "or offer to give away albums;
sometimes I even offer the artist for a special concert
at one of Lee's stations. Fortunately, Lee has some stations that are willing to take a chance."
Roger Lifeset, an independent promoter who
works for several labels, calls hundreds of stations
weekly-either to persuade them to add a record or to
get feedback on those they are playing. He says some
stations are free to add a record if they like it, but others must wait for an okay from their consultant. "Most
of the time, consultants don't really hamper me. But it
would make things easier if I could just deal on a direct basis with each station without that third party."
Like most promoters, Lifeset agrees that consultants
can break a disc by adding it to their playlists. They
can also stop a record dead by telling their stations to
drop it.
Are consultants the answer to every problem?
Certainly many respected radio programmers like the
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overview they provide. Chuck Dunaway has been a
successful announcer and program director in many
major cities. Though he has never used one, he feels
that consultants are "a clearinghouse for all kinds of
music information as well as a good source of feedback. They do sell a real service, and they do solve

problems."
Dick Oppenheimer former senior vice president
of Starr Broadcasting and now the owner of several
Texas stations, agrees: "I would not hesitate to make
use of a consultant's expertise. When I was with Starr,
our Detroit station was having problems, so we called
in Abrams, who had some solid ideas."
On the other hand, Shelly Grafman, executive

Convincing Lee Abrams
that you've got a hit record
can mean exposing
that record to up to sixty
different major audiences.
vice president of Century Broadcasting, feels that consultants are fine for some stations but not for iis. After
eleven years at KSHE-FM, a successful St. Louis rock
station, he says, "I know my market better than any
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Bee Gees, for instance, since it feels the group doesn't
have a strong enough rock image for the station. All
music is chosen by the program director and her staff

outsider. While I respect consultants for what they do,
I feel no need to rely on one. Our ratings are excellent,
and we have a feel for what St. Louis wants to hear.

at weekly music meetings.
WIOQ in Philadelphia, another successful station, has a philosophy similar to KMET's. It concentrates on playing the best of all types of rock-and only
rock-music. "WIOQ wasn't supposed to succeed," recalls assistant program director Helen Leicht. "Our
owners even called in some consultants for advice, and
they all said the market couldn't support another album station. But the owners gave us a year to turn the
station around anyway." And they did.
As Kent Burkhart put it when asked to define
consulting, "It's a marriage of science and emotion,
experience and expertise. It's having the research but
knowing how to use it." There is certainly no question
that consultants play a major role in radio today, as
stations fiercely compete for the No. spot. Hiring a
consultant can be expensive, and few will disclose
exactly what they charge for their services-probably
between $700 and $3,000 a month, depending on the
size of the station. But for those stations who owe their
newfound success to a programming consultant, that's
a small price to pay.

"Research is valuable, but
you shouldn't be a
slave to it."
We aren't afraid to play new records-we even helped
to break Rod Stewart. We are involved with our audience and with our city. And you can't get that kind

of involvement long-distance."
Jim Ladd, an announcer at the equally popular
KMET in Los Angeles and producer of a syndicated
interview show called Inner View, echoes Grafman's
sentiments. Both KSHE and KMET are free -form and
thus avoid the use of a fixed or predictable playlist.
"Research is valuable, but you shouldn't be a slave to

1

it. We love rock music here-we go to concerts, keep in
constant contact with our audience, and play familiar
hit groups like Boston as well as new groups. If a
record feels right to us, we play it. If we don't think it's
appropriate, we don't play it." KMET doesn't play the

BRUBECK-DI RECT-TO-DISC!
THE ULTIMATE MATCHUP!
Billboard Map.-"The Direct to Disc hit
of the year."
Modern Recording-"One of the Ten best
Direct to Disc's ever."
Practical Hi-Fi-"It sets new standards
in recording and has something for

That's what critics everywhere are
saying about Dave's recent
Direct -to -Disc release. Highly acclaimed
for superior sound, inspired
performances and unequaled packaging,
this limited edition album has become
more than a collectors item.
Here are a few comments made about
Dave's -latest musical effort.

DIRECT- DISKY [ABS
16 Music Circle South
Nashville, Tenn. 37203
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The
Concorde.
The reason for its name is obvious.
Less apparent is that the Concorde launches
a new era in the reproduction of sound from
records. A strong claim, but true.

Consider. The weight or mass of your phono
cartridge as well as the "headshell" of the
tonearm in which it is installed, is a most
decisive factor in record wear and distortion.
Although the new Ortofon Concorde
(shown actual size) combines a cartridge and
headshell within a single form, it weighs less than
most headshells alone! And since only low mass
can respond adequately to record warp, the
Concorde offers the best way to track every record
even those that are badly warped.
What about the cartridge of the Concorde?
First, it weighs 1.5 grams.
That's 1.5 grams!
Second, the cartridge operates on the variable
magnetic shunt (VMS) principle. This patented
system provides high separation and astonishingly
low distortion (less than 1%!).
That's less than 1%!
Quite obviously, the VMS design and
unparalleled low mass, places Ortofon at the
frontier of cartridge technology. The dividends
it offers to those who love music and struggle to
protect their records is incalculable.
We suggest that you contact us for complete
information about the Concorde.
From Ortofon, 122 Dupont St.,
Plainview, N.Y. 11803.
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Trouper

Uni-Sync Trouper I Monitor Mixer. The
Trouper I sa corn pact stage monitor systeni designed to accept eight microphones (as many as twenty with the separate expander module) and capable of
feeding four independent monitor outputs. Each input has a 10 and a 20 dB
attenuator switch, which may be combined for 30 dB of attenuation. Below
each set of these is a three -band graphic
equalizer, with 150 Hz shelving. 2 kHz
reciprocal peak and dip. and 8 k11z
shelving circuits for each input. Next in
line is a sot.o switch, which sends its input signal to a circuit for metering and
previewing through the solo output or
the headphone jack. These switches follow the EQ but precede the faders-each
input position also has four slide pots for
sending that signal source in differing
amounts to each of the outputs.
The output section of the Trouper I
has master faders for each of the output
busses, and each fader has low-cut and
high -cut filter switches just above it.
Above the four output faders are more
solo switches, which follow the buss.
and an LED VU meter calibrated in 3 dB steps: a single red LED indicates
peaks. Immediately above the meter is a
slide fader to control the headphone
(600-ohm output) volume and solo volume. A POWER ON/OFF rocker switch
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monitor mixer and optional expander m 'dole

and headphone jack complete the front
panel.
The hack panel has eight female XLR

connectors feeding balanced I50 -ohm
inputs and uses high -quality Switchcraft
connectors. The output connections. including the solo output. are phone
jacks. and a multipin jack provides connection to the slave or expander module.
A nondetachable power cord with a fuse
holder is close at hand.
Trouper I is your basic monitor system-no frills or doodads. As such, it
does its job commendably. We experienced no crosstalk between output channels and were unable to overload the inputs to the point where the sound was
had. Certainly the unit is quiet-we encountered no objectionahle noise of any
kind. Though the faders are a little tight
to the touch. that's better than loose. The
attenuation is rapid because the travel of
the faders is short, so you have to be alert
when using them during performance.
Of course. the reason for the short travel
of the faders. and for their small size and
tight grouping, is that the whole mixer is
only 10 inches from top to bottom (and
19 inches wide for rack mounting). I'm
sure Uni-Sync considers this a benefit
because space -saving is always an important factor for a performing band.
But damn. those things are small! The

blue rocker switches for the input pads
(the whole board is color -coded) feel
good You can feel the click when they
are pushed in or out of the circuit. The
rocker switches for sow. however, are
mushy-hut then, their action is identifiable through the headphones.
The three -band equalizers have a
range of 20 dB and the frequency selection (150 Hz. 2 kHz, and 8 k I Iz) is good.
These are effective hands for monitor
work. The low-cut and high -cut filters at
each output fader, in conjunction with
the equalizers, give a high measure of
control over the monitor feed.
With its compact size. good flexibility.
and wholly satisfactory performance capabilities. this system looks like a good
bet if you're in the market for a monitor
mixer. The specs are good. it s made of
I3 -gauge steel, and it weighs only seventeen pounds. Uni-Sync had not yet
written a manual for the Trouper I when
I
used it. and the combination spec
sheet/flyer wouldn't be much help for
novices. But the company promises to
remedy this by the time you read these
words, and if your unit comes without
one, you can get in touch with the Customer Service Department. The mixer
sells for $799 and the expander module

for the same.

FRED MILLER
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When you

Test-drive the best speakers
from Britain
you'll drive home with real sound.

You're a confirmed audiophile and
nobody can fool you with a lot of promises.
You're ready for the ultimate test
and only your ear will be convinced.
When you test-drive the best from
Britain we know we'll have your ear and
maybe a lot more.
When you're ready, take a variety
of recorded music into your dealers. ( Use
direct disc recordings so you can put our
speakers to the real test.)
We know you'll be amazed at the

accuracy.
And we'll have turned another
confirmed audiophile into a dedicated
Anglophile.
We've been convincing lovers of
sound in Britain for over half a century.
And we've earned our reputation as the
leader by not compromising.
We don't rely on gimmicks. Every
speaker in our completely new line of systems is based on sound engineering principles and tested thoroughly.
As you know, with everything in audio, it's the end result that counts, not the
means to get there.
But we don't neglect the means
either. To get your ear, we use our English
craftsman's pride in carefully putting together the right components for delivering
a broad range of sound smoothly and uniformly so you get the flattest response

First we'll start
with the Ditton

442-made for

e

i,

the music lover,

who warts full
bass sound.
Large presentation for hi-

power system.
Sealed box

design-Inside,
second sealed
infinite transmission line enclosure for the
mid -range unit.
a

Drive units:

330
mm bass unit
with 46 mm
FC 121,

voice coil.

o

_

d

FC 61, 130

mm mid -range
with 25 mrn
voice coil.

d

HF 2001 trebunit with 19
mm voice coil.
Controlled by
14 element dividing network
with fuse prole

tection for the
treble unit.
What you get
is less restric-

possible.
When you take a look at the specs
you'll see what we mean.
We've shown the Ditton 662. but
all three new Ditton speakers, besides
being technologically superb and precision
engineered, are beautifully styled and
assembled in the fine English cabinetmaking tradition, to fit into any decor.
And we've used a completely different design concept for each of them to
satisfy your individual taste and budget.
So now that you've grown up to real
sound, you can test-drive your choice of
the best sound from Britain.
But you won't be able to find them
at just any dealer. For our select list of
shopkeepers who carry Celestion, simply
drop us the coupon and we'll send
ybu the list by return post.
But don't delay, the traffic may be
heavy.

0

lion, overall
balance openness with no
coloration.

Then move
up to the Ditton
551

For outstanding dispersion

-tight

sound.

A vented box

design with improved bass response from a
smaller bass
unit.
Drive units:
PC 101, 290
mm bass unit

with 50 mm
voice cod.
MD 701 midrange with 46
mm voice coil.
HF 2001 treble unit with 19
mm voice coil.
Controlled by
15 element

network with
fuse protection
and failure light
for the treble
unit.
Also level
controls for treble and midrange up to
2 dB boost and
6 dB cut.

And finally, the
top of the line,
the Ditton 662.
Our passive
radiator (ABR)
system gives
solid bass,
smooth re sponse and dis-

persion, and
stereo imaging.

with all
power amUse

plufters.

Has 3 active
drive units and
passive radiator.
Drive units:
FC 122 bass

unit, 330 mm
passive with
double suspension for pure
axial move ment.
MD 501 midrange with 52
mm voice coil.
HF 2001 treble unit with 19
mm voice coil.
Controlled by
14 element
network with
fuse protection
for treble unit.

Mail to:

Celestion Industries, Inc., Dept. H-59
Kuniholm Drive
Holliston. Ma. 01746
Gentlemen: I'm ready to test drive the best
speakers from Britain. Please send me
more information on:
Ditton 662 0 Ditton 551 0 Ditton 442
O Name of nearest Celestion dealer
Name
Address
Zip
State
City
Name of speakers you currently own

Celestion.

Nobody sounds better than the British.
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Records
CRISPIN CIOE
KEN EMERSON
TODD EVERETT
TOBY GOLDSTEIN
SAMUEL GRAHAM
DON HECKMAN

STEPHEN HOLDEN

GARY KENTON
JOHN STORM ROBERTS
SAM SUTHERLAND

NICK TOSCHES
JOHN S. WILSON

Cuban band, first and foremost, and
anything else they are must be understood in that context. But the way in
which they explore their heritage, adding to it their skills and their love of traditional jazz, tells us something about
what has been missing in our own music
is a

Cuba's Irakere:
A Jazz Milestone
by Don Heckman
of the saddest side effects of the
long disengagement between the
United States and Cuba has been the loss
of any opportunity to hear new Cuban
music and-perhaps more important-its
consequent failure to influence ours in
recent years. Early twentieth-century
American music is dotted with creative
input from that large island in the CaribOne

bean: Jelly Roll Morton's famous
"Spanish tinge"; the habanera rhythms
that became the Rudolf Valentino
tango; the Cuban pop song hits of the
Thirties and Forties; the montuna and
the mambo; the Afro -jazz of Dizzy Gillespie and Machito and Chano Pozo.
Cuba was one of the last slaveholding
areas in the Western hemisphere, and its
music, resultingly, maintained a tight
emotional connection with Africa. The
gut -shaking, rhythmic energy of that
connection remained intact both in Cuban music of the past and, as recent evidence confirms, in the Cuban music of
the present.
That evidence is Irakere, a Cuban
jazz/rock group (I'm not so sure about
the "rock") signed last year by Columbia
records in a precedent -shattering move.
That the band is competent will come as
news to no one; Columbia is not known
for signing turkeys. What is surprising is
the fact that the group-as heard in a
subsequent American/European tour
and on this new recording-is so creative,

had a dampening effect on the develop-

ment of skilled young talent. Many
young black musicians, in particular, understandably have turned their skills in
the big -buck directions of r&b and disco,
rather than toward the less lucrative pastures of jazz.
Irakere reminds us what youth and enthusiasm and talent and new ideas can
mean. It helps us recover our own roots
by being so caught up with its own. This

O

G

lately.
This collection apparently is a distillation of material from live performances
at the Newport Festival and at the Montreux Jazz Festival. Obviously, much of
what Irakere played at those programs
has been left out. (Some who have heard
the entire performances have complained
that Columbia took the safe route, leav-

Irakere. Bert deCoteaux & Mike Berniker, producers. Columbia JC 35655,
$7.98. Tape: ft JCT 35655, O JCA
35655, $ 7.98.
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so filled with musical riches, that it undoubtedly will be one of the most in-

fluential voices of the year and of the
decade to come.
It arrives at a good time. Jazz has
lately been paying more attention to
cash registers than to chord changes,
and the proliferation of jazz fusion has
120

Irakere at a recent concert in Havanna-gut-shaking energy
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ing out the most challenging numbers.)
But not having been present at either
venue, I can only react with enormous
enthusiasm to "Irakere."
The opening track, Juana Mil Ciento,
illustrates the tremendous power of the
hand's rhythms. This piece. like virtually
all the others, makes much of the high
excitement that can be gained from the
juxtaposition of rhythms in two against
rhythms in three, and four against six.
No, there is nothing new about this. Mariachi bands do it: so did Gustav Mahler
and J. S. Bach. But Irakere uses the
rhythmic conflict with the improvisatory
abandon of jazz musicians and the body shaking propulsive power of African
drummers. Another element that surfaces is the call -and -response pattern-a
vital element in African music, and one
indigenous to the back -and -forth male
vocal declamations so common in Cuban music. All of this is happening in the

Y
'\

context of almost frenetic ensemble
work and some exciting jazz improvisation from the horn players. (Notice. in
particular. their long. startling unison
figure just before the ending.)
The sudden shifting of rhythmic gears
on 1/ya is apparently characteristic of
Irakere. Those shifts are not as arbitrary
as they may seem, however. and grow
quite logically out of the duality of. once
again, two against three.
The most unexpected piece is Adagio,

Joey Molland and Tom Evans-I979's Badfinger
based on an

unidentified Mozartean

theme. on which soprano saxophonist/
arranger Paquito D'Rivera's continuous
and prodigious soloing ranges from classical quotes to flame -breathing gospel to
full-blown bebop.
Side 2 is dominated by the brooding

Misa Negra. composed by leader
Chucho Valdés. It includes a lengthy
rhapsodic piano solo from the enormously gifted Valdés and a virtual study
in saxophone high harmonics from
D'Rivera. All the complex elements of
Cúban music drift in and out of its textures: male vocals weaving through call and -response patterns: frequent reliance
on the ntonruna, the Latin version of a
passacaglia: contrasting rhythmic sectionalization: two against three against
four against six: and, throughout virtually everything. the clave-that element so necessary in Latin music.
Is Irakere one of a kind? Is it the best
Cuba has to offer? I suspect not. It is
probably only the beginning of a wave of
talent. But for the moment, it offers us
plenty to think about and enjoy.

í

Badfinger: Airwaves. David Malloy. producer. ElekIra 6E I75. $7.98. Tape:
TC5 I75, 'il ET8175, 57.98.
so many of the outright Beatle
clones or Beatle-influenced harmonizers, Badfinger had official support
from the Fab Four from its very beginnings almost a decade ago and was even
signed to Apple Records. But sprightly
tunes and robust harmonies were not
sufficient to propel the group past its

Unlike

Irakere's Carlos
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early hits, notably McCartney's Come
and Get it and leader Pete Ham's No
Matter What and Without You. The last
Badfinger album appeared in 1974, and
Ham's suicide a year later seemed to
foreclose any possibility of future reunions.

"Airwaves." then, comes as a surprise.
The new Badfinger consists of two of the
original members-vocalist Tom Evans
and guitarist/vocalist Joey Mollandsupplemented by a variety of session
players. The duo has written seven out of
the nine tunes. and. while there are no
instant classics here. they have put together an interesting group of ballads,
rock tunes. and even dance numbers that
widely emphasize what they do besti.e.. sing ethereally and play vigorously.
Though the most likely single. Joe Tan sin's Sympathy, has a disco-ish impact,
it does not seriously depart from
Badfinger's straight -ahead rock style. In
fact "Airwaves" is true to the band's
trademarks of soaring voices and biting
guitar leads shot over precise. dramatic
rhythms. Its guitar sound ranges from a
George Harrison -type whine (on Love Is
Gonna Come at Last) to raving rock &
roll on Come Down Hard and Look Out
California. Less characteristic are the use
of strings and piano to reinforce the album's rhythms.
Even without the impact of memorable songs. the vocal gifts displayed on
"Airwaves" do impress. Authentic Liverpool harmonies. pure and gutsy, are a
fond part of Sixties recall. which Evans
and Molland successfully re-create and
bring up to date.
T.G.
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Burnette-definitive country/rock

Billy Burnette. Chips Moman, producer.
Polydor PD -1 6187, $7.98. Tape: 11 CT-1
6/87, os 8T-1 6187, $7.98.

Tim Krekel: Crazy Me. Tony Brown.
producer. Capricorn CPN 0219, $7.98.
Tape:
M5N 0219,13 M8N 0219, $7.98.

of us who listen to
living, I was asked by this
publication to supply a "Top 10" list.
Thinking of that many deserving albums
was difficult. Harder still was coming up
with the names of worthy newcomers.
This year it looks as though the list making will be easier. Good albums arrive with encouraging frequency. many
of them by people who, if not exactly
newcomers, aren't members of music's
old guard, either. Neither Billy Burnette
nor Tim Krekel is a stranger to recording
studios. though neither name is likely to
cause the same rumbling in the chest as
Elvis Costello's or Barry Manilow's. Yet
both have teamed up with particularly
adept producers and supporting musicians to come up with albums that all but
define the country/rock genre within
which they work.
Burnette (not to he confused with
Billy Joe Burnette, who is also quite
good) comes by his talent and orientation naturally: He is the son of
Memphis rockabilly Dorsey Burnette,
who. with Billy's uncle Johnny. formed
two-thirds of the Rock & Roll Trio, one
of the most exciting bands of any era.
Though the group was more influential
than famous, it gave Dorsey and Johnny
enough of a reputation to allow each to
Last year. like most

music for

a

go on to a successful solo career.
Billy sounds a lot like his father:

gruff

and a bit menacing, which is fine for this
kind of music. He pays tribute to his
roots via strong versions of the swamp
standard Niki lloeky and his father's
122

composition Believe What You Say, a
Fifties hit for Rick Nelson that sounds
even better here. More significant, perhaps, is the fact that a number of his own
tunes. several of them collaborations, are
included, and they stand up well with the
oldies.
The album was produced in Nashville
by the ever -tasty Chips Moman, with
backing largely supplied by the old
American Studios crew that kept Memphis on the map during the Sixties. They,
plus members of the Earl Scruggs Revue
and a couple of ringers, all sound terrific.
In fact, the album's only drawback is the
pressing: My copy has the noisiest surface of any that I've ever heard. (That
may not be true of the entire run, but if
yours sounds like a snake convention between tracks, write a nasty letter to Polydor.)
Tim Krekel is best known as Jimmy
Buffett's guitarist. He's a real whiz on the
instrument, as well as a capable singer/
songwriter whose material should rest
well with fans of the Buffett school. Krekel's band is assembled from friends.
members of the Buffett group (pianist
Jay Spell, harmonica player Greg "Fingers" Taylor). and Emmylou Harris'
band (guitarist Albert Lee. steel guitarist
Hank De Vito). His bandleader, producer, and new pianist is Tony Brown.
who has turned in a strong. not overproduced piece of work. Of the selections. the strongest are Krekel's energetic
remake of Rockin' Robin and the funny,
hard -driving Greenhouse Blues, an original.
The moral of all of this is simply that
there is good stuff out there, even if it
comes from unexpected places and you
have to search a hit to find it. I'll put
these albums (Burnette's second; Krekel's debut) against any released by far
better-known performers. last year or
this.
T.E.

Albert Collins: Ice Pickin'. Bruce Iglauer. Richard McLeese.& Dick Shur man, producers.

AlligatorAL 4713,$7.98

(Alligator Records, Box 60234, Chicago,
111.

60660).

With the contemporary blues field endangered by commercial indifference
and the attrition of active, pure blues
stylists. "Ice Pickin' " is a twin triumph.
For Texan guitarist Albert Collins, a distinctive showman better known to his
peers than to the general public. it is a
winning return to recording after a
seven-year hiatus. For Bruce Iglauer, a
stubborn blues disciple who singlehandedly founded Alligator in the early
'70s. it is his label's slickest. most stylish

contender for wider attention.
That polish isn't achieved at the expense

of Collins' authenticity. Like

the

Collins-the best in blues
earliest Alligator LPs by performers like
Son Seals and Hound Dog Taylor, "Ice
Pickin'" follows the natural contours of
the artist's live sets, from a strutting
opener (Honey, Hush!) to a closing rapid -shuffle (Avalanche) guitar rave-up. Iglauer's shoestring finances once mandated raw live recordings or quickly cut
sessions captured after hours in the same
funky Chicago blues clubs. But here he
has taken his more recent studio recordings to a new sharpness and clarity, attaining. a clean, full production sound.
He and his coproducers frame the front man's stinging guitar, laconic vocals, and
lean arrangements with crisp horn charts
and rock -solid rhythm playing.
Collins' taut, personalized approach
to guitar phrasing is further distinguished
by the depth of tone he achieves on his
Telecaster. Dubbed the "Cool Sound" at
the time of his first, early -'60s singles for
the Houston -based Kangaroo and Hall Way labels, the style at its most intense
(Honey, Hush!, Ice Pick, and Avalanche)
is riveting. This explains his exalted niche
among his American and English blues
counterparts. But there's more here than
food for would-be Claptons: Collins also
projects a lively persona as vocalist and
songwriter, one that offers a classic synthesis of hard -luck perspective and saving humor. Ribald, sarcastic, and selfkidding, his slice -of-life lyrics and conversational raps (Conversation with Collins) are worthy successors to a comic
blues tradition that stretches back to Bessie Smith and Louis Jordan and that includes more recent masters like John Lee
Hooker, B. B. King, and Albert King.
Too Tired finds Collins lazily declining
his sexual duties. Master Charge, a wry
fable of the consequences of instant
credit, is spiced with falsetto mimicry as
he recounts his wife's runaway purHIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

chases. Throughout. his molten

guitar
lines and a studio support featuring
some of Chicago's best surviving

hluesmen keep the context lively. Discophiles won't find much to bump to, and
rock devotees who think the style was
horn in Birmingham or London will find
few moments of kilowatt melodrama.
But aficionados of razor-sharp pure
blues clearly won't mind. "Ice Pickin- -'
is simply one of the best contemporary
blues sets in recent memory.
s.s.

Joe Ely: Down on the Drag. Bob Johnston. producer. MCA 3080, x7.98. Tape:
MCA C 3080,*. iNCAT 3080. $ 7.98.

The opening moments of this album are
a masterly display of the originality and
power that can be wrought within the
confines of country music. Fools Fall in
Lore is a song flush with dire cynicism,
but its cynicism is inspirational. Instead
of turgid harmonica work by Charlie
McCoy or someone like him. there are
brilliant rotgut accordion bursts by
Ponty Bone: and instead of a bunch of
sickly sweet background voices. there is a
dark and effective sparseness.

HISSED -OFF?....

That song and Standin'at the Big Hotel were both written by Butch I lancock.
a member of an earlier Ely band, the
Flatlanders. The strength of those two

About current record quality?
Abcut records that go snap, crackle and pop?
About poor fidelity, distortion and warped
records?
Abut record company "hit lofm
stile artistic freedom and'creativity?
Abut paying $8.98 (soon to be 59,98) list
prize for this , .. Garbage?
.
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Leaves You Where You Are. Ely has the
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relies on the word "harlequin." and
Crawdad Train, which is so derivative folksy it makes Ilarry Belafonte sound
like Lou Reed. His Time for Travelin' is
yet another variation upon the motif of
the hard-drivin' poseur. in case there are

:

ilif

cuts-particularly the first-make the rest
of "Down on the Drag" seem only
slightly duller and less painful than most
mainstream country music. In She
audacity to employ one of the most trite
metaphors in the hook, likening a girl to
a highway. Further examples of his eloquence include Crazy Lemon. which
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-JEFF CAMPBELL

those among us who haven't had
enough. And his Maria couldn't have
even made it into West Side Story.
I had very nice, encouraging things to
say about Ely s first two albums. It
seemed that he was on the verge of doing
good things in an area. country music.
that sorely needed it. Though his voice

LIVE ONEONTHE WIRE
Available from ONEIRIC RECORDS for

S7.00

(Comparable quality Direct -to -Disc and
Digital Albums sell for $15-125)

HIGH FIDELITY

has written in recent issues how DIGITAL RECORDING is going to revolutionize the record industry in 3-5 years. WHY

sounds better on this LP than on his last
two. he's still on the verge. And if somebody can't put together a solid forty-five

WRIT!

SONY PCM DIGITAL AUDIO

gives

you better music quality than has ever been possible before. You will notice the difference on the
first listening to this 100% live studio perfor-

mance.

THE MUSIC...

No hype or pat cliches (the
lyrics will assure you of that) ... only rare
gLitars, vintage amplifiers, original songs and
"East -coast energy" coupled with "that West coast sound." It's pure ... not over -produced. It
will remind you of other groups at times ... but

THIS RECORD IS JUST PLAIN DIFFERENT.
Gauntry-Rock? New -Wave Folk? YOU DECIDE!

ONEIRIC RECORDS ...

is a group of
Mends who are fed up! with the smug overcnfidence of established record companies. We
have chosen to step outside of the "system" as it
is currently run to offer you AN ALTERNATIVE. We
believe, contrary to "record company" opinion,
that YOU WILL RESPOND TO GOOD MUSIC AND
HIGH QUALITY RECORDS.

WE GUARANTEE YOU
Music and fidelity like you've never heard.
Top-quality records on virgin vinyl.
Dust-free, anti -static inner sleeves.
Loose shrink-wrap to prevent warpage.
Complete lyric sheet and album history.

DON'T WAIT! Check us outl Buy an album.
Get together with some friends to buy the first
one. THEN ... put the album on your stereo ...
turn up the volume, light up and hang onto your
urniture.
LISTEN TO THE SOUND OF THE FUTURE

TODAY
and watch for Jeff Campbell on lour this summer and fall.

ONEIRIC RECORDS
920 East Haley St. Santa Barbara, CA 93103
SEND certified check or Money Order- 57.00 U.S.
per record (postage is on us).
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minutes of worthwhile music after three
years of indulgence, well, let him get a
day job.
N.T.

able solo career has taken him through
many styles and directions of his own
musical dictate. from the obscure to the
accessible. In the last few years he's
sought to reach an ever-widening audience. even stating in a recent interview

Herbie Hancock: Feets Don't Fail Me
Non. David Rubinson & Herbie Hancock. producers. Columbia JC 35764,
$7.98. Tape: 4JCT 35764.e. JCA

that "the only thing I'm interested in
doing is making music that's not selfcentered or self-indulgent. Because otherwise I can go home and play the piano
for myself."
On""Feets Don't Fail Me Now" Ilerbie continues to use the Vocodor, a vocal

35764. $7.98.

Herbie Hancock would seem to have it
all. I la's ing been one of the most highly
prized studio players in the world. his vi-

synthesizer that supposedly allows "musicians to become singers." The truth is
that his own expressively high and sweet
tenor is developing nicely. One lovely
ballad, Trust .Me, slightly recalls the
lightly Latin rhythms of his "Maiden
Voyage" period and features a Fender
Rhodes solo with the kind of atmospheric voicings that only Hancock can
achieve. The rest of the album is basic

disco/funk.
Just as Herbie's ultra -hip entrée into
jazz fusion with the "Headhunters" album was an exploration of Sly Stone territory so is his contribution to today's

mainstream dance music market
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strongly laced with Parliament-Funkadelic-Bootsy-derived rhythms and
sounds. Producer David Rubinson supplies very accurate renderings of such effects as slap -back snare and. perhaps
more importantly. I ierbie's present band

plays this music as well as any group hut
the P -Funk mob. (His intentions aren't
quite that mainstream anyhow.) A very
spare but potent James Gadson keeps
the rhythm pockets going strongly on
drums. and bassist Eddie Watkins' inventive lines and fresh energy raise the
excitement level on tracks that could, in
less capable hands, sound pedestrian. As
usual. reedman Bennie Maupin supplies
colors on soprano sax that dazzle.
How long will Hancock stay in this
musical bag? Will he pick up legions of
new fans with "Feets"? Will old fans be
offended? I certainly don't know. but
one thing is clear: He continues to leave
his own signature on the musical avenues he enters. And ultimately. "Feets"
does do what it's 'sposed to do. and that
is to make you really want to get up and
c.c.
dance.

George Harrison. George Harrison &
Russ Titel man, producers. Dark Horse
D1/k 3255. $7.98. Tape:
.53255.1"1
M8 3255, $ 7.98.

George Harrison's mythic pedigree and
exotic enthusiasms have often concealed
the underlying conservatism of his music. Though the brave new world of studio techniques that greeted the Beatles
often enticed their lead guitarist to try
new and intriguing effects. Harrison's
growth was always more evolutionary
than tradition -shattering. Apart from his
flirtations with sitar and psychedelia, his
songwriting. singing, and instrumental
attack pursued a patient process of assimilation that seemed completed on his
epic "All Things Must Pass" (1970).
Compared to the quirky majesty of that
album's best moments, his solo works
since then have offered only varyingand mostly lesser degrees of success.

CIRCLE 19 ON PAGE 105
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plagiarism like //ere Conies the Moon
proves more charming than cynics might
have anticipated. If "George Harrison"
is musical proof that its au:hor has settled into adulthood, at least he has done
so with a new candor. He :s indeed an
aging rock star. but the economy' here argues that he may he aging more gracefully than expected.
s.s.

Hickory Wind: Crossing Devil's Bridge.
Hickory Wind. Nick Koumoutseas. J.
Gary Burke. & Doug Dickey. producers.
Firing Fish 074. $7.98.

DIRECT-DISK LABS
presents

Super Sound
for every taste
unique blend
of Country and
Jazz

A

v-.

Because this West Virginian quintet em-

ploys a rhythm section and electric guitars. some observers will doubtless mistake them for conventional Southern
rockers. Yet hickory Wind is distinguished by more than their evocative
name, taken from the title of a haunting
country ballad by the late Gram Parsons.
Continued on page 127
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Hancock-down to the basics of disco/funk

f lis new, eponymous album gives one
clue to his current approach in its atypically straightforward title. It also breaks
no new ground and. as such. will inevitably draw easy critical tire. The new songs
continue some of his worst excesses as a
lyricist, ranging from starry-eyed love
songs to equally ingenuous cosmic sermons. but they also boast the most attractive melodies and the trimmest, least
bombastic arrangements in years. Thus.
he saves a song like Not Gitlin' from a
ludicrously awkward rhyme ("I'm not
here for the rest/I'm not trying to steal
your vest") with lambent acoustic guitar
lines and an otthand vocal delivery.
iiis lingering naiveté intermittently
triggers an incongruity between singer
and song that is visually reflected on the
inner sleeve: a photo of an older,
tweedier. but still shaggy Harrison strolling through the paddock of a grand prix
race circuit. under which is printed his
usual salutation. "Hare Krishna." The
juxtaposition of the chic with the earnest
is an unk itting précis of I larrison's predicament as an artist. the tension between his exalted past and his increasingly predictable present work.
Still. for fans of his silky slide guitar
figures and sunny midtempo rock melodies, songs like Love Comes to Everyone
and B/on Away will sound less self-conscious than their strained mid -'70s counterparts. And even an obvious act of self -
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Harrison-the art of aging gracefully
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local music to soul and rock. The result
is, so to speak. Brazilian funk.
On "Nightingale." Gil has taken tropicalia a few steps further: He's mixed
American musicians (basically Lee Rite flour's band) with Brazilians. handed the
production over to that petit maitre of
Luso-U.S. fusion. Sergio Mendes. and
sung several songs in English. All of this
has been attempted before-by everybody from Mendes on down. But Gil
comes by his fusion naturally; unlike.
say. Airto, his basic influences include
James Brown. Jimi Heridrix, and the
like. His English is excellent. but more
important (and again unlike Airto) he
knows that the No. problem in putting
English lyrics to Brazilian music is that
the inner rhythms of the two languages
I

Gilberto Gil Brings Tropicalia
to the Mainstream
by John Storm Roberts
To date, Brazilian music has swept
the U.S. twice: in the 1940s with the
samba and in the 1960s with the bossa

nova. Both first underwent a period of
"bubbling under." when Rio had its toe
ashore but hadn't yet made it inland.
That seems to be ha¡ipening again. The
samba's lilting melody and joyous percussion have been curvetting dolphinlike
just below the surface of disco and jazz
fusion ever since the ,s',queak-squawk
friction drum called cuica 'became the
hip percussion instrumznt of 1975. So
this time the influences (which include
Salsa and Mexican) are not manifesting
themselves as separate entities. Instead.

are totally different.
Three cuts are at the crossover end of
the spectrum. llere and Non' is an

amiable pop ballad with Americanized
international bolero rhythm and a spicing of Brazilian harmonic twists. The

title track

they are

a

major trend in the mainstream

of this country's popular music.
What isn't yet clear is whether contemporary Brazilian music. which has
moved a long way beyond the bossa. will
catch on here. Gilberto Gil's first U.S. al hum. "Nightingale." will be one good
test of that. Singer/guitarist/composer
Gil is one of the absolutely top stars in
the Brazilian music world. He is also a
prime mover in the movement that he
and like-minded musicians have called
"tropicalia". This isn't a rhythm. like the
samba. or even exactly a style, like bossa
nova. It's more of an overall approach,
sparked by the reaction of a very strong

is

a

delightful Paul

McCartney-ish effort-a light, happy
song reminiscent of When I'm SirtyFour. Rather more Brazilian. with its
slow carnival march rhythm, is More
Along with Me, the one song by Gil written in English. Oddly enough, it doesn't
work as well as some of his translations.
Any one of these cuts has a reasonable
chance in the mainstream market. So
does Goodbye Mt' Girl, a cross between
reggae and a traditional northeast Brazilian rhythm. It's full of Gil's unusual
sharp. almost birdlike falsetto. with a
touch of Beatles in the bridges and an altogether beguiling and upbeat feel.
Two songs come out of a quite different context. Balafon and Alapalá both
stem from a trip Gil made to West Africa. But it's typical of Gil's thoroughgoing fusion that the West African high life dance music feel of Balafon also has
a strong Afro-Cuban edge, and that the
rhythm of Alapa/á has a powerful underlying James Brown kick.
Lastly, "Nightingale" has several essentially Brazilian compositions given a
somewhat Americanized treatment. The
most "ethnic" is Samba de Los Angeles,
which is of the percussive school that
Americans first encountered in the film
Black Orpheus and now fuels discoland s
Brazilian undertones. But the cream of
the crop are the album's opener, Sarará,
and Ella. Both are vibrant with a double
impulse: Brazilian verve and lightness
and the heavier drive of contemporary
r&b. Both sparkle like the crest of a
wave. showing Gil's originality as singer
and composer.

Gil-the master of Brazilian funk
126

Gilberto Gil: Nightingale. Sergio Men des, producer. Elektra 6E 167 $7.98.
Tape:
TC5 167 0: ET8 /67 $7.98.
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As their second album for Chicago's

maverick Flying Fish label vividly demonstrates. this band explores Southern
roots seldom glimpsed in the work of
their boogie brethren: Instead of barrelhouse blues or red -neck country rock.

y

1

Hickory Wind contemporizes older
white folk traditions, infusing Appalachian modes with modern firepower.
More provocatively, they trace those
mountain styles back to their European
origins. working a rich, if currently underexposed area where Anglo-Saxon
and Celtic styles merge with their American descendants. Using hammered dulcimer. fiddle. banjo. mandolin, and tin
whistle as foils for rock dynamics. Hickory Wind is closer than any American
peers to English folk -rockers like Fairport Convention and Steeleye Span or
Celtic traditionalists like Ireland's Chieftains and Celtic harpist Alan Stivell. The
rich sonorities of modal tunings. the
lilting rhythms of the jig and the reel.
and an obvious reverence for tradition
impart a pastoral atmosphere light-years
removed from the more commercially
potent conventions of Southern rock.
The album is dominated by traditional songs and dances from both sides
of the Atlantic. and even the four origi-
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Hickory Wind-folk/rock at its most ambitious
nals (by multi -instrumentalists Sam
Morgan and Mark Walbridge) hew to
the musical and metaphorical disciplines
of the oldest ballads and jigs included.
As vocalists. Hickory Wind's members
are still finding convincing styles. their
singing sometimes thin and under-

powered avid the snap of their playing.
But the exhilarating ensemble sound
they create on instrumentals like the oft recorded Morrison's Jig and the moody
Crossing Devils Bridge/Lookingfor Nessie makes this LP far more satisfying than
the slicker fare offered by most of their

OVER $80.
AND UNDERPRICED.
You probably know that our headphones are
among the world's most highly -praised.
You may know that our company doesn't introduce
new models frequently.
Yet, here we are, introducing two new headphone
models. And telling you that
as good as our other headphones are, these are better.
It's no exaggeration. Hear
what we mean at your Sennheiser dealer.

fr
/l9

HD -430

V

J

1,15

SENNHEISER
ELECTRONIC CORPORATION

L

HD -420

MAY 1979

9/15)
n

10

west 37th Street, New York 10018 (212) 239-0190
Manufacturing Plant: Bissendorf/Hannover, West Germany
SD 1978 Sennherser Electronic Corporation (N.Y.)
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regional peers. And on originals like
Valentine Lynn and the ghostly Sycamore Song, they display a gratifyingly
unhip affection for older themes and
characters. "Crossing Devil's Bridge"
suggests that folk/rock at its most ambitious may not he dead after all. s.s.

The Genius of Les Paul: MultiTrackin'. London LC 500/6. $5.98. Tape:
LC8 50016. $6.95.
LC5 500/6.

i

"

The liner notes for this 1967 reissue are

a

litany of Les Paul's accomplishments.
Aside from the supremely popular solid body guitar that bears his name. the likes
of double -tracking, overdubbing. and
echo delay are all attributed to this veteran guitarist.
Unfortunately, Paul's technical wizardry doesn't make for an album of musical magic. Nearly all of the selections
here are so laden with guitar gimmicks.
and Paul plays in so many different
styles, that the LI' in its entirety sounds
like a clever novelty item. His celebrated

know
this new
Matrecs

.We

reverb, through layer upon layer of guitar tracks. only coats the music with the
superficial veneer of Muzak. The sound
is often just plain silly-in fact, it's the
kind of thing one expects to hear in the
background on Dinah or Fa#nih' Feud.
At the bottom of all of it, of course. is
an exceptional guitarist-nimble. lyrical.
with chops to spare. One hears echoes of
Paul's teachers and followers in his playing. from Django Reinhardt and George
Barnes to Gabor Szabo and various rock
players. I lis best moments by far come
when he simply plays: On Sleep he spins
out some delightfully Django-esyue
lines: on Go/den Earrings his sense of humor and expert playing blend beautifully. But on this album at least. those
moments are all too rare. Paul seems to
he trying harder to impress than convince.
S.G.

Raphael Ravenscroft: Her Father Didn't
Like Me, Anyway. I ugh Murphy &
I

Raphael Ravenscroft. producers. Portrait JR 35683, $7.98. Tape:
35683.. J RA 35683. $ 7.98.

JRT

speaker
has guts...

Guitar stars notwithstanding. the saxophone obbligato has been an abiding tradition and necessary ingredient on scads
of hit records. The '50s offered Sam "The
Man" Taylor and a very young King
Curtis. the '60s introduced the seminal
Junior Walker. More recently. David

Sanborn. Tom Scott. and

Model MA -130
12" 3 -way system with isolated midrange

We

make the guts.

Listen to Mlatrecs. You'll not only hear the difference-you'll practically
feel it: the power of the bass. the caress oft he mid -range, the tingle of the
hell -like highs.
Sound this good doesn't come by accident-hut by attitude. At Mat recs,
we care about craftsmanship-enough to make our own drivers, assembling
them component by component with hand-crafted care: enough to use
only aluminum voice coils: to do our own magnetizing; and to incorporate
Liquid-1exr" ferro -fluid precisely where it improves performance.
\X e care enough about our richly grained walnut vinyl enclosures to
double -seal every joint for total oculist lc isolation. We care about design
specifications enough to develop excellent dispersion, smooth response
from 35 to 22000 Iz. higher efficiency, and power handling capacity of
-5 watts It,MS.
\x'ith our gutsy approach, Y.e aim to please your eyes, your ears and your
pocketbook. \Vevc got six models. priced from S5(1 to 5180 suggested
retail. ,Mairecs...at the best hi-fi dealers.
I

© malnecs mdusfries ic.
805 WOODMAN AVI NUL

WINSLOW. Il INOIS 61089
I

N

ichael

Brecker have been the pop sax standardbearers. But no matter what the era. passion and immediacy have always been
the genre's crucial factors, separating the
mere honkers from the soulful masters.
With this in mind. it is no surprise that
one of last year's major hit singles. Gerry
Rafferty's Baker Street. succeeded
largely due to the heartrending soprano
sax solo by English studio woodwind
player Raphael Ravenscroft. Ilk debut
album as a hand leader. "Her Father
Didn't Like Me. Anyway" is a treasure
trove of emotional playing, albeit over
some familiar-sounding rhythm tracks.
But an eclectic array of pop song styles is
the perfect choice for an artist like Rayenscroft. since he thrives on adding his
own personality to existing material.
You Put Something Better Inside of Me
(a Rafferty composition) is a slow. pop/
gospel love song that displays his unmistakable alto sax rapture. rooted in the
earlier styles of Johnny Hodges and
Hank Crawford.
Ravenscroft is also a torrid tenor sax
man. thoroughly schooled in the Junior
Walker / Toni Scott / Mike Brecker
idiom, while never losing his own horn's
"cry." And wonder of wonders. his flute
playing is just as sweet and engaging.
Moreover, the fact that studio vocalists

CIRCLE 60 ON PAGE 105
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Raphael Ruvenscrofi-the star of Baker Street
are used on the album doesn't diminish
its focus one whit. because those little

horn tills and solos always supply
enough depth and beauty to make the
grooves memorable, from Joe Zawinul's

Country Preacher to Paul \leCartney's
Even Night. Though Ravenscroft's arrangements are somewhat less torrid
than his playing. they are always supportive and tastefully pop -oriented. Actually. my favorite tune here is a sizzling.
funked-up version of Ian Dun's come-

dic Sex and Drugs and Rock 'n Roll. with
Rayenscroft chortling away amiably on
tenor sax. The good news is that he has
decided not to stay on Baker Street. feeling that he needed
own. lie deserves it.

a

new place

of

his

c.c.

d

Naruw .flake lore with You- whose
chorus recalls the Supremes' Where Did
Our Love Go. and Rersi Sue-draws its
strength largely from the consistency of
its hard rockahilly heat. Out of¡%/i
//ands, a meandering live-minute ballad. contains the album's most beautiful
melody. But it is utterly sabotaged by a
pathetic scream that fails to carry even
the slightest credibility.

An avid and discerning student of rock &
roll, Dwight Twilley seems to have lost
the spark necessary to breathe life into
his compositions. Since "Sincerely" his
stunning debut in 1976. his arrange-

Continued on page 131
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Dwight T1lillev: Twillev. Noah Shark &
\lax, and Dwight Twilley. producers.
Arista AB 4214. $7.98. Tape:
A TC
4214, Eel A T8 42/4. $7.98.

A DIFFERENT
.

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS

menus and delivery have failed to do justice to his own exquisite. classic hooks.
On "Twilley.- he struggles to keep each

song from disintegrating into a series of
alluring fragments. Even as he does so.
he is undermined by muddy production
whose treble excesses point up his vocal
shortcomings and fail to compensate for
the missing harmonies of estranged partner Phil Seymour.
Which is not to say that the artist's talents are obscured completely. Though
Twille\ fails to establish an overriding
focus until the song is nearly at its end. 1t
Takes Alen of Love sandwiches no less
than three memorable refrains into its
three minutes. drawing upon such influences as Tommy James and the Byrds.
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In comparative tests,
students attending U.C.L.A. judge
ESS superior to JBL, Bose, Pioneer,
AR, and Cerwin Vega.
01

SO\

21444

}eo5[

In

a

recent blind listen-

judged

superior in overall performance to other top speaker
brands, sometimes by margins of nearly
3

to 1. The con-

trolled test

was conducted under the
supervision of
an indepen-

dent national
testing laboratory.

The participants compared ESS against

comparably priced models

from Bose, JBL, Pioneer, AR
and Cerwin Vega, in an environment designed to simulate home listenin conditions. Loudness differences
were electronically equalized.
For three continuous days,
groups of up to 30 students
listened, without knowledge

of the speaker model or

brand, to the same musical
material played on all the

s9N;,a,e Het.]
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1

5767lp,
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539249.4L-

ICERMIN VIGA 312 3696/9l
155 195.6 $39210,

ing test involving hundreds of
students attending U.C.L.A.,
ESS speakers were

901-SP4l1

T 590010,
E55 PS.6 5392/0,

91110

Heil, creator of the FET, is
a

unique principle of sound

reproduction licensed
exclusively to ESS. By

squeezing the air instead of
pushing it, the Heil achieves
degrees of clarity, linearity
I,CERWIN VE01 NED.1S 5S961p,
1E55 PS 6539219,
and airiness unattainable
12 55091E,
with conventional drivers."
155 95 6 5392
ESS will be conducting the
_1__ _L
speakers. They were then same comparison test on colasked to choose which speak- lege campuses across the naer, in their opinion, sounded tion. Watch for the dramatic
best. Tests were conducted results from the University of
for clarity, accuracy and free- Wisconsin at Madison to be
unveiled in coming weeks. Or
dom from distortion.
Students repeatedly se- better yet, visit your local ESS
lected ESS speakers in 13 out dealer and ask him to let you
of 14 head-on comparison take the ESS Listening Test
tests-even, as the graph personally. See if you, too,
above reveals, when com- can't hear the difference.
v ION[FR

NPYf00 f6001p,'
I

15S

05.411

f392/p,

11111

pared to far more expensive
competitive brand models.
ESS project technicians acknowledged that they were
not surpnsed. "We would not
have conducted such controlled, precisely monitored
tests, had we not been confident of the superiority of the
ESS Heil Air Motion Transformer." The Heil Air Motion
Transformer midrange tweeter, invented by Dr. Oskar

Take the ESS
Listening Test
yourself

sound as clear as light
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Twilley-can

he make

Continued from page 129
This is an album of fits and starts.

eminently enjoyable for short stretches
but frustratingly flawed at almost every
turn. High gloss pop/rock of this caliber
needs to be projected with clarity and
force in order to be effective. Like a
shiny new toy without batteries. Twilley
has all the right parts hut. unfortunately.
remains inert.

G.K.

_movin9,1

it without Seymour?

Be sure and send us your new
address 8 weeks before you move
so you won't miss any copies of
HIGH FIDELITY.
And please include an old mailing
label from our magazine when
writing us about your subscription.
Write to:
HIGH FIDELITY,

techniques with masses of sound are
reminiscent of Charles Mingus. Despite
i:s thorny qualities, her composing style
is warm and accessible. This is particularly remarkable since it is derived from
the '60s avant-garde school, which was
anything but warm and accessible.
Like Ellington and Mingus. she uses
her musicians as compositional building
blocks. On "Musique Mecanique," the

Sot-nd Avenue, Marion, Ohio 43302
Change of address.
O Enter new subscription. 1 yr. $11.95
O payment enclosed O bill me
1

L.","

personalities of trombonist Roswell

JAZZ
The Carla Bley Band: Musique Mecanique. Carla Bley. producer. Nan 9,
$7.98(Net, Music Distribution Service. 6
W. 95th Sr., New York, N.Y. /0025).
Carla Bley is developing into one of the
most interesting, individualistic. and
communicative composers in contemporary jazz. The rich textures of her voicings and her stimulating melodic flair
suggest comparisons with Ellington: her
MAY 1979

Rudd. tuba player Bob Stewart. trumpeter Mike Mantler. French horn player
John Clark. and bassist Charlie Haden.
are all given full sway. The three pieces
here revel in her Ellington and Mingus
roots and, with a strong dash of Kurt
Weill. throb with her own characteristic
dark, heavy, solidly oak -ribbed sound.
On the twenty -three-minute title tune
(which takes up an entire side). she uses
offbeat techniques and rhythms-a limping. clubfooted gait. a stuck -needle effect. and a hoarse. shouted. repetitive
narrative that Rudd sustains and builds
incredibly. These are the hurdles she
builds for herself: it is the slightly sour
flavor she draws from them that brings
Weill to mind.
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manufacturers you are looking for.
Our prices are the lowest you'll find
anywhere.
Your phone order is shipped the same day
you call.
In most cases you'll enjoy your equipment
within 72 hours.
We stand behind everything we sell with a
"No Lemon" guarantee and a trained
customer service department.
Our Audio Advisors will help you select the
right equipment at the best prices for the
quickest delivery.
Call (301) 488-9600 for information on equipment, prices and ordering, or send for free
brochure, tips on buying hi-fi equipment by
mail, test reports and a $2.00 merchandise
certificate.

International
Hi -Fi Distributors

Carla Ble

As he is in most group settings. Rudd
the dominant soloist-rasping, crooning. setting up a background for simper-

ing saxophones on Alusiyue Mecanique,
or showing his confident. masterly use of
a plunger mute. Stewart also stands out.
creating a powerful. rich. urgent bottom.
and the sense of awe that he and Rudd
establish is astringently counterbalanced
by Gary Windo's sharp tone on tenor
saxophone.

°
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Crystal Rainhons: The Sounds of Harmonious Craft. Jim Harmon & \\ illiam
Penn. producers. Sounds Reasonable SR

Technics

KENWOOD

contemporary jazz composer

is

Moravia Center
Industrial Park, Dept. 5)-I
Baltimore, Maryland 21206

ON MpIoNeen

'-a superb

SQ

during these moments that Penn's contributions are the least noteworthy. for
the music tends to drift uncomfortably
close to that of Deep Purple or Yes.
By any definition, the stars of "Crystal
Rainbows" are the instruments. was especially entranced by the single -string
stainless steel cello (apparently an
I

enormous. hanging sheet of steel). whose
sound can best he described as richly
overwhelming-almost too much so for
my playback system. Fascinating. too.
are the eerie. time -remembered sounds

780/. $8.98 ( Sounds Reasonable. Inc.
2000 /' St. N W. 'Vashingron, D.C.
20036). Tape:
SR 7801D. 87.98.
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The instruments featured on this recording are from a 1978 Smithsonian Institution exhibit of "unique and esoteric
American handcrafted musical instruments." including cloud chamber bowls.
music by the inch. electronic jawbone.
"sansa"finger piano. bicentennial turkey tambourine. and single -string stainless steel cello. Composer William Penn.
ho was commissioned by Sounds Reasonable to create a grout; of pieces for
them. has done a tine job of showcasing
some startling new sounds. supplementing them with the more traditional
Fender bass. piano. and Arp synthesizer.
In order to increase the instruments'
ds namic ranges. he has used a number of
modern studio techniques. including
both electronic and spring echo for tonality modification. parametric equalization. electronic pitch change. and
phase reversal.

VISA.

\lost of the sheer me-

lodic content. as well as some of the
more pop-sounding textures, are provided by the traditional instruments. It is
132
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Penn and the steel cello
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Order Toll Free!

of the

glass harmonica (is this. I wonder.
the same Mass harmonica once composed for by Mozart?). the hanging tones
of the cloud chamber howls. the surprisingly funky twangs of the jaw harp. and

the gentle.

&

Charles Mingus: Me. Myself an Eye. II han Mimaroglu & Raymond Silva. prod ucers.ArluntieSD8803. 57.98. Tape:
CS 8803, e TP 8803. $ 7.98.

palachian Dulcimer.
David Friesen.. John Stowell: Through
the Listening Glass. Da id Friesen. producer. Inner Ci1r. IC 1061. 57.98.

Though lie spent his last year locked in a
wheelchair. Charles \1ingus. stormy life
drew to a close with appropriate flamboyance. For instance. at his last public
appearance last June at the White I louse
jazz festival. President Carter rushed
over to hug him.
"Me. Nlvselfan Eye." recorded in January. 1978. is an equally apt last vinyl
flourish and worthy summation of his
work: blues. ballad. gospel, old N ingus.
new Mingus. and a thirty-m:nute monster production called Three Worlds of
Drums. Played by a twenty -five -piece orchestra. it is a sprawling mixture of mus-

Like the classical string quartet. the jazz

duo-regardless of its instrumental
makeup is an ultimate test both of talent and personality. In this rigidly de-

manding setting. which allows no room
for shucking and jiving or for the tedious
verbosity of a monologue. the best jazz
musicians examine the very root elements of the improvisational art. I can't

think of two young players better

cular rhythmic momentum. driving

lidity of

Alas Ha *a
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STEREO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
HF-1629 Flatbush Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11210

CZ

the Duke's ensembles with

the brassy cries of Harlem). it
with such headlong velocity
the lesser soloists are swept
the roaring crest. Getting its
stimulus from Mingus. the full ensemble
nips at the heels of the soloists. urging on
the high. crying trumpet of Jack Walrath. the Ilamenco-colored bass of
George Mraz. and the sustained dancing
of bassist Eddie Gomez.
Continued on page 138

a'

STEREO

solos. and ensemble shouts and exclamations. Like a lot of his work. it is sometimes excessive and. depending on one's
tolerance for drum solos. could have
been cut by a third or even a half. Yet.
typically. after it opens with a deep how
to Duke Ellington (a mixture of the soechoes of
takes oil
that even
along on

N

FOR ORDERS ONLY!
Mon.

lilting arpeggios of the Ap-

equipped for such a challenge than David Friesen and John Stowell.
Friesen is one of jazz's premiere bassists. Stowell is less well known. hut on
the basis of his work on "Through the
listening Glass.- he deserves a place
among the ranks of such adventurous
young guitarists as John Abercrombie.
Pat Methenv. and Michael Gregory
Jackson. My major complaint is that the
duo has chosen to hedge their performances somewhat here by overdubbing
such miscellaneous instruments as
shakuhatchi flute. assorted percussion.
and, occasionally. saxophone (played by
Gary Campbell). Only one track. Autumn Baller is pure guitar and bass, and
it is brilliant. Though the others rah/a/
Eternal Friend. Carousel Parade. Secret
Moments of Silence-display Friesen's
and Stowell's facility with percussion instruments. too often the effect is simply
icing on an already rich cake.

E. pot

But this is a minor carp. At the core of
"Through the Listening Glass- is an interplay in the true tradition of great jazz
duos. They are welcome voices.
I),I I.

s
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MAUI THIS COUPON
AND WE'LL SEND
YOU THE BEST
.21
+ ' CATALOG
YOU EVER READ!
No kidding. Speckerlab's catalog took longer
to wri'e than some of our competitors have
been in business. In fact, we created an industry
by "building great kits so you can attord great
speakers." Our catalog is an invaluable
manual of speaker function
and design. And. it will
introduce you to the finest

--.,

I

.t

`

'

Friesen and Stowell-no room
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speaker kits made

anywhere...with the
strongest money -back
guarantee. Find out for
yourself ...FREE. FREE.
that is. Mail the coupon now.

for shuck;ng and jiving

4ecikeiIo
hpt 5-HF. 735 N. Nonhlake W.t
Seanl, WA 98103
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HIGH
FIDELITY

SAVE up to e0% BY MAIL on: SCOTCH,

A

CLASSIFIED
Phone: 212-826-8393/4
GENERAL: All copy subject to publisher
approval. First line caps. Users of P.O. Box
MUST supply permanent address and telephone number before ad can run.
CLOSING DATE: 1st of second month preceding cover date.
CLASSIFIED RATES: Per word: 1x-$1.60;
3x-$1.55; 6x-$1.50; 12x-$1.40. MINIMUM 15 words. Words in caps-100 extra
each. Box numbers: $2.00 additional per
insertion to cover cost of handling and
postage. Display: 1 inch -$275; 2 inch
$550; 3 inch -$825. Also 6 and 12 consecutive issue discount rate.
PAYMENT WITH ORDER: Send check,
M.O., MASTERCHARGE or VISA No. and
expiration date to: Classified Dept., HIGH
FIDELITY, 130 E. 59th St., New York, NY
10022.

-

for sale
AUDIOPHILES WANTED!! Put your knowledge to use,
earn an excellent spare time income. We need campus
Dealers to sell name brand stereo equipment at substantial discounts in your area. No investment necessary. For
information and application please write: ABCO, Dept.
CR. 1201 East Main Street, Meriden, Conn. 06450.

WRITE US AND WE'LL SEND
YOU THE BEST CATALOG
YOU EVER READ!
kidding. Speakerlab's catalog took longer to
write than some of our competitors have been in
No

business. In fact, we created an industry by
"building great kits so you can afford
great speakers.'" Our catalog is an
invaluable manual of speaker
function and design. And,
it will introduce you to
the finest speaker kits made
anywhere...with the strongest
money -back guarantee. Find out
for yourself...FREE. FREE.
that is. Write now. Right now.

4ecikei

Northlake Way

Seattle, WA 98103

COLLEGE DEALERS -Write for Details on College Program. Fast shipments, low prices, excellent profit. Sound
Reproduction, 7 Industrial Road, Fairfield, New Jersey
07006.

TAPE Cassette Sale!

maxell
I

II
II

CASSETTES
299 LNC-46
LNC-60
3
9999
LNC-90
2 49

C-60
C-90

299
Mmrrxarrt

LNC120

peer

1

29
49

Boa 550
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HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS WANTED!! Earn more than just
spare money in your spare time. We need campus representatives to sell name brand stereo components at discount prices in your area. No investment required. Serious inquiries only, please. Contact: Mail Order Dept., K&L
Sound Services Co., 75 No. Beacon St., Watertown,
Mass. 02172. (617) 926-6100.

-

PROFESSIONAL HI -Fl Home study course available
Instructors Include Len Feldman, Julian Hirsch, Larry
Klein, Larry Zide. Send $2.00 for full color AUDIO
PRIMER and information on joining Society Audio Consultants (SAC), P.O. Box 552, DEPT. HF, Beverly Hills,
CA. 90213.
AUDIO BARGAINS -FREE LIST. SETERO COST CUTTERS, BOX 8014 (HF 579), CANTON, OHIO 44711, (216)

10551' Phone. 1914) 664.2909

DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Discount prices for Shure. Pickering, Stanton, Empire,
Grado Audio Technica and ADC. Send for free catalog.
LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept. H, Box 69, Kensington Station, Brooklyn. New York 11218. For Fast Service, call
TOLL FREE 800-221-0906.

SLEEVES 15c. POSTAGE $1.25. OPERA BOXES, 78
SLEEVES AVAILABLE. FREE CATALOG. CABCO 301-3,
BOX 8212, COLUMBUS, OHIO 43201
The Best New Stereo Systems Deserve The Best New
Stereo Records (Tapes too!) You need the Monthly
SCHWANN RECORD CATALOG available from record
shops everywhere or, for a sample copy PP, Send $2.50
to: ABC-SCHWANN, Single Copy Sales, Dept., 2160 Patterson St., Cincinnati, Ohio 45214.

SLIPCASES for HIGH FIDELITY Magazine. Simulated
blue leather, Holds 6 High Fidelity Issues. $4.95 single
case, $14 for 3 cases. $24 for 6 cases. USA orders only.
Allow 6 weeks for delivery. HIGH FIDELITY Library Cases,
Box 5120, Philadelphia, PA 19141.

452-6332.

Free Promotional Albums, Concert Tickets, Stereos,
Etc. Information: Barry Publications, 477 82nd Street,
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11209.

SHURE V 15 IV -$83 ppd., SME, Blank Tape, Dynaklts.
DEW Audio, Box 177, Hampstead, N.H. 03841. (603) 329-5403.

PENFRIENDS, USA, ENGLAND. Make lasting friendships through correspondence. Send Age, interests. Free
reply. Harmony, Box IHF, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11223.

HORNS-WOOFERS-MIDS-TWEETERS at tremendous OEM savings Altec, Electro -Voice, Philips,
Peerless, Polydax and many others. Dozens of hard to
find items used in major manufacturers most expensive
systems. Huge selection of crossover network components, automobile systems, and musical instruments
loudspeakers. Send $1.00 for CATALOG. SRC AUDIO
Dept. HF5, 3238 Towerwood Dr., Dallas, Tx. 75234.
SEMI -PRO AND CONSUMER AUDIO EQUIPMENT.

TEAC/Tascam, Dbx, AKG, Maxell, Delta -Lab, Technics.
Others. Best Prices! Prompt Delivery! WDI, P.O. Box 340.
Cary, NC 27511. 919-467-8122.
Does your cartridge have TOA? The Super SD -900/
+ Super and SD -901 /E + Super moving toil cartridges
do. If your cartridge does not have TOA you may be paying too much for too little. What is TOA? Total Quality Assurance, and each and every Supex moving coil cartridge
has it. For complete Information on TOA and Supex moving coil cartridges, see your local Supex dealer or write
to: Sumiko, Inc., P.O. Box 5046, Berkeley, CA 94705.
E

SAVE 50% BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKER SYSTEM.
Write McGee Radio Electronics. 1901 McGee Street
Kansas City, Missouri 64108.

ANTI -SKATING for AR TURNTABLES!! Proven counterweight design. Install yourself in minutes. 57.95 postpaid. Audio Innovational Products, P.O. Box 1607,
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801.

FIDELITY COMPONENTS!

BOSE, TANDBERG, REVOX, NAKAMICHI, YAMAHA.
CROWN, LUX, INFINITY, ADVENT, SAE, NIKKO, AIWA,
AR, JVC, OTHERS. SIX TIME -DELAY SYSTEMS. LOW,
LOW PRICES! AUDIO AMERICA (VIRGINIA), 804-7933820. HOURS: 10AM-6PM. CALL TODAY FOR LITERATURE AND LOW PRICES!
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES: double your profits!
Write to DIRECT AUDIO IMPORTERS, 6311 Yucca

Street, Hollywood, California 90028.
SAVE! ORDER MINIMUM 20 BLANK TAPES -CUT
any current advertised price 5c. 100% guaranteed. Add
$2.50 shipping. Similar savings on car stereos. Tapeking,
864 East 7th Street, Brooklyn, NY 11230.

BUILD SPEAKERS 8 SAVE. Complete plans $2: L.J.
Boxer, Kingston Post Office, Ontario, Canada.

2 39

new equipment for sale
BRITISH AND EUROPEAN EQUIPMENT DIRECT TO
YOU. Most quality makes of equipment available at advantageous prices. For price list and price quotes send
International Reply Coupon. Send 52 for the brochures
you require. Audio T, Dept A, 190 West End Lane, London, NW6 1SQ, England, Phone 01-794 7848. Visitors

welcome.
SANSUI and PICKERING! BELOW mail order prices!
Send to: GSH Super Savings, P.O. Box 86, Eden, N.C.
27288 (919) 627-1919.
BUY DIRECT from England's Hi -Fi Mail Order Specialists? Save on British and European Hi -Fi components.
Ariston, Armstrong, Celestion, Decca, JR149, Lecson,
LS3/4A. Radford, Revox, SME, Tandberg, Tannoy, Transcriptors, Michell Electronic/Hydraulic, etc. Shipping list
tree or send $3, cash bills only please, to include literature Goodwins 7 The Broadway, Wood Green, London
N22. Phone 888-0077. Visitors welcome, Mastercharge,

Bank Americard accepted.
SOUND BY SINGER, Ltd. An alternative: AGI, Audire,

Boothroyd/Stuart Meridian, Connoisseur, Decca, Draco
Labs/Micro tuner, Fried, Linn-Sondek, Linn-Isorarik,
Grace, Hadcock, Supex, Micro -Acoustics, MordauntShort, NAIM, NAD. Preceden, Audio, Strelioft systems,
Van Alstin, Visonik. Call for information or an appointment (212) 929-2356.

tapes

&

records

RARE OPERA, SYMPHONIC MUSIC ON OPEN REEL
TAPE. Historic performances. EUROPEAN, DOMESTIC.
Free Catalogue. Underhill, Box "U," Bellport, NY 11713.

"SOUNDTRACKS, SHOW, NOSTALGIA

8

JAZZ

-

FREE Catalog 8 Offering List -A-1 Record Finders, P.O.

Box 75071-H, L.A. CAL. 90075."
QUALITY BLANK TAPE. FREE PRICE LIST.... RUTHERFORD'S, SUITE 804-R63, 323 FRANKLIN BLVD.
SOUTH. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60606.
SUPER -FI RECORDS! All types, labels. Catalog S1;
COSMIC CHORDS PO Box 4873 Boulder, Colo 80306.

329

Y tape%

CO.
CONSUMERS
P.O
varnot

miscellaneous

PROTECT YOUR ALBUMS. WHITE CARDBOARD REPLACEMENT JACKETS 35c. PLASTIC LINED INNER

(202)462-0800

AMERICA'S LOWEST PRICES. HUGE AUDIO, VIDEO
Selection. Esoteric All Discounted. Stellar Sound, 6260
Melody Lane 1024, Dallas, Texas 75231 (214)368-7197.

ORDER NOW!
LIFETIME PRODUCT GUARANTEE!
Orders sh,pped within t.3 days Please add 12.00 for shpg.
and hdlg. per 10 rapes. N.V.S. Res. add sales lea. NO COD's.
FREE CATALOG!

M1

srls

1776 Columbia Rd.. Washington, D.C. 20009

AUDIOPHILES' HIGH

STEREO REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!!! LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES!!! OVER 100 BRANDS!!! KRASCO
Rep., 998 Orange Ave., West Haven, Conn. 06516.

UDXL Io,
UDXL or
UDC -46
UDC -60
UDC -90

merica's Recording Tape Specialists

STaXITONC

130 East 59th St., New York, N.Y. 10022.

lipt. C-HF, 735 N.

TDK. BASF.

MAXELL. MEMOREX, CAPITOL MUSIC TAPE CERTRON
(Over 180 different reel 8 cassette tapes to choose from);
top brand recorders: Americas largest collection of taping
accessories, too. Same day service. FREE catalog.

r

SUB -WOOFERS $189.00 8 UP. HI Fl SOUND SYS.
1809 E. McDowell Rd., Phoenix, AZ 85006, 602-258-8324.

CUT-OUT RECORDS. HUGE STOCK. ALL NEW. No
catalog, Cohn, 2205 Marylane, Broomall, Pa. 19008.

CERTIFIED AUDIO CONSULTANT HOME STUDY HI-FI
Course available. Send $5.00 for information. Includes
AUDIO TECHNICAL YEAR BOOK with 29 sample lessons
and application for membership in the Society of Audio
Consultants. Write SAC, P.O. Box 552, Dept. HF, Beverly
Hills, CA 90213.

LIVE OPERA ON REEL/CASSETTE. THOUSANDS OF
PERFORMANCES, WORLDWIDE SINCE 1930's. The
ONLY service that provides the personal attention demanded by the Vocal Art. Free Gifts, Magnificent Free
Catalogue. LIVE OPERA, Box 3141. Steinway Station.
L.I.C., N.Y. 11103.

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE, LOWEST PRICES. TAPE
CENTER. Box 4305C, Washington, D.C. 20012.

RAREST CLASSICAL, SOUNDTRACKS, SHOWS,
PERSONALITY LPs. Huge catalog 50c. Grammy's Attic,
Box 181, Bluffton, SC 29910.
"HISTORICAL OPERA DISC 8 TAPE -Magnificent
quality, speedy service. Greatest live performances of
past 50 years. Reel, cassette, disc. Free Catalog. Historical Recording Enterprises, Box 12, Kew Gardens, N.Y.
11415."

RECORD HOUND, Box 88H, Eagleville, PA 19408. Fills
want lists? Doggone right!!! 33% specia 1st. Fast, friendly
service.
FREE CLASSICAL CASSETTE WITH EVERY TWO
PURCHASED! ... FREE CATALOG-EKR Classics, GPO
BOX 1977HE, NYC 10001.

NOTICE
-

membership fee which covers all costs of
the LP's including postage and handling. In
return foi your opinion .you will build a
substantial album collection - "first come
basis." For application write:

E.A.R.S.INC.

Box 10245 Dept.

5521

BARGAINS! RECORDS. TAPES: blank, prerecorded.
CLOSEOUT PRICES! Catalog $1.00 (refundable). Tower,
Box 12, Lewes, Del. 19958.
OPEN REEL TAPES. Top Quality. 100% money -back
guarantee. Mayor labels. Classical, pop, rock, quad-dlrect disk & video. Bank cards accepted. Catalog/order
information, $1. No other fees, obligations. REEL
SOCIETY, P.O. Box 9337-H, N. Hollywood, CA 91609.

r

Center St

.

HF

1975 E.A.RS. INC.

SCHUBERT/DYER-BENNET. The splendid Tully Hall
performance Of the Dyer -Bennet translation of "Schóne
M011erin" (Characterized by Andrew Porter as "A
'Schone Müllerin' which came to life") now available in
available in a meticulously produced studio recording
(stereo -two discs) directly from Dyer -Bennet records,
Monterey Stage. Great Barrington, MA 01230. $17.50
postpaid.
CASSETTE SAMPLER SPECIAL (DOLBY) PIANO Concerti: Mozart No. 21, Beethoven No. 2. Both $3.98. Free
Catalog. Musical Concepts, Box 53 HM, Cedarhurst. N.Y.
11516.
FREE CATALOG LP'S. FACTORY SEALED $2.50 to
$4.00 Modern Designs, 1731 N.E. 51st St., Pompano
Beach, Fla. 33064.
RARE 78RPM RECORD COLLECTION. 1800 SETS.

mostly, impors, instrumental & symphcnic. Bernstein,
RFD1 Pine Valley Road, Oyster Bay. N.Y. 11771.
OPERA AND CLASSICAL RECORDS NEW SHIPMENT
imported from Russia. Melodia. Free Catalog. Znanie,
5237 Geary Blvd., San Francisco, Ca. 94118.
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Amper. Grandmaster 1.90.....
2.69
Ampe.. Grandmaster II 90.
.. 3.09
Bxeasher Complete System ...10.49
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TB9 18-1800
Amon. Grandmaster 180011 Reel

CDR

Oil

R,1

6.1600...
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5.11
8.31
595
5.09
6.41

Of iiC 90
.... 2.59
Scotch Master II or INC 90
3.15
Scotch 207 78.1800
Scotch Master IC 90
2.69
84.51. Stud o 1800 It Reel
All tapes can M mooned. eo mintm um order. Snipping 3.00 per order. Or cite tor
tree atalof M ewer 250 products ,nclud,nt ewe prices ,n 05 on ooerpYle lone

BASF Shadier I

.

Jell protects All tapes 100% tuannteed. 412.711.8621.
225 Sprint St. Butter, PA 16001

OLD RADIO PROGRAMS on tape. Finest quality, competitive prices. Ask for free flyers. BRC OTR DISTRIBUTORS, 17173 Westbrook, Livonia, MI. 48152.

"COLLECTORS," WIND W, TONY ORLANDO, SEND
for list. G.A.P. Records, P.O. Box 12131, Denver, CO

80212
WAVTED TO BUY: film music LPs. Send $2 for our current Buy List brochure cataloging hundreds of old and recent, domestic and imported albums. No quantity too
small. CINESOUND, Dept. 1, PO Box 483, Ellettsville, IN
RECORDS FOR COLLECTORS -OUT OF PRINT TITLES AT REASONABLE PRICES-SOUNDTRACKS,
SHOWS, VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL, CLASSICAL.
WRITE FOR LISTS. Box 295, STATION 'N', TORONTO,
ONTARIO. M8V 3T2, CANADA.

business opportunities
CABLE FM BROADCASTING: Unique no investment/
experience business. Home operation possible. Excellent income. "CAFM," Box 130-D-5, Paradise, CA 95969.
EARN 5500.00/THOUSAND IMMEDIATELY STUFFING ENVELOPES! FREE DETAILS: MONTEREY PLACE:
P.O. Box 33147-D1. Coon Rapids, Minn. 55433.

AMAZING INCOME FROM HOME!!! BEAT INFLATION!!! DISCOVER FINANCIAL FREEDOM!!! ROMAN
FLEYTVTA, 727 C.R. 601, POLK, OHIO 44866.

publications
THE BLIND AND OTHER PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED can know the joy of reading over 50 outstanding
periodicals, completely free of charge. Write CHOICE
MAGAZINE LISTENING, Dept. HFC, Box 10, Port Washington, NY 11050 or call 516-883-8280.
SECRET FM SUBCARRIER signals exposed In article,
"SCA: Radio the FCC Doesn't Want You to Own," 25c
with adapter brochure. "FM," Adolph MN 55701.
OP. Catalog (over 1200 items) $2.00. Bel Canto Bookshop, Dept. H, Box 55, Metuchen, N.J. 08840.

accessories
STEFEO CARTRIDGES AND STYLI are our specialty;
also phono accessories, direct -disc records. All major
brands and many hard-to -find replacements. Free catalog. Needle in a Haystack, Dept. H, P.O Box 17436, Washington, DC 20041.

Name

Address

electronics

City

State

7ip

ELECTRONIC BARGAINS, CLOSEOUTS. SURPLUS!
Parts, equipment, stereo, industrial, educational. Amazing values! Fascinating Items unavailable in stores or
catalog:: anywhere! Unusual FREE catalog. ETCO-017,
Box 762 Plattsburgh, N.Y. 12901.

Telephone
issues, O Check O M.O.

for_

MASTERCHARGE OVISA
Bank =

BASF Pro I C 90 ...
BASF Pro II m II1G90..

3.05
2.45

BOOKS ABOUT MUSIC AND MUSICIANS New, Old,

Classified Dept., HIGH FIDELITY,
130 East 59th Street, New York, NY 10022
Telephone: 212-826-8393/4

Payment enclosed $

.

.

47429.

Milwaukee. WI 53210

"Guaranteed" t

1930-1962 RADIO PROGRAMS, $1.00 HOUR! Proles
sional 200 page catalog, $1.25. AM Treasures, Box
192HF, Babylon, N.Y. 11702.

BASF TAPE: Largest discounts, fastest service. All
tapes guaranteed! INTERGALACTIC ENTERPRISES,
1789 Carr, Troy, Michigan 48098.

....
.....

.

"Rare Jazz/Vocal LP's sold by auction. Free lists. Leon
Leavitt, P.O. Box 38395, Los Angeles, Ca. 90038."

(No experience required) Each month you
will receive nationally released albums to
rate. There is no extra charge for the LP's
you receive
all you pay is a small

SHOW ALBUMS -Rare, out -of -print Ips, 64-page list
$1.00. Bakers Wife or Nefertiti -original cast LP $9.95.
Broadway -Hollywood Recordings, Georgetown, CT.
06829.

97225.

.

........

_.

SA C60

TAPE WORLD

Record Raters
Wanted

SEARCHING? WRITE DISContinued RECORDS, 444
South Victory, Burbank, California 91502.

GOLDEN AGE RADIO -YOUR BEST SOURCE for radio
tapes. Free catalog. Box 25215-JA, Portland, Oregon

IDn

............

.

TDK, MAXELL, MEMOREX, CASSETTES, REELS, 8 Track Free Catalog, New Guaranteed. SSS AUDIO, P.O.
BOX 94485, Schaumburg, IL 60194.

VIENNESE LIGHT MUSIC SOCIETY -Strauss, Lanner,
etc. on Dolby Cassettes, KC Company, Box 793, Augusta,
Maine 04330.

C90

Ion AD C90
IDRC C90

M M

"LIVE OPERA TAPES. Reels -Cassettes. Unbelievable
treasures since 1926. Over 5,000 selections. Free DELUX
Catalog: MR. TAPE, Box 138, Murray Hill Station, NYC
10016."

CLASSICAL RECORDINGS FOR COLLECTORS.
LISTS. SEND $1.00. ARS MUSICA, 13 Dante St., Larchmont, N.Y. 10438.

BLANK TAPE SALE
IDRi5A

Card

#

services

Fxpiration

Discs. Dubbing, Editing, Duplication of Artists and live
recording enthusiasts. Tapes -Inexpensive. Write for list.
Adams Audio, P.O. Box 189, Westmont. Illinois 60559.

Signature

Please run following ad copy for

issues starting next available

issue*

audio -recording
Aspen Music Festival
announces the

AUDIO -RECORDING INSTITUTE
your Iw, '-week sessions offering experience In

recording live
symphony, opera, end chamber music with world-renowned
artists.
June 25 August 26, 1979

L
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Moen, Colorado

For Info:

ASPEN MUSIC FESTIVAL

1860 Broadway, New York 10023

212/581.2196
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THE ONE -STOP MUSIC
SHOP AT WHOLESALE PRICES
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MUSIC
W'O1ttD,

33 PARK ROW DEPT. HF, NEW

YORK, N.V. 10038

ORDER TOLL FREE (800) 221-8180
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE 96 PAGE CATALOG
CIRCLE 26 ON PAGE 105

Perhaps Pm mellowing out. but it does

seem as if publishers and their music
editors have quiet!)' abandoned the practice of transcribing contemporary songs
note -for-note from their most recent recorded interpretations. A studio plater
neither needs nor uses these nil -picking
embellishments, and the home musician is
likewise deterred by such extraneous doodads us sixteenth -note, hack -phrased syncoputions. Without reducing us to the
level of "Teaching Little Fingers to Play,"
This month's piano -vocals require much
less coordination of fingers and vocal
cords and are consequently hutch more en -

jovahlef.rallconcerned.

Ham Chapin: Living Room Suite.
11

BP. 9 songs, $6.95.

In Harry Chapin's house. we are all welcome. In the pages of his stunning new
song package. he introduces us (via the
photographs of Reid Miles and Ruth
Bernal) to his children, his cat. and his
Grandma Abby. Then he unfolds his life
philosophy: "What makes you think
emotions are something that you hide?
... If you don't feel, you'll never cry/
And if you don't cry. then you'll never
heal"
You Want to Feel). In support
of that philosophy. he offers us music
and lyrics of hope. amelioration, and humanity. It's a refreshing visit, indeed.
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(The New York Times) Great Songs of
the'70s. Times Books. 8/ songs, S/9.95.
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This is an important book (note the important price) and a worthy companion
to the same publisher's "Great Songs of
the '60s." Inasmuch as the '70s are only
in the ninth round and not yet eligible
for embalming. editor Milt Okun's culling of the decade's outstanding songs
might seem slightly premature. However, the standards by which he assesses
the worth of the included material (as
stated in his introduction) cannot be
faulted: "We call great those songs that
are accessible to the nonprofessional and
to the untrained music lover. ... those
that are playable by a pianist. a guitarist.
... or nearly anyone.... that can he sung
by the untrained voice. ... The great
songs last because people do use them."
hence the inclusion of such tunes as /
Write the Songs. Torn Between Two
I
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Lovers. Fifty Wars to Leave Your Lover.
and Maggie May. Bravo. Milt Okun, for
separating the shoddy from the shining.

Loretta Lynn Song Book. Big 3.

19

.songs, $5.95.

Ms. Lynn has never been considered a
militant feminist. but she is certainly
outspoken about the position of women
in what is still a "macho. macho- man's
world. From cradle to coffin. from the
Coal Miner's Daughter to the middleaged mother who used to wonder where

babies came from and nosy wonders
Where Do Babies Go, the lady's music
explodes with feeling. Fler tear -tilled
throat forbids her man to come home adrinkin' with lovin' on his mind, proclaims that she's throwin- away her old
maternity dress now that she's got The
Pill, and remorsefully confesses that another man loved her last night.
I would not challenge the inclusion of
any of these songs: I'm sure they were selected solely on the basis of merit. (Ms.
Lynn's recordings sell in the millions.)
But it's interesting that at this stage of her
professional life Lynn's most eloquent
writers are women.
100 Peaceful Easy Feeling Songs.
I00songs. $7.95.

WBI',

If you

want to know ssho's in the LI' firmament. just glance through this latest
catchall collection. The platinum plutocrats include America. Cat Stevens,

Fleetwood Mac. the Beatles, Neil
Young. Van Morrison. the Eagles. and
more -no lightweights. these. Although
some of the songs may he older than you
are (1960's Who/ Now. Mr Love. '56's It
Onh Hurts for a Little Nhile), there is a

for Quotes!

136
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Chapin -a gracious host

I
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FIDELITY MAG SZINE

COOSTRATLY
BETTER
smashing new piano -vocal setting of Nature Boy that belies its 1948 copyright notice. The 383 pages of this splendid folio
guarantee at least six hours of peaceful
feelings. And in these unsettled times.
that'sa bargain.
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Bad. Bad Leroy Brown: Jim Croce's

Greatest Character Songs. Big

3,

14

songs, $5.95.

Barry Manilow: Greatest Hits. A«mihu:i and Big 3, 19 songs, $7.95.
The Steve Miller Band: Greatest hits
1974-78, WBP, /3 songs, $7.95.
Barbra Streisand's Greatest Hits, Vol. 2.
Big 3, 9songs, $5.95.
James Taylor: Greatest Hits. WBP, /2

Lia

PIONEER'
Over 60 Brands like:

Weekdays 9-6
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CALL

songs. $7.95

Coupling the term "greatest hits" with

/V

the name of a superstar is a clever sales
device and enables publishers to squeeze
yet another feN miles out of some wellworn retreads. Four such retrospectives
have been placed on the racks this
month, and if you want to trace the career development of Croce. Manilow,
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Miller. Streisand. or Taylor. you may
want to buy one. Provided that you have
not already purchased these songs in earlier incarnations, all are worthwhile. For
my money, N anilow's is the dressiest
and the slickest. and credit is due to its

arranger-Mr. Manilow himself.
"Jim Croce's Greatest Character
Songs" is exactly what it claims to he:
Croce's impish humor revisited in simplified piano-vocals. It's a well-chosen
reminiscence of a fine artist.

MacArthur Park, Le Freak and More

THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN MAIL ORDER.
IT'S CALLED EXPERIENCE ! WE HAVE 28 YEARS!
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Great Disco. WBP, 15 songs, $4.95.

Question: Why is the mating call of an
Alaskan moose like the latest disco hit?
Answer: Because both fulfill a meaningful sociological function. But, Mr.
Music Publisher. nobody ever got rich by
notating the sound. As disco has all but
wiped out the ballad -makers. so it will
wipe out the gather 'round the old piano
sing -along set. It just ain't chat kinda music. This slim folio contains fifteen of the
more melodic offerings of the genre. and
the equally slim price is perhaps indicative of the publisher's insecurity about
sales potential. Ifyou can live with incorrect sentence structure and are not Paralyzed by the sight of sixteenth notes
massed for attack. you may make out
El ISE IREI ION
fairly well.
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THE LOWEST PRICES ON AUDIS COMPONENTS
Now two of the largest audio mail order firms
have joined forces giving you twice the
Buying Power, and twice the stock. Fast

shipments, fully insured, factory sealed
cartons
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Get our Low Prices on hundreds of components
liste d, in our
new FREE catalog
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Min¡;us-a worthy summation
Continued from page 133

Ellington comes in again on Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting. a 1959 piece
that points up the difference between the
Duke's elegant church music and the

earthy. gutty Mingus church. Devil
Vonlan. originally recorded in 1961. is
performance that is strong
and vital enough to overcome routine
solos by Larry Coryell and Mike and
Randy Brecker. The weakest piece in the
set is the ballad. Curn/t n "h.eki"Mingus.
a lovely melody that is given a positive,
singing statement by Lee Konitz but eludesCoryell and Mike Brecker.
J.s.w,
an ensemble

Joe Turner: Effervescent. Dimities Black
and Blue. producers. Classic Jazz CJ
138, $7.98.

In this era of Fats Waller rediscovery
(initiated by the success of Broadway's
Ain't Mishehavin) it must he hard for
someone who has been playing in the
Waller vein all his life to make a non Waller record. But Joe Turner. a Waller
contemporary in Harlem in the '20s. has
done just that (though the record was
made in 1976, prior to the revival).

Turner's application of the stride style
diverse enough to fit with ease into
such varied tunes as / Nanna Be Around
Tin Tin Deo. and Body and Son!. none of
which is normally associated with stride.
In a more traditional vein, there is a bow
to Willie the Lion Smith in Echoes of
Spring, Effervescent. a rarely heard
Waller original that probably never has
is

been recorded before (it is Fats' approach to the impressionist style that the
Lion used on Echoes). and several vocals. Of the last. the best is Sweet Lorraine. on which Turner sings in the full
open style of pre -microphone days.

There are. inevitably. echoes of
Waller ricocheting all through this disc.
Rut Turner is never overwhelmed by
them and shows he has listened to any
number of other sources. Ain't She Street
has a crisp. upright Lunceford attack.
and St. Louis Blues suddenly recalls Earl

Ilines's boogie-woogie. The Turner
idiom is rhythmic. melodic, and happy.
exemplified by La:t' River, which has
never sounded less lazy. and Benny Carter's Blues itt Mt' !Heart, a bright, brisk.
positive interpretation that gets down
into a deep. swi ngi ng groove.
J.s.w.
I
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The first high-technology record cleaner was
the Discwasher System. Four scientific revisions
later, the Discwasher is literally years ahead of
all other devices.

WITH PRIORITY TECHNOLOGY:
Discwasher D3 Fluid is proven by lab tests to
be the safest active cleaning fluic' for record
care. But a good fluid is not enough. The
Discwasher System is also a precision removal
system that uses capillary action with slanted
micro -fibers to lift dust, dirt, and dissolved
debris off the record, rather than pushing them
around like "dry" and "constant humidity"
methods. The real dimensions of record care
are safety plus integrated function.

WITH PROVEN VALUE:
The uniquely styled Discwasher handle is
constructed of hand -rubbed walnut which will
long outlast "plastic wonders". This easily held
handle is lightweight because of an integral
cavity which conveniently holds the D3 Fluid
bottle. A special brush to clean the directional fiber Discwasher pad is included without
charge, and also fits inside the handle cavity.
WITH GENUINE SATISFACTION:
Only Discwasher gives immediate performance, long-term record safety, pleasing physical
characteristics and a price that hasn't changed
in five years.
Seek out the Discwasher System, by name.
Only Discwasher delivers techno ogy, value
and satisfaction.

YOUR RECORDS DESERVE

SUPERIOR CARE: SEEK OUT

THE DISCWASH ER® SYSTEM
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R TUNERS=

FM DISTORTION REDUCED 6Y

F

tuning to the center of the IF bandpass to eliminate drift
and minimize distortion.
All in all, we believe these are the finest tuners in the
world.
We challenge you to hear them for yourself at your
Kenwood dealer.

Now Kenwood gives you an important reason to
carefully select your tuner. It's a remarkable new digital
circuitry that we call the Pulse Count Detector.
It actually reduces FM distortion by half. And improves
signal-to-noise by 6 to 12 dB. And only Ken wood has it.
The Pulse Count Detector replaces the conventional
ratio detector stage, formerly the weakest link in tuner
sound quality. It digitally reproduces an FM signal that is
virtually identical to the original. So the accuracy of your
reception is limited only by the accuracy of the original
t-t oadcast.
That's not everything. Each tuner allows you to select
:he IF bandwidth for optimum listening. The wide band
'osition captures every part of the signal for maximum
tdelity. Or switch to the narrow position for maximum
ztivity when stations are crowded close together. And
-'i:,- top o° -the -line KT -917 features a remarkable
.:igtortion detector loop that automatically adjusts FM

PULSE COUNT DETECTOR
Hear the future of high fidelity

KENWOOCV
For the dealer nearest you, see your Yellow Pages,
or write Kenwood, P.O. Box 6213, Carson, CA 90749.
In Canada: Magnasonic Canada, Ltd.

Model KT-917: 51000. Model KT-815: 5440. Model KT-615: 5270.
Nationally advertised value.
Actual prices are established by Kenwood dealers.
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